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ABSTRACT 
Introduction 
This tliesis is the outcome of a study of Implementation of Business Process 
Reengi|ieenng in two medium sized engineering organisations. 
Indian Manufacturing Organisations and Business Process Reeugineering:Overview 
Manufacturing constitutes 60% of India's Industrial economy and contributes nearly a 
sixth of India's total economic activity, as^  measured by the share of country's Gross 
Domestic Product. TTie share of Registered ManuijCturing is twice that of the 
Umegistered Manufacturing activity. Tlie Engineering SectoV forms nearly a quarter of 
the country's Manufacturing Sectori-• ' 
The state of the economy, thie gbveming policies, the prevailing management 
philosophies and firm level strategies adopted; have iMg l^y determined the evolution of 
Indian Manufacturing Organisations. Several studies such as the Tata Services Dtudy 
Hroup and the World Bank sponsored study of Industries in 5 stares "Competitiveness of 
Indian Manufacturing - Results from a Firm-Level Survey" (2002) have clearly brought 
about the importance of policy and operating environment on Industry competitiveness 
The Geneva based World Economic Forum (WEF) publishes Global Competitiveness 
rankings of select countries. WEF's The Global Competitiveness Report (2001-2002), 
ranked India at 57 out of 75 countries (47 out of 58 in 2000). 
On a scale of 1-10, Pamaby(1998) puts the best Indian company at 4 or 5. The best 
American company may be at about 7.5 or 8. Toyota is the best n the worid. Nissan is 
pretty good. 
The journey towards achieving global competitiveness and maintaining it poses series of 
tough challenges to be overcome by patient and persist efforts. 
The above expert opinions point to the immense task facing Indian manufacturing 
organisations in engineering sector. 
The main challenge facing the Indian Manufacturing Organisations (IMO) is how to 
internationalise the Manufacturing sector in such a way, which exploits our human 
potential while protecting national interests. 
Approaches Adopted by IMO to become Globally Competitive 
Indian Manufacturing Organisations have adopted different streams of thought and 
approach like Business Process Engineering (BPR), TQM, TQC, Restructuring, etc. for 
improving the way organizations are working and they all seem to be moving in certain 
general direction. 
Over 100 Indian companies have undertaken Business Process Reengineering or BPR, a 
radical initiative to l e ^ frog from current levels of performance into worid class by an 
intense programme of redesigning the way work gets carried out in organizations. 
Business Process Reengineering. 
Hammer and Champy (1993) defined Business Process Re-engineering as "the 
fundamental rethinking and redesign of business processes to achieve dramatic 
improvements in critical contemporary measures of performance, such as of cost, quality, 
service and speed". 
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Powell et al (2001) note that while the early proponents of BPR ideas were given to 
making exaggerated claims, at its core this movement was based on a few simple and 
powerful ideas. One of these core ideas is the concept of business processes, or "how the 
work gets done around here" are worthy of management attention. 
Davenport and Short (1990) define Business Processes as "a set of logically related tasks 
performed to achieve a defined Business Outcome". A set of processes forms a business 
systems-the way in which a business unit carries out its business. 
A Business Process is seen as a horizontal flow of activities, while most organisations are 
formed into vertical functional groups sometimes refened to in literature as "functional 
silos". [Childe et al (1994)]. Authors have discussed and identified businesses process in 
organizations. Processes have two important characteristics - they have customers; and 
they cross organisational boundaries, are independent of formal organizational structure. 
However, some confusion remains as to what exactly constitutes BPR and what is a 
business process. Most definitions of BPR suggest that the radical improvement of 
processes is the goal of BPR. But they do not describe the methodology, tools and 
techniques used for reengineering business processes. There has been no generally agreed 
or practised BPR Methodology. 
The common understanding is that processes are chosen, process maps created, problem 
or non-value added areas identified, solutions created, process redesigned and then 
implemented. The processes are developed around task structure of the process and not 
the and not the product. 
McKinsey (1994) study of reengineering projects in over one hundred companies 
concluded that reengineering was both a great success and a great failure. Dramatic 
results in individual processes were accompanied by decline in overall results. A detailed 
analysis of twenty projects showed how difficult redesign was to plan and implement and 
how often it failed to produce real business results. McKinsey concluded that, to be 
successful, redesign must penetrate the company's core. There were a number of reasons 
for BPR having little measurable impact on the business unit. One was that redesign 
projects often aimed at processes that were too nanow and changed only one or two 
major variables. Strong leadership was seen as the major vehicle for bringing the change. 
McKinsey report described that what was new was the companies' readiness to tackle 
wider scale and deeper change. The report also emphasised the need to 'care for the 
human dimension for change'. The Report argued that the Leaders must harness learning 
power of the organisation and direct it towards greatest possible strategic improvement. 
Arthur D. Little survey of BPR (1995) found only 16% of senior executives fully satisfied 
with their reengineering programmes. About 68% were experiencing unanticipated 
problems. Much of this disappointment came from setting unrealistic targets. Evidence 
suggested that reengineering took longer than was expected, involved more resources 
than were available and presented problems no one anticipated. The reduction of size of 
workforce had not necessarily improved profits. It seemed that the newly lean compani3 
had to replace lost staff functions with expensive consultants and excised headquarters 
functions had become subsidiary businesses. 
Powell et al (2001) observe that while in the early part of 1990s a great deal of attention 
was devoted by consultants and popular business writers to "Business Processes", called 
variously Business Process Reengjneering, Business Process Redesign or simply BPR. 
The result was a somewhat faddish movement, which is only now maturing. 
BPR in Indian Engineering Industries 
Khader and Suryanarayanan (1998) have compiled a list of 38 'select' Business Firms 
attempting BPR. Some of the BPR Projects were undertaken with help from leading 
management consultancy firms such as Coopers & Lybrands, Ernst & Young, Price 
Waterhouse. 
Many Indian companies in the engineering sector have undertaken BPR involving the 
robust methodology of Systems approach to Manufacturing, known as "Manufacturing 
Systems Design" (MSD), to redesign factories and factory systems. 
The major thrust of BPR in such companies in India has been the restructuring of 
manufacturing plants and adoption of operating systems and procedures based on 
Japanese Production Systems. 
The general experience is that BPR Projects in Indian manufacturing companies have 
brought significant learning experiences across the organizations and a welcome change 
to the traditional manufacturing practices bringing a paradigm shift and a new level of 
awareness in the factories. Whatever be the degrees of success and business impact, BPR 
Projects in Engineering Industries have been widely welcomed across the organizations. 
With the experience of BPR, many of these companies, especially in the TVS Group, 
have swiftly moved to adoption of Lean Manufacturing practices by engaging Japanese 
experts. 
There is very little published information on Business Process Reengineering efforts in 
Indian Industries, still fewer on BPR in Engineering Industries. Clearly, there is pressing 
need for a systematic study of implementation projects as a whole as well as their 
individual segments. 
Rationale and Relevance of the Present Study. 
Typically the BPR Programmes in Indian engineering industries have been undertaken at 
significant costs and sustained efforts over 3 to 5 years to stabilize and become part of 
normal operating routine. Substantial investments were made in terms of outlay and 
human efforts. Change programmes such as BPR can not be allowed to run their natural 
course, instead should be managed with appropriate application of directions and 
resources in order to complete the task satisfactorily within the planned time frame. 
Change managers and others involved in the implementation are in need of knowledge 
inputs from various sources such as published literature. 
This research is an effort to bridge the perceived gap in the study of implementation 
experiences of Indian Manufacturing Organisations. Its objectives are to find answers to 
the following questions by a micro level study of individual segments of a change 
programme implementation in an Indian manufacturing organisation: 
-efefWhat are the operational factors in the implementation area, which guide the 
implementation process and the outcome? What are the influences of immediate 
supporting areas, those within the plant and those outside the plant? 
.eftfHow do the human influences such as level of involvement, commitment, 
industrial relations and environmental culture affect the implementation process? 
-eferHow do the antecedent factors such as the prevailing operating and management 
culture, level of preparation affect the implementation process and outcome? 
PRECEDENT 
FACTORS 
Company Culture 
Preparation 
STRUCTURAL FACTORS 
Facilities, Resources, Training 
Product Structure, Org. Structure 
INFRASTRUCTURAL FACTORS 
Supporting Services, TV Support 
Operating Environment 
I 
IMPUEMENTATTON 
PROCESS 
I 
OUTCOMES 
Implementation Success 
Cultural Qianee 
ENVIRONMENT 
BEHAVIOURAL FACTORS 
Culture, Modvation, 
Commitment. Trust. Co-oon. 
These questions were probed using the following framework: 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
Business Process Reengineering and other transformational change programmes 
undertaken by manufacturing organizations have the objective of improving the overall 
competitiveness by creating a sustained competitive advantage. Management literature 
terms such efforts as implementation of the Manufacturing Strategy of the firm. It is 
therefore appropriate to begin with a study of literature of Manufacturing Strategy. 
Research in Manufacturing Strategy 
Building new capabilities forms the basis of a new manufacturing strategy. The key role 
of a company's manufacturing strategy is to guide the selection of improvement 
progranmies. Change programmes undertaken by manufacturers have the objective of 
improving the overall competitiveness by creating a sustained competitive advantage. It is 
in fact an effort to achieve superior manufacturing capability (Buffa in - Cheng & 
Musaphir 1996) based on well balanced portfolio of manufacturing priorities (DeMeyer -
1992) covering quality, efficiency, flexibility, delivery, reliability, etc. Lei & Golhar (in 
- Cheng & Musaphir) state that the manufacturing strategy should be developed on the 
basis of a viable organisational structure, which supports its core technical capabilities. 
Hayes & Wheelwright (1985) stress on the importance of creating mutually supportive 
structural (hardware based) and infrastructural (software or firm-ware based) factors to 
meet the requirements of the competitive strategy. Hall et al (1993) concluded after a 
study of 100 reengineering projects that change programmes must penetrate the 
Company's core, achieving fimdamental changes in areas such as roles and 
responsibUities, organisation structure, information technology, values and skills. 
Nagabhushana and Shah (1997) carried out a study called "Manufacturing Priorities & 
Action Programmes in the Changing Environment : An Empirical Study" in (1994-95) 
and found that the manufacturing strategy of most firms did not address certain 
fundamental issues of competition. 
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Cheng & Musapbir (1996) observed that manufacturing strategy should be tailor made for 
a firm. According to Pamaby (1979) there is no single concept of a manufacturing 
system applicable to all types of firms. Manufacturing Architecture Concepts for 
individual firms have to be developed by detailed examination of the properties and 
characteristics encountered in the firm. 
BPR Phenomenon 
Edwards & Peppard (1994) contend that BPR and Business Strategy are allies as BPR 
determines the Business Process which forms the 'business architecture', while strategy 
provides the blue print for this architecture. Four types of processes - competitive 
processes that relate to the organizations' current basis of competition and competence-
based processes - which develop capabilities or critical competencies required for the 
future. Together they form the Strategic diamond. The other two types of processes are 
the Core Processes - are valued by the Stakeholders and Underpinning processes which 
are the other supplementary processes. 
The Distinctive feature of BPR is the concept of 'process', which is a view of 
organization. This is essentially a systems view of organization. BPR has rediscovered 
the concepts and tools of systems analysis. Value chain is a process model and collapsing 
of value chain (Davenport and Short -1988) is essentially an exercise in BPR. 
J. Pamaby (1994) credits Toyota with the first development of process-based 
organisations preceding BPR. BPR research raises fundamental question "what is BPR"? 
Davenport etal have identified 5 major steps of Business Process Redesign : 
1. Develop Business vision and process objectives 
2. Identify process to be redesigned 
3. Understand and measure the existing process 
4. Identify IT levers 
5. Design and build a prototype of the new process 
Guimaraes and Bond (1996) note that many organizations have reported significant 
benefits from their BPR experience including substantial reduction of overtime expenses, 
reduction of steps, improvements in customer satisfaction, productivity and profitability. 
The Authors contend that "the expected improvements vary dramatically by company: 
depending on where the company is starting from and the extent of the efforts". Stadler 
and Elliot have reported major reductions in process cost and execution time, and major 
improvements in the quality of process outcomes. 
Earl & Khan (1994) have examined BPR phenomenon from different perspectives and 
conclude that there are new concepts in BPR as well as some older elements. They 
contend that four sets of ideas - Competitiveness, Organizational Rethinking, Information 
Technology and Rebirth of operation management underpin the early development and 
current conceptualization of Business Process Redesign. BPR has value to offer and the 
biggest challenge to managers is implementing it adequately. 
BPR is more top-down, analytical and comprehensive than bottom-up, emergent and local 
emphases on continuous improvement. Studies show BPR is a project-based endeavour. 
Dixan, etal (1994) in their study of 23 BPR projects in different industries found that 
Managers were very involved in both direction and the details of their design and 
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implementation. In every case reengineering involved "changing direction" to align with 
the changed Goal. The Authors contend that the radical nature of reengineering is 
embodied in the change in improvement direction-rather than the change in the business 
process per se. The authors believe the newness of the improvement trajectory explained 
both the magnitude of the change and the lack of an existing mechanism for achieving it. 
This shift in the "improvement trajectory" makes the implementation (radical change) 
difficult and painful. Political turf battles created a significant barrier to progress in 
reengineering. 
BPR Success factors included Teams, Leadership, Consultant, Training and Conmiitment, 
Trust & Conmiunication. Process thinking and enabling part of IT are necessary but not 
sufficient in BPR. 
• 
Biazzo (1998) has oitically examined ithe BPR phenomenon and concluded that BPR 
concept clearly lacked novelty. He finds BPR has a simplistic representation of the world 
of work. BPR concept of organizational change suffers from unitary perspective that 
views organizational change is a mere 'technical fact' seen in an 'apolitical context', 
which put forward by a skillful communicator or leader, is enthusiastically embraced by 
people. Such a view simply ignores the reality of power, autonomy and the accompanying 
complex process of negotiation and of strategic games played by various actors. Further, 
a reengineering process reinforces both the status of hierarchy contradicts with the result 
of a process producing a less hierardiical organization. Such considerations led the author 
to conclude BPR is philosophically impoverished and theoretically underdeveloped. He 
contends that "BPR should be forgotten so that rhetoric will not prevail over substance". 
After the early years of hype and disappointments, followed by severe criticisms of BPR 
phenomenon, including lack of robust methodology and steeply declining academic and 
industry interest, the recent remarks of Powell et al (20(X)) show a renewed interest in 
BPR. ITiey observe, "In the early 1990s a great deal of attention was devoted by 
consultants and popular business writers to "business processes". The result was a 
somewhat faddish movement, which is only now maturing. While the early proponents 
of these ideas were given to exaggerated claims, as its core this movement is based on a 
few simple and power&l ideas." 
Unlike the Western World, BPR in India formnately did not have to resort to downsizing 
the workforce. The prevailing social and legsi circumstances encouraged Indian 
manufacturing to redeploys manpower even as they adopted productivity improvement 
measures such as multiple machine manning, cellular manufacturing, and work flow 
simplifications. 
Research in Manufacturing Strategy. 
Dangayach and Deshmukh (2(X)1) categorize empirical studies in the field of 
manufacturing strategy into process and content streams. The process stream studies the 
pattern or actual process in which the Manufacturing Strategy is developed and 
implemented. The content-stream addresses issues of competitive priorities; it includes 
inanufacturing capabiUties, strategic choices, best practices, trans-national comparison, 
literature review and performance related issues. Most of the research work on 
manufacturing strategy faUs under the second school, and in particular, the 
implementation aspects of manufacturing strategy. 
Problems in implementation of JIT have been well recorded in literature. Ferdows & 
DeMeyer (1990) say JIT implementation is not easy; it requires a step-by-step approach, 
each step being a foundation for the next. Storey (1994) cautions against one-sided 
technical approach to implementing JIT (as a technical fix), which causes other problems. 
Bessant (1991) proposes implementation is in reality a negotiated process. 
Bessant and Haywood (1988) observe that the early experience in adoption of Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Technologies shows that there is a need for significant 
organizational change to obtain the full benefits from new Technology. There is a 
considerable lag between the rate of technology adoption and that of organizational 
adoption - a 'mismatch between the socio-institutional sphere and the new dynamics in 
the techno-economic sphere'. 
The most difficult part is changing cbrporate culture to make it supportive to a new 
strategy (Marucheck etal 1990). This involves behavioural aspects such as management 
and leadership styles, system issues like changes to accounting system. Golhar and 
Stanmi (1991) say management issues are more important than workman related issues. 
Oliver (1990) Weights the need for intelligent cooperation from workers. He stresses 
the importance of communications and a strategic approach to human relations 
management. DeMeyer (1992) stresses need for strong vision. 
Leadership has been widely quoted as one of the most important issues for successful 
reengineering. Almost all studies have shown the vital role played by top management in 
introducing BPR. Sutcliflfe's study on BPR Leadership behaviour showed that leaders do 
influence how a BPR project turns out. The study found evidence that successful leaders 
used a balanced people-oriented leadership tasks as often as task-oriented leadership 
tasks. The study found no evidence that the level of leader involvement is related success 
of the project. 
Various studies of JIT implementation highlight different aspects of implementation 
problems and difficulties. Harber etal (1990) say suitable infrastructure is required to 
implement JIT (e.g. TQC Practices). Empirical studies by Crawford etal (1990) point to 
two broad classes - people related problems and operating problems. Davis (1993) 
reports complexity of product structure and manufacturing structure also creates problems 
in jrr implementation. Gupta (1990) reports serious difficulties in implementing JIT 
purchasing in a complex structure of operations involving organisations outside the 
manufacturing plant. The essence of JIT implementation is summed up by a Japanese 
Production Director "JIT implementation is a long process of accumulation of good 
habits" (from Bessant 1991). Pamaby (1994), Davenport and Hammer (in - Burke & 
Peppard 1995) all agree that implementation of such transformation programmes would 
take about 3 years. This raises questions of continued top management commitment and 
continuity of direction and unplementation. 
Wemmerlov & Johnson (1997) state that manufacturing cells, which may have a large 
variety and many combinations of processes, can provide substantial benefits with respect 
to strategic dimensions such as manufacturing lead time, customer response time and 
quality. Implementing cellular manufacturing is not merely an issue of rearranging the 
factory layout, but more important as an issue that involves and effects organisation and 
human aspects of the manufacturing firm. 
Scarborough (1996) observes there is a convergence of approach of various 
manufacturing industries partly arising out of anxiety about competitiveness leading to 
group conformity. The most popular transformation methodologies adopted in India are 
BPR, JIT and TQM. Johanson (1993) considers JIT and BPR to be "one of the same 
family". Rationale of BPR is considered to be based on Japan's best practices, which 
include JIT. 
T. Ohno (1988), the developer of Toyota Production System says, "JIT is the ideal stage 
of production system". For all practical purposes new manufacturing systems and Indian 
Change Programmes designed to face World Class competition are necessarily based on 
Jrr and Toyota Production System. like other methodologies JIT implementation 
involves vidde ranging changes to company Structure, System and Culture. JIT requires 
breaking down of barriers between departments or hurdles imposed on process and 
elimination of buffers (DeMeyer, 1992). Changes are also required in attitudes and style 
of working. 
Several empirical studies of BPR, JTT implementation have made use of data collection 
by questionnaire surveys followed by multi-variate analysis of data to extract "critical 
success factors" (Anderson etal, 1991; Mehra & Innaan, 1992; Ward etal, 1987). 
Interpretations of statistical faaors have led to general conclusions. Such studies failed to 
give insights into the micro level dynamics of implementation process. 
Research in BPR, Manufacturing Strategy Implementation 
Motwani etal (1998) classify published literature on BPR into four broad research 
streams: Definitions and overview articles; Normative studies by practitioners dealing 
vvdth strategies for implementing BPR; Developing conceptual models and assessments 
and Successful implementation of BPR practices by manufacturing and service 
organizations. 
Hall, Rosenthal and Wade (1993) found that BPR must penetrate to the company's core, 
fundamentally changing six oucial organizational elements or depth levers, roles and 
responsibilities; measurements and incentives; organizational structure, information 
technology, shared values and skills. The term depth refers to how many and the extent 
of the six levers undergoing change as a result of a reengineering. Management 
Commitment, Extensive Communications were crucial for success. 
Guimaraes & Bond (1996) found that BPR problems, inverse relations. Goals & 
Objectives planned and Goals & Objectives Accomplished have significant impact on 
company performance. Authors recommend companies to develop ability to manage 
implementation problems. They note that educating & training workmen is more 
important than empowering them. 
Dixan, etal (1994) have found that reengineering is not a fundamentally new approach to 
performance improvement, but the combination of emerging technological capabilities 
and evolving market demands are making companies to improve faster along new 
trajectories. Factors for successful Reengineering effort include clear specification of 
projects; clear milestones and timetables; Measuring success of Reengineering Project, 
Middle managers feared that because of the process change, their power and even jobs 
might disappear. Though the pilot project was successful, the middle managers actively 
resisted the institutionalization of the change across all functions and sites. 
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Guimaraes (1997) avers that many authors discuss BPR success factors without just 
carefully or explicitly defining BPR success. He has defined success as the extent to 
which the project accomplished its goals and objectives, provided specific benefits and 
improved specific dimensions of company performance. 
Data Analysis involved computation of correlation coefficients to measure the strength of 
relationship between each success factor and the three measures of BPR success. The 
success factors have been intuitively classified by the author into six categories: external, 
employee empowerment, operational, communication methods, tools and leadership 
factors. 
Guimaraes concludes that the important success factors for deriving more benefits from 
BPR are: having the project motivated by customer demands and competitive pressures; 
targeting only a few critical businfcss processes; using hands on experience in 
reengjneering projects and focusing on outcomes rather than tasks. 
However BPR had low impact on company performance. 
MauU, etal (1995) have identified six broad critical issue areas; scope of change, 
performance measurements, information technology human factors and Business Process 
Architecture and the degree of alignment with the company's business strategy. 
The authors found different companies chose different levels on change ranging from 
radical change to incremental change to limit the risks with profitability and even 
survival. However, they gained substantial benefits in terms of lead time, cost reduction 
and increased their likelihood to long term viability. 
Contrary to the views of early BPR champions, IT played a key supporting role in BPR 
projects, to underpin the newly designed business processes. IT was also regarded as a 
'constraint' in cases whenever IT system could not be modified to support management 
of business processes rather than management of products. 
Overwhelming importance of human factors were hi^ighted in their research 
involvement of people was brought about by formation of aoss-functional teams. The 
companies that undertook major BPR initiatives, had prepared their organization for 
change and for adapting to change. However, many companies took short terms 
perspective of change and had little or no concept of culture change. 
The sixth key issue strategy refers to the degree of alignment between the BPR project 
and the overall strategy of the company, study found very few companies had a well 
established strategy makipg process which ensured alignment of process improvements 
with strategic need. Authors found that the existence of a process architecture profoundly 
afifected the way the BPR project was carried out. 
Samson & Terziovski (1999) investigate the relationship between TQM practices and 
operational performance by a questionnaire survey of 1024 manufacturing plants in 
Australia and New Zealand. The Authors have developed constructs to collect data on 
five identified variables viz.- TQM Elements, Leadership, People Management 
Information and Analysis, Process Management and Performance. 
Data was analysed by Factor Analysis of construct scores for each variable and only 
variables having factor scores above the cut-off score of 0.45 were retained for further 
analysis. Multiple Regression of all six factors with the dependant variable factor -
organizational performance. 
The authors conclude that the strong predictors of performance were the best factors of 
leadership, human resources management, and customer focus. Systems and analytical 
oriented (Information and analysis, strategic planning, process analysis) were not strongly 
ox positively related to performance. 
Nahm, etal (2003) found that organization structure does affect attainment of time-based 
manufacturing practices. This conclusion supports the view that certain organisation 
structures facilitate successful implementation of radical innovations by creation of an 
internal enviroimient guided by policies and procedures that enable the firm to capture, 
organize and share knowledge. As the employee base begins to take shape, it is possible 
to push decision making down the organization. 
Guimaraes and Bond (1996) conclude that organizations are emphasizing some of the 
most important activities recommended in literature as the basic underpinnings for BPR 
such as using time as the competitive weapon, changes to customer-market-related 
business processes, value added element of every business activity and applying the right 
innovative technology. This, the authors surmise, could be the major reason why many of 
the BPR goals and objectives have been only modestly accomplished. 
Chan and Choi (1997) aver that there are two main reasons for failures of BPR projects : 
lack of understanding of BPR and the inability to "perform" BPR and lack of 
methodology for BPR and an analytical framework for hampering BPR efforts. They 
propose Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) as an analytical framework for understanding 
the four main characteristics of BPR: fundamental analysis, radical redesign, dramatic 
performance improvement and process orientation. They describe the use of SSM for 
implementing BPR in a hospital imaging processing system. 
Cua, etal (2001) used descriptive discriminant analysis to reveal major differences among 
high and low performers. The authors concluded that implementation of practices and 
techniques belonging to all the three progranunes - JIT, TQM and TPM would lead to 
higher manufacturing performance. However, different configuration of practices are best 
suited for improvement on specific performance dimensions, each having practices 
belonging to all three progranmies and including both socially and technically-oriented 
practices. 
Survey method is widely adopted by researchers of manufacturing strategy to study 
implementation of manufacturing improvement programmes, including BPR, in 
Orgmizations. Factor Analysis has been used to study patterns in the field data and reach 
conclusions based on researcher's interpretation of the results of statistical analysis. 
Numerous studies in this field have yielded valuable insights that can be adapted by 
practitioners in planning change programmes and for choosing appropriate intervention 
strategies. However, inadequacies of simplistic and mechanistic views of organizations in 
implementing change remain; the current stock of knowledge of change management is 
stUl inadequate when it comes to handling the imponderables of human behaviour and 
action. Apparently additional dimensions would help requiring new perspectives. Two 
possible perspectives - Complexity and Power & Politics - are discussed in the following 
sections. 
Management of Change 
Change is a universal phenomenon, which has received much attention by many 
management authors. Chaos Theory, recognizes that change is a movement from one 
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organised state to another. It also gives a new insight that transformation from one state to 
another is also organised; and that a catalyst such as knowledge, one that transcends the 
two states, would be needed to bring about the transformation. 
Arunachalam and Subrahmaniam (1995) observe that "the difference between successftil 
and unsuccessful firm that use BPR appear to use more on the scope and coverage of BPR 
efforts than on the mere application of technology and methods". They aver that 
"Reengineering depends on people: the way they learn their jobs, work and collaborate 
with their colleagues. Often this involves learning new trades and work practices and 
embracing a new work ethic ". 
Adopting appropriate Change Management strategies is vital to successful 
implementation of a change project, wide spread difficulty faced by the organisation and 
high proportions of failures have focused attentions of numerous practitioners and 
academics as the phenomenon of change management. 
According to Bessant (1991) implementation essentially consists of creation of structures 
and systems for improved lateral relations through team working for achieving 
improvements, implementing customer driven changes, maintaining operational 
flexibility, empowering employees and use of Information Technology as an enabler of 
desired processes. 
Robbers and Finley (1998) observe BPR is an open-ended regimen given to open-
endedness, it is not surprising that many BPR efforts are failures. The idea of BPR is too 
often implemented incorrectly at enormous financial and emotional cost. There are 
several reasons-most of them stem from the organisation's unwillingness to go far 
enough. 
Arun Maira (1999) says "A process of organizational transformation proceeds along 
three rolls of Actions, Involvement and Learning". Learning is an important component 
of mastering the process of accelerated organisational change. 
AS Rao's (2000) brings the change adopter's perspective in his Technology Acceptance 
Model (TAM). Rao's Model proposes that attitude towards new technology adoption is 
influenced by factors such »s perceived ease of adoption; apprehensiveness; perceived 
utility of technology (extrinsic motivation) and enjoyment (intrinsic motivation). This 
model offers a useful approach for handling introduction and implementation of new 
manufacturing technolo^es including BPR. 
Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1989) has emphasized as creation of appropriate structures and 
climate to encourage smooth flow of communication, and circulation of knowledge, 
greater opportunities for internal cooperation, exchanging of views and experimentation 
and a management culture deriving power from influence and involvement rather than 
control or total ownership. 
Paul Strebel (1994) proposes different hnplementation strategies based on two 
dimensions-degree of clarity strength of change force or degree of resistance to change. 
Top down approach is best adopted when change direction is clear and resistance is stray, 
task force approach is appropriate for unclear directions and strong resistance. When 
resistance is weak, participative and botton-up approaches are advocated for unclear and 
clear direction respectively. Strebel has proposed the concept of a "Compact", a 
performance agreement plus a psychological and employment contract for getting people 
to commit to change. 
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Tushman, et al (1986) observe that introducing frame-breaking change call for distinctive 
skills to manage resistance, forging new strategy-structure-people-process consistencies 
and laying the basis for the next period of incremental change. 
Thompson and Ingraham (1996) aver that organizational change is not a deductive 
process; which starts with the objectives and then rationally selects the most appropriate 
means with which to attain these aims. Nor does the process necessarily follow the 
hierarchical lines, with the top in conmiand and the bottom following orders. As change 
always affects the organizational power structure, it will necessarily become the stake in 
the internal power struggle between different groups with conflicting interests in the 
organisation. Their findings show that the outcomes of organisational change process are 
a function of the self-interested behaviours of individuals and they confirm political 
models for understanding organisational change. 
The political model has particular relevance to change processes in organizations. Change 
often implies a redistribution of rewards or a shift in priorities that can provoke contests 
between individuals and groups within the organization as seen by the Case studies by 
Thoenig and Friedberg in a French Ministry. 
Political dynamics accompany organizational change. To the extent that change creates 
winners and losers can be expected to act in ways that impede the change process. 
Individuals can make use of tactics that are generally included under "organizational 
politics". 
There is no consensus in literature on a definition of just what organizational politics is. It 
usually implies behaviours other than those explicitly sanctioned by the organization. 
Power & Politics in Organisations 
The influence of positive action in the implementation of BPR practices was noticed in 
the interviews of management staff involved in the exercise. It was also evident during 
the observation of BPR implementation in cells and modules. Certain cells exhibited 
positive actions in coping with the unsettled condition following changes in layout 
formation of new organizational structures establishment of new cell/module practices 
and so on. Personnel in these areas experimented, discussed, negotiated and came soon to 
acceptable solutions to problems facing them. In the same way certain other areas 
encountered actions retarding establishment of new work routines, they either slid back to 
earlier practices and carried on as before or grudgingly implemented the new practices, 
taking no responsibilities for resolving the problems they encountered. These behaviours 
could be classified on a Continuum stretdiing fi-om Active Involvement and Support to 
Active Opposition. 
'Power' is a critical concept in organisational analysis. It is a frequently used word in 
studies on management and organisation. Yet it is variously conceived, variously 
employed and the problem associated with power are variously handled (even dispensed 
with). 
A review of the discourse on power in organisation reveals just how little is actually 
known or agreed topics, about the subject [Giddens (1976, 79), Clegg & Dunkerley 
(1980), Wartenberg (1990)]. The plethora of views in literature on power discusses the 
absence of empiricaUy operational models of power. There is little application of theory 
in studies of how power is exercised in actual social settings. 
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Barnes (1998) contends that most popular conceptions of power treat it "as an entity or 
attribute which all maimer of things, processors or agents may have". People may be 
considered to have power on three dimensions of Physical power, Charismatic or personal 
power and Power of office or position 
Clearly power is much more complex and its effects can be far more far reaching than 
simple conception of power supply. Knights and Wilmott (1989) contend that the debate 
on power alternates between the poles of "Action" and "Structure" i.e. studying 
interaction of decision makers to an appreciation of the structural condition for action. 
Social theorists view power as a property of social structures, located in a generalised 
system of beliefs or values that structure the field of possible decisions and behaviour. 
Power is seen to include structural and social anangements, which produce certain 
outcomes and diminish possibilities of certain other outcomes. 
Foucault avers that "power is exercised rather than possessed. Power is positive and 
productive, not necessarily repressive. Power operates not only from the top down but 
also from the bottom up. It is co-constituted in resistance. 
Kim James (1995), drawing from the writings of K. W. Monsanat (1937), Professor of 
Neurosurgery in Manchester University, avers that power is the basis of all relations. 
Monsarrat (quoted in James) argued that "power-to-do" is the basis of what a person is 
and an individual's investigations are all involved in description of the activity of 
expanding user's "power-to-do". He said power starts with the conjunction of constrained 
power-to-do forces, which come together to form the sub-atomic forces constituting an 
entity. All entities can, therefore, be considered as bounded power-relationships, whether 
it is at a level of an atom, a virus, a human being or an organisation. Their relationships 
are defined into existence by other power-to-do for a limited period of time and within a 
bounded space. 
The purpose of organisational politics is for clarifying powers of autonomous operating 
zones. Degree of initiative and action depends upon ones personality and situational 
setting. 
The above notion of power describes fairly well the nature of interactions observed by 
various persons involved during and after the implementation of BPR in Industries. The 
complex interactions and positions taken by the Actors during implementation and 
operational phases was found to be primarily intended to make modifications in the 
scheme of BPR that affected an individual's areas of operation. 
Accordingly the present study has adopted a conceptualization of 'Power play' or 
'Politics' which determined one's stance to the Change Programme and manifested in the 
intensity of one's supportive or opposing actions and in the level of involvement during 
implementation and operational phases. The above scheme suggests that all possible 
behaviours towards a change programme can be graded and an Initiative Inventory 
sunilar to the Mach V Inventory can be developed to measure the level of Support or 
opposition to the change programme. 
Methods for Measuring Attributes related to Power 
Politics or Power Plays cannot be directly seen; one has to infer them from observed 
actions or effects of actions. I f one concentrates on investigating power only on concrete 
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acts of decision making by specific agencies, one completely misses the phenomenon of 
'non-decision making*. 
Psychological theory provides strong support for making assessments of individual power 
based iq)on determinants rather then consequences. An individual's behaviour is thought 
to be guided by underlying motives that express themselves in specific environments. 
Measurement of Politics or Power Plays is rather problematic. Attitudinal scales have 
been constructed using Phsychometric instruments. One such is the Machiavellian 
Attitude Inventory or MACH V - an instrument developed by Christie and Geis (1970) to 
measure the degree of agreement of disagreement with the ideas of Machiavelli. Persons 
with high Mach scores tend to take over leadership in face t^o-face situations. They initiate 
and control group structure and thereby control both the process and the outcome. 
Research Methods in Operations Management 
McCutcheon and Meredith (1993) suggest that all research projects concerning 
production and operations management generally involve a continuous cycle of 
"description, explanation and testing", which they call the "Research Cycle". 
Survey Method 
Survey Method was adopted to record the following data on the Perception measures of 
degree of impact of selected factors affecting implementation success; degree of success 
of implementation in various areas and the degree of Initiatives of the actors reflecting 
their respective supportive or resisting orientations to the Project. 
Validity & ReliabUity 
O'Leary-Kelly and Vokurka (1998) propose a three step approach to establish construct 
validity in research studies viz. Content Validity, Construct Validity and Nomological 
Validity. 
Many researchers carrying out empirical research on manufacturing strategy and BPR 
studies have adopted the methods of establishing content and construct validity by using 
items that are in well accepted part of published literature; some have also adopted 
scrutiny by peers. Cronbach's *a* (alpha) coefScient is the most popular method for 
cheddng data reliability used by researchers. Nunally (1978) reconunends a minimum 
alpha value of 0.7. However, lower values of alpha : 0.4 - 0.5 are acceptable at early 
stages of research. 
For the present study, the Cronbach's 'a' (alpha) coefficient was to be used to assess 
validity of data used for siatistical analysis. 
Research Methodology 
The present study was to be undertaken in two phases, in accordance with the above 
trend. The first phase was an exploratory and it was followed by the conclusive study. 
Accordingly, two sets of research objectives, one for each phase, were formulated. 
Exploratory Study 
The Exploratory Study was carried out to understand the implementation experiences of 
personnel involved in BPR implementation and to help identify the factors that influenced 
the implementation effectiveness of in different areas. 
An Interview Method aided by a structured Questionnaire containing several of open-
ended questions was adopted to capture implementation experiences of a sample cross 
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section of executives involved in BPR implementation along the dimensions of the 
framework described eariier and covered Overall experience, How the project evolved in 
different phases, Organisational factors, Benefits of BPR and Impact of BPR Project. 
In all 45 Managers, Executives and Supervisors in different areas of manufacturing and 
supporting departments were interviewed covering about 20% of the total strength of 
executives in manufacturing areas. Workmen were not included in the study as the 
workmen's Union had taken a stand of not openly cooperating with the project. 
Analysis of interviews revealed a pattern wherein tiie following factors seemed to have a 
major role in determining the outcomes. These factors were: 
.efer Initiative and level of involvement during implementation. 
^i Stand taken by the actors (support / opposition) 
ei^ Complexity encountered on the shop floor 
The exploratory study confirmed the belief that implementation was not equally effective 
in all areas, some areas doing better than otiiers. 
BPR Project had indeed impacted personnel in all areas, but to different degrees. 
Obviously those in shop floor areas were most involved and affected. 
Similarly the project had differing impacts at different hierarchical levels of the 
organization. 
A study of literature was carried out to strengthen the conceptual base of these factors and 
to understand how they could be handled in research. Study of published research on 
Complexity showed that there are very few studies of complexities of industrial 
organizations and that the taken up in a separate detailed study and not included in the 
scope of the present study. Further, complexity measures based on entropy principle are 
not tested by empirical research. Therefore, it was decided that study of complexity on the 
shop floor should not form a part of this research study. 
Based on the literature survey, it was determined that a constinct [based on a modified 
Mach V inventory (used to measure "Machiavellian" behaviour)] be used as the measure 
of Initiative of the Actors. 
For conducting Uie conclusive study, the BPR Questionnaire was formulated. It consisted 
of Uiree parts, each one a separate three Research Instruments were used in the study 
were: 
(1) A Stiiictured Questionnaire - termed the "BPR Questionnaire", to capture data 
on implementation experiences. 
(2) A structured Questionnaire to capture perception scores of implementation 
success. 
(3) The Initiative Inventory to determine the Initiative Scores of actors. 
The main Research Instiiiment, tiie BPR Questionnaire had Uie following dimensions to 
ptiier perceptions of actors in respect of factors tiiat were identified as having a possible 
impact on the implement outcome: 
i) Stiiictural factors 
1. Facilities 
2. Complexity 
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3. Adherence to Manufacturing System Design principles (in order to 
create an appropriate Organizational Structure) 
ii) Infrastructural factors 
4. Organizational Climate 
5. Adequacy Of Operating Systems & IT Facilities And Support 
6. Organisational Support 
iii) Behavioral factors 
7. Implementation Efforts 
iv) Implementation success 
8. Overall Rating 
9. Ratings of Individual Areas 
v) Impact of BPR 
10. Impact of BPR on individual's work area and individual's work, 
vi) Initiative Inventory 
Construct for Measurement of Initiatives of Actors 
The third part of the questionnaire termed the Initiative Inventory was a construct 
designed to determine the Initiative Scores of implementing Actors. 
Literature showed that it was possible to measure such orientations by suitable constructs. 
One such construct is the Machiavellian Attitude Inventory or MACH V - an instrument 
developed by Christie and Geis (1970) to measure the degree of agreement of 
disagreement with the Ideas of Machiavelli. 
The Initiative Inventory was organized with the same arrangement as the Mach V 
Inventory, so that identical scoring sheet could be used for evaluation. In order to adopt 
the same carefully evolved scheme of Mach V Instrument, six degrees of support and 
opposition had to be formulated and appropriate statements corresponding to each 
category was built using modified Judson's classification of typical behaviours, 'The 
spectrum of possible b^viour towards change' into 6 major classifications. 
Examination of results showed the close correspondence between the scores and known 
orientations of individuals exhibiting extreme orientations. 
Conclusive Study 
The Conclusive Study involved collecting the data for carrying out the Hypotheses 
Testing and other analyses to support the Research Hypotheses. A structured 
Questionnaire was to be developed to collect implementation experiences of a 
representative sample of personnel involved in BPR implementation in two medium sized 
engineering manufacturing organizations. 
The Conclusive Study was carried out to investigate the research questions formulated as 
under: 
(1) How do the contextual factors enumerated below encountered on the shop 
floor affect implementation success? 
.asf Physical Facilities 
en Perceived Complexity 
Mii Manufacturing Systems Design 
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-afef Organisational Climate 
sa Infrastructure in terms of Operating Systems and IT Facilities 
Mi£ Organisational Support 
.aK" Implementation Efforts 
(2) Are the perceptions of the above factors different for different areas of an 
organisation? 
(3) Do the implementing actors in different categories viz. across areas, 
hierarchies and functions have similar or varying perceptions on the each of 
above items? 
(4) Are the perceptions of the factors affecting BPR implementation different in 
different organizations? 
(5) Are the perceptions of parameters of implementation success and the 
perception of the degree of implementation success same across different 
areas? 
(6) Are the perceptions of parameters of implementation success and the 
perception of the degree of implementation success same across different 
categories of persoimel viz. hierarchy levels and functions? 
(7) How does the Initiative of Actors, as a manifestation of their disposition to 
support or resist BPR, affect implementation success? 
(8) Does the Initiative Score of the implementing actors vary for different 
categories of implementing personnel across areas, hierarchies and functions? 
(9) Does the Initiative Score of the implementing actors vary for different 
organizations? 
Since the research is a study of BPR Implementation experiences that are hi^ly 
subjective, the use of perceptual measures is most appropriate to capture such 
experiences. The data on factors involved in each of the above questions is to be 
measured by use of perception scores and suitable constructs. 
The following perception measures are proposed to be obtained by use of appropriately 
designed Likert Scales: 
-aftf The degree of impact of the influencing factors enumerated above. 
.«*? The degree of implementation success in individual areas. 
-«afef The degree of impact of BPR on mdividual's work area and own work. 
The level of Initiatives of personnel deployed in the Basic Units, covering the Line 
Executive/Supervisor/CeU Leader, the Section Head/ Module leader and the Shop 
Manager/Product Unit Leader are to be measured using a suitable psychometry-type 
instrument developed based on the Mach V Attitude Inventory. 
The above research questions were investigated by testing a set of Hypotheses involving 
the above dimensions: 
Organisation Hypotheses Dimension 
Mts Organisation BA HAI.OI to HALOID Plants 
^ Organisation A HA2.OI to HA2.OIO Hierarchy Levels 
^ Organisation A HA3.OI to HA3.OIO Functions 
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MtS 
JOS 
JttS 
Plants 
Hierarchy Levels 
Functions 
Organisations 
Hierarchy Levels 
Functions 
Organisation B HBI.OI to HBLOIO 
Organisation B HBZOI to HB2.OIO 
Organisation B HB3X)I to HB3.OIO 
Organisations A&B HABLOI to HABLOIO 
Organisations A&B HAB2.OI to HAB2.OIO 
Organisations A&B HAB3.OI to HAB3.OIO 
Htoitvoi: Initiatives (Supportive or Resisting) of the Actors, reflective of their 
disposition to support or resist, affects implementation success. 
Research Design envisaged collection of structured data from manufacturing 
organizations in engineering sector,; which had gone through the experience of 
implemented BPR in the not too distant past. The data thus collected was to be used to 
test the research hypotheses by an appropriate statistical analysis. 
Sample Selection 
For the conclusive study, two different medium sized engineering organisations were 
selected not only based upon convenience of the research but also because of several 
similarities in their BPR Projects. Both the units had implemented BPR in the recent past 
and both had adopted broadly the methodology of Manufacturing Systems Engineering. 
In both Organisations, the respondents were limited to those who had actually 
participated in BPR implementation. From the eligible groups for the survey, the 
respondents were invited to participate on the basis of random selection. 
A sampling proportion of 63.3% and 27.3% in the two organizations was deemed 
adequately meeting the minimum sampling requirements. 
Data Analysis 
Data Analysis involved the following Steps: 
(1) Hypotheses Testing of BPR experiences by statistical methods: 
Sl.No. Hypotheses Testing 
Hypotheses Testing for Differences 
between two Plants of same Organisation 
Hypotheses Testing involving muliple 
(more than 3) parameters - eg. across 
Product Units, Hierarchy Levels or 
Functions 
Hypotheses Testing for overall 
Differences between two Organisations. 
Hypotheses Testing of differences 
between Organisations. A & B across 
multiple dimensions. 
Statistical Method 
't'-Test for 
Differences 
Mean 
One-way ANOA 
't'-Test for 
Differences 
Mean 
Two-way ANOVA 
Significant differences at 99% and 95% confidence levels are to be used as cutoff 
percentages to detect statistical significant differences. 
(2) Correlation Analysis and Data Reduction by Factor Analysis. 
Factor Analysis with Varimax rotation is to be adopted to yield significant factor 
patterns and scores and reduced 100 data items into 20-25 factors. The results 
were interpreted giving further insights into unplementation experiences of the 
two organizations. 
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(3) Multiple Regression Analysis between average Success Scores, Initiative Scores 
and reduced variables given by factor analysis. 
Forward Step-wise regression was adopted to establish good fit between Overall 
success scores (dependent variable) and Reduced factor scores of each parameter 
and Initiative Scores. 
(4) Multiple Regression Analysis between average Success Scores and Initiative 
Scores. 
Data Reliability 
Content validity were established by using well known and widely accepted concepts of 
Operations management. Construct validity of Initiative Inventory was established by 
using the scheme of well established M^CH V Attitude Inventory. 
Data Reliability was established by Cronbach's 'a' coefficient values of >70%. 
Limitations of the Study 
The following limitations of the study are noted: 
(i) BPR Project typically takes 5 years; at what stage should measurements be 
done? The measurements were done nearly 3-4 years after completion of 
BPR Project, but represented the periods of stable operation. However, the 
data gathered may not truly reflect the situation in the implementation phase. 
(ii) Movements of personnel across Cells, Modules and Functions rendered it 
difficult to gather Cell-level initiative of Actors. 
(iii) A typical medium sized organisation, has at most 20 basic production units 
(Cells); it is practically not feasible to generate sufficient number of data 
points for each cell to make reliable statistical inferences. Even the total 
number of cell data points would not be adequate to draw inferences. 
(iv) Even though adequate sample size of respondents was ensured, thee were 
inadequate number of respondents from senior hierarchy levels thus 
affecting statistical inferences in some cases of analyses across hierarchy 
levels. 
(v) The Initiatives Inventory is a first time effort to measure supportive or 
resistive behaviours. Its validity was not established by extensive testing, in 
the same way as the Mach V inventory. 
(vi) Any measurement of Attitude is subjective. Attitudes are also contextual; a 
person transferred from the shop floor to a high profile assignment, such as 
ERP, is likely to show more proactive attitude and score more. 
(vii) The perceptions of workmen have not been incorporated in this study. 
Though there were strong reasons to limit the study to the perceptions of 
executives only and workmen were excluded, a major segment of the people 
involved in BPR Implementation has been left out of the present analysis. 
Summary of Analysis of Significant Differences in Organisations A & B 
Significant differences identified by different Statistical Analysis are compared below: 
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Org. A: Significant Differences in various Statistical Tests 
No.ofSignif. 
Difforenoes 
Betn. Plants (t) 
Betn. Levels 
Betn. Fns 
Betn. 
Plants ( t ) 
21 
Betn. 
Levels 
27 
4 
Betn. 
Fns 
11 
6 
3 
No.ofSignif. 
Differences 
21 
27 
11 
All Cases 
Unique 
Twins 
Triads 
Fours 
47 
41 
3 
3 
Nil 
Org. B: Significant Differences in Various Statistical Tests 
No.ofSignif. 
Differences 
Betn. Plants (t) 
Betn. Levels 
Bebi. Fns 
Betn. 
Plants 
( t ) 
19 
Betn. 
Levels 
10 
2 
Betn. 
Fns 
1 
15 
2 
4 
No. of Significant differences 
19 
10 
15 
total Cases 
Unique 
2 common 
3 common 
37 
31 
5 
1 
2. 
ANOVA across Hierarchy Levels had the highest number of 27 items of 
significant differences in Org. A and the least in Org. B. 
There are only a few common items of Significant differences across different 
dimensions in both Orgamsations. Levels and Functions have the least number of 
common items in Org. A. 
In Org A and Org. B the items of simultaneously significant differences across 
three dimensions of Plants, Levels and Functions were: 
Organisation A 
jtiband taken by SBUHead 
ji£ree hand given to make changes 
/mid course corrections 
MS'System Support 
Organisation B 
jB^ystem for Gateway Booking 
JUS 
gan 
Analysis of Mean differences along different dimensions has given more insights into the 
patterns of differences prevailing in Organisation A. 
The significant mean differences between the two Plants within same Organisation could 
be classified into three broad categories: 
{a) Parameters of Chan^ Programme arising out of Distinctive operating 
conditions existing in respective plants including Facilities, technical issues 
of operations. 
Implementation Strategy adopted by the Organsation 
Environment and Dynamics of Implementation, which includes perceptions 
about the process of changing over to the new systems. 
Perceptions on the Results. 
Froni the above, it is clear that behavioural aspects such as relations, support, etc, due to 
the inherent variations in perspectives, experience, education and training affect 
perceptions of actors differenUy across social dimensions of hierarchy levels and 
ib) 
(c) 
(d) 
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functions, giving rise to sipiificant differences along these dimensions. These findings 
would naturally imply different behavioural guidelines and interventions suitable for 
respective hierarchical levels and functions. 
Summary of Analysis of Significant Differences between Organisations A & B 
Comparison of results of studies of the two Organisations has revealed information on 
additional areas of differences between the two organisations which were not determined 
in the tests within respective organisations. 
A comparison of the number of items of significant differences determined by different 
tests are given in the table below: 
Org. A & B: Significant Differences in Various Stotisdcai Tests 
Total 
Betn Cos t-TMt 
BetnCosANOVA 
Betn Levels ANOVA 
Betn Funds ANOVA 
Betn Cos 
t-Test 
14 
. 
. 
. 
-
Betn Cos' 
ANOVA 
10 
7 
. 
. 
-
Betn Levels 
ANOVA 
25 
3 
4 
. 
-
BetnFuncts 
ANOVA 
7 
0 
1 
2 
. 
All Cases 
Unique 
Twins 
Triads 
Fours 
43 
37 
7 
3 
Nil 
An analysis of the nature of differences across the different dimensions of tests show that 
these differences could be categorised into four dimensions: 
-efif Parameters of BPR Project 
jt^ Implementation Strategy 
jtts Environment & Dynamics of Implementation 
.e&f Perceptions on the Results 
This study has shown that there are more differences across hierarchy levels than among 
different operational units or functions. Many practising mangers are, perhaps intuitively 
aware of this fact and have approached different hierarchical groups appropriately. 
The findings of the above study have important implications for handling perception 
differences among hierarchical levels and also among different functions. The 
perceptions of middle management in BPR implementation are to be handled with 
sensitivity in order to channelise their considerable experience and expertise for smooth 
implementation of BPR Projects. 
Results of Regression Analysis for Organisation A 
A multiple regression analysis was carried out to establish a statistically significant 
relationship between the average Success Scores of manufacturing Cells as the dependent 
variable and average initiative scores of the main actors of implementations viz. the Cell 
Leader, the Module Leader and the PU Leader. 
entered the Regression Analysis yielded correlation coefficient (R2=67.7%) with Average 
Success Score as dependent variable. Two independent variables viz. PU Leader Initiative 
Score and "0-1" Membership Variable (of Plants MW and HW) entered the regression. 
With the above, the Hypothesis Hwt, oi: "Initiatives (Supportive or Resisting) of the 
Actors, reflective of their disposition to support or resist, affects implementation success" 
was supported and accepted. 
21 
R^ression Analysis between Average Success Scores of CellsAJnits and Factor 
Scores of BPR Questionnaire Data for Organisation A. 
The Factor Analysis of field data reduced the number of items in Questionaitre from 100 
individual elements to a 21 factors. 
These factor scores of Organisation A were utilized to establish the relationship between 
Implementation Success Scores and the Factor scores by a multiple regression analysis. 
Six independent variables entered the Regression explaining 73.7% (69.4% adjusted) of 
the total variance leading to the following conclusions: 
jtti PU Leader Initiative Score 
jtts Factor "Design Adaptation" 
jtts Factor "Commitment Alignment" 
Mts Factor "Support (IT) Systems" 
j ^ Factor "Moral Support" 
^ "0-1" Membership Variable (of Plants HW and MW) 
All of the above variables have statistically significant unpact on Implementation 
Success. 
The above results once again support the Hypothesis HMV 01: "Initiatives (Supportive or 
Resisting) of the Actors, reflective of their disposition to support or resist, affects 
implementation success" and the Hypothesis was accepted. 
The regression analysis highlighted the significant influence of parameters Design 
Adaptation; Commitment Alignment, Support (IT) System and Moral Support.: 
Regression Analysis between Factor Scores of Overall Results of Cells/Units and 
Factor Scores of BPR Questionnaire Data for Oi^nisation A. 
Factor Analysis of Parameter Overall Results yielded two factors of BPR Implementation 
Success. Regression analysis was carried out with the above factor scores as the 
dependent variable and other 19 factor scores and Initiative scores as independent 
variables. The results of the Multiple regression analysis using forward step-wide 
regression gave the following results: 
Regression analysis yielded a very high degree of fit (R^sO.985) between the dependent 
variable Shop Floor (Operations) Enablers and the following independent variables: 
Jits Initiative Scores of Cell, Module and PU leaders 
-atf Factor *'Compi/Uers <ft Manpower^ of Parameter Facilities consisting of items 
Manpower and Computers (PCs) representing 'knowledge facilities'. 
-etr Factor "^Inherent ComplexUy" comprising 7 of the 12 items of Parameter 
Cpmplexity. 
^ Vnaor Design Adaptation and Design Sensitivity of Parameter Manufacturing 
System Design. 
-BK V2iC\ot Positive Climate of parameter Organisational Climate. 
-eftf Factor Aforo/5«/!po#* which includes items Trust/Suspicion and Faith/lack of 
trust. 
its Membership variable HW or MW. 
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Five of the Seven Parameters along with Initiative Scores and Plant membership Variable 
entered regression equation indicating seven dimensions affecting one factor of overall 
result or success, clearly establishing complex nature of BPR Project Implementation. 
Results of Regression Analysis for the other factor of Overall Result - Shop Hoor 
Operation are given below: 
Regression analysis yielded a very high degree of fit (R^=0.978) between the dependent 
variable Shop Floor Operations and the following independent variables: 
^ Initiative Scores of Cell, Module and PU Leaders 
.tftf Factor "Operating Complexity" comprising 5 of the 12 items of Parameter 
Complexity. 
.afef Factors Soundness ofMfg Siystent Design; Design Adaptation and Design 
Sensitivity of Parameter Manufacturing System Design. 
juts F&ctor Positive Climate of parameter Organisational Climate. 
jiis Membership variable HW or MW. 
All the three factors of Parameter Manufacturing System Design, clearly establishing 
primary importance of Manufacturing System Design for BPR Project Implementation in 
manufacturing organisations. 
Regression Analysis l>etweefi Average Success Scores of Cells/Units and Factor 
Scores of BPR Questionnaire Data for Organisation B. 
The factor scores of Organisation B were utilized to establish the relationship between 
Implementation Success Scores and the Factor scores by a multiple regression analysis. 
In this analysis the Initiative scores were constant and could not enter the regression. 
Regression Analysis yielded a relation 
The following variables entered the regression with Correlation coefficient (R )^ of value 
0.759, considered a very good fit between the dependent variable Average Success Score 
and independent variables: 
Jits Plant membership (0-1 Variable) 
Jits Faith in MSD, Expectations and Morale - a Factor of parameter 
Organisational Climate. 
jgts Management Support - a factor of Parameter Organisational Climate. 
The results were interpreted as follows: 
In Organisation B, two -factors of Organisational Climate - Faith in BPR Concepts, 
Expectations and Morale during implementation; and Management Support consisting 
of Stands taken by the Unit Head and the Group Head; and the Plant highly influenced 
the outcome of BPR Project. 
Regressions between Factor Scores of Parameter "Results - Overall Rating" was not 
c ^ e d out because of infeasible data where the independent variables of Average 
Initiative scores of different units were constant because of insufficient data from each 
unit. However, this deficiency is not affecting the inferences drawn from various 
statistical analyses. 
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Conclusions 
Statistical Analysis for Hypotheses Testing of the data obtained from BPR Questionnaire 
Analysis to detennine significant differences within a company, between companies and 
Initiative Scores have led to the following conclusions: 
i) The study showed that there is a significant difference in the degree of initiative or 
involvement of actors across hierarchy levels. Those in higher hierarchical levels 
had significantly higher initiative scores than those in lower levels. This result 
shows that personnel in higher responsibility levels take a more mature and 
balanced view of their implementation responsibilities and de-link their own 
orientations and take the needed initiatives, while those at lower levels generally 
hesitate to take initiatives while implementing BPR Project. A possible 
interpretation of this trend is that^  under normal and politically balanced conditions, 
those at higher levels, due to their clearly defined responsibilities and sense of 
ownership, in order to maintain their positive image take up visible and positive 
actions in support of BPR Project, even if they are not in agreement with aspects of 
the Project. At lower levels of hierarchy, similar discipline is not seen often. The 
excuses for not taking responsibility and succumbing to inertia and attitudes are 
many - ranging from inexperience, lack of training, peer pressures, ignorance or 
shared responsibility. 
ii) Middle Level managers (Module Leaders) in both the organizations were not at all 
enthusiastic about the BPR Project. They were particularly sensitive to feeling of 
being left out and their position and authority undermined by top driven BPR 
Project. Nevertheless, Regression Analysis showed Module leader Initiative has an 
important relation with implementation success. 
Hi) Top leadership's crucial role in implementation success has been universally 
acknowledged in BPR studies. However, the current study shows that the top 
leadership has to carefully play their role by way of visible conomitment to the 
project efforts and progress. They need to maintain a distance from the front-line 
initiatives so as to ensure they do not undermine the oj^rating zones of the actors 
lower down the hierarchy and give them adequate opportunities to play their 
stipulated roles and contribute to implementation success. Overzealous activism 
would only undermine the interest and initiative of those lower down the hierarchy. 
iv) Cross organizational study has shown that BPR projects get differentiated due to 
their unique business and operating strategies. BPR implementation experiences of 
different organizations differ from each other due to: 
£ti Individual differences in the nature and scope of respective BPR Projects. 
^ The unplementation strategy and managerial style adopted during 
implementation. 
^a The environment and dynamics of implementation in respective organizations. 
-etf Perceptions in respective units on the results or outcome of BPR 
implementation. 
The differences between two organizations are even more pronounced when we 
examine in greater details in terms of different sections of the people, such as across 
hierarchy levels and the functions of mdividuals. 
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Behavioural factors such as attitudes, feelings, cooperation, reaction to managerial 
style account for the maximum number of significant differences between 
organisations. 
v) The factor analysis of BPR Questionnaire Data helped to reduce the 100 items of 
the questionnaire to 21 factors, with each of the 8 parameters condensed in to 2 to 4 
factors per parameter. The results show that a transformational change programmes 
like BPR in indeed a complex project. 
vi) Regression Analysis has conclusively established that the following Factors 
determine Implementation Success in terms of Average Success Score and the two 
Factor Scores of Overall Results - Shop-floor Operations & Shop-floor Enablers: 
Organisation A - Variables tiiat entered Regression of Success Scores of Units 
Average Success Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HW/MW 
3.2 MSDesiffi Adaptation 
4.2 Commitment Alignment 
6.3 Moral Support 
8.1 l%op-fIoor Operations 
Cell Leader Initiative Score 
ModuleLdr Initiative Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HW/MW 
1.2 Computers & Manpower 
(Intellectual Eqpt) 
2.1 Inherent Complexity 
3.2 MSDesign Adaptation 
3.3 MSDesign Sensitivity 
4.3 Positive Climate 
6.3 Mm-al Support 
%2 Sliop-floor Enablers 
Cell Leader Initiative Score 
ModuleLdr Initiative Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HWIMW 
2.1 Operating Complexity 
3.2 MSDesign Adaptation 
3.3 MSDesign Sensitivity 
3.1 Soundness of MSDesign 
4.3 Positive Climate 
vii) Regression Analysis has condusively proved that the Initiative Scores as a measure 
of the degree of support or opposition of all the principal actors viz. the Cell 
Leader, the Module Leader and the PU Leader has significant influence on the 
successful implementation of BPR Projects in respective areas. 
Positive and negative Initiatives taken by the actors in BPR implementation have 
important bearing on the outcome of implementation. 
Even though BPR is a top-down driven organizational initiative, the important role 
of the implementing actors in determining the success of implementation in their 
areas should be noted. 
viii) In both organizations, the Plant membership variable (0-1 Variable) entered 
regression conclusively establishing that two plants within an Organisation have 
different potentials for benefiting from BPR Projects. The interpretation is that the 
different plants have basic differences and orientations to BPR Project 
implementation, which affected their implementation success potentials. 
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ix) One Factor of Facilities viz. "Computers & Manpower" entered regression for Shop 
Floor Operations; the 'intellectual facilities' of a unit or Cell had important 
influence on implementation success on the shop floor operations. 
x) Complexity in terms of its component factors Inherent Complexity and Operating 
Complexity has a significant impact on the implementation success in individual 
Cells/Units affecting successful implementation of "Shop Floor Operations" and 
"Shop Floor (operation) Enablers". Field observations show that especially in the 
early stages of implementation, the shop floor personnel have to cope with the twin 
challenges of implementing new methods and systems on the shop floor at the same 
time meet the demands of quality, quantity and deliveries. Many of the complexities 
can be handled by manufacturing system design. 
xi) Structural complexity in terms of number of products and processing machines has 
an important effect on the Cell operations, especially in the early stages of 
implementation when the shop floor personnel have to cope with the twin 
challenges of implementing new methods and systems on the shop floor at the same 
time meet the demands of quality, quantity and deliveries. 
xii) Cell Leader's initiatives are important for coping with complexity. Provides the 
'requisite variety' for the organisation to respond. Chaos theory says requisite 
variety of response of an organism is essential to cope with the range of 
environmental variations and for the survival of the organism. Manufacturing units 
can also deal with unexpected variations in the environment by ensuring requisite 
variety of responses. 
xiii) Module Leader plays a role in managing complexity on shop floor, by way of 
process control; material inputs; machine uptime; etc. 
xiv) PU Leader's role in regression equation for implementation success is interpreted as 
being important to bringing discipline in operations. This interpretation is supported 
by the "rigid flexibility" theory. 
xv) All the items of Manufacturing System Design entered regression showing that 
Manufacturing System Design Factors have a positive influence on determining the 
degree of BPR Implementation Success. 
xvi) ''Design Adaptation" comprising items MSD Concept; Size of Cell/Module; Roles 
& Responsibilities and Links between Shops & Support Systems entered in all the 
three Regressions indicating the primary importance of taking up BPR projects with 
Manufacturing System Design methodology. 
''Soundness of MS Design" was included m regression for "Shop floor (operation) 
EnablenT. 
"Design Sensitivity" consisting of items Definitions of Roles & Responsibilities and 
Utilising Available Expertise entered regressions for both the Factors of Overall 
Results highlighting the importance of handling sensitivities of personnel in an 
existing organisation while ushering in a major change. 
xvii) Factors of Organisational Climate "Commitment AUgnmenC' entered regression of 
Avert^e Success Score while "Positive Climate" entered both regressions of 
Overall Results "Shop Floor Operations" and "Shop Floor (operations) Enablers" 
highlighting importance of appropriate and supportive climate for BPR Project. 
Factor ''Positive Climate" which includes items Stand taken by MSB Project Team; 
Personal benefit; Faith in MSB and General Support for MSB entered regressions 
for both ''Shop Floor Operations'' and "Shop floor (operations) Enablers" once 
again proving importance of soft issues of BPR. 
;a'm> Factor "SuppoH System" consisting of IT Systems for MRP Explosion; Cell 
Scheduling; MOP Generation; Gateway booking; Manhour Booking and Integrated 
IT Systems entered regression for i*.verage Success Score establishing importance of 
providing required IT support for BPR implementation. 
xix) Factor "Moral Support** consisting of items Transparency/Suspicion and Trust/lack 
of Faith entered regression for two regressions - Average Success Score and Shop 
Floor Operations highlighting yet another soft issues of management philosophy in 
general and of BPR Implementation in particular. 
xx) Factors of Parameter Organisational Climate entered regression in both 
Organisations: In Organisation A, factors "Commitment Alignment" and "Positive 
Climate" entered regression whereas in Organisation B, Factors "Faith in MSB and 
Morale** and "Management Support". These results establish clearly the primary 
importance of Organisational Climate in terms of creating Positive Climate as also 
generating interest and keenness in pursuing the Project across Organisations. This 
result is backed by the findings of Change Management theory and also emphasis 
laid on communications and preparing the Organisation for Change. 
Implications forPmcticing Maiugeis 
The findings of the study have implications for the practicing executives engaged in 
implementation of BPR and other change programmes in Industries. 
i) BPR Projects must be anchored in strong methodology. The importance of adhering 
to design principles and adapting them to organizations without compromising on 
the basics is essential for successful implementation and early realization of 
expected benefits. 
ii) Preparing the Organisation for change and creating a positive climate for change has 
been emphasized by Change Management Experts - both Academicians and 
practicing Managers. The findings of this study reinforce the importance of 
preparing a conducive organizational climate while launching BPR and other 
change prgrammes. 
iii) Top leaders sponsoring change projects need to ensure that all the unportant actors 
have opportunities to apply their minds and efforts and feel satisfied with the 
outcome of their contributions. In effect the leaders should adopt the role of a coach 
and extend required guidance and support. Overzealous activism should be avoided. 
iv) Heterogeneity of organizations is to be recognized and communications and 
intervention strategies appropriately devised to address the disparate groups. 
Differences across hierarchy levels are most pronounced. Similarly shop floor 
personnel perceive issues affecting them differently from those who operate farther 
from the shops. The central staff functions typically perceive shop floor issues in a 
simplistic manner. 
Politics and Power games in organizations cannot be wished away or avoided. 
Politics only reinforces the fact of diversity in any organisation and should broaden 
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one's perspective to consider different viewpoints. New ways of arguing and putting 
across one's case needs to be dev^0|>6d to counter opposing viewpoints. Sri Sri 
Ravi Shankar says that politics should make you realize entire life is a game and by 
being centred in self and with single-minded pursuit of the larger objectives, one 
can skillfully negotiate the obstacles and reach the goal, 
v) Structured Project Management of BPR Projects is necessary organizational means 
to ensure regular reviews, feedback and to enforce commitments and accountability 
of those executing BPR Projects in respective areas. 
vi) BPR and other transformational initiatives take a long time spread over a couple of 
years to get internalized by the organization. Executives should be prepared for 
longer conmiitments than anticipated. Embeddedness of past successful practices 
and experiences take a long tiihe to get loosened and should be appropriately 
addressed through training, communication, commitments and so on. 
vii) Cell Leader (front line manager) and PU Leader (Shop Manager) have important 
roles in determining the effectiveness of implementation. Cell Leader with high 
levels of Initiatives takes proactive actions to ensure smooth implementation. He 
also generates requisite variety to cope with newer problems and situations. 
Therefore, there is need to appoint leaders with high 'motivation' levels for Cell 
Level implementation. He also needs to be backed for ensuring the motivation 
levels are maintained. 
viii) Shop or Product Unit Manager plays pivotal role in guiding his area to successful 
implementation. Buy-in by the Manager and his commitment to the Project through 
initiatives is a must for implementation success. Results emphasise the Importance 
of inducting Managers with good understanding of ensuring operating discipline 
and problem solving at the "coal-face". 
ix) Support functions contribute by Focus on control of factors causing variability and 
preventing uncertainties increasing on shop floor. 
x) Complexities on the shop floor can frustrate the efforts of implementing actors and 
needs to be considered critically during design phases. Discussions with the 
implementing actors would be of great help in generating buy-in for the Project. 
Structure, in terms of Cell, Module and Product Unit formation determines 
structural complexity by defining the number of products, families and variety to be 
handled. Structure and discipline greatly reduce the decision dimensions on the shop 
floor, thus enhancing ability to handle complexity. Thus structure is a useful device 
for reducing local complexity and also for enhancing organisation's capability for 
handling complexity. 
The insights gathered in the show that complexity could be mitigated by several 
measures. Reducing the control period offers an easier way of reducing complexity. 
Layout simplification, process control, rationalization of products to form 
manageable varieties and reorganization of shop modules offer other means. 
Reducing the control period offers an easier way of reducing complexity. Layout 
simplification, process control, rationalization of products to form manageable 
varieties and reorganization of shop modules offer other means. 
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The Production Cell with clear end-to-end responsibility and simple material flow is 
a very effective way of managing complexity in manufacturing units. 
On the production shop, more the dimensions of information required to manage the 
production task, more complex becomes the task. Operating discipline greatly 
reduces the decision dimensions on the shop floor, thus reducing the complexity. 
Toyota Production System emphasizes operating disciplines on the shop floor in the 
form of Standard operations, 5-S House keeping, "takt-time", schedule adherence, 
TPM, 5 QC Tools, etc. 
All the above disciplines help the shop to handle higher product variety by a series 
of decentralised (semi-autonomous) suitable operating modifications or actions. 
xi) Adequate efforts to prepare the organization for BPR is essential for generating 
awareness and also for creating a positive climate conducive for implementation. 
xii) BPR has to be revised once every 5-6 years to make appropriate structures (layout, 
groupings, etc) for changed operating conditions. 
The entire organisation goes through an experience of significant organizational 
learning while undertaking a BPR Project. The organization emerges stronger with 
new confidence in its own capabilities. The learning experience places such an 
organization into a new level of manufacturing competence in not only in 
operational management but also in strategic management of operations. Such an 
organization can confidently take up the much more challenging tasks of adopting 
the best-in-the>world practices namely, the Toyota Production System. 
Suggestions forFutuic Research 
This empirical study has indeed given insights into the phenomenon of BPR 
Implementation in two engineering manufacturing industries in endeavours to transform 
from traditional manufacturing practices by adopting modem manufacturing practices 
based on the 'Lean Manufacturing* philosophy. Equally it has raised many issues to be 
investigated further. Based the study, the following suggestions are made for future 
research on implementation of BPR and in general, other change progranunes in disaete 
manufacturing Industries: 
i) BPR principles have become an inseparable part of current operational management 
thought and practice. Continuing BPR research is therefore necessary to successful 
integration of BPR Principles into other operational management practices such as 
Lean Manufacturing, Supply Chain Management, JIT, TQM, New Product 
Development, and so on. Studies have shown that BPR can co-exist with continuous 
improvement practices. It is therefore relevant to determine how these how 
seemingly incompatible change strategies can coexist without conflicts. 
Many organisations implementing BPR have found that the market environment 
have changed significantly, overturning the basic conditions assumed while 
redesigning the business processes. After 5 years of implementing BPR, there is a 
need felt to once again redesign the business processes. It would be beneficial to 
handle BPR, more particularly manufacturing systems design, as a part of 
manufacturing discipline, like industrial engineering or plant engineering, and 
develop robust methodologies to continuously undertake such projects. Comparative 
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studies of BPR, JIT and other continuous improvement projects should be 
undertaken to fill this knowledge gap. 
ii) The roles of first line supervisor and the shop manager are very important in BPR 
implementation. Research can show the way to equip these key persons with new 
skills, knowledge and to motivate them to strategise implementation. 
iii) This study has shown that the middle manager did not find an active role in BPR 
implementation and feel emotionally involved in the BPR Project. However, his 
degree of support as indicated by his Initiative Score and inclusion in Regressing 
equations show that the Module Leader, not withstanding his personal feelings, did 
not distance himself from the implementation efforts. It is necessary to determine in 
what way the BPR/Change Project could find a way by which develops his 
involvement and satisfaction by contributing to the project. 
iv) Study is needed to understand how Culture influences or affects the capability to 
implement change programmes. A working concept of Culture needs to be 
developed to carry out studies across multiple organisations. 
v) The MACH V Attitude Inventory is a good model to measure the degree of support 
or opposition to a change progranome and in general the impact of politics in an 
organization. 
The creation and validation of Support-Opposition an instrument would be a very 
useful contribution to organisational analysis. 
However, preliminary experience with the Initiative Inventory hints that resistance 
or support does not conform to linear dimension, but is likely to be multi-
dimensional and a much more complex phenomenon (like all attitudes and 
behaviours). Tliis area promises to be very fertile one for new research. 
vi) Holistic Measures of complexity are needed to capture adequately the prevailing 
operating conditions in order to give new insights into handling complexity on the 
shop floor and in manufacturing function, in general. 
vii) Research is needed to find out whether Different Process Structures have different 
capabilities or requisite variety to handle complexity. 
xiii) During the course of study, it was observed that Manufacturing Cells working as 
self-managed units have higher requisite variety to cope with variations in variety, 
schedules and complexity. 
In one case, an a«»mbly shop was producing numerous varieties of product 
configurations out of modular sub-units. While the entropy-based complexity values for 
such a unit was high, neither the operators nor the shop managers perceived any 
difficulties. This shows that autonomous working units or groups offer a simpler way of 
managing complexities, while for centralized structures the complexity values are high. 
A well known example firom Toyota Production System is that of multi-product 
assembly line where numerous types of products and customer-specific configurations 
are efficiently handled on one assembly conveyor-based production line. 
Structure is therefore, a useful device to enhance capability for handling complexity. 
Further study is required on the influence of structure on capability to handle 
complexity on the shop floor. 
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4.1. Contributions of the Study 
viii) This study is one of the very few studies on BPR implementation in Engineering 
Manufacturing Industry in India. Several studies in the past have examined the BPR 
experiences at a broad organizational level, whereas this study has studied of details 
of implementation experiences within individual organizations and explored the 
reasons for differing degrees of implementation in different areas. This is also one 
of the few studies of BPR Projects implemented using the Manufacturing Systems 
Design Methodology. 
ix) A framework was evolved using principles and theories of manufacturing strategy 
for studying change programme implementation in manufacturing firms. 
x) This was probably the first attempt in India to study Complexity in manufacturing 
organizations in terms of capturing impact of complexity on shop floor operations in 
manufacturing and has yielded valuable insights into handling complexities in 
manufacturing shops. 
xi) Few studies have attempted empirical study of influence of Power and Politics on 
change progranune implementation in organizations. This study was able to include 
the effects of power and politics on BPR implementation by employing a concept of 
power that manifests in an individual's disposition to a change programme in a 
manufacturing area. Was able to develop, test and use an Instrument for measuring 
Degrees of Support or Resistance to BPR implementation. 
xii) The study has clearly established that softer or human issues as important as 
technical issues of manufacturing systems design in BPR implementation. 
xiii) While other research studies have largely dealt with intra-organisation comparisons, 
we believe the significant contribution of this empirical study is the inter-
organisational investigations of the implementation experiences and also the reasons 
for variations in implementation success in different areas of an organization. 
Analysis of inter^organisational and inter-organisational experiences along three 
dimensions of Plants, Hierarchy Levels and Functions of respondents have led to 
significant insights and understandings of Organisational change processes. 
xiv) The findings have yielded a host of suggestions by highlighting implications of the 
study for practicing executives. 
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PREFACE 
The last ten years have been very hectic and eventful years for manufacturing 
professionals in India. With increasing heat of global competition, Indian manufacturing 
industries have launched a series of initiatives to upgrade their capabilities to global 
standards. The auto industry started the process of upgradation by demanding the 
toughest standards from the component industry to conform and perform. This intense 
phase took the Indian engineering industries through modernization of plant and 
equipment, computerization, ISO 9000, TQM awareness. Manufacturing System Design, 
Business Process Reengjneering, 6 Sigma, TPM, to name a few. Thus the nineties were a 
learning period for the manufacturing industries. The second half of nineties were 
devoted to more difficult and ambitious projects set on wider canvas such as Business 
Process Reengineering (BPR), 6-Sigma, CAD-CAM and ERP. These projects required 
considerable investments of money and human efforts for extended periods, up to a 
couple of years. Industries who took the lead in these initiatives acted responsibly and 
allowed other professionals to visit their plants and freely shared their experiences. BPR 
was a very promising concept and yet intriguing. BPR concepts were easy to grasp, but 
how to go about with BPR remained elusive for most save a few management 
consultants. Those who took up BPR found out that this was the beginning of unending 
series of new projects, all demanding to be executed speedily and effectively, to face the 
new competition. Many Indian engineering organizations benefited by adopting BPR 
together with the robust Manufacturing System Design methodology. Toyota Production 
System is a comprehensive manufacturing philosophy, which needs careful study to 
comprehend in all its details and many years of practice to adopt. Systematic study of 
these major change projects is essential to gain insights so that major manufacturing 
improvement projects could be executed successfully, realizing maximum gains from 
these expensive initiatives - expensive in terms of cost, commitment and executive time. 
This study, is an attempt to generate insights by a comparative study of two organizations 
and contribute to the list of studies of Indian manufacturing organizations. 
The first Chapter gives an overview of the Indian Manufacturing Organsisations, with 
emphasis on engineering sector, which forms the setting for the current research. Issues of 
global competitiveness are reviewed from nations and industry perspectives. Status of 
Indian manufacturing industries is brought out in detail by the three manufacturing 
futures studies carried out a few years apart. The phenomenon of Business Process 
Reengineering is then described taking help from rich literature available on the subject. 
BPR in Indian Industries is then briefly discussed drawing more from experience sharing, 
conference papers and seminars notes. There is very little published literature about 
Indian Industries on this topic. The chapter concludes by developing a framework for 
carrying out the research study. 
The next chapter on Survey of Literature begins with the review of the evolving thoughts 
and theories on manufacturing strategy, which deals with the issues of achieving durable 
competitive advantage by the manufacturing function. Of the two streams of 
manufacturing strategy research, .the process and execution or implementation streams, 
major work has been carried out on implementation of manufacturing strategy. Studies of 
Implementation include critical and empirical studies of different strategies viz. JIT, 
TQM, BPR, etc. The next section reviews literature on BPR addressing issues of what 
really is a business process, what are its methodologies, critical reviews on BPR concepts, 
experiences and empirical research studies on BPR. The most difficult part of a 
manufacturing in^rovement progranune is its implementation, involving change over of 
existing organizational practices and at times, philosophies. Hence the next section takes 
look at the literature on management of change. Social scientists and management 
scholars say that power and politics in organizations play a deciding role in determining 
the trajectories of change programme implementation. Politics in organizations is a well-
known phenomenon, but little understood and even less studied area. Review of literature 
of power and politics in organizations has beSn carried out with a view to developing a 
researchable concept of organizational power & politics and the way it affects BPR 
projects. Manufacturing is a dynamic area impacted by numerous internal and external 
variables. Rightly it has been recognized as a complex system, where linear logic rarely 
helps. The study of complexity phenomenon and how researchers have tried to probe 
complexity in organizations yields a quantified measure of complexity. With this 
background, the research question was formulated. 
The third Chapter on Research Methodology sets out the research objectives for the two 
phases of study, the exploratory and the detailed study phases, adopted for research. The 
purpose of the exploratory study was to understand the implementation experiences and 
to identify the important factors determining implementation effectiveness in different 
areas. The findings of the exploratory study lead to the phenomena to be researched in the 
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detailed study. The scope of study is then established by formulating the research 
objectives. After due consideration of the data adequacy and analysis, the research 
questions are formulated and hypotheses to be tested by the study have been articulated. 
Research Design envisages Development of research instruments for data collection, a 
structured questioimaire to capture BPR Implementation Experiences is explained and an 
instrument to measure the construct to estimate the effect of politics on BPR 
implementation. The development of the 'Initiatives Inventory' based on MACH V 
Attitude Inventory for study of Machiavellianism has been elaborated. The chapter 
concludes with the scheme of statistical analysis of data, including establishing data 
reliability and the limitations of the study. 
Chapter 4 explains Data Analysis and Interpretation. It begins with a brief explanation of 
data items and the statistical methods of analysis they would be subject to. Next section 
briefly describes the profile of respondents of Questioimaire survey in the two 
organizations studied. A brief account of BPR Project in each organisation gives a bird's 
eye view of situation in which BPR was undertaken before presenting the detailed 
Statistical analyses for hypotheses testing. Data analysis for each organization is followed 
by a comparative study and hypotheses testing. Each parameter tested is followed by 
discussions of the results. For each organization, the results are summarized and 
significant results are discussed. The next section, covers correlations and factor analysis 
of basic data to gain insight into ways in which components of parameter acts. With the 
help of Multiple-Regression a relationship is established between success scores of 
individual manufacturing imits and influencing^ factors. 
The last chapter summarises the conclusions drawn from the data analysis and 
interpretation of results. Implications of the findings for the practicing executives are then 
presented. The next part gives the suggestions for future research and the chapter 
concludes by taking note of contributions of this study. 
D.N. Suresh 
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CHAPTER-I 
INDIAN MANUFACTURING ORGANISATIONS AND 
BUSINESS PROCESS REENGINEERING: AN OVERVIEW 
1.1. Introduction 
This thesis is the outcome of a study of Implementation of Business Process 
Reengineering in two medium sized engineering organisations. 
The first part sets out the context in which the two organizations took up ambitious 
programmes to transform their traditional manufacturing organisations into high 
performance organisations capable of meeting global competition. It begins with an 
overview of Indian Manufacturing Organisations in the Indian economic scene and the 
position of Engineering Industries in the manufacturing sector. Reference is made to 
India's position in the Global Competitiveness Ranking of the World Economic Forum. 
The methodology is based on the sdiool of thought, which postulates that depending on 
the stage of development of a country, appropriate strategies are to be adopted to achieve 
Global Competitiveness. According to this classification, India's position is that of a 
middle-income country, whose economic growth is structure-based. By harnessing global 
technologies to local production, firms would achieve global competitiveness. Such a 
development would be Investment-Driven. 
The next part discusses the impact of poHcy environment and managerial attitudes in 
shaping the paths taken by the Indian Manufacturing Industries in their efforts to cope 
with liberalization of the Indian Economy and to face the heat of global competition. The 
strategies adopted by different sectors of Indian manufacturing industries and their results 
are then outlined. We then note the progress made by the Indian Engineering Industries 
and the challenges they face in the global economy. Particular mention is made to the 
rapid progress of the Indian Automobile Ancillary Sector that has established itself in the 
fiercely competitive global automobile industry. We then take note of the modernisation 
strategies adopted by the Indian Manufacturing Organisations in the Engineering Sector 
in the past decade. 
Finally we present the genesis of the present study arising from the implementation 
experience of one such manufacturing improvement strategy - the Business Process 
Reengineering, or BPR for short, in two medium sized engineering manufacturing 
organisations. 
1.2. Indian Manufacturing Industries. 
Manufacturing constitutes 60% of India's Industrial economy and contributes nearly a 
sixth of India's total economic activity, as measured by the share of country's Gross 
Domestic Product.V The share of Registered Manufacturing is twice that of the 
Unregistered Manufacturing activity. The structure of manufacturing sector is reflected 
by the % weights of different manufacturing sectors in the Index of Industrial Production 
(IIP) as shown below: 
Table 1.2-1: Structure of India's Manufacturing Sector 
Manufiicturing Sectors 
Food Products 
Beverages & Tobacco 
Cotton Textiles 
Wool, Silk & Man-made Textiles 
Jute Textiles 
Textile Products 
Wood Products 
Paper Products 
Leather Products 
Chemical Products 
Rubber, Plastic, Petroleum & Coal Products 
Non-metallic Mineral Products 
Basic Metals'^ 
Metal Products^ 
Machinery & Equipments'^  
Transport Equipmenf^ 
Miscellaneous industries 
Total Manufacturing in IIP 
Weight (%) 
9.08 
2.38 
5.52 
2.26 
0.59 
2.54 
2.70 
2.65 
1.14 
14.00 
5.73 
4.40 
7.45 
2.81 
9.57 
3.98 
2.56 
7936 
"^ Industries in Engineering Sector 
The Engineering Sector forms nearly a quarter of the country's Manufacturing Sector. 
The state of the economy, the governing policies, the prevailing management 
philosophies and firm level strategies adopted have largely determined the evolution of 
Indian Manufacturing Organisations. 
1 "National Income Statistics', Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), January 2004. 
The Geneva based World Economic Forum (WEF) publishes Global Competitiveness 
rankings of select countries using approaches developed by Professors Jeffrey D Sachs of 
the Center for International Development at Harvard University and Michael E Potter of 
the Institute for Strategy and Competitiveness at the Harvard Business School. The first 
approach focuses on global competitiveness as "the set of institutions and economic 
policies supportive of high rates of economic growth in the medium term" while second 
approach uses microeconomic indicators to measure the "the set of institutions, market 
structures, and economic policies supportive of high current levels of prosperity", 
referring mainly to an economy's effective utilization of its current stock of resources. 
WEF's Global Competitiveness Report (2001-02) emphasises an important theme 
confronting many nations: Countries face very different challenges and priorities as the 
economy develops from resource-based to knowledge-based economies, so do its 
structural bases of global competitiveness. At low levels of development, economic 
growth is determined by mobilisation of primarily factors of production: land, primary 
onnmodities, and unskilled labour. As economies move from low- to middle-income 
status, according to this classification, global competitiveness becomes Investment-
Driven, as economic growth is increasingly achieved by harnessing global technologies to 
local production. The evolution from middle-income to high-income status involves the 
transition from a technology-importing economy to a technology-generating economy, 
one that innovates in at least some sectors at the global technological frontier. For 
countries at this innovation-driven stage of economic development, global 
competitiveness is critically linked to high rates of social learning (especially science-
based learning) and the rapid ability to shift to new technologies. 
Clearly India features among the middle income countries that are technology-importing 
and engaged in efficiency-based manufacturing and outsourced services. Indian Industries 
have achieved different degrees of success in improving their operating efficiencies 
depending on their resource-bases and the impact of Policy Regime on Industry 
competitiveness has been very significant as shown by the following study: 
The Tata Services Study Group recently carried out a study of the productivity of the 
country's manufacturing sector. The leading business daily, the Business Standard 
carrying a report on the Tata Services study in the article "Measuring Productivity" 
(November 11, 2003) conunented that several productivity studies in the past, adopting 
different approaches, as well as the latest one by Tata Services lead to similar 
conclusions: First, the Total Factor Productivity growth till the mid-1980s was either 
negligible or negative. Over-regulation and import-substitution were the factors retarding 
productivity growth. The system of industrial controls, spanning both the domestic and 
external sectors, and the government's own involvement in production and trade, were 
inimical to the productive use of investment. Second, the movement toward deregulation, 
reform and trade liberalisation since 1986 has led to more efficient use of capital in the 
manufacturing sector and in turn increase its contribution to growth. 
The Tata study reveals that private firms, and among them the larger ones, have recorded 
better productivity gains in the post liberalization period. The conclusions are in line with 
the anecdotal evidence that the smaller firms have faced greater problems in the recent 
years, while the larger ones have better managed the transition to a more open economy. 
Firm level studies show that the productivity of both labour and capital depend critically 
on knowledge, both disembodied and embodied. Much of the gains that are being seen 
now are a reflection of the secular improvement in the investment in human capital made 
over time. Many such studies have shown that the most dramatic gains in productivity 
have coincided with factors like improved credit delivery, consultancy programmes and 
the growing systemic knowledge of how to embrace the new conditions of competition in 
the areas of price, quality, consistency and timely delivery. 
About 20 years ago, there was widespread expectation that the Indian manufacturing 
sector would be the world's source of components. A low cost base, liberalisation of 
imported raw materials and capital equipment uid a considerably devalued Rupee would 
do the trick, it was thought. But today, the country has not made an impact, at least 
nowhere near what Korea, Taiwan or China have achieved. More important, many 
manufacturing companies in India are turning towards China for component sourcing, 
turning the earlier theory on its head. 
Another equally important determinant has been the prevailing managerial attitude in 
manufacturing industries, in particular, the attitude towards the manufacturing function. 
In an article which appeared in the leading Financial Daily Business Line, "Where is 
manufacturing headed?" (Sept. 12, 2003) the author A.V. Ram Mohan, recounted how 
in late 60s, British policy establishment was quite worried about the decline of the 
industrial and manufacturing sector, which had played a pivotal role in the Industrial 
Revolution in the earlier age. The Finniston Committee looked into the reasons for the 
decline and made several points, one of which relates to the managerial and policy 
attitude towards engineering. 
The report said that the top establishment viewed manufacturing as a mere factor of 
production and not production itself. Hence it was not making the long-term investments 
needed for manufacturing excellence, skill buildmg and design competence. While 
sympathetic noises were made about the Finniston Committee Report, British 
manufacturing continued to decline to its insignificant position today. 
Dominance in technology of design and manufacturing dictates the ownership of 
manufacturing as a sector. That is why when the leadership of technology moved away 
from Britain, the ownership of these businesses moved to the leader, in this case, the 
Japanese. 
The author condudes that how to internationalise the Indian Manufacturing Sector in 
such a way, which exploits our human potential while protecting national interests, is the 
main challenge. Indian manufacturing can still become the leaders in engineering 
supplies to the world, if we adopt ambitious intemationalisation and remove the policy 
hurdles blocking its way. 
Globalization of the Indian economy has brought about sweeping changes in the Indian 
markets. Indian companies faced with increasing competition from the best companies of 
the world are forced to become World Class to sxirvive. The nature of this challenge is 
articulated by no less an expert in manufacturing than James E. Womack, co-author of the 
much-acclaimed book that described the principles of Lean Manufacturing - "The 
Machine That Changed The World" (1990). At the recently concluded Lean Sunmiit 
organized jointly by ACMA Centre for Technology, CII and the Lean Enterprise Institute 
at New Delhi on May 13, 2002, he made a candid assessment of Indian manufacturing 
industry in the Auto-components Sector. Womack said that the industry was currently 
facing the brunt of global competition, will soon find itself battling for survival. "Indian 
industry will have to be prepared for a spurt in investments by multinational companies 
that will bring in their Tier-Is {Component Suppliers). This will push out the Indian 
OEMs and existing Tier-1 companies resulting in a challenge to the very survival of 
Indian manufacturing industry", he said. 
Several Indian organisations have embarked on radical change programmes known by 
different terminologies like Business Process Engineering (BPR), TQM, TQC, 
Restructuring, etc. in order to become competitive. These programmes affect, to varying 
degrees, all aspects of operation and management as also employees of the organisations. 
In manufacturing organisations, such programmes involve enormous risks in terms of 
investments, organisational efforts and uncertain outcome. Issues at stake are 
fundamental - Industry competitiveness, survival, managerial control, employee 
conmiitment, nature and design of work, etc. 
13. Competitiveness of Indian Manufacturing Industries. 
The Global Competitiveness Report (1997) published by Geneva-based World Economic 
Forum (WEF) ranked India at 45 among 53 countries in 1996 while India's rating in 1994 
was 45 among 49 countries. WEF Competitiveness Index of India in different years, 
given below, show the India's tardy progress in improving its global competitiveness: 
Tabie.13-2: India's position in Global Competitiveness Index Ranldngs 
Year 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
No of Countries 
Ranked 
10 
13 
15 
41 
48 
49 
53 
India's Rank 
10 
11 
13 
34 
39 
45 
45 
Source: Business Today, August 7-21,1997 
WEF's The Global Competitiveness Report (2001-2002), came out with two distinct but 
complementary rankings, one called the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) and the 
other called the Cunent Competitiveness Index (CCI). GCI reflects "the set of institutions 
and economic policies supportive of high rates of economic growth in the medium term" 
while CCI reflects "the set of institutions, market structures, and economic policies 
supportive of high current levels of prosperity". 
The GCI rankings for India for 2001 was 57 out of 75 countries (47 out of 58 in 2000) 
while the CCI ranking was 36 out of 75 nations (33 out of 58 in 2000). 
CCI is an aggregate measure of microeconomic competitiveness. A sub index of CCI 
focusing on "Quality of the National Business Environment" ranked India at 34 among 75 
countries whUe the second sub index focusing on "company operations and strategy" 
reflecting sophistication of company operations rates India much below at 43 out of 75 
countries. This ranking clearly shows the task on hand for companies to operate in global 
competition. 
The importance of policy and operating environment is clearly brought about by CII-
World Bank sponsored study "Competitiveness of Indian Manufacturing - Results from a 
Firm-Level Survey" (2002). This study of 1099 manufacturing companies in four major 
sectors across 10 states of India shows how the operating & policy enviroiunent affects 
the competitiveness of manufacturing companies in different states. Factors such as 
Regulatory hassles, high interest costs, poor supply of power, high shipping costs, delays 
in Customs Houses are adversely affecting competitiveness of Indian manufacturing 
firms. India's Labour productivity in terms of value added per worker is lower compared 
to Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines and Korea but the impact in terms of value added per 
unit of labour cost is lower because of India's low wage costs. Labour productivity varies 
across sates, with states having the best investment climate recording up to 60 percent 
higher value added per worker compared to the states with poor investment climate. 
Koregaonkar (2004) says that though Indian firms are implementing a variety of 
technologies such as manufacturing planning and control, artificial intelligence, 
production processes, product and process design, their overall application is very low 
(2.08 On a scale of 0 - 5). There is a gap of 35 percent between the experience and the 
competence necessary. Capital investment in advanced process technology and IT is also 
low. Firms must guard against failing to invest'for a secure future. 
He advocates building strong business infirastructure, particularly in technology. Building 
infrastructure does not mean just technology though. There are yawning gaps in areas 
like supplier voltunes and scales, supplier quality, customer management, product 
strategy, supply chain management, and human and intellectual capital formation. 
Koregaonkar observes: "Our finding is that Supply Chain Management and Customer 
Management have started receiving emphasis among the Indian firm%. But technology or 
facility based programmes do not figure much. SMF (Strategic Manufacturing Flexibility) 
or NGM (New Generation Manufacturing) are nowhere near realisation. There is need to 
focus on: greater technology intensity; building competence in product design and 
development; greater competence in building and managing world scale facilities; set 
relevant benchmarks in different manufacturing industries; create knowledge-based 
workforce and invest in human and intellectual capital in a big way; take quick action to 
deal with ageing plant & machinery and ageing, oversized workforce; install 
manufacturing enhancement programmes to improve performance vis-a-vis critical 
success factors." 
The main challenge facing the Indian Manufacturing sector, in the words of A.V. Ram 
Mohan (2003), is how to internationalise the Manufacturing sector in such a way, which 
exploits our human potential while protecting national interests. Recent developments in 
emergence of engineering industries in the Auto-Components and Two Wheelers Sectors 
support the optimism that Indian Engineering Industries can still become the leaders in 
engineering supplies to the world by adopting aggressive intemationalisation and 
removing the policy hurdles blocking its way. 
The feature article "End of Manufacturing" in India Today (January - February 1999) 
says that a study conducted by ICRA on the steel industry showed that the cost of 
manufacturing had increased by a factor of 10.7 in two decades between 1973-93, the cost 
increase being at significantly higher level the average rate of inflation reflected by 
movement of GDP deflator. The steel industry was yet to achieve the standard quality 
parameters of international steel market. Knowledgeable observers felt that imperatives of 
international competition had forced changes that turned plants into world-scale units. For 
instance, the entry of global auto players had brought about a shift in the way the 
component industry operated. 
CRISIL's Centre of Excellence's study of the post reform period 1990-91 to 1996-97 
showed that there had been substantial improvements in manufacturing indicators. The 
industry margins were higher, partly due to control on wages and power costs, suggesting 
better utilisation of labour, better efficiencies brought about by economies of scale as well 
as benefits of modernisation efforts by corporates. Other views confirm the trend as 
shown by the Auto Component sector, which is subject to the tightest control over costs 
by adopting practices like Just-in-Time management. 
Ktunar Mangalam Birla (2003) recently sunmied up the Indian manufacturing sector's 
strengths thus: "We are the world's largest exporter of cotton yam, the largest 
manufacturer of motorcycles and two-wheelers, the lowest cost producer of steel, 
aluminum, cement and CDs. We are the fourth largest Parma manufacturer". 
In April 2004, the Editorial in the leading financial daily, The Economic Times, (28 April 
2004), "Earfy Spring - Manufacturing Is Alive And Kicking", expressed satisfaction at 
the changing fortunes of Indian manufacturing industries. 
"If the early results for fiscal 2003-04 are any indication, then the manufacturing sector 
may well end the year with a sales growth of well over 20%. This is likely to yield an 
even better bottom line because of an across the board decline in interest cost and 
improvement in productivity. More importantly, a number of industries, including 
cement and steel, are now working at peak capacities. This means that the manufacturing 
sector is ready for another round of capacity creation, nearly a decade after the last 
investment binge of the mid-'90s. This is a remarkable turnaround for the sector that had 
been written off in the none too distant past by one and all. Struggling under the weight of 
excess opacity, financed throu^ costly capital, and weak demand, Indian manufacturing 
was widely expected to wilt under the onslaught of the vastly efficient Chinese 
manufacturing". 
"Underpinning this success is a vastly improved perception of the quality of Indian goods. 
.... Whether this remains a flash in the pan or the industry is able to turn a new leaf would 
depend upon how we play our cards." 
The journey towards achieving global competitiveness and maintaining it poses series of 
tough challenges to be overcome by patient and persist efforts. 
1.4. Challenges Fadng Indian Manufacturing Industries. 
Koregaonkar ponders whether the Indian Industry will rise to the occasion and meet the 
increasing demand for manufactured goods in the domestic market? Much will depend on 
its ability to improve its competitive strength against imports and maintain a high export 
growth. The small scale sector accounting for 23 percent of capital employed and 84 
percent of the workforce is most vulnerable. Nearly 85 percent of factories have less than 
Rs. 1 Crore invested in plant and machinery. The other reasons are poor quality of 
transport infrastructure; high cost of power (about 50 percent more than China); high cost 
of capital (10-12 percent as against international average of 6-8 percent). There are 
significant gaps between competence required and strengths available across a wide 
variety range of Critical Success Factors (CSF): 
jeesBuMing Global Capabilities 
1^ Overall customer service 
jg^ Overall product pricing and cost 
-afef Overall technological leadership 
.afer Overall flexibility and responsiveness 
.«&<• Overall product quality 
The author's study shows the current strength of Indian firms, measures 3.11. on a scale 
of 0-5, a little more than average. While we are relatively better in quality (3.6), we are 
very poor on global capabilities (1.5). The overall gap is 25% compared to what is 
required. This gap is 80% in case of global capabilities. The gap is much narrower on 
Quality. 
We need to move away from factor driven advantage to investment driven advantage. The 
average sales volume of the firm is very small by global norms; labour productivity is just 
5.5 percent of the global benchmark. The average inventory turns is 30% of the global 
benchmark. The overall miarket size of a typical product is not even 1 percent of the 
gl<^al benchmark. Sales-to-asset ratio is at most one third of what it should be. In the area 
of costs, the figures are no better. What this clearly points to is a lack of an investment 
driven strategy to build large scales in manufacturing. 
Pamaby (1998), who developed the Manufacturing Systems Design methodology by 
applying Systems Approach to redesigning manufacturing operations, commented on the 
status of Indian manufacturing firms as follows: 
"The level of awareness in India about best practices is very patchy. A lot of smaller 
Indian companies are not fully aware. My guess is that about 15-20 percent of the 
component suppliers in India are up to date and are doing all the right things. Another 
50 percent or so are on the way there and they have got a good momentum behind 
them. And the rest haven't yet started". 
"The govermnent has a role - one of creating a 'supporting infrastructure'; that 
infrastructure must provide ready access to the world's best practices such as the 
TPS". 
"On a scale of 1-10,1 would put the best Indian company at 4 or 5. The best American 
company may be at about 7.5 or 8. Toyota is the best n the world. Nissan is pretty 
good." 
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The above expert opinions point to the inunense task facing Indian manufacturing 
organisations in engineering sector. We can now take a look at what the Indian 
organizations are gearing up to meet the challenges of times. 
How Indian Engineering Industries are Facing Global Competition 
Industry observes have recorded the "come back" of the Indian manufacturing sector in 
the global marketplace. Five Indian companies have won the Deming Prize for total 
quality management while eight more are preparing for the honour next year. Another 18 
manufacturing plants in 10 Indian companies have been recognized by the Japanese 
Institute of Plant Management for excelling in total productive maintenance this year. 
American, European and Japanese car manufacturers are looking into outsourcing 
opportunities for auto components out of India. UNIDO is partnering the Indian 
govenmient to develop India as the global auto components' outsourcing hub. 
To understand India Inc.'s shop floor initiatives, Pankaj Chandra and Trilochan Sastry 
(2002) at the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad conducted a Survey of 56 
manufacturing companies. The results weren't exactly encouraging. The Authors 
observed that it was clear that Indian companies have, so far, followed an opportunistic 
approach to growth instead of a capability driven one that could strengthen critical 
manufacturing aspects. 
Indian companies accorded highest priorities to changes involving quality and operational 
aspects of manufacturing. Evidently, Indianr companies believed that the conformance 
approach to manufacturing was the quickest route to becoming world class. The survey 
indicated that conformance to quality would remain corporate India's No. 1 concern over 
next 5 years. Supply Chain was identified as the area where companies believed they 
would face the greatest challenge. Companies perceived widest competitive gaps existed 
in distribution, faster and on-time delivery. 
Unfortunately, most of the CEOs believed their manufacturing facilities are at least as 
competitive as those of their intemational rivals. Cleariy, the problems of India's 
companies lay as much in the minds as on the shop floor. 
According to Koregaonkar (2001), Manufacturing is today at the crossroads. Part of the 
cause lies m the troubled history of manufacturing in India. It has suffered from 
'Neutrality Syndrome' - a condition arising out of very little strategic or competitive 
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focus. Reservation of items, industrial capacity licensing, quota system of imports, time 
consuming procedures for imports, large inventories of raw materials, poor quality, 
excessive overtime, absenteeism, frequent strikes and lockouts have become symptoms of 
a decaying manufacturing culture. 
In the aftermath of liberalisation, regulated manufacturing has given way to competitive 
manufacturing or 'manufacturing by competence'. How have the private promoters and 
entrepreneurs responded? It appears as though the Indian firms are passing through a 
'narrow corridor of transition' where the options are few. Across diverse industries, there 
is an element of helplessness brought about by falling investments and returns, falling 
market values and price-earnings ratios, failure to meet debt-servicing obligations- in 
short, failure to compete! The prescription offered is simple - Govermnent needs to do 
more. To understand the situation better, the author carried out a study on the 
'Competitiveness of Indian Manufacturing Enterprises'. 
Table U - 3 : Profile of Indian Manufiacturing Firms 
Particulars 
Avg. Annual Sales 
Avg. Sales per employee 
Avg. Return on Assets 
Avg. Inventory Turns 
Market size 
Avg. capital investment in 
advanced process technology & IT 
Findings 
Rs. 103 Cr 
Rs. 9.6 Lacs 
9.8% 
6.08 
Rs.400Crs 
6% of sales 
Comments 
Far from global size. 
5.5% - global benchmark 
Low compared to interest 
rates & cost of capital 
Global benchmark - 20 
Very small compared to 
global size 
low 
From: "No Simple Answers" by MG Koregaonkar, Business World, 29 January 2001. 
The Critical Success Factors (CSF) identified in the study were Global Capabilities, 
Overall Customer Service, Overall Product Pricing & Cost, Overall Technological 
Leadership and Overall Flexibility and Responsiveness, Overall Product Quality. 
The current strength of Indian firms vis-Jl-vis critical success factors, on a scale of 0-5, 
is 3.11. It ranges from a high of 3.6 for product quality to a low of 1.5 for global 
competitiveness. In all cases, the required level of capabilities over the next three years 
will be higher by about 25%. 
A variety of manufacturing technologies are under implementation: 
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.e^ r Information technologies, 
jm Manufacturing planning and control, 
jg^ Expert systems / artificial intelligence, 
gs< Production processes, 
-afe? Product/process design. 
The experience of Indian firms in the application of advanced technologies and their 
contribution to success is rather low - overall ratings 2.08 and 2.7 respectively. 
Clearly, the technological dynamism of the firms is low. There is a gap of 35% between 
the current level of experience and competence necessary for contribution to success. 
Whenever technologies have been applied, they have resulted in an improvement of 40-
45% in terms of increase in product quality, increased labour productivity, reduced 
delivery times, improved delivery times, reduced inventory and introduction of new 
models. So, it is important for Indian firms to be tech-sawy and to increase technological 
intensity of their activities. 
The author feels manufacturing firms need to improve performance substantially (by at 
least 25%) and uniformly in respect of all performance parameters over the next three 
years. 
The important Manufacturing Enhancement Prognunmes (MEP) undertaken by the firms 
can be grouped into customer service, facilities, supply chain, organization, human 
resources, product / process. The numagerial conunitment to MEPs over next three years 
needs to increase by at least 25%. 
The Author calls for urgent attention on the following: 
MS£ Greater intensity of automation and advanced technologies. 
jm Greater competence in design and development of products. 
-aftf Greater competence in building and managing world scale facilities. 
eti Creation of knowledge-based workforce. 
-efef Concerned efforts to improve infrastructure. 
.86? Quick action to deal with old plants, machinery and workforce. 
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1.6. Approaches Adopted to Become Globally Competitive 
There have been several streams of thought and approaches for improving the way 
organizations are working and they all seem to be moving in certain general direction. 
TOM and JIT methods of restructuring production systems have given valuable insights 
in analyzing work as "value added" and "non-value added" work. 
Value added work is creating value for which the customer is willing to pay. With this 
perspective efforts are always directed towards increasing proportion of value added 
activities and eliminating non-value added work such as transportation, waiting, 
checking, paper work, rework, etc. The techniques of industrial engineering such as 
process flow charts are used for studying existing operations and identifying areas for 
improvements. 
Chandra and Sastry (2002) carried out a study "Competitiveness of Indian Manufacturing 
: Findings of the 2001 National Manufacturing Survey" to determine, among other things, 
how Indian conq>anies (in the organised sector) were handling issues of manufacturing 
capability and competence to face inuninent global competition. 
The manufacturing environment of the organised sector could be characterized as: 
ek^ Increased competition 
Jtas Increased variety 
jgS£ High cost of capital/infrastructure & tightening of working capital 
ea Diversified manufacturing 
ets Lack of focus on equipment/laboiu-'standards 
The authors observed that though quality remained the number one priority, higher 
priority given to Quality and Stractural Changes (which includes the ability to change 
product-mix, fast delivery capabilities & low price capabilities) show the industry 
recognising the importance of bringing about basic changes in manufacturing systems, 
processes and practices. The priority for Invention and R&D had gone down since 1997 
Survey indicating lower priority for long term competence issues. 
The top three manufacturing priorities in 2001 were improving quality conformance, 
improving product performance and faster delivery (as compared to quality conformance, 
broad distribution and product reliability in 1997). 
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The perceived on most factors like product reliability, performance, quality, fast delivery 
and on-time delivery, volume change have gone up. The competitive gap between 
perceived importance and strength was higher for factors like low price, design changes, 
product durability and after-sales service indicating perhaps a shift in competition. 
Indian firms rated their operations as "about equal" or "even slightly better" than their 
competitors outside India on Service, Delivery, Flexibility, Quality, Price and Product 
design Capability. The average scores on a scale of 1 to 7 (score of 4 being "about 
equal"). 
The authors conclude that the manufacturing strategy of most firms still did not address 
certain fundamental issues of competition: need to change product-mix rapidly, need to 
introduce new products based on indigenous or in-house R&D, need to use process 
innovation and quality improvement process to reduce cost of operations and 
consequently the price of product The authors found it puzzling that though the industry 
recognised the benefits of innovation, yet its actions were not conunensurate with their 
belief. 
"Bottom Ten" initiatives related to adoption of advanced (hi-tech) manufacturing 
technologies, closing or relocation of plants (restructuring), automation, etc. 
The top five areas of manufacturing performance improvement in past two years were 
"average manufacturing defect rates", "productivity of direct workers", "manufacturing 
cycle time", "production cycle time" aAd "Finished goods inventory" reflecting success of 
various operational improvement programmes,yespeciaUy those that are tactical in nature. 
The survey also revealed a slight deterioration in operational performance viz. Increase in 
WDP, decline in on-time completion of new product development, increase in 
manufacturing cyde times and procurement lead times. Decline in competitiveness was 
also reflected in marginal drops in market share, overall perceived quality by customers, 
average customer defect rates, delivery lead times, and average unit production costs. 
High standard deviations of scores pointed to wide variability in performance among 
industries in different sectors. 
Coordination across supply chain was weak indicating that the two factors that affected 
the performance of firms viz. long lead times and uncertainty in external environment 
were not properly understood. Firms have not adopted reliable forecasting methods, 
tracking inventory levels across the supply duiin, long-term supplier contracts, formal 
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arrangements for transfer of skills to suppliers which indicate they are at the early stages 
of modem supply chain practices. 
The study also showed relatively weak indicators of modem manufacturing environment 
in terms of IT Systems & Technologies that support computer-based transactions and 
support to management decision making. 
The authors concluded that the key message coming out of their study was - a single 
minded focus on productivity was the only solution to the current manufacturing crisis 
being faced by the Indian firms. Only a small percentage of firms were investing 
resources to improve productivity continuously. Gains are often lost due to an on-off 
approach to productivity improvement. Supply chain and IT practices were also not fully 
developed to support modem manufacturing. The manufacturing infrastmcture of many 
Indian plants, i.e. physical ambience (that affects quality of work life and safety), 
technology on the shop floor (e.g. process control devices, computer, bar coding 
equipment, sensors, etc.), house keeping, etc. is far from what you would find in world-
class plants. Another global practice, the "pull production system" has failed to find roots 
in the Indian plants. Investment in R&D and advanced manufacturing technologies are 
low compared to global standards. Firms that had invested in innovation have seen higher 
benefits in terms of sales revenues. 
Operations at many firms are opportunity driven rather than strategy driven. Though the 
firms under study have asserted their strategy in terms of improving product and process 
quality, after-sales service, etc, they have given very low priority to fundamental changes 
in the "way that manufacturing is organised". These changes would require changing 
processes, developing the ability to change product mix rapidly, and investing in R&D to 
develop new products and processes. 
Indian manufacturing perspectives are in sharp contrast to those in the US where 
innovation, R&D and structural changes have priority. The authors observe that the 
Indian firms have invested in a variety of improvement programmes. But some crucial 
elements are missing; for example, while firms are focusing on employee training, worker 
training is accorded lowest importance. Firms are investing in IT but "what is not clear is 
how they plan to use this information for better decision making". 
According to Chandra and Sastry (2002), the top manufacturing improvement initiatives 
taken up were: 
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Table 1.6-4: Changes in Emphasis: Top Ten Manubcturing Initiatives of the Past and the Fatare 
Initiatives in the Past Initiatives in the Future 
1. Continuous Improvements of 
Current Manufacturing Practices 
2. Management Training 
3. Supervisory Training 
4. Cross Functional Teams 
5. Worker Training 
6. ISO 9000 
7. Improving Manufacturing 
Processes to protect the 
Environment 
8. Functional Teamwork 
9. Improving Manufacturing Strategy 
to support Business Strategy 
10. Integrating Information Systems 
across Functions within Business 
Units 
1. Integrating Information Systems across 
Functions within Business Units 
2. Continuous Improvement of Current 
Manufacturing Processes 
3. Management Training 
4. Developing Manufacturing Strategy to 
support Business Strategy 
5. Integrating Information Systems within 
Manufacturing 
6. Benchmarking 
7. Supervisor Training 
8. Cross Functional Teams 
•9. Total Quality Management 
10. Improving Quality of Work Life 
From: "Competitiveness of Indian Manu&cturing : Findings of the 2001 National Manufacturing 
Survey" by Chandra and Sastry (2002) 
A key trend amongst industry leaders is to adopt Strategic Manufacturing Flexibility 
(SMF) principle, which includes focus on: 
ets Customer Management 
-eftf Supply Chain Management -flexible supply chains that respond 
-eftf Himian Resources Management - Achieve flexibility. 
'Ct^  Business Infrastructure - focus on core strategies, operational efficiencies and 
future strategic options and investments. 
Chandra and Sastry observe that in the post post-liberalisation era, the structural 
weaknesses of Indian firms continue and stand exposed. Management of inventories 
across the supply chain is weak; inventories remain high; there are delays in delivery and 
the overall cost across the cham remains high. Firms invest little in meaningful R&D. 
According to the authors, "the average firm is still very far" from becoming world-class. 
In the Cll-organised India Economic Summit 2003, industry leaders discussing the issue 
of achieving an enduring competitive advantage in manufacturing, recommended the 
following approaches: 
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jf^Tct invest more in technology 
-aer To achieve global scales 
-afef To make the current manufacturing revival much more of a revolution. 
.a&fTo create islands of infrastructural excellence even without waiting for the 
ramp up of physical infrastructure. 
Womack (2003) advises Indian industry to follow the path of lean production and 
leverage on many of the advantages and become globally competitive. 
A strategy of lean production enables wide product variety at low volumes with many 
options, enables high first time quality in reined products and dramatically lowered 
production costs. 
Lean is about selecting the right-sized tools to fit into the right streamlined processes in 
the right locations. There is a lot to be done to fix Indian plants, to redesign the value 
streams and to streamline the routes to after-market. If determined, Indian companies can 
make steady progress and quite possibly, good growth and profits. 
Business Process Reengineering of BPR is a radical initiative to leap frog from current 
levels of performance into world class by an intense programme of redesigning the way 
work gets carried out in organizations. 
1.6.1. Business Process Reengineering. 
Tlie widespread interest in Business Processes Reengineering (BPR) was created with the 
publication of articles "Re-engineei*ing Work: Don't Automate, Obliterate" by 
Hanuner (1990) in the Harvard Business Revi(s\v and "Hie New Industrial Engineering: 
Information Technology and Business Process Redesign" by Davenport and Short 
(1990) in the Sloan Management Review. In these articles, the authors outlined a new 
approach to the management of processes, which it was claimed, was producing radical 
improvements in performance. These articles were quickly followed by a number article 
describing the benefits to be gained by BPR [Zairi and Sinclair (1995)]. 
Hammer and Champy (1993) defined Business Process Re-engineering as follows: 
"(Business Process) Re-engineering is the fundamental rethinking and redesign of 
business processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical contemporary measures 
of performance, such as of cost, quality, service and speed". 
Different definitions of Business Process Reengineering have been put forth: 
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"BPR requires companies to focus on how they create and deliver value to the 
customers. Each decision and action is identified to reveal the processes through 
which customers' needs are satisfied. The map provides the basis for re-engineering. It 
helps to identify duplication of effort, unnecessary tasks, delays opportunities for 
automation, and so on. Wasted efforts and delays can then be eliminated and stages at 
which value is added can be pinpointed for extra effort. The end result should be huge 
savings and productivity benefits together with improved quality and faster time to 
market." [Stevens (1994) - quoted in McKay and Radnor (1998)] 
"BPR is the cunent popular term for examining an organisation's business processes 
and recommending automation or changes to achieve strategic goals." [Childe et al 
(1994) - quoted in McKay and Radnor (1998)] 
"A systematic methodology deivcloptd to help an organisation make significant 
advances in the way in which its business processes operate." [Harrington (1991) -
quoted in McKay and Radnor (1998)] 
The literature includes many different terms relating to the management and improvement 
of processes, including business process improvement, business process redesign, core 
process redesign, business restructuring, as well as business process reengineering. 
McKay and Radnor (1998) report that Hess and Oesterle (1996) have identified 12 
approaches to BPR. 
Powell et al (2001) note that, "at its core this (BPR) movement was based on a few simple 
and powerful ideas. One of these core ideas is'jthe concept of business processes, or "how 
the work gets done around here" are worthy of management attention. 
These concepts cover a continuum of activities ranging fi-om continuous improvement of 
processes to complete restructuring of organisations. What all these terms have in 
common is the concept of processes and the need to improve both their performance and 
design. 
While many different views of BPR have been articulated, a unifying theme is the focus 
upon the sequence of activities, which form various processes involved in doing business. 
A Business Process is seen as a horizontal flow of activities, while most organisations are 
formed into vertical functional groups sometimes referred to in literature as "functional 
silos". [Childe et al (1994)] 
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Davenport and Short (1990) define Business Processes as "a set of logically related tasks 
performed to achieve a defined Business Outcome". A set of processes forms a business 
systems-the way in which a business unit carries out its business. 
Hickman (1993) defines a business process as : "The logical people, materials, energy, 
equipment and procedures into work activities designed to produce a specified end 
result." [ - quoted in Childe et al (1994)] 
Childe et al (1994) have proposed that a business process should be viewed in a manner 
analogous to the operation of an industrial or chemical process in as much as it comprises 
a series of continuous actions or operations, which are performed on a commodity. It may 
also be regarded as the conduit, whether a concept or a material, along which a 
commodity flows, e.g. product development process is the conduit for a product concept. 
Several Authors have discussed and identified businesses process in organizations. Main 
dassifications of business processes are given below: 
Classifications of Processes 
.e£f Operational & Management Processes (Davenport 1993) 
jsis Customer facing & others 
.e£f Internal to the business and transcending organizational boundaries 
.e^ Developing New Products, Delivering products to customers & Managing 
Customer Relationships ( Rockart & Short 1990) 
.ae^  Product Development & launch; Supply chain & Operation; Customer Order 
fulfillment; Management Planning & Resource Allocation (P-E Center for 
Management Research, 1993) 
.eftfCare, Process, Support Process, Business Network Processes, Management 
Processes (Earl & Chan, 1994) 
Processes have two important characteristics : they have customers; and they cross 
organisational boundaries, are independent of formal organizational structure. 
Process thinking has become widespread largely due to the quality movement. Many of 
our current processes result from a series of adhoc decisions made by functional units, 
with little attention to effectiveness aCTOss the entire process. Many processes have never 
been measured. 
However, some confusion remains as to what exactly constitutes BPR and what is a 
business process. 
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Most definitions of BPR suggest that the radical improvement of processes is the goal of 
BPR. But they do not describe the methodology, tools and techniques used for 
reengineering business processes. There has been no generally agreed or practiced BPR 
Methodology. However, Hammer's methodology, which is often cited, is outlined below: 
-aef Name the Process (and state the scope). 
jn^ Map the process. 
jg^ Choose the process to reengineer. 
eis Understand each process. 
jm Start at customer end. 
xSi Benchmarking 
>e£r Identify and annihilate assumptions 
Mti Model and identify tasks. 
Mti Put model aside and start with a clean slate. 
M»s Reengineer the process. 
Harrington's Business Process Improvement methodology is as follows: 
Phase 1 
Phase 2 
Phases 
Phase 4 
Phases 
Organising for improvement. 
Understanding the process. 
Streamlining. 
Measurements and controls. 
Continuous Improvement. 
Davenport identifies 5 major steps of Business Process Redesign: 
gti Develop Business vision and process objectives 
tts Identify process to be redesigned 
Mti Understand and measure the existing process 
.etf Identify rrievers 
Mts Design and build a prototype of the new process 
In addition, many organisations have created their own methodologies to carry out BPR. 
The common theme is that processes are chosen, process maps created, problem or non-
value added areas identified, solutions created, process redesigned and then implemented. 
The processes are developed around task structure of the process and not the product. 
Edwards & Peppard (1994) contend that BPR and Business Strategy are allies as BPR 
determines the Business Process, which forms the 'business architecture' while strategy, 
provides the blue print for this architecture. Four types of processes - competitive 
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processes that relate to the organizations' current basis of competition and competence-
based processes - which develop capabilities or critical competencies required for the 
future. Together they form the Strategic diamond. The other two types of processes are 
the Care Processes - are valued by the Stakeholders and Underpinning processes which 
are the other supplementary processes. 
The early enthusiasm in BPR was documented by a report published by the Boston 
Consulting Group in 1990, which provided senior management perspective on 
reengjneering. The report made some interesting observations: 
Don't reengineer simply to reduce costs 
.absolutions that only restructure, consolidate and obliterate tend to optimise 
processes from an internal view point. 
g&s Excessive cost cutting can destroy value 
.sSurEven reengineering is primarily aimed at major cost reduction, it should be 
made to work in the service of the customer. 
The report described the three of the key components of BPR: 
jtHiK shift to competing on processes: a reorientation from functions to flows and 
from vertical to horizontal in the ways companies do business. 
isjuK rethinking of strategy: the opening of new avenues to growth by layering 
strategjies of process performance and continuous change over strategies of 
position. 
.e^ Redefinition of what it means to be a manager: a transformation from 
command and control, top down management, to leadership based on building 
internal capabilities and taking them to customer needs. 
The Report also posed the question "what is new about reengineering?'. It argued that the 
potential for dramatic results has five sources - process, teamwork, time, technology and 
leadership. Process involved designing complete end-to-end processes that serve the 
ultimate customer, in this way removing functional "walls'. Teamwork is creating teams, 
which can solve their own problems, and to be listened when they do this. Time is seen as 
an important way for measuring performance in quality, variety and productivity. 
Technology opens up new possibilities for increasing value through better communication 
and information. However, new technology should not be the driving force for change. 
Leadership requires managers to become motivators and skill-builders first and result-
generators second. Leaders must harness learning power of the organisation and direct it 
towards greatest possible strategic improvement. 
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The report stressed that what was new was companies readiness to tackle wider scale and 
deeper change. It maintained that the leading edge was moving rapidly as companies took 
on reengineering projects of increasing scope and complexity. The report also emphasised 
the need to 'care for the human dimension for change'. It advised: 'communicate, 
conununicate, communicate', Build a conununication plan that extends to people at all 
levels and locations - families, conmiunities, press and other media'. 
This report sounded caution that "there is no alternative'. Companies that are using BPR 
are prospering while those that reengineer later must find better ways to compete and 
create unique value. It advocated 'aggressive process management', 'companies must 
constantly evolve to stay ahead'. 
In June 1994, the Journal Information Week came out with a Reengineering Report based 
on a survey on how the American Business conununity views reengineering. 
Manufacturing Industries launched most BPR projects than others. 81% of the 400 
con^>anies surveyed bad at least one BPR projects underway. Accounting and finance had 
the highest percentage of BPR projects. Chief Executives expected big improvements in 
service and quality as a result of BPR efforts and were not disappointed with the results 
that they were getting. 
In 1994, the McKinney Quarterly published an article "How to make reengineering really 
worK'. This artide was based on an examination of reengineering projects in over one 
hundred companies. Its conclusion was that reengineering was both a great success and a 
great failure. Dramatic results in individual processes were accompanied by decline in 
overall results. A major conclusion was that too many companies squander attention and 
other resources on projects that look like winners but fail. 
The article asked that given the potential of BPR to provide 'revolutionary improvements' 
w^y don't these result in improvements to the bottom line? A detailed analysis of twenty 
projects showed how difficult redesign was to plan and implement and how often it failed 
to produce real business results. McKinsey concluded that, to be successful, redesign 
must penetrate the company's core, fundamentally challenging six crucial organisational 
elements. These were: roles and responsibilities; measurements and incentives; 
organisational structure; information technology; shared values; and skills. Strong 
leadership was seen as the major vehicle for bringing the change. This could help damp 
down the psychological and political disraptions that accompany major change. 
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On the basis of their analysis of twenty detailed cases McKinsey concluded that there 
were a number of reasons for BPR having little measurable impact on the business unit. 
One was that redesign projects often aimed at processes that were too narrow and 
changed only one or two major variables. Or efforts focused on processes that were too 
narrowly defined and had little impact on overall performance. The conclusion was that 
successful BPR required both considerable depth and breadth for major positive results to 
show up. 
Another finding was that good diagnosis of needs and problems was a necessary 
prerequisite to successful change. There must be careful pre-change identification of what 
gave a company a competitive advantage and added customer value. This diagnosis 
would lead to an accurate assessment of what processes should be changed to achieve 
optimal results. McKinsey recommended the 'clean slate' approach to process design, to 
avoid redesigning the status quo. 
McKinsey suggested that five factors led to successful reengineering efforts: 
1. Set an aggressive reengineering performance target. This should span the 
entire business unit 
2. Commit 20% to 50% of the Chief Executive's time to the project. 
3. Conduct comprehensive reviews of customer needs, economic leverage points 
and market trends. 
4. Assign an additional senior executive to be responsible for implementation. 
5. Conduct a comprehensive pilot of the new design. 
In this early period, the problem was seen as poor definition of redesign needs and poor 
implementation by the consultants. 
Despite McKinsey's good advice problems continued to increase. Fewer and fewer 
projects produced desired results and many pioneering companies found that they were 
left with processes that were more difficult to manage than old structures, with increased 
not decreased costs and with an alienated and demoralised workforce who saw the results 
of change as possible loss of job and security. 
CSC Index Survey published in Information Week in September 1994, discussed Critical 
Factors for success in BPR. This survey covered 600 senior managers in large US and 
European Corporations. 69% and 75% of American and European Companies had at least 
one BPR. Half of those who had not yet undertaken a BPR project planned to initiate one 
before the end of the year. But satisfaction with BPR were mixed with 16% claiming 
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excellent results and 17% good results. More than 40% reported mediocre to marginal 
results and a quarter said their project had failed. 
CSC Index suggested that critical success factors in reengineering were: 
• Project Management 
i>-' Senior management commitment 
• Corporate culture 
• A well thought out case for action 
« Early project success 
• ^propriate information systems 
The ten piost difficult aspects were: 
» Dealing with fear and anxiety through out the organisation 
« Getting information systems ad technology infrastructure in place 
• Manag^g resistance by key mangers 
•' Qianging job functions. Career paths, recruitment or training 
• Designing new business processes 
•< Achieving clearly measurable results 
< Communicating the changes and actions required 
• Managing resistance by workforce 
• Designing incentives and other mana^ment systems 
The percentage of managers finding these factors difficult or very difficult was 53% and 
36% respectively. 
In January 1995, the CFO Journal quoted yet another survey of BPR, this time carried out 
by the management consultancy firm Arthur E>. Little. They found only 16% of senior 
executives fully satisfied with their reengineering progranunes. About 68% were 
experiencing unanticipated problems. The Journal concluded that much of this 
disappointment came from setting unrealistic targets. But it also pointed out that nobody 
knew whether reengineering programmes did grow revenues and profits in the long term. 
Evidence suggested that reengineering took longer than was expected, involved more 
resources than were available and presented problems no one anticipated. 
Evidence suggested that reduction of size of workforce had not necessarily improved 
profits. It seemed that the newly lean companies had to replace lost staff functions with 
' Knights & Willmott (2000) note Aat the figure of 70% (BPR) failure is "widely bandied about". Arthur D Little 
Survey on 350 executives in 14 industries reported less than one sixth achieving favourable outcomes and 60 percent 
of respondents indicated that they enoounteieid unanticipated problems or unintended side-effects from reengineering. 
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expensive consultants and excised headquarters functions had become subsidiary 
businesses. 
Powell et al (2001) observe that while in the early part of 1990s a great deal of attention 
was devoted by consultants and popular business writers to "Business Processes", called 
variously Business Process Reengineering, Business Process Redesign or simply BPR. 
The result was a somewhat faddish movement, which is only now maturing. 
1.6.2. BPR in Indian Engineering Industries 
There is very little published information on Business Process Reengineering efforts in 
Indian Industries, still fewer on BPR in Engineering Industries. Much of the knowledge 
base on BPR is by personal experience of participation in BPR Programmes and 
discussions with consultants assisting in BPR implementation. Indian managers have also 
been sharing their BPR Experiences as Speakers at various Industry or Specialist Forums 
and Conferences. Curiously, BPR does not find a significant mention in any of the 
Manufacturing Futures Surveys carried out in the period 1997 to 2001. 
A brief recap of the events leading to the adoption of BPR by Indian manufacturing 
industries would be appropriate. These have been compiled from own experience in 
manufacturing industries and recollections of developments, especially in the Indian 
manufacturing industries in engineering industry. 
After the advent of policies of economic liberalisation by the Government of India, Indian 
Industries started to prepare for era of globalisation. They were keenly aware that their 
products compared poorly with those available overseas and studied Quality 
Improvement literature published from western countries. In the early 1990s, the focus 
was almost entirely on quality improvement and adoption of Total Quality Management, 
probably because the technical content of Quality improvement by application of 
Statistical Quality Control and Quality Management Systems appealed to the technically 
qualified manufacturing executives. Initially, executives found it very difficult to 
comprehend how the general prescriptions of Quality Management practitioners 
especially the Japanese experts, could be actually put to practice on the shop floor. Many 
took help from quality consultants. This phase was followed by the phase of ISO 
Certification programmes that gave good training in Quality Management Systems at 
various levels of organisations. Soon, many companies adopted TQM as their guiding 
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operating principle. Beyond the rhetoric, most organisations had little idea of how to 
deploy TQM in operational matters and realise the economic benefits of cost reduction 
and profit improvement. Most of the companies who had adopted TQM, barring a notable 
few, had no significant benefits from their TQM initiatives, lost enthusiasm and relaxed 
their commitment to TQM altogether. In retrospect, it seems that, there was a lack of 
sufficient understanding that Total Quality Management was not an operations technique 
that could yield quick results but a philosophy of work and a lack of experience in 
implementation. 
Around this time, industry went into a recession, which put enormous pressure on the 
companies to cut costs and improve all round efficiency. Several industries with 
farsighted leadership took initiative to invite leading consultants to help reorganise their 
manu£acturing operations. Notable among them was the TVS Group led by TVS-Lucas. 
They invited Lucas Engineering & Consultancy Services Ltd. (LEGS), a UK-based 
organisation with an impressive track record of in j^rovements in several manufacturing 
companies in the UK and other countries. Lucas's robust methodology, known as 
"Manufoctuiing Systons Design" (MSD), to redesign factories and factory systems, was 
based on the Systems approach to Manufacturing, developed by Dr. Pamaby of Warwick 
University, UK. 
By 1993, Lucas had several consultancy assignments for MSD in Indian companies and 
were looking to expand their practice in India and the Systems approach could be easily 
modified to address the reengineering concept While retaining the essentials of the MSD 
methodology, LEGS names their package as 'business Process Reengineering" (BPR) to 
take advantage of the latest hot &vourite concept of "Reengineering" which had taken the 
world by storm. Many industries were keen to learn about Reengineering, adopt it in their 
own operations and realise the enormous benefits the new method would deliver. 
The major thrust of BPR in manufacturing companies in India has been the restructuring 
of manufacturing plants and adoption of operating systems and procedures based on 
Japanese Production Systems. In this respect, it is difficult to draw a line and view only 
certain change programmes as BPR to the exclusion of other initiatives carried out under 
guidance of Japanese experts or in-house initiatives. 
Experiences of TVS Group Companies led by Lucas-TVS are probably the best known of 
all BPR Experiences. Khader and Suryanarayanan (1998) have compiled a list of 38 
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'select' Business Finns attempting BPR. Based on their list and others obtained from 
various sources, the list Indian engineering finns who have undertake BPR and similar 
manufacturing change programmes are^: 
.«£r ABB 
gst, Coca Cola 
jiH Colgate Palmolive 
gsei Core Parenterals 
Mt6 Crompton Switchgear 
Division 
tiS Elgi Mukund 
Equipments, Coimbatore 
jgi6 Employees State 
Insurance Corpn. 
jtis Glaxo 
ess GSFC, Baroda 
MtS H C L - H P 
tt£ Hindustan Lever Ltd. 
Mis Hindustan Motors, 
Tiruvallore & Hosur 
jtti Hindustan Motors, 
Howrah 
Mti Indfos Industries Ltd. 
m 
ess 
ess 
ess 
ess 
(now 
ess 
Indian Oil Corp. 
JK Industries 
Modi Group, New Delhi 
Modi Rubber 
L&T Bangalore Works 
L&T-Komatsu) 
Mahindra & Mahindra, 
Nashik and Mumbai 
ess 
Corp 
ess 
ess 
ess 
etS 
ess 
ess 
National Thermal Power 
Modem Threads 
Nicholas Piramal 
NOCIL 
Otis Elevator 
Pepsi 
Punjab State Elect.ricity 
Board 
ess PRICOL, Coimbatore 
jst Punjab Tractors 
iSt Rane Brakes, Chennai 
isr Reserve Bank of India 
,ess Shriram Honda, New 
Delhi 
ess Siemens India, Mumbai 
eSS: SRF, Chennai 
ess Sundaram Fasteners, 
Chennai & Madurai 
ess Steel Authority of India 
Ud. 
esi Sundaram Clayton, 
Chennai 
ess TI Cycles, Madras 
ess Voltas, Mumbai 
es< TVS Suzuki (now TVS 
Motors), Hosur 
ess Widia India Limited 
(now Widia-Kennametal) 
ess Sundaram Abex, 
Chennai 
Some of the BPR Projects were undertaken with help from leading management 
consultancy firms such as Coopers & Lybrands, Ernst & Young, Price Waterhouse. 
The Kirloskar Group of Companies, gaining from the experiences of their association 
with Toyota-Kirloskar Motor Company, have successfully created Nagara Cells and 
Assembly Lines in their Group Companies by adopting the principles of well known 
Toyota Production System. 
The Auto Industry had led the engineering manufacturing industry in adoption of modern 
manufacturing practices. The indigenous Auto Industry led by Telco (since renamed Tata 
Motors) and Ashok Leyland (which learned quickly from setting up of modem engine 
manufacturing plant in collaboration from Hino Motors, Japan) has aggressively adopted 
the lean manufacturing methods to compete with the international players who have set 
up world class manufacturing plants in India. Auto-Component industry has also kept 
pace by adopting lean manufacturing principles. 
^ Adapted from the Conference Materials of: 
Cll-Intemational Seminar on Systems Approach to Manufacturing Competitiveness, 30-31 August 1993, Bangalore 
Cll-Intemational Conference on Agile Manufacturing for the 21" Century, 5-6 March 1998, Chennai 
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Crompton Greaves has transformed its manufacturing practices by adopting TQM 
methods followed by engagement of Japanese (JUSE) consultants. 
Audco India, Chennai, Yuken India, Bangalore are among other companies who have 
carried out manufacturing change programmes by in-house initiatives. 
From this author's discussions with industry professionals, the general experience is that 
BPR Projects in Indian manufacturing companies have brought significant learning 
experiences across the organizations and a welcome change to the traditional 
manufacturing practices. ITiere is a perceptible paradigm shift and a new level of 
awareness in the factories. Terms such as NVA (non-value added activities), 'factorj'-
within-a-factory', Kanban, Kit Issues, have become terms of daily use in many Indian 
engineering companies. Whatever be tte degrees of success and business impact, BPR 
Projects in Engineering Industries have been widely welcomed across the organizations. 
With the experience of BPR, many of these companies, especially in the TVS Group, 
have swiftly moved to adoption of Lean Manufacturing practices by engaging Japanese 
experts. 
Typically the BPR Programmes in Indian engineering industries have been undertaken at 
significant costs and sustained efforts over 3 to S years to stabilize and become part of 
normal operating routine. Substantial investments were made in terms of outlay and 
human efforts. Change programmes such as BPR can not be allowed to run their natural 
course, instead should be managed- with s^ropriate application of directions and 
resources in order to con^lete the task satisfectorily within the planned time frame. 
Change managers and others involved in the implementation are in need of knowledge 
inputs from various sources such as published literature. 
The best sources of information about successful implementation in the Indian context are 
still sharing of practical experience and exchange of views with other professionals 
involved in similar projects. There is pressing need for a systematic study of 
implementation projects as a whole as well as their individual segments. 
1.7. Rationale and Relevance of tiie Present Study. 
During the years 1995 to 1998, this researcher actively participated in a Reengineering 
Project in a medium sized manufacturing company in the engineering sector producing 
heavy-duty machines as well as precision hi-tedmology products. The company engaged 
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overseas Consultants to provide the methodology and guide the progress by hand holding 
support to the in-house implementation team. The scope of the Project included 
determining the manufacturing architecture, changes required in the lay out of 
manufacturing facilities to provide for streamlined material flow and design of operating 
& supporting systems including Systems for Planning and Operational Control and 
phased implementation across the plant. The Project aimed to carry out significant 
changes to the Structure, Systems and Culture of the Organisation. 
In the course of implementation of the Reengineering Project, this researcher noticed that 
all areas did not achieve uniform degrees of implementation. It was quite intriguing how 
such variations should have existed at all given the robust methodology and detailed 
planning of the project before taken up for roll out. On checking with other companies 
undertaking similar Reengineering Projects, it became clear that variations in the degree 
of implementation did exist in almost all of the wide variety of engineering companies 
undertaking Reengineering Projects, cutting across the nature of Products, nature of 
manufacturing or scale of operations. Reference to the published literature did not give 
satisfactory answers as to why such variations in implementation could occur. 
When the Research opportunity came, the Researcher took stock and found that with the 
insights and experience gained in the implementation of the recent Reengineering Project, 
the issue of Implementation success could be explored in ways the previous studies had 
not, that is by studying the dynamics of implementation process at the shop floor level. 
1.8. Expected Contributions of the Current Research 
The above discussions lead to some broad inferences. First, JIT principles lie at the heart 
of change programmes in the manufacturing context. Secondly, change programmes 
affects all aspects of the operations not only the areas involved in physical transformation 
of materials but also all the supporting sub-units of the organisation as well as the 
operating and management culture. Thirdly, prevailing operations and management 
culture of organisations as well as the overarching environment of the Indian context have 
a direct bearing on the process of change programme implementation. There is not much 
research in this area that we know of and there is a paucity of published material of 
experiences of implementation in the Indian context. It is therefore necessary to compile a 
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series of micro level experiences of BPR & JH implementation and of their constituent 
elements as the change programmes progresses in order to draw useful conclusions. 
This research proposal is an effort to bridge the perceived gap in the study of 
implementation experiences of Indian Manufacturing Organisations. Its objectives are to 
find answers to the following questions by a micro level study of individual segments of a 
change programme implementation in an Indian manufacturing organisation: 
.efe^ What are the operational factors in the implementation area, which guide the 
implementation process and the outcome? What are the influences of 
immediate supporting areas, those within the plant and those outside the plant? 
.efi^ How do the human influences such as level of involvement, commitment, 
industrial relations and environmental culture affect the implementation 
process? 
£tsHow do the antecedent factors such as the prevailing operating and 
management culture, level of preparation affect the implementation process 
and outcome? 
These questions are to be probed using the following framework: 
Table 1.8-1: Framework for Studying BPR Implementation Process. 
STRUCTURAL FACTORS 
Facilities, Resovux^ es, Tiainii^ 
Product Structure, Org. Structure 
INFRASTRUCTURAL FACTORS 
Supporting Services, TT Support 
Operatit^ Envii^ntnent 
PRECEDENT 
FACTORS -
Company Culture 
Preparation 
IMPLEMENTATION 
PROCESS 
ENVIRONMENT 
BEHAVIOURAL FACTORS 
Culture, Motivation, 
Conmiitment, Trust, Co-opn. 
OUTCOMES 
In^leroentation Success 
Cultural Change 
^ ^ ^ 
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CHAPTER - II 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE 
2.1. Introduction 
The last Chapter presented a brief report of the path of progress charted by the Indian 
manxifacturing Industries in general and Engineering Industries in particular and the 
environmental and policy factors that shaped their efforts and strategies. It also noted the 
improvement programmes adopted by the manufacturing industries in order to cope with 
increasing competitive pressures of global competition. 
The present Chapter takes note of the current stock of knowledge relating to the topics of 
Manufacturing Strategy, manufacturing improvement programmes, implementation 
strategies adopted by firms. It also takes note of the different issues involved, 
methodolo^es adopted and learnings or conclusions drawn by researchers on the topics 
of manufacturing strategy and related areas. 
The first part examines the evolving concepts of Manufacturing Strategy, which refers the 
role played by manufacturing to achieve durable competitive advantage and the role of 
different manufacturing improvement programmes in the implementation of 
manufacturing strategies. Different empirical studies and their findings about their 
content, objectives, implementation, critical success factors are then presented. 
Empirical studies of implementation of manufacturing strategy initiatives, which include 
the adoption of various manufacturing improvement programmes forming the bulk of 
research studies on Manufacturing Strategy, are then cited. This stream of research also 
called the content research also includes comparative studies and the numerous studies on 
identification of critical success factors of implementation. Manufacturing Futures 
Studies - study of manufacturing priorities of manufacturing firms have given valuable 
insights into the variations in the way manufacturing strategies are implemented in 
different firms also enables comparative analysis across different countries. Two such 
studies in the Indian context are then described together with their conclusions. 
2.2. Manufacturing Strat^y & Business Process Reengineering 
Business Process Reengineering and other transformational change programmes 
undertaken by manufacturing organizations have the objective of improving the overall 
competitiveness by creating a sustained competitive advantage. Management literature 
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terms such efforts as implementation of the Manufacturing Strategy of the firm. It is 
therefore appropriate to begin with a study of literature of Manufacturing Strategy. 
2.2.1. Research in Manufacturing Strategy 
In 1969, Skinner proposed that companies have different strengths and weaknesses and 
can choose to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Different production 
systems have different operating characteristics and the 'task' of the manufacturing 
function is to configure a production system that, through a series of interrelated and 
consistent choices, reflects the priorities and trade-offs implicit in its competitive situation 
and strategy. This basic fiamework has proved to be remarkably robust. The concept of a 
'focused factory* naturally follows &om the idea that no single organization can do all 
things equally well. 
Another offshoot is this idea of matching product and market evolution with 
manufacturing process characteristics. For example, in early stages of a product life cycle, 
a product often competes on the basis of special features, which calls for a production 
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process to be very flexible. As the product matures, a small number of hi^-volume 
products compete lar^ly on the basis of price, requires high volume, highly cost 
conscious factories. 
Skinner's fi-amework for manufacturing strategy is based on the notion of strategic fit; a 
company's manufacturing system should reflect its competitive position and strategy. 
Focus provides both a means to achieve this fit and a discipline for maintaining it. 
There have been several streams of thougjbt and approaches for evolving the capability 
based manufacturing strategy of organizations and they all seem to be moving in a certain 
general direction. 
TOM and JIT methods of restructuring production systems have given valuable insights 
in analyzing work as "value added" and "non-value added" work. Value added work is 
creating value fbr which tiie customer is willing to pay. WiUi this perspective efforts are 
always directed towards increasing proportion of value added activities and eliminating 
non-value added work such as transportation, waiting, checking, paper work, rework, etc. 
The techniques of industrial engineering such as process flow charts are used for studying 
existing operations and identifying areas for improvements. 
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Bower and Hout (1988) have proposed that corporations gain enormous competitive 
advantages by organizing themselves "as a part of an integrated system, a linked chain of 
operation and decision making points that continuously delivers value to the customer". 
They advocated reorganizing around customers and their needs, using multi-function 
teams, tracking cycle time throughout organization and creating supporting system to 
retain focus on customers and cycle times . 
George Stalk Jr. (1988) has urged corporations to keep time focus and using time as 
competitive weapon. To achieve this capability, corporations have to keep focus on how 
time is spent at various stages of workflow. Shortening planning loop and trimming 
process time - in other words managing time, in the same way as they manage costs, 
inventories, etc. will lead to all-round advantages. 
Skinner's firsunework does not explain, for example, why two manufacturers of a product 
adopting similar competitive strategies and similar production processes end up having 
different degrees of success. 
Study of Japanese manufacturing practices showed the Japanese were following a new 
manufacturing philosophy with consistent policies in pursuit of high efficiency and 
quality. During the 1980s, a new paradigm for manufacturing that challenged both the 
American system of manufacturing and some of the basic tenets of manufacturing 
strategy (led by Skinner) began to emerge. 
Manufacturing strategists had long argued tl»t different production systems exhibited 
different operating characteristics: some were good at low cost, some at high quality and 
some at fast response times; therefore mangers had to decide which was most important 
and make hard choices involving trade-offs. But many Japanese factories practicing iean 
manufacturing" seemed to surpass their western counterparts in several dimensions; they 
achieved lower cost, higher quality, faster product introductions and greater flexibility, all 
at the same time. 
Lean manufacturing had apparently eliminated the trade-offs among productivity, 
investment and variety. The emergence of new flexible manufacturing systems also 
seemed to undercut the need for focused factories. 
Although the traditional manufacturing strategy framework provided a vision of the 
contribution that a manufacturing function could make to competitive success, it was 
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vague on certain key issues: its manufacturing organization should develop specific 
capabilities required to implement the strategy, it was less clear as to how much freedom 
manufacturing should have to develop these competences that went beyond the strategy's 
immediate requirements. Even the Japanese companies did not seem to have an enduring 
approach to competition. Instead, the form of their attack changed, sometimes with speed, 
from low cost to high precision to flexibility to innovation. 
Japanese companies had apparently found an approach to manufacturing uniformly 
superior to the "Taylor system", which was characterized by an emphasis on speed and 
flexibility rather than volume and cost. 
Hayes & Pisano (1994) say that the Japanese approach to manufacturing has brought the 
academics a full circle - from Taylor's system; speed and flexibility had replaced cost and 
hierarchy, but once again it converged to a "one best way" to compete. The question is 
really what role is left for manufacturing strategy. Lean manufacturing drove companies 
to become similar to one another. The issue is not lean manufacturing or any of its 
component practices like JTT, or TQM. The issue is the way companies iq>ply these 
practices to their own problems. Improvement in manufacturing capabilities caimot be 
termed manufacturing strategy. Building new capabilities forms the basis of a new 
manufacturing strategy, if they are recognized and exploited. In contrast to static 
enviroiunents, in dynamic settings, solutions are viewed as part of a long-term path of 
im[»ovement. 
The key role of a company's manufacturi^ ig strategy is to guide the selection of 
improvement progranunes. How a manufacturing system is organized affects not only its 
current performance but also over time, the things it can do easily or with difficulty. 
Whether and how a plant should be focused depends on the capabilities it wants to build. 
As an organization gains experience, difficult tasks become routine and it can take 
additional complexity with little performance penalty. 
Simply improving manufacturing is not a strategy for using manufacturing to achieve 
competitive advantage. Crux of the problem is that companies focas on the form of their 
organizational assets, not their substance, the skills and capabilities to excel. 
Looking at manufacturing strategy as an intended direction has wide ramifications 
because it implies being able to do certain things better than your competitors can. 
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The Road to competitive success is not paved with advanced equipment, the transfer of 
production to a low-wage area, or improving quality by adopting a TQM system. These 
are all prognunmes that competitors can copy easily. 
In a stable environment, manufacturing strategy focuses on defending the competitive 
position. In turbulent environment, however, the goal of strategy becomes strategic 
flexibility. Being world-class is not enough, one must also have the capability to switch 
gears. The job of manufacturing is to provide that capability. The American system of 
manufacturing, based on Taylor's principles of scientific management was accepted as 
the 'one system' of manufacturing. 
For the long-term, every company must identify one or two areas - e.g. flexibility and 
innovativeness - in which it will try to be foremost most of the time. Obviously these 
capabilities should be the ones that customers value, and should be difficult for 
competitors to duplicate. 
Change progranmies undertaken by manufacturers have the objective of improving the 
overall competitiveness by creating a sustained competitive advantage. It is in fact an 
effort to achieve superior manufacturing capability (Buffa in - Cheng & Musaphir 1996) 
based on well balanced portfolio of manufacturing priorities (DeMeyer - 1992) covering 
quality, efficiency, flexibility, delivery, reliability, etc. Management literature terms such 
efforts as implementation of the Manufacturing Strategy of the firm. Lei & Golhar (in -
Cheng & Musaphir) state that the manufacturing strategy should be developed on the 
basis of a viable organisational structure, which supports its core technical capabilities. 
Hayes & Wheelwright (1985) stress on the importance of creating mutually supportive 
structural (hardware-based) and infrastructural (software or firm-ware-based) factors to 
meet the requirements of the competitive strategy. Hall et al (1993) concluded after a 
study of 100 reengineering projects that change progranmies must penetrate the 
Company's core, achieving fimdamental changes in areas such as roles and 
responsibilities, organisation stracture, information technology, values and skills. 
Nagabhushana and Shah (1997) carried out a study called "Manufacturing Priorities & 
Action Progranmies in the Changing Environment: An Empirical Study" in (1994-95) to 
understanding how the manufacturing sector is coping with the impacts of economic 
reforms and impending global competition. The study covered manufacturing practices in 
discrete manufacturing companies in terms of their objectives and action programmes; the 
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study captured the bahaviour in the previous three years and actions programmes planned 
in the next three years. 
The study showed that the top three objectives of the manufacturing function were 
Reducing Unit cost. Improving Product Performance and Increasing Delivery Speed 
showing that the three dimensions of Cost, Quality and Delivery were at the most 
important priorities. The author's study felt that manufacturers' preference was towards 
those aspects, which gave immediate returns though on a short term basis. It was 
interesting to note that all the five dimensions related to flexibility appeared in the bottom 
half of the priorities list, indicating that the manufacturers had still not felt the need for 
rapid response to the environmental changes. 
The self-assessment of performance in terms of achievement of objectives showed 
satisfoctory performance on quality fi»nt; mixed reaction on cost and delivery and 
dissatisfaction about ^peed of new product introduction. 
TTic most popular in^>rovement programmes were: ISO 9000 Certification, Worker 
Training and TQM emphasising activities on tiie shop-floor followed by integrating 
information system related to the manufacturing function, rather than the entire 
organisation; and emphasis on CAD, VA/Product Redesign showing emphasis on design 
issues. Notable were less enq)hasis given to aspects like automation, cellular 
manufacturing, etc, indicating reluctance for investment due to either low risk-taking or 
Investment inertia'. 
Table 2 .2 .1-1: TOD Ten MMmflMUlring Tiiinmy>fii«iiit Pmwii imA« . Prma.iit »nA FutnrP 
Presrat Initiatiyes 
1. ISO 9000 Certification 
2. Woiker Training 
3. TQM 
4. Periodic Reviews / Action Programmes 
for Follow-up 
5. Integrating Information Systems in 
Manufacturing 
6. Inter-Functional Work Teams 
7. Standardising Components 
8. Awareness in the Staff about Cost 
Aspects 
9. CAD 
10. Value Analysis / Product Redesign 
Future Initiatives 
1. Worker Training 
2. ISO 9000 Certification 
3. Periodic Reviews / Action Programmes 
for Follow-up 
4. Reduction in Overhead Costs 
5. Value Analysis / Product Redesign 
6. Standardising Components 
7. Inter-Functional Work Teams 
8. Integrating Information Systems in 
Manufacturing 
9. Awareness in the Staff about Cost 
Aspects 
10.TQM 
From: "Manufacturing Priorities & Action Programmes in the Changing Environment: 
An Empiiicdl Sbidy" by Nagabhushana and Shah (1997) 
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On comparison of manufacturing priorities in different countries (at different levels of 
development), the study showed Indian manufacturing companies are at a relatively early 
stages of evolution of manufacturing, with a mindset for adopting for adopting softer 
options. They are yet to tackle issue of restructuring manufacturing to create long term 
benefits necessary to face global competition. 
Chandra and Sastry (2002) carried out a similar study "Competitiveness of Indian 
Manufacturing: Findings of the 2001 National Manufacturing Survey" to determine, 
among other things, how Indian companies (in the organised sector) were handling issues 
of manufacturing capability and competence to face imminent global competition. 
The manufacturing enviroimient of the organised sector could be characterised as: 
- Increased competition 
- Increased variety 
- H i ^ cost of coital/infrastructure & tightening of working capital 
- Diversified manufacturing 
- Lack of focus on equipment/labour standards 
The authors observed that thougji quality remained the number one priority, higher 
priority given to Quality and Structural Changes (which includes the ability to change 
product-mix, fast delivery capabilities & low price capabilities) show the industry 
recognising the importance of bringing about basic changes in manufacturing systems, 
processes and practices. The priority for Invention and R&D had gone down since 1997 
Survey indicating lower priority for long term ^ mpetence issues. 
The top three manufacturing priorities in 2001 were improving quality conformance, 
improving product performance and faster delivery (as compared to quality conformance, 
broad distribution and product reliability in 1997). 
The perceived importance on most factors like product reliability, performance, quality, 
fast delivery and on-time delivery, volume change have gone up. The competitive gap 
between perceived importance and strength was higher for factors like low price, design 
changes, product durability and after-sales service indicating perhaps a shift in 
competition. 
Indian firms rated their operations as "about equal" or "even slightly better" than their 
competitors outside India on Service, Delivery, Flexibility, Quality, Price and Product 
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design Capability. The average scores on a scale of 1 to 7 (score of 4 being "about 
equal"). 
The authors conclude that the manufacturing strategy of most firms still did not address 
certain fundamental issues of competition: need to change product-mix rapidly, need to 
introduce new products based on indigenous or in-house R&D, need to use process 
innovation and quality improvement process to reduce cost of operations and 
consequently the price of produrt. The authors found it puzzling that though the industry 
recognised the benefits of iimovation, yet its actions were not conmiensurate with their 
belief. 
"Bottom Ten" initiatives related to adoption of advanced (hi-tech) manufacturing 
technologies, closing or relocation of plants (restructuring), automation, etc. 
The top five areas of manufacturing performance improvement in past two years were 
"average manufocturing defect rates", "productivity of direct workers", "manufacturing 
cycle time", "production cycle time" and "Finished goods inventory" reflecting success of 
various operational improvement programmes, esptdaily those that are tactical in nature. 
The survey also revealed a slight deterioration in operational performance viz. Increase in 
WIP, dedine in on-time completion of new product development, increase in 
manufacturing cycle times and procurement lead times. Decline in competitiveness was 
also reflected in marginal drops in market share, overall perceived quality by customers, 
average customer defect rates, delivery lead times, and average unit production costs. 
High standard deviations of scores pointed fo wide variability in performance among 
industries in different sectors. 
Coordination across supply chain was weak indicating that the two factors that affected 
the performance of firms viz. long lead times and uncertainty in external environment 
were not properly understood. Firms have not adopted reliable forecasting methods, 
tracking inventory levels across the supply chain, long-term supplier contracts, formal 
arrangements for transfer of skills to suppliers which indicate they are at the early stages 
of modem supply chain practices. 
The study also showed relatively weak indicators of modem manufacturing environment 
in terms of IT Systems & Technologies that support computer-based transactions and 
support to management decision making. 
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The authors concluded that the key message coming out of their study was - a single 
minded focus on productivity was the only solution to the current manufacturing crisis 
being faced by the Indian firms. Only a small percentage of firms were investing 
resources to improve productivity continuously. Gains are often lost due to an on-off 
approach to productivity improvement. Supply chain and IT practices were also not fully 
developed to support modem manufacturing. The manufacturing infrastructure of many 
Indian plants, i.e. physical ambience (that affects quality of work life and safety), 
technology on the shop floor (e.g. process control devices, computer, bar coding 
equipment, sensors, etc.), house keeping, etc. is far from what you would world-class 
plants. Another global practice, the "pull production system" has failed to find roots in the 
Indian plants. Investment in R&D and advanced manufacturing technologies are low 
compared to g^ lobal standards. Firms that had invested in innovation have seen higher 
benefits in terms of sales revenues. 
Operations at many firms are opportunity driven rather than strategy driven. Though the 
firms under study have asserted their strategy in terms of improving product and process 
quality, after-sales service, etc, they have given very low priority to fundamental changes 
in the "way that manufacturing is organised". These changes would require changing 
processes, developing the ability to change product mix rapidly, and investing in R&D to 
develop new products and processes. 
Indian manufacturing perspectives are in sharp contrast to those in the US where 
iimovation, R&D and structural changes have priority. The authors observe that the 
Indian firms have invested in a variety of improvement programmes. But some crucial 
elements are missing; for example, while firms are focusing on employee training, worker 
training is accorded lowest importance. Firms are investing in IT but "what is not clear is 
how they plan to use this information for better decision making". 
According to Chandra and Sastry, the top manufacturing improvement initiatives taken up 
were: 
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TaUe 22.1-1: Ctaaoges in Emphasis: Top Ten Manufacturing Initiatives of the Past and the Future 
Initiatives in the Past 
1. Continuous Improvements of 
Current Manufacturing Practices 
2. Management Training 
3. Supervisory Training 
4. Cross Functional Teams 
5. Worker Training 
6. ISO 9000 
7. Improving Manufacturing 
Processes to protect the 
Enviromnent 
8. Functional Teamwork 
9. Improving Manufacturing 
Strategy to support Business 
Strategy 
10. Integrating Information Systems 
across Functions within Business 
Units 
Initiatives in the Future 
1. Integrating Information Systems 
across Functions within Business 
Units 
2. Continuous Improvement of 
Cunent Manufacturing Processes 
3. Management Training 
4. Developing Manufacturing 
Strategy to support Business 
Strategy 
5. Integrating Information Systems 
within Manufacturing 
6. Benchmarking 
7. Supervisor Training 
8. Cross Functional Teams 
9. Total Quality Management 
10. Improving Quality of Work life 
From: "Competitiveness of Indian Manufacturing: Findings of the 2001 National 
Manufacturing Survey" by C3umdra and Sastry (2002) 
A key trend amongst industry leaders is to adopt Strategic Manufacturing Flexibility 
(SMF) principle, which indudes focus on: 
.eer Customer Management • 
•eftf Supply Chain Management -flexible supply chains that respond 
« r Human Resources Management - Adiieve flexibility. 
-efef Business Infrastructure - focus on core strategies, operational efficiencies and 
future strategic options and investments. 
Chandra and Sastry observe that in the post post-liberalisation era, the structural 
weaknesses of Indian firms continue and stand exposed. Management of inventories 
aCTOSs the supply chain is weak; inventories remain high; there are delays in delivery and 
the overall cost across the chain remains high. Firms invest little in meaningful R&D. 
According to the authors, "the average firm is still very far" from becoming worid-class. 
Accordmg to Pamaby (2003), the Toyota Production System (TPS) is the best in the 
world. TPS is not just the benchmark system, it is what is called the 'systems approach to 
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manufacturing' where you do several things simultaneously, such as simplifying the work 
floor processes, introducing cellular manufacturing, creating team structures and training 
the teams, introducing what is called 'standard working', which is a sort of best practice 
possible way of working, and supporting it by all by 'continuous improvement', Kaizen. 
In an interview in India, he said: 
"You set the team targets and then introduce what is called the 'lean manufacturing 
system which is simplified (shop-)floor systems. It takes away the wasteful activities. 
Then you reduce the time you take to produce a product dramatically, as also the 
stock you hold." 
"There are a niunber of Indian industries that are today able to produce what is called 
'mixed flow of products' with small batch sizes. Essentially this method is very, very 
effective, but it requires a lot of management leadership, very determined action, lot 
of training of the teams and it takes 4-5 years before they work. But they improve 
quality and reduce costs significantly. Many Indian companies have been able to 
improve productivity by about 50-70 percent by introducing these methods." 
"I think the change (general attitudinal change among Indian industries) is 
happening." 
"The supply chain is all important. The supply chain works in an integrated way to 
help the whole industry to move up." 
"The way in which the world's best companies do supplier development is by running 
supplier clubs. The piupose of this club is to transfer best practices, to set suppliers' 
targets to meet. Not just targets, but sit down with them, work with them, teach the 
TPS and the best practices of manufacture. That way, the supply chain can rise to 
world standards. In India there are too many small companies and they are going to 
have to start getting together so they can provide project management, training, 
operating supplier development clubs, etc." 
Cheng & Musaphir (1996) observed that manufacturing strategy should be tailor made for 
a firm. According to Pamaby (1979) there is no single concept of a manufacturing 
system applicable to all types of firms. Concepts for individual firms have to be 
developed by detailed examination of the properties and characteristics encountered in the 
firm. It is unreasonable to expect Indian companies would have had the time or 
preparation to undertake a rigorous process of manufacturing strategy formulation, but 
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may have adopted after preliminary examination a strategic posture proposed by their 
Consultants. This raises possibilities of mid course conections during implementation. 
From the above, it is clear that several approaches to manufacturing improvement such as 
TPS, JIT, Cellular Manufacturing, Lean Production, etc. have a lot of common ground 
and are converging. 
2J2J2. BPR Phenomenon 
Edwards & Peppard (1994) contend that BPR and Business Strategy are allies as BPR 
determines the Business Process which forms the 'business architecture', while strategy 
provides the blue print for this architecture. Four types of processes - competitive 
processes that relate to the organizations' current basis of competition and competence-
based processes - which devel(^ capabilities or critical competencies required for the 
future. Together they form the Strategic diamond. The other two types of processes are 
the Care Processes - are valued by the Stakeholders and Underpinning processes which 
are the other supplementary processes. 
The early enthusiasm in BPR was documented by a report published by the Boston 
Consulting Group in 1990, which provided senior management perspective on 
reengineering. The report made some interesting observations: 
Guimaraes (1997) notes that there is abundance of personal opinions in the literature on 
v^iat are important factors for BPR Success. "Most of the factors discussed make 
common sense, sudi as the need for the BPR projects to be driven by customer demand, 
competitive pressures and the need to improve financial performance" and for 
relationships with suppliers; "The need for education and re-education is also widely 
recognized". Other factors mentioned include reward and recognition, sharing 
information, using hands-on experience in redesigning new processes, project 
management, etc. Other success factors mentioned in literature include targeting a few 
critical business processes, focusing on satisfying internal demands rather than the market 
place, focus on customer rather than the task; technology as enabler, let doers be the 
decision maker( Hammer 1990), top down implementation, etc.,. 
Davenport and Stoddard (1994) after a study of more than 200 companies and rigorous 
research on 35 companies, observe that Business Process Reengineering is a new 
syntheses of several familiar management concepts. Their key components have never 
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been together before whether in Quality or Socio- technical design or systems analysis or 
anything else. 
Davenport & Stoddard (1994) narrate how "a Communications company designed a 
single best process for order fulfilhnent; but the different regional business units 
implemented it on a piecemeal basis, adopting first those aspects of the design that 
addressed their most pressing problems" 
They observe "In the future, we expect that firms will routinely assemble a customized 
e^ pFoach to operational change". 
Authors report having observed that several post-reengineering work execution teams 
paid little attention to the prescribed process design. Most people do not want their jobs 
finally designed by some one else. 
Qassical reengineering ignores participative work design. 
Davei^ mrt and Short (1990) define business processes as "a set of logically related tasks 
performed to achieve a defined Business Outcome". A set of processes forms a business 
systems-the way in which a business unit carries out its business. Processes have two 
important characteristics-they have customers - they cross organizational boundaries; are 
independent of formal organizational structure. 
Process thinking has become widespread largely due to the quality movement Many of 
our current processes result fi-om a series of adhoc decisions made by functional units, wit 
little attention to effectiveness across the entire process. Many processes have never been 
r 
measured. 
Daveiq)ort etal have identified 5 major steps of Business Process Redesign : 
1. Develop Business vision and process objectives 
2. Identify process to be redesigned 
3. Understand and measure the existing process 
4. Identify ITlevers 
5. Design and build a prototype of the new process 
The earliest studies on BPR were the Surveys of BPR Projects carried out by leading 
Management Consulting Or^misations. Notable one among them are the Survey Report 
of Boston Consulting Group's Report (1990), the CSC Survey (1994), McKinsey Study 
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(1994) and the Arthur D Little Study (1995). The salient findings of these studies are 
described briefly in the previous and present chapters. 
Guimaraes and Bond (1996) note that many organizations have reported significant 
benefits fi-om their BPR experience including substantial reduction of overtime expenses, 
reduction of steps, improvements in customer satisfaction, productivity and profitability. 
The Authors contend that "the expected improvements vary dramatically by company: 
productivity, quality, profits and customer satisfaction are expected to improve depending 
on where the company is starting from and the extent of the efforts. Improvements 
forecast in costs, inventory, cycle time and response tune range from 10% to as much as 
400%. Other benefits include: 
(a) reduced floor space requirements; 
(b) reduced labour requirements; 
(c) particularly indirect labour; 
(d) reduced material handling; 
(e) improved employee empowerment and morale; improved conmiunication 
between operation; and 
(f) unproved quality. 
These also help improve relationships with customers and suppliers, empower employees 
and improve products and processes. Reengineering by restructuring sales teams by 
product and industry are useful to meet the needs of unique customer groups and respond 
more quickly to customer requests". The Authors say, according to Cummings, the 
highest realised benefits are for improved productivity, faster processes and increased 
quality while the lowest improvements are increasing sales and revenue. Stadler and 
Elliot have reported major reductions in process cost and execution time, and major 
improvements in the quality of process outcomes. 
Earl & Khan (1994) have examined BPR phenomenon from four different perspectives: 
as a phenomenon in Western Business, as an emergent management technology, as a 
potential laboratory and as a new idea or an old one dressed up. The authors conclude that 
there are new concepts in BPR as well as some older elements. BPR has value to offer 
and the biggest challenge to managers is implementing it adequately. 
Authors contend that four sets of ideas underpin the early development and current 
conceptualization of Business Process Redesign: 
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.e£f Competitiveness: Catching up was not enough. An apparently radical and 
abnormal performance required more of a breakthrough management philosophy 
and BPR was a timely candidate. 
.tff Organizational Retiiinking : The functional stovepipe legacy of efficiency 
driven organization was seen to impede coordination, interdependence in the new 
era of time-based competition and the horizontal or lateral view of organizations 
emerged in task-oriented, interdependent and systemic forms. The process view 
of organization became a model of parmership and collaborations. 
j£f Information Technology : The IT underpin much of the 'architecture' of 
business process redesign by way of shared databases, reduced coordination costs 
and increased scope for coordination. Also BPR was a new slogan for IT 
industry that needed a new idea to replace the tired 1980 slogan that IT created 
competitive advantage. 
.ec^  Rebirth of operation management: may have contributed to the acceptance of 
BPR. Early works of BPR draw upon seminal works in operations management 
such as Juran, Womack, Takeuchi & Nonaka. BPR came at the right time. 
Managements were receptive to new concepts on Operation Management. 
Notably BPR is internally focused, therefore the strategic trend is absent in BPR. 
However if strategy is seen in terms of 'how we achieve goals' rather than 'do what we 
do', BPR can be seen to be in the domain of Strategic Management. 
BPR is more top-down, analytical and comprehensive than bottom-up, emergent and local 
enq)hases on continuous improvement. 
Studies show BPR is a project-based endeavour. The systematic, rational comprehensive 
approach to BPR may work where typically the focus is an internal, better understood, 
more controllable activities, than the external, dynamic and uncertain areas of competitive 
product market strategy making. 
The Distinctive feature of BPR is the concept of 'process', which is a view of 
organization. This is essentially a systems view of organization. BPR has rediscovered 
the concepts and tools of systems analysis. Value chain is a process model and collapsing 
of value chain (Davenport and Short -1988) is essentially an exercise in BPR. 
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Dixan, et al (1994) in their study, found that managers identified quite a diverse groups of 
projects as "Reengineering" - probably to bolster managerial and financial support within 
their organizations. 
Though Reengineering and continuous improvement seem to be at opposite ends of the 
improvement continuum, quality management genius do not perceive a conflict between 
the two. 
The crucial differences were in: 
MH The nature of management involvement on reengineering efforts. 
.eftf The managers were very "involved" in both the direction and in the details of their 
design and implementation. 
.eCf Reengineoing projects involved "changing direction" in improvement priorities 
and thus shifted improvement trajectories. 
During implementation, goals changed: flexibility replaced cost reduction; speed 
superseded product performance, cost reduction replaced process performance. 
The radical nature of reengineering \s embodied in the change m improvement direction-
rather than the change in the business process per se. Not only must people do different 
things, but also they must do them in an enviroimient where customary rules no longer 
apply. The authors believe the newness of the improvement trajectory explained both the 
magnitude of the change and the lack of an existing mechanism for achieving it. 
Political turf battles created a significant barrier to progress in reengineering. 
Most successful projects were opportunity drivien rather than crisis driven. 
Dixan, etal (1994) in their study of 23 BPR projects in different industries found : 
-afef There is something different in the nature of Management involvement in 
reengineering efforts. Managers are very involved in both direction and the 
details of their design and implementation 
.afefln every case reengineering involved "changing direction" to align with the 
changed Goal. This shift in the "improvement trajectory" makes the 
implementation (radical change) difficult and pamful. The newness of the 
improvement trajectory explains both the magnitude of the required change 
and the lack of an existing mechanism for achieving it. It also explains why 
the objectives are often so fuzzy. A convergence of technology push & pull ( 
by the market) would lead to successful BPR implementation. 
Success factors are 
- Teams 
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- Leadership 
- Consultant 
- Training 
- Commitment, Trust & Communication. 
Process thinking and enabling part of IT are necessary but not sufficient in BPR. Job 
design and roles became part of BPR. So also controls, performance measure; reward and 
compensation. These variables are organizational and social - another case of socio-
technical systems thinking. 
In BPR project implementation, key challenge is the change management. 
Implementation is the most complex part of all. 
Four characteristics distinguish BPR from many other change projects 
jtts Process concepts adds new complexities 
.«£? No universal or proven methodology 
.etf Transformational element is significant 
jttsTht sppaittA or assumed association with IT. 
Critical success factors identified were: 
jets A Process Sponsor 
Jtss A process Champion 
Jiss A process Owner. 
jEfer Team work is essential 
In their critical review of the BPR Phenomenon, Mumford & Hendricks trace the fast 
acceptance and spread of reengineering in the US due to three ideas coming together that 
were of interest to powerful vested interests. The ideas were technology, new work 
structures and a clean slate approach to change. The vested interests were senior 
managers seeking to reduce costs, powerful consultants seeking to expand business and 
hardware and software vendors seeking to sell products. These three ideas were 
reinforced by management's belief that in the future tough market situation there is an 
pressing need to cut costs to compete. The message that was wanted and received by 
most of the US industry was not improvement through reorganisation but reduced costs 
through cutting labour. 
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Biazzo (1998) has critically examined the BPR phenomenon and concluded that BPR 
concept clearly lacked novelty. The concept of organization as a "set of horizontal 
processes" has been a characteristic of feature of TQM and was used to develop IBM 
Business System Planning methodology in the 1970s. Similarly, the so-called 
'revolutionary' changes to the organization by changeover to 'process teams" has been 
part of classical organizational strategy for reducing uncertainty through creation of self-
contained tasks. Similarly, multi-dimensional work by multi-skilling has been explored 
in efforts of job enrichment/job enlargement since the 1950s. Similar precedents can be 
found in literature regarding woricers' empowerment and changes in managerial 
behaviour from supervisors to coaches. 
Author finds BPR has a simplistic representation of the world of work (assumes human 
nature is "infinitely malleable" and the capabilities of Managers/Leaders are almost 
infinite). 
Biazzo finds BPR concept of organizational change suffers from unitary perspective that 
assimies both Managers and Workers have the same basic interests. According to this 
simplistic view, organizational change is a mere 'technical fact' seen in an 'apolitical 
context', wWch put forward by a skillful communicator or leader, is enthusiastically 
embraced by people. Such a view simply ignores the reality of power, autonomy and the 
accompanying complex process of negotiation and of strategic games played by various 
actors. 
The author further sees a contradiction between a reengineering process that reinforces 
both the status of hierarchy (of the leader, process owner etc.) and the result of a process 
producing a less hierarchical organization. 
Such considerations led the author to conclude BPR is philosophically impoverished and 
theoretically underdeveloped. 
In conclusion Biazzo avers that the "idea of reengineering itself, as metaphor for 
organizational design, offers an unacceptable representation of the complexities of 
organizing. The problem of analyzing and designing business process is basically a 
problem of understanding and changing a socio-technical system. He contends that "BPR 
should be forgotten so that rhetoric will not prevail over substance, the emphasis on 
effects of reengineering (radical & rapid improvements, flat & flexible organization, etc) 
do not create the illusion that organizational dilemmas (viz. the dynamic equilibrium 
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between differentiation and integration, centralization and decentralization, 
standardization and improvisation) can be resolved early, when in reality, the dilemmas 
can only be managed through the constant development of the ability to understand, to 
represent and codify organizational action." 
After the early years of hype and disappointments, followed by severe criticisms of BPR 
phenomenon, including lack of robust methodology and steeply declining academic and 
industry interest, the recent remarks of Powell et al (2000) show a renewed interest in 
BPR. They observe "In the early 1990s a great deal of attention was devoted by 
consultants and popular business writers to "business processes". The result was a 
somewhat faddish movement, which is only now maturing. While the early proponents 
of these ideas were given to exaggerated claims, as its core this movement is based on a 
few simple and powerful ideas." 
Unlike the Western World, BPR in India fortunately did not have to resort to downsizing 
the workforce. The prevailing social and legal drcumstances encouraged Indian 
manufacturing to redeploys manpower even as they adopted productivity improvement 
measures sudh as multiple madbine manning, cellular manufacturing, and work flow 
simplifications. 
2.23. Researdi in Manufiictiiriiig Stnit^y. 
Dangayadi and Deshmukh (2001) in their Literature review of 260 articles on 
Manufacturing Strategy published in 31 leading journals take note of the work of Minor 
etal (1989), who categorized 27 published empirical studies in the field of manufacturing 
strategy into process and content streams. This broad categorization has found 
acceptance by subsequent studies. 
The content-stream addresses issues of competitive priorities, which includes cost, quality 
and delivery performance in terms of speed and dependability, flexibility and iimovation 
aspects. It includes manufacturing capabilities, strategic choices, best practices, trans-
national comparison, literature review and performance related issues. The process stream 
studies the pattern or actual process in which the Manufacturing Strategy is developed 
and implemented. 
Dangayach and Deshmukh (2001) study shows that most research work on manufacturing 
strategy falls under the second school, and in particular, the implementation aspects of 
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manufacturing strategy - 237 nos. published content-related papers vs. 23 nos. process-
related. Implementation is widely recognized as the most important element of 
manufacturing strategy. 
Problems in implementation of JIT have been well recorded in literature. Ferdows & 
DeMeyer (1990) say JIT implementation is not easy; it requires a step-by-step approach, 
each step being a foundation for the next. Storey (1994) cautions against one-sided 
technical approach to implementing JIT (as a technical fix), which causes other problems. 
Bessant (1991) proposes implementation is in reality a negotiated process. 
Bessant and Haywood (1988) observe that the early experience in adoption of Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Technologies shows that there is a need for significant 
organizational change to obtain the full benefits from new Technology. There is a 
considerable lag between the rate of technology adoption and that of organizational 
adoption - a 'mismatch between the socio-institutional sphere and the new dynamics in 
the techno-economic sphere'. A major rethink about production organization and 
management is requited combining traditional best practices in production with new 
management techniques and integrated organizational forms. New technologies in 
Manufacturing will not yield its full growth potential until the socio-institutional 
framework is transformed to adapt to their requirements. 
According to the Authors, a major requirement in the adoption of technological 
innovation is the development of a parallel organizational developmental strategy, to 
ensure the necessary degree of organizational integration is available to support 
technological developments. The strategy can implemented on a project-by-project basis, 
moving from islands of adoption throu^ to adoption across the organisation, permitting 
lower cost and risk features of an incremental philosophy, moving ahead within a clear 
integration framework. 
Without such an approach, there is a risk that, far from being a highly integrated 
'continent', the factory of the future may instead resemble a loose archipelago of islands, 
poorly joined together by an ad hoc network of bridges and ferries and suffering from the 
inefficiencies, delays and fioistrations associated with such a geography. 
The most difficult part is dianging corporate culture to make it supportive to a new 
strategy (Marucheck etal 1990). This involves behavioural aspects such as management 
and leadership styles, system issues like changes to accounting system. Golhar and 
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Stamm (1991) say management issues are more important than workman related issues. 
Oliver (1990) highlights the need for intelligent cooperation from workers. He stresses 
the importance of communications and a strategic approach to human relations 
management. DeMeyer (1992) stresses need for strong vision. 
Leadership has been widely quoted as one of the most important issues for successful 
reengineering. Almost all studies have shown the vital role played by top management in 
introducing BPR. Sutcliffe(1998)'s study on BPR Leadership Behaviour showed that 
leaders do influence how a BPR project turns out. Certain behaviour by the leader 
increases the probability that the BPR will be successful. The study found evidence hat 
successful leaders used a balanced people-oriented leadership tasks as often as task-
oriented leadership tasks. The study found no evidence that the level of leader 
involvement is related success of the project. 
Various studies of JIT in^emmtation highliglit different aspects of implementation 
problems and difficulties. Harber etal (1990) say suitable infrastructure is required to 
implement JTT (e.g. TQC Prac^ces). &npirical studies by Crawford etal (1990) point to 
two broad dasses - people related problems and operating problems. Davis (1993) 
reports complexity of product structure and manufacturing structure also creates problems 
in JTT implementation. Gupta (1990) reports serious difficulties in implementing JIT 
purchasing in a con^}lex structure of operations involving organisations outside the 
numufacturing plant. The essence of JIT implementation is summed up by a Japanese 
Production Director "JIT implementation is a long process of accumulation of good 
habits" (from Bessant 1991). Pamaby (1994), Davenport and Hammer (in - Burke & 
Peppard 1995) all agree that implementation of such transformation programmes would 
take about 3 years. This raises questions of continued top management commitment and 
continuity of direction and implementation. 
Wemmerldv & Johnson (1997) state that manufacturing cells, which may have a large 
variety and many combinations of processes, can provide substantial benefits with respect 
to strategic dimensions such as manufacturing lead time, customer response time and 
quality. Implementing cellular manufacturing is not merely an issue of rearranging the 
factory layout, but more important as an issue that involves and effects organisation and 
human aspects of the manufacturing firm. 
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Several empirical studies of JIT implementation have made use of data collection by 
questionnaire surveys followed by multi-variate analysis of data to extract "critical 
success factors". (Anderson etal, 1991; Mehra & Inman, 1992; Ward etal, 1987). 
Interpretations of statistical factors have led to general conclusions. Such studies failed to 
give insights into the micro level dynamics of implementation process. 
Scarborough (1996) observes there is a convergence of approach of various 
manufacturing industries partly arising out of anxiety about competitiveness leading to 
group conformity. The most popular transformation methodologies adopted in India are 
BPR, Jrr and TQM. Johanson (1993) considers JIT and BPR to be "one of the same 
family". Rationale of BPR is considered to be based on Japan's best practices, which 
include JIT. J. Paraaby (1994) credits Toyota with the first development of process-based 
organisations preceding BPR. BPR research raises fundamental question "what is BPR"? 
T. Obno (1988), the developer of Toyota Production System says, "JIT is the ideal stage 
of production system". For all practical purposes new manufacturing systems and Indian 
CSiange Programmes designed to face World Class competition are necessarily based on 
j r r and Toyota Production System. Like other methodologies JIT implementation 
involves wide ranging changes to company Structure, System and Culture. JIT requires 
breaking down of barriers between departments or hurdles imposed on process and 
elimination of buffers (DeMeyer, 1992). Changes are also required in attitudes and style 
of working. 
For use by implementing organisations. Consultants and theory building different modes 
of study, such as case studies are required. C!^on Production System (1987) published 
by Japan Management Association is an example of how the complex task of JIT 
implementation has been handled in Canon, Japan. Similarly, Danison (in Storey 1991) 
reports valuable insists obtained by case study of TQM implementation in an Australian 
firm. Furke and Player (1996) highlight the value of using the perspective of a single 
improvement progranune (e.g. a segment of JIT). Different methods of determination of 
a level of implementation success have been proposed; these range from use of criteria of 
expected benefits of JIT implementation (inventory reduction, lead time reduction, 
improved quality, etc) to perceptive assessments by the operating personnel. 
Rondeau Vonderbremse and Roger Mathan (2(XX)) have studied work system practices 
for time-based manufacturers and their impact on competitive capabilities. Their study 
measures the levels of time-based manufacturing. 
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rr has been identified as one of the key elements to realize the real benefits of 
reengineering. Research on BPR implementation reveals that IT does not play a dominant 
role in BPR but has an enabling role. Jeff Moad (1993) observes that BPR is neither 
simple nor intuitive (particularly) many "IS Managers are finding out that reengineering 
usually brings with it big-time problems and very often, failure". IS Professionals used to 
automating existing ways of doing business, have to change their thinking and work 
towards creating systems to support new businesses spanning several departments, often 
using new technologies and without 100% of the requirements defined upfront. IS 
Departments have to change the culture by reorganizing to support reengineering process. 
Not surprisingly many IS Departments fail to develop and rollout new applications that 
are central part of BPR Projects. 
2^4. Mau^maitofauu^ 
Change is a universal phenomenon, which has received much attention by many 
mana^ment authors. But xxiiat causes dumge and how does it happen? An insight fi-om 
the spiritual world as articulated by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar^  is given below: 
"The wiiole world is nothing but an organisation Death, decay and 
transformaiion happen v/bea the (constituents) .... decide to reorganise 
themselves 
The movement from one organized state to another is also organized. This is the 
transient organisation called chaos. ""This transient organisation may need a 
catalyst, and knowledge is such a catalyst. So, there is absolutely no escape from 
oraganisation." 
This viewpoint, also espoused by the proponents of Chaos Theory, recognizes that change 
is a movement from one organised state to another. It also gives a new insight that 
transformation from one state to another is also organised; and that a catalyst such as 
knowledge, one that transcends the two states, would be needed to briqg about the 
transformation. 
Arunachalam and Subrahmaniam (1995) observe that "the difference between successful 
and unsuccessful firm that use BPR appear to use more on the scope and coverage of BPR 
His Holiness Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, the Spiritual Master, is the founder of the Art of Living Foundation, Bangalore. 
Sri Sri Ravi Shankar; "Celebrating Silence'; (2002); Vyakti Vikas Kendra - Publications Division; Bangalore, India 
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efforts than on the mere application of technology'^anffmethods". They cover that 
"Reengineering depends on people: the way they learn their jobs, work and collaborate 
with their colleagues. Often this involves learning new trades and work practices and 
embracing a new woric ethic ". 
Adopting appropriate Change Management strategies is vital to successful 
implementation of a change project, wide spread difficulty faced by the organisation and 
high proportion of failures have focused attentions of numerous practitioners and 
academics as the phenomenon of change management. 
According to Bessant (1991) implementation essentially consists of creation of structures 
and systems for improved lateral relations through team working for achieving 
improvements, implementing customer driven changes, maintaining operational 
flexibility, empowering enq>loyees and use of Information Technology as an enabler of 
desired processes. 
Robbers and Finley (1998) observe BPR is an open-ended regimen given to open-
endedness, it is not surprising that many BPR efforts are failures. The idea of BPR is too 
often implemented incorrectly at enormous financial and emotional cost. There are 
several reasons - most of them stem from the organisation's unwillingness to go far 
enough. 
Arun Maira (1999) says **A process of organizational transformation proceeds along 
three rolls of Actions, Involvement and Learning". Learning is an important component 
of mastering the process of accelerated organisational change. 
Abrahamson (2000) believes organisations can manage overall change by managing their 
'dynamic stability*. He advocates pacing - the big and small changes must be 
implemented at right intervals. 
Pettigrew (1990) emphasizes the context nature of change within organization theory, 
stressing the embeddedness of change phenomena in an interconnected network of events 
and behaviour patterns over time. 
AS Rao's (2000) brings the change adopter's perspective in his Technology Acceptance 
Model (TAM). Rao's Model proposes that attitude towards new technology adoption is 
influenced by factors such as perceived ease of adoption; apprehensiveness; perceived 
utility of technology (extrinsic motivation) and enjoyment (intrinsic motivation). This 
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model offers a useful approach for handling introduction and implementation of new 
manufacturing technologies including BPR. 
Grover, etal (1995) have grouped 64 problem areas in BPR implementation into 6 broad 
groups: 
jtte Management support - Managements' active imderstanding and support 
jtts Technological competence - Technical infrastructure and expertise 
jtts Process delineation - Identification of appropriate parameters for the process 
jtks Project Plaiming- Planning, team preparation, project preparation 
jets Change Management - Moving from the old to the new process 
jte Project Management - Actual conduct of the project. 
A questionnaire survey to study above problem areas was conducted. The results of 239 
re^wnses show \jap 5 problems in BPR in^)lementation: 
1. Need for managing diange is not recognised 
2. Top Management's short term view and quick-fix mentality 
3. Rigid hierarchical structures 
4. Line Managers unreceptive to change 
5. Failure to anticipate and plan for organisation resistance to change. 
HR Problems, Selecting the right process had high correlation to Success whereas 
Technological Competence had least correlation. 
Almost all high-ranked, high-severity problems were weakly correlated to success while 
those with low severity (HR, process delineation, project management and tactical project 
planning) were strongly correlated to success. ' 
British Management Consultancy Firm Prosci (ca.2000) has published their third 
benchmarking study of Bet practices in Change Management covering 288 organisations 
from 51 countries. 
Based on their study, they conclude that the top-five obstacles to change were: 
j ^ Employee and staff resistance 
jtis Middle Management resistance 
tts Poor executive sponsorship 
jets limited time, budget and resources 
jtts Corporate inertia and politics. 
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Jennifer Laclaire and Ravi Rao (2002) have identified effective change management 
abilities in terms of involvement of senior, middle and front time personnel, clear 
responsibilities and communication as the key to successful implementation of change 
programs taken up. By contrast poorly performing companies had problems at all 3 levels 
(lack of commitment or follow through by senior managers, defective project 
management skills among senior and middle manager, lack of training and confusion 
among front line employees. 
The authors conclude that preparing the company for change by making every level of the 
organization better able to deal with is as important as the detail of the project. 
Adopting appropriate Change Management strategies is vital to successful 
implementation of a diange project, wide spread difficulty faced by the organisation and 
high proportion of failures have focused attentions of numerous practitioners and 
academics as the phenomenon of diange management. 
Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1989) has emphasized as creation of appropriate structures and 
climate to encourage smooth flow of conununication, and circulation of knowledge, 
greater opportunities for internal cooperation, exchanging of views and experimentation 
and a management culture deriving power from influence and involvement rather than 
control or total ownership. Kanter believes that in the turbulent environment, 
organisational flexibility and employee involvement are essential. Leadership styles, 
Kanter says, should be based on promoting dialogue, building respect, sparking 
collaboration and inspiring initiatives. Kanter states that there is no one-size-fit-all 
process for change. On turnaround initiatives, especially, CEOs must pay attention to the 
specifics of company's problems and bring their own preferred approaches to the task. 
Paul Strebel (1994) proposes different implementation strategies based on two 
dimensions-degree of clarity strength of change force or degree of resistance to change. 
Top down approach is best adopted when change direction is clear and resistance is stray, 
task force approach is appropriate for unclear directions and strong resistance. When 
resistance is weak, participative and bottom-up approaches are advocated for unclear and 
clear direction respectively. 
Strebel has proposed the concept of a "Compact", a performance agreement plus a 
psychological and employment contract for getting people to conmiit to change. 
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Tushman, et al (1986) observe that introducing frame-breaking change call for distinctive 
skills to manage resistance, forging new strategy-structure-people-process consistencies 
and laying the basis for the next period of incremental change. 
Thompson and Ingraham (1996) aver that organizational change is not a deductive 
process, which starts with the objectives and then rationally selects the most appropriate 
means with which to attain these aims. Nor does the process necessarily follow the 
hierarchical lines, with the top in command and the bottom following orders. As change 
always affects the organizational power structure, it will necessarily become the stake in 
the internal power struggle between different groups with conflicting interests in the 
organisation. 
The authors studied the tactics adopted by National Performance Review, an US 
government agency to foment change and iimovation within the agencies as also the 
organisational dynamics that acc(Hiq>any the process of change. Their findings show that 
the outcomes of organisational change process are a function of the self-interested 
behaviours of individuals and they confirm political models for understanding 
organisational diange. 
According to the authors, the tactical perspective on diange derives from the school of 
organization theory, whidi regards organizations as political arenas in which individuals 
compete while striving for divergent objectives. This approach contrasts with the rational 
models that portray organizations as. hig^y integrated structures directed toward the 
achievement of a sin^e set of mutually agreed.upon goals. 
The political model has particular relevance to diange processes in organizations. Change 
often in^>lies a redistribution of rewards or a shift in priorities that can provoke contests 
between individuals and groups within the organization as seen by the Case studies by 
Thoenig and Friedberg in a French Ministry. 
Political dynamics accompany organizational change. To the extent that change creates 
winners and losers can be expected to act in ways that impede the change process. 
Individuals can make use of tactics that are generally included under "organizational 
politics". 
There is no consensus in literature on a definition of just what organizational politics is. It 
usually implies behaviours other than those explidtly sanctioned by the organization. 
Porter, Allen and Angle describe political behaviour as social influence attempts: 
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.«*? that are discretionary (i.e. outside the behavioural zones prohibited by the 
organization). 
.its that are intended to promote or protect the self-interests of the individuals or 
groups. 
-afef That threaten the self-interests of others. 
During the implementation of BPR Project and in the subsequent operational phase, a 
wide spectrum of varied and complex web of interactions by the various personnel -
'Actors'- involved in the implementation and operation was seen. The complex 
interactions and positions taken by the Actors had affected both the speed and depth of 
implementation. The main Actors involved, the Shop Managers and Supervisors primarily 
intended to make modifications to the scheme suggested by the BPR Project 
Designer/Consultant to expand the comfort zone in the individual's areas of operation. 
Clearly further investigations of this aspect were required to investigate the variations in 
individual areas or modules. 
Chan^ Management is the most important aspect and the only way of realizing the 
benefits of manufacturing strategy. 
2^.5. Research in BPR, Manufacturing Strategy Implementation 
Motwani etal (1998) classify published literature on BPR into four broad research 
streams: 
jx Definitions and overview articles 
jts Normative studies by practitioners 'dealing with strategies for implementing 
BPR 
j ^ Developing conceptual models and assessments 
jtts Successful implementation of BPR practices by manufacturing and service 
organisations 
Hall, Rosenthal and Wade (1993), in their research of reengineering projects in more than 
100 companies and detailed analysis of 20 of such projects found that reengineering 
projects are very difficult to design and implement, more importantly, they often fall to 
achieve real business impact. The authors find two factors-breadth and depth - one 
crucial in translating short-term, narrow focus process improvements into long-term 
profits. Breadth, according to the authors is the scope of the business process chosen for 
redesign - ranging from single function to spanning across the business unit; depth refers 
to the depth of business change. The authors cover that the redesign must penetrate to the 
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company's care, fundamentally changing six crucial organizational elements or depth 
levers, roles and responsibilities; measurements and incentives; organizational structure, 
information technology, shared values and skills. The term depth refers to how many and 
the extent of the six levers undergoing change as a result of a reengineering. 
The authors found in their study the managers in successful reengineering projects made 
few compromises and were generous with resources. They saw implementation not as a 
once-and-for-all effort but as a series of waves washing over the organization for a period 
of years. The authors found Management Conunitment, Extensive Communications were 
crucial for success. 
Guimaraes & Bond (1996) in their study of impact of BPR on manufacturing firms 
develop an intuitive model of 6 constructs in an organizational view of the BPR 
implementation process and imtpose relationships among the constructs. 
The six construct elements are: 
jias Changes to Business processes 
Mts BPR Goals and Objectives (planned and accomplished) 
jtts Organization Environment 
Mti Implementation Problems 
/as Desired benefits 
Mt& Organizational Performance 
Data was collected by a Questionnaire Survey of Internal Auditing Directors / 
Comptrollers in 152 Manufacturing Organi^tions. Analysis involved measuring the 
strength of co-relations between the factors and organization performance. Authors 
conclude that BPR problems, inverse relations. Goals & Objectives planned and Goals & 
Objectives Accomplished have significant impact on company performance. Authors 
reconmiend companies to develop ability to manage implementation problems. They 
note that educating & training workmen is more important than empowering them. 
Dixan, etal (1994) undertook an analysis of 23 reengineering projects - fifteen (star) 
projects in firms and eight well document case studies covering various functions and 
found that although reengineering is in many respects a "management fad", there are 
indeed underlying phenomena that have permanent implications for managers. 
According to the Authors, reengineering is not a fundamentally new approach to 
performance improvement, but the combination of emerging technological capabilities 
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and evolving market demands are making companies to improve faster along new 
trajectories. 
Factors for successful Reengineering effort: 
?? For most projects goals were not clearly specified; objectives were fuzzy. 
?? Consequently, did not have clear milestones and timetables. 
?? Measuring success of Reengineering Project. 
Authors found two types of measurement issues relating to organizational performance 
and project team effectiveness. Most organizations had not met the challenge of reversing 
the measures to support improvement initiative whether for lack of experience or internal 
resistance. In most cases, their study revealed, measurement of team performance was 
not perceived to be adequate by the respective organizations. 
Skills required for success were Existence of team for design and Implementation. 
Membership of team was dynamic- a flexible mix of line managers and staff exports. 
Middle managers feared that because of the process change, their power and even jobs 
mi^t dis2Q>pear. Though the pilot project was successful, the middle managers actively 
resisted the institutionalization of the change across all functions and sites. 
?? Almost all mangers were able to point out the project's champion 
?? Role of consultant-ln most cases, their involvement was in the "upfront" 
phases and advisory in technical in nature 
?? Training - considerable degree of training was required in two funds of the 
cases. Covering process analysis and teams effectiveness training. 
?? Conmiitment, Trust and conuntmication widely agreed by all. 
?? Role of IT - contrary to published literature, IT was not the most critical 
enabler of reengineering efforts. The procedure was critical rather than the 
software. Nonetheless IT played a major role in all BPR project. 
?? Continued top management support and commitment was a concern voiced by 
most managers. 
Guimaraes (1997) avers that many authors discuss BPR success factors without just 
carefully or explicitly defining BPR success. He Has defined success as the extent to 
which the project accomplished its goals and objectives, provided specific benefits and 
improved specific dimensions of company performance. 
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Guimaraes' study is based on questionnaire survey of 358 internal Auditing 
Directors/Comptrollers in a variety of US Corporations. The questionnaire captured the 
respondents' views on 
?? BPR Success factors 
?? Goals & Objectives Accomplished 
?? Derived Benefits 
?? Impact on Organizational Performance 
Data Analysis involved computation of correlation coefficients to measure the strength of 
relationship between each success factor and the three measures of BPR success. The 
success factors have been intuitively classified by the author into six categories: 
?? external, 
?? employee empowerment, 
?? operational, 
?? communication methods 
?? tools and 
?? leadership factors. 
Guimaraes condudes that the important success factors for deriving more benefits from 
BPR are: 
?? having the project motivated by customer demands and competitive pressures 
?? targeting only a few oitical business processes 
?? using hands on experience in reengi^ eering projects 
?? focusing on outcomes rather than tasks. 
Analysis showed most con^>anies have accomplished, at least to a moderate, extent, some 
in^Mrtant project goals and objectives including, operating effectively across 
organizational imits, building consensus on changes made and redesigned end-to-end 
processes important for business success. 
However BPR had low impact on company performance. 
Maull, etal (1995) in their research to identify the key factors to be considered in any 
BPR Programme carried out four in-depth studies of BPR Projects and supplemented with 
interviews with four leading BPR Practitioners who had successfully completed 
exemplary BPR projects. The authors identified five broad critical issue areas; scope of 
change, performance measurements, information technology human factors and Business 
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Process Architecture. The researchers then broadened the coverage to include a larger 
sample of companies to confirm their understanding of the key issues of BPR. This phase 
of study was conducted through series of interviews with individuals and project teams. 
The study led to identification of the sixth key issue - strategy or the degree of alignment 
with the company's business strategy. 
The authors found different companies chose different levels on change ranging from 
radical change to incremental change to limit the risks with profitability and even 
survival. However, they gained substantial benefits in terms of lead time, cost reduction 
and increased their likelihood to long term viability. 
Definition of appropriate set of performance measures was crucial for assessing the 
success of BPR Projects and to monitor and improve continuously the way in which the 
processes were functioning. 
Contrary to the views of early BPR champions, IT played a key supporting role in BPR 
projects, to underpin the newly designed business processes. FT was also regarded as a 
'constraint' in cases whenever IT system could not be modified to support management 
of business processes rather than management of products. 
Overwhelming importance of himian factors were highlighted in their research 
involvement of people was brought about by formation of cross-functional teams. The 
companies that undertook major BPR initiatives, had prepared their organization for 
change and for adi^ting to change. However, many companies took short terms 
perspective of chan^ and had little or no conc^t of culture change. 
Business Process Architecture defined the organisation's concept of business process, 
extent of focus on the whole process and integration of work between function. It also 
defines whether the process is united to organization boundaries or extends beyond it. A 
systematic approach to Business Process Architecture was not always reflected in BPR 
Programmes. 
The sixth key issue strategy refers to the degree of alignment between the BPR project 
and the overall strategy of the company, study found very few companies had a well 
established strategy making process which ensured alignment of process improvements 
with strategic need. Authors found that the existence of a process architecture profoundly 
affected the way the BPR project was carried out. 
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Samson & Terziovski (1999) investigate the relationship between TQM practices and 
operational performance by a questioimaire survey of 1024 manufacturing plants in 
Australia and New Zealand. The Authors have developed constructs to collect data on 
five identified variables viz.- TQM Elements, Leadership, People Management 
Information and Analysis, Process Management and Performance. 
Data was analysed by Factor Analysis of construct scores for each variable and only 
variables having factor scores above the cut-off score of 0.45 were retained for further 
analysis. Multiple regression of all six factors with the dependant variable factor -
organizational performance. 
The authors conclude that the strong predictors of performance were the best factors of 
leadershq), human resources mana^ment, and customer focus. Systems and analytical 
oriented (Information and analysis, strategic planning, process analysis) were not strongly 
or positively related to performance. 
Nahm, etal (2003) in their study of Impact of Organizational structure on Time-based 
manufacturing and plant performance used questionnaire survey of 224 manufacturing 
executives/managers in four industries. They develop a construct based on various 
structural dimension which they correlate with 6 time-based manufacturing practices viz.-
Reengineering setups. Cellular Manufacturing, Quality improvement efforts. Preventive 
maintenance. Dependable suppliers and pull production - and four parameters of plant 
performance - sales growth, return. on investment, market share gain and overall 
competitive position. 
Data Analysis involved structural equation modeling (using LISREL) to establish the 
structural model and a confirmatory factor analysis. The authors conclude that 
organization structure does affect attainment of time-based inanufacturing practices. This 
conclusion supports the view that certain organisation structures facilitate successful 
implementation of radical innovations by creation of an internal enviroimient guided by 
policies and procedures that enable the firm to C2q)ture, organize and share knowledge. 
As the employee base begins to take shape, it is possible to push decision making down 
the organization. 
Guimaraes and Bond (1996) have studied the impact of BPR projects on specific business 
processes and on the organization as a whole by analyzing various objectives of BPR 
projects and their actual achievement, various problems encountered. Using constructs 
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for the above they have devised an intuitive model for BPR implementation. They have 
devised constructs using appropriate attributes derived from literature and/or experiences 
& understanding. A questionnaire survey of among 152 internal auditing 
Directors/Comptrollers was used for the study. Analysis was carried out by simple 
statistical measures and inter-correlation among the constructs. The Authors conclude 
that organizations are emphasizing some of the most important activities recommended in 
literature as the basic underpiimings for BPR such as using time as the competitive 
weapon, changes to customer-market-related business processes, value added element of 
every business activity and applying the right innovative technology. This, the authors 
surmise, could be the major reason why many of the BPR goals and objectives have been 
only modestly accomplished. 
Chan and Choi (1997) aver that there are two main reasons for failures of BPR projects : 
?? lack of understanding of BPR and the inability to "perform" BPR. 
?? lade of methodology for BPR and an analytical framework for hampering BPR 
efforts. 
They propose Soft Systems Methodology ( SSM) as an analytical framework for 
understanding the four main characteristics of BPR : fundamental analysis, radical 
redesign, dramatic performance improvement and process orientation. They describe the 
use of SSM for implementing BPR in a hospital imaging processing system. 
Cua, etal (2001) have investigated the relationship between TQM, JIT and TPM and 
manufacturing performance by conducting a study of 163 plants worldwide. 26 
respondents (12 workmen & 14 managers) answered the questionnaires in each plant. 
Manufacturing performance is defined in terms of impact on cost, quality, delivery, 
flexibility and the weighted performance score is used for statistical analysis. Ilie authors 
propose that TQM, JIT.TPM techniques, together with Human and strategic-oriented 
practices propounded by the Socio-technical Systems Theory and contextual factors 
determine the manufacturing performance improvements. Constructs have been devised 
to measure the level of implementation of characteristic practices associated with 
techniques of JIT,TQM,TPM. 
Data was analysed by descriptive discriminant analysis to reveal major differences among 
high and low performers. In the discriminant analysis, a combined weighted score of 
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individual variables was used. Interpretation of results was made based on discriminant 
loadings of the independent variables. 
The authors concluded that implementation of practices and techniques belonging to all 
the three programmes would lead to higher manufacturing performance. However, 
different configuration of practices are best suited for improvement on specific 
performance dimensions, each having practices belonging to all three programmes and 
including both socially and technically-oriented practices. 
Survey method is widely adopted by researchers of manufacturing strategy to study 
implementation of manufacturing improvement programmes, including BPR, in 
Organizations. Factor Analysis has been used to study patterns in the field data and reach 
conclusions based on researcher's interpretation of the results of statistical analysis. 
Various studies of BPR Projects have identified and established the importance of 
Management Commitment and Siq^rt for the chan^ programme as among the most 
significant Actors determining success of implementation. Longitudinal studies of 
implementation across organizations, such as the Case Study of the Pacific Bell 
Reengineering Project, have found that variations in the degree of implementation existed 
in different areas of same organizations. Given identical conditions of top management 
support and conomitment, why do the variations exist is a question that has not attracted 
researchers' attention. 
Numerous studies in this field have not yielded valuable insights that can be adapted by 
practitioners in planning change progranmiesi^ and for choosing appropriate intervention 
strategies. The inadequacies of simplistic and mechanistic views of organizations in 
implementing change have been widely accepted, current stock of knowledge of change 
management is still inadequate when it comes to handling the imponderables of human 
behaviour and action. Apparently additional dimensions would help requiring new 
perspectives. A possible perspective of Power & Politics is discussed in the following 
section. 
2.2.6. Power & Politics in Organisations 
The influence of positive action in the implementation of BPR practices was noticed in 
the interviews of management staff involved in the exercise. It was also evident during 
the observation of BPR implementation in cells and modules. Certain cells exhibited 
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positive actions in coping with the unsettled condition following changes in layout 
formation of new organizational structures establishment of new cell/module practices 
and so on. Personnel in these areas experimented, discussed, negotiated and came soon to 
acceptable solutions to problems facing them. In the same way certain other areas 
encountered actions retarding establishment of new work routines, they either slid back to 
earlier practices and carried on as before or grudgingly implemented the new practices, 
taking no responsibilities for resolving the problems they encountered. These behaviours 
could be classified on a continuum stretching from Active Involvement and Support to 
Active Opposition. 
Such a behaviour at executive positions clearly could be identified as a political 
behaviour of support or opposition - an exercise of individual power to expand or protect 
ones perceived power structure in the organisation. 
It was necessary to understand the theoretical understanding of power in organization in 
order to appropriately deal with power as a variable in the present research study. 
Power in organization can support or frustrate an organizations strategic initiatives in 
equal measure. 
2.2.6.1. Concepts of Power in Organizations 
Tower' is a critical concept in organisational analysis. It is a fi-equently used word in 
studies on management and organisation. Yet it is variously conceived, variously 
employed and the problem associated with power are variously handled (even dispensed 
with). 
A review of the discourse on power in organisation reveals just how little is actually 
known or agreed topics, about the subject [Giddens (1976, 79), Clegg &. Dunkerley 
(1980), Wartenberg (1990)]. The plethora of views in literature on power discusses the 
absence of empirically operational models of power. There is little application of theory 
in studies of how power is exercised in actual social settings. 
The various perspectives =on powerS are presented with the help of Burrel & Morgan 
(1979) framework, which serves as a useful schema for differentiating the perspectives or 
paradigms. 
* This part is based on Dr. Kate Keadn's papei "Power in Organisational Analysis: Delineating and Contrasting 
a Foitcauldian Perspective"; all audior references are taken bom Ais article. 
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Table 2.2.6.1-1; Functionalist or Behaviourist Conception of Power 
Interpretive 
Functionalist 
Radical 
Radical Structuralist 
Subjective 
Objective 
Sociology of: -Regulation - Radical change 
Barnes (1998) contends that most popular conceptions of power treat it "as an entity or 
attribute which all manner of things, processors or agents may have". People may be 
considered to have power on three dimensions. 
.«fef Physical power 
«fer Charismatic or personal power and 
jtts Power of office or position 
Power is present as a capacity, without being manifest. But this capacity is evident only 
throu^ its effects. This ai^roach has the problem of identifying the effects of power 
with power itself, equating it with authority, influence, decision making, etc. 
Dahl's (1957) int«active concq>tion of power is that "A has a power over B to the extent 
that he can get B to do something B would otherwise not do". 
The implicit assumptions in this definition are: 
- Power can be poss^sed. It can be acquired, exchanged shared or even 
delegated away. People can have ^potential' power. 
- Power can be exercised by groups a^  well as individuals. 
- Power is a property of social relation. It is dependant on others for its 
enactment. 
- Power of an individual is manifest in its effects upon other individuals to 
comply, whether wiUin^y or unwillingly, with the wish of the power holders. 
This is "power over" rather than "power to". 
- Power is exercised over a range of tactics. 
Five primary basis of power are: (French & Raven 1959) 
- Coercive 
- Reward 
- Legitimate 
- Expert 
- Referent Power 
Astley and Sachdeva (1984) deem that the structural sources of power are: 
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- Hierarchical authority 
- Resource control 
- Network centrality 
In the Radical Structuralist Conception of Power, the notion of power is a multiplicity of 
practices for the production and regulation of subjectivity (Miller 1987) rather than on the 
exercise of power by A over B. 
Clearly power is much more complex and its effects can be far more far reaching than 
simple conception of power supply. Knights and Wilmott (1989) contend that the debate 
on power alternates between the poles of "Action" and "Structure" i.e. studying 
interaction of decision makers to an appreciation of the structural condition for action. 
Lukes (1974) states that concepts such as power are "Contested' and their definitions are 
"inextricably tied to a given set of jwobably unacknowleadgable value assiunptions which 
determine the range of their i^lication:. Hill (1987) suggests that the task of the 
researdier is to give good reasons as to why a particular conception of power is 
appropriate for understanding a particular range of phenomena in an organisation. 
Bacharach and Baratz (1S>62,63,70) indude not only the power exercised in taking the 
dedsion but also the power exercised by carrying the scope of decision making to safer 
issues (i.e. decision making and non-decision making). Thus Bacharach & Baratz have a 
two-dimensional view of power while Organisation theorists like Dahl have a single-
din^nsional view of power, as a property of agents (individuals and groups). 
Luke's 3 dimensional view also considers power as a means of shaping the perception 
and conjunction of others. This view contends that decision making behaviour is also 
sustained by the socially structure and culturally patterned behaviour of groups and 
practices of institutions, which manifested in individual's actions. This position 
underscores to complexity of power and the difficulty in confirming to the other 
observable behaviour. As such Power is not totally reducible to individual's intention. 
Other theorists conceive power as possessed or exercised by structures or system rather 
than individuals. In this perspective social and political practices are considered as the 
result of forces over which individuals have no control. 
Giddens (1979) sees structure as a medium as wide as an outcome of action. Power is 
then a property of interaction and a means for security or defending structural interests. 
Thus the "Powerfiil" are not independent of subordinates and the subordinates are not 
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completely dependent upon the powerful. Individual concepts of power and action are 
replaced by relational concepts. 
Parsons (1937) sees power as essentially a structural property, which is present in society 
as a whole rather than in the individuals which makeup society. Power is seen only as a 
general capacity to secure the performance of binding obligations by units in a system of 
collective action". According to Parsons, the zero sum concept of power is inadequate to 
understand power. 
Social theorists view power as a property of social structures, located in a generalised 
system of bcUefe or values that sttuctuie the field of possible decisions and behaviour. 
Power is seen to include structural and social arrangements, which produce certain 
outcomes and diminish possibilities of certain other outcomes. 
Radical strucbiralists are less concerned with who exercises power and more concerned 
with low power is exercised. 
Foucault avers that "powo* is exercised rather than possessed. Power is positive and 
productive, n(H necessarily repressive. Power cerates not only from the top down but 
also from the bottom up. It is co-constituted in resistance". 
Kim James (1995), drawing from the writings of K. W. Monsarrat (1937), Professor of 
Neurosurgery in Manchester University, avers that power is the basis of all relatioiK. 
Monsarrat (quoted in James) argued that '^wer-to-do" is the basis of what a person is 
and an individual's investigations are all involved in description of the activity of 
expandii^ user's ''power-to-do". He said power starts with the conjunction of constrained 
power-to-do forces, whidi come toother to form the sub-atomic forces constituting an 
entity. All entities can, therefore, be considered as bounded power-relationships, whether 
it is at a level of an atom, a virus, a human being or an organisation. Their relationships 
are defined into existence by other power-to-do for a limited period of time and within a 
bounded space. 
Power is often misunderstood as being an automatic force, which comes from the top. 
Monsarrat's view is that everyone has power because each element in a system, such as a 
person, is power. This also recognizes the interaction of the power system within 
ourselves constitutes the power that we have to operate. 
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The purpose of organisational politics is for clarifying powers of autonomous operating 
zones. Degree of initiative and action depends upon one's personality and situational 
setting. 
The above notion of power describes fairly well the nature of interactions observed by 
various persons involved during and after the implementation of BPR in Industries. The 
complex interactions and positions taken by the Actors during implementation and 
operational phases was found to be primarily intended to make modifications in the 
scheme of BPR that affected an individual's areas of operation. It was also observed that 
even those who did not consciously m«ke efforts to change the course of implementation 
took stands when ever the implementation process or efforts conflicted with their own 
ideas or concepts. The spectrum of such orientations varied - from positive action to 
implement BPR to reluctimce and veiled opposition (no open oppositions were noticed). 
This view is fiirdier supported by Foucault's thinkings on Power viz. Power of resistance 
also constitutes exerdse of power by the less powerful. 
In the book, Chan^g Behaviour in Organizations, the author Arnold S. Judson (1991) 
desaibes the qpectrom of possible behaviour toward change as shown below: 
Table 2.2.6.1-2:The Spectrum of Possible Behaviour toward a Change 
Acceptance 
Indifference 
Passive Resistance 
Active Resistance 
? Enthusiastic 
? Cooperation 
? Cooperation under pressure 
? Acceptance 
? Passiv^ resignation 
? Indifference 
? Apathy; loss of interest in job 
? Doing only what is ordered 
? Regressive behaviour 
? Non-learning 
? Protests 
? Working to rule 
? Doing as little as possible 
? Slowing down 
? Personal withdrawal 
? Committing "errors" 
? Spoilage 
1 ? Deliberate sabotage 
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Accordingly the present study has adopted a conceptualization of Tower play' or 
'Politics' which determined one's stance to the Change Programme and manifested in the 
intensity of one's supportive or opposing actions and in the level of involvement during 
implementation and operational phases. The above scheme suggests that all possible 
behaviours towards a change programme can be graded and an Initiative Inventory 
similar to the Mach V Inventory can be developed to measure the level of Support or 
opposition to the change programme. 
2.2.6.2. Methods for Measuring Attributes related to Power^ 
Politics or Power Plays can not be directly seen; one has to infer them from observed 
actions or effects of actions. I f one concentrates on investigating power only on concrete 
acts of dedsion making by ^edfic agendes, one completely misses the phenomenon of 
'non-decision making\ 
Psydiological theory provides strong support for making assessments of individual power 
based upon determinants rattter thm conseqiiences. An individual's behaviour is thought 
to be guided by underlying motives that express themselves in specific enviromnents. 
Measurement of Politics or Power Plays is rather problematic. Attitudinal scales have 
been constructed using Phsydiometric instruments. One such is the Machiavellian 
Attitude Inventory or MACH V - an instrument developed by Christie and Geis (1970)^ 
to measure the degree of agreement of disagreement with the ideas of Machiavelli. 
Persons with high Mach scores tend to takeover leadership in face-to-face situations. 
They initiate and control group structure and thereby control both the process and the 
outcome. 
The instrument consists of 20 sets of statements from MachiaveUi's books 'The Prince' 
and 'The Discoveries' which respondents are asked to mark two statements with which 
they 'most agree' and 'most disi^ree'. Scoring is done with the help of a scoring scheme. 
Taken from: Juttdewkz, Carole L, and Brown. Rogpr G; ^000); The P/E Ratio that Really Counts, journal of Power and 
Ethics: An Interdisc^linary Review, VoLl(3), pp 172-193. 
' Christie, Rand Gds, FL; Studies in Machiavellianism; \970; Academic Press, New York. Test Details were obtained from 
Richard Christie's Home Page on "Mach V Attitude Inventory." (no longer accessible on the Internet). 
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2.2.7. Research Methods in Operations Management 
2.2.7.1. Research Cycle 
McCutcheon and Meredith (1993) suggest that all research projects concerning 
production and operations management generally involve a continuous cycle of 
"description, explanation and testing", which they call the "Research Cycle". 
The description phase is where activities are undertaken to gain experience of the 
phenomenon under study, to capture information about the phenomenon, its nature and 
even to consider previous concepts that have been used to describe and understand the 
phenomenon. 
The explanation phase refers to the attempts to understand and explain observations by 
applying or developing abstract concepts and then attempting to extend the concepts to 
other instances of the phenomenon. The result of this phase is new knowledge, which 
then needs to be tested. 
The testing phase tests the new knowledge developed during the previous phases to 
determine to what extent the objectives of the concepts are met. The experience gained 
from the testing phase results in the cycle starting again. 
Although these are clearly defined phases in the cycle, the boundaries between the phases 
are rarely clear and distinct. They do however provide a useful and well tested structure 
on which to base a research methodology. 
2.2.7.2. Survey Method 
Survey Method was adopted to record the following data: 
-afef Perception measures of degree of impact of selected factors affecting 
implementation success 
-aftf Perception measure of degree of success of implementation in various areas. 
.afef The degree of Initiatives of the actors reflecting their respective supportive or 
re^sting orientations to the Project. 
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2.2.73. Validity & Reliability 
As proposed by O'Leary-Kelly and Vokurka (1998), three step approach has been 
adopted to establish construct validity in research studies. 
Step 1 Content Validity; 
O'Leary & Vokurka propose that to establish Content Validity, it is necessary to 
demonstrate that the empirical indicators are logically, as well as theoretically, 
connected to the construct. 
Steo 2 Construct Validity; 
Empirical assessment of the extent to which empirical indicators measure the 
construct; should satisfy the requirements of unidimensionality, reliability and 
validity. 
Construct Validity reflects die degree to wfaidi the empirical indicators measure 
the construct. 
Empirical assessment of the adequacy of a measure requires three essential 
components to be established. They are: 
(a) Unidimensionality refers to the existence of a single trait or construct 
underlying a set of measures or empirical indicators. The conditions for 
unidimensionality are that the empirical indicator must be significantly associated 
with the latent variable. It should also be associated with one and only one latent 
variable. The suggested methods are exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis 
(EFA & CFA). Factor Analysis is used to condense a group of indicators to a 
smaller set with minimum loss of infomiation. EFA is considered more 
appropriate for early stages of theory development. However, the authors caution 
that EFA should not be used in the absence of theoretically based rationale. 
(b) Reliability: Reliability refers to the consistency or suitability of a measure of 
the construct can be achieved by consistency or stability of a measure. Since 
random enor is always present, it is necessary to assess and report the reliability 
of the measures. 
The methods for empirically assessing reliability include : 
-eftf Test-retest - involves measurements of a variable at different (t and t+1) 
points of time using the same scale and sample 
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-gftf Alternative forms - involves measuring a variable at times (t and t+1) 
using more than one different measure. 
-afefCronbach's a - involves deriving an index, which ranges from 0 to 1, 
based on the conelations of the indicators that comprise the measure. 
.aefWLJ composite reliability - involves confirmatory factor analysis to 
derive a composite index, which also ranges from 0 to 1. 
Step 3 Nomologjcal Validity; 
Validity or Nomological Validity of a measure is the degree to which the 
construct relates to other constructs in a predictable maimer. The variance in the 
measure should be attributed to the variations of the variable and not to some 
other factor. 
Establishing validity of a measure involves convergent validity and discriminant 
validity. 
Convergence validity relates to the degree to which multiple measures of a 
variable provide the same results or converge (or covary). 
Discriminant validity requires that the variance in the measure should reflect only 
the variance due to the intended latent variable and not other latent variables. 
Many researchers carrying out empirical research on manufacturing strategy and 
BPR studies have adopted the methods of establishing content and construct 
validity by using items that are in well accepted part of published literature; some 
have also adopted scrutiny by peers. Cronbach's 'a' (alpha) coefficient is the 
most popular method for checking data reliability used by researchers. Nunally 
(1978) recommends a minimum alpha value of 0.7. However, lower values of 
alpha: 0.4 - 0.5 are acceptable at early stages of research. 
For the present study, the Cronbach's 'a' (alpha) coefficient was to be used to 
assess validity of data used for statistical analysis. 
In the background of the literature survey, the research methodology for the present 
research effort has been developed and is presented in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER - III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction 
The previous Chapter presented an overview of published literature on Business Process 
Reengineering, evolution of BPR as an operations management strategy and its adoption 
in practical work followed by critiques on BPR philosophy by academicians and a cross 
section of research studies on BPR. Also presented were the evolving thoughts on related 
topics of Manufacturing Strategy and change management. Two areas interest to the 
current study viz. organizational power & politics and the impact of complexity in 
manufacturing were also presented. Following from the above, representing the current 
stock of knowledge, the scope of the present research study was determined. 
The present Chapiet begins with the statement of the research objectives for carrying out 
a study of BPR implementation experiences in two medium sized engineering companies 
in India. The Research methodology adopted to pursue the research objectives is derived 
from the "Research Cycle", involving a continuous cycle of "description, explanation and 
testing" - generally followed by the research projects concerning production and 
operations management. The present study was to be undertaken in two phases, by 
undertaking an exploratory and a conclusive study. Accordingly, two sets of research 
objectives, one for each phase, were formulated. 
The next section describes the scope and metjiodology of the exploratory study carried 
out in one organization with the help of a structured questionnaire in order to understand 
the implementation experiences of a cross section of personnel involved in BPR 
implementation and to identify the important factors that determine the degree of 
effectiveness of implementation in different areas. The factors identified in the 
exploratory study, including the two new factors that apparently impacted implementation 
success were included in the objectives formulated for the conclusive study. 
Following from the objectives set for the conclusive study, the Research Questions have 
been formulated. The Research Questions have been elaborated by stating the Hypotheses 
to be tested. 
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In the next part, the Research Design for finding the answers to the Research Questions 
and for testing the Hypotheses are presented. This section includes the scheme for 
carrying out the exploratory and detailed studies and the research instruments used for the 
investigations. The development of research instruments and their rationale are then 
given. 
Then the Sampling Process and Data Collection Process are explained. 
The last part explains the plan for Data Analysis of the field data and also the limitations 
of the study. t^*^ ^ '^^ <i^ 
^ < A O C i^** ' . 
* ^ '^'. C, 
32. Objectives of the Study *V -- . ^-'^^^ 
McCutcheon and Meredith (1993) suggest that all research projects concerning 
production and operations management generally involve a continuous cycle of 
"description, e}q)lanation and testing", which they call the "Research Cycle". 
The present study was to be undertaken in two phases, in accordance with the above 
trend. The first phase was an exploratory and it was followed by the conclusive study. 
Accordingly, two sets of research objectives, one for each phase, were formulated. 
3 J.l. Objectives of the Exploratory Study 
The objectives of the Exploratory Study were: 
"To imdorstand the implementation experiences of a cross section of persotmel 
involved in BPR implementation an3 to identify the important factors that 
determine the degree of effectiveness of implementation in different areas." 
The exploratory study showed several factors influenced the BPR implementation in 
different areas of an organization. These included those related to physical arrangements; 
new methods of working, plaiming; systems and procedures; as also the behavioural and 
attitudinal factors such as disposition to BPR Project; support, cooperation and guidance. 
These are the contextual factors under which the implementation was carried out. 
Two additional factors "complexity" and "initiative or involvement" seemed to affect the 
implementation experiences and outcomes. Of these, ''initiative and involvement" was 
taken up for detailed investigation. 
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The exploratory study confirmed the belief that implementation was not equally effective 
in all areas, some areas doing better than others. 
BPR Project had indeed impacted personnel in all areas, but to different degrees. 
Obviously those in shop floor areas were most involved and affected. 
Similarly the project had differing impacts at different hierarchical levels of the 
organization. 
With the above inputs, the objectives of the Conclusive study were formulated. 
3.2.2. Objectives of tiie Conclusive study 
The objective research work was to carry out: 
jetsK detailed study of micro-level implementation process in the Indian context. 
jscnf Systunatic study of micro-level experiences of implementation in Indian 
&igii^ering Industry. 
.etr Investigate by a rigorous study the reasons for variations in the degree of 
ino^lementation or implonentation success in different areas in different areas 
within a Company. 
j£f Comparative study of BPR implementation experiences of two medium sized 
manufacturing organizations in engineering sector. 
With this background, the Researdi Problem was defined. 
33 . Definition of Researdi Problem 
This research attempted to investigate the reasons for variations in implementation 
success in different organisational units that implemented a BPR Project. In a 
manufacturing unit implementing BPR Project based on the Manufacturing Systems 
Design (MSD) Methodology, the smallest entity is a manufacturing Cell responsible for 
processing or manufacturing a certain number of items. 
Statistical analysis at Cell Level poses problems of data inadequacy with little possibility 
for data replication for meaningful analysis. However, it is possible to carry out a 
Regression Analysis at the Cell Level analysis by determining a linear relationship 
between implementation success and influencing factors. Thus, the differences in 
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Table 3.53-1: D^rees of Support and Opposition 
ACTIVE 
SUPPORT 
MODERATE 
SUPPORT 
PASSIVE 
SUPPORT 
PASSIVE 
OPPOSITION 
MODERATE 
OPPOSITION 
ACnVE 
OPPOSITION 
Note: This is a sli^tly 
Indicative Behaviours 
7 1. Negotiate operating space for own initiatives 
7 2. Sustained Support for Programme 
7 3. Associate with those taking active roles 
7 4. Mobilise support 
7 5. Hi^ight problems / issues, discuss & seek solutions 
7 6. Refer the problem and wait for solution 
7 7. 'Do the best you can do' 
7 8. (Blame) lack of support from support groups 
7 9. Not volunteer for problem solving or other initiatives 
7 10. Wait for pressure (others) to diange 
7 11. Participate when'roped-in' 
7 12. 'L^othnsdo' 
7 13. Pass the responsibility to others 
7 14. Play safe 
7 15. Keep distance from those opposed 
7 16. Neither support nor oi^se; Follow the majority 
7 17. Abstain from experimentation 
7 18. Abstain from living new role 
7 19. Not satisfied with new scheme 
7 20. Carry on as before 
7 21. Oppose new norms, organization 
7 22. Oi^se Disdplinii^ Institutions eg. Gateway, MoPs 
7 23. Question the new sdieme; point out faults / problems 
7 24. Md}ilise opinion / suiqwrt against the new scheme 
modified version of the Chart by Judson (p.74) 
The spectrum of possible behaviour towards the change programme were regrouped into 
6 major classifications: 
Active support, 
-efef Passive support, 
£E!f Acceptance 
JS6S Indifference, 
.e^ Passive Resistance and 
-eer Active Resistance. 
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The number of groups were thereby reduced to 6 - 3 degrees of support and 3 degrees of 
Resistance, with 10 statements in each category. 
In each group the typical behaviours of that correspond to the description were noted and 
illustrated by appropriate statements depicting the behaviour. As far as possible, these 
statements were taken from the views expressed in the earlier structured interviews. Up 
to twenty statements were thus compiled for each group. The statements were carefully 
evaluated for ease of discrimination between behaviours depicted by statements in 
adjacent categories. Finally 10 statements were selected in each group. The tabulation of 
the statements used in the Initiative Inventory is given in Appendix -1C . 
The final Initiatives Inventory was prepared by 20 sets of 3 statements in each set coming 
from one of the six categories covering all 6C3 possible combinations. The triads were 
formed by randmnly assigning the respective statements of each group. 
Hie sample instrument was tested for ease of administration and comprehension and 
modified according to the feedbadc received. Sample testing of the Inventory by persons 
whose degree of involvement was know to this researcher showed that the score 
corresponded with the perception of their observed behaviour during the change 
programme. 
Examination of results showed the close conespondence between the scores and known 
orientations of individuals exhibiting extreme orientations. 
The re^x>ndents, with considerable interest, carefully sized up the statements and decided 
their considered choices. None asked what was'really being measured. 
The Initiatives Inventory was then processed with the help of scoring sheet and the 
initiative scores were determined. 
Initiatives scores for a cell were determined as follows: 
.efeT Manager - Actual Score 
.aefSection-in-charge - Max Actual Score 
-afef Supervisor " - Max score of multiple officials 
A composite initiative score for a cell was computed by a weighted score: 
45% of Manager's Score + 33% of Section I/C's score + 27% of Supervisor's Score 
The higher weights reflected greater awareness of implementation performances of wider 
areas under supervisory control and were considered more unbiased. 
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3.53.1. Dimensions of Research Instruments 
The main Research Instrument, the BPR Questionnaire had the following dimensions to 
gather perceptions of actors in respect of factors that were identified as having a possible 
impact on the implement outcome: 
i) Structural factors 
1. Facilities 
2. Complexity 
3. Adherence to Manufacturing System Design principles (in order to 
create an appropriate Organizational Structure) 
ii) Infrastructural factors 
4. Organizational Climate 
5. Adequacy Of Operating Systems & IT Facilities And Support 
6. Orgamsational Support 
iii) Behavioral factors 
7. Implementation Efforts 
iv) Implementation success 
8. Overall Rating 
9. Ratings of Individual Areas 
v) Impact of BPR 
10. Inq>act of BPR on individual's work area and individual's work, 
vi) Initiative Inventory 
3.6. Sampling Process f 
The exploratory study was carried out in Organisation A. The Interview method was 
ad(^ted for this study and it was aimed at capturing a cross section of experiences at 
different operating levels viz. Manager, Section Head and Supervisors. In all 45 
Managers, Executives and Supervisors in different areas of manufacturing and supporting 
departments were interviewed accounting for 30% of the strength of total strength of 
nearly 150 executives. This sample proportion was perceived to b^c adequate for 
identifying responsible factors for further study. 
Woricmen were not included in the questiotmaire study as the workmen's Union had 
taken a stand of not openly cooperating with the project, due to an ongoing IR dispute, 
and as such the workmen were passive participants in the implementation process. 
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3.6.1. Sample Selection 
For the conclusive study, two different medium sized engineering organisations were 
selected not only based upon convenience of the research but also because of several 
similarities in their BPR Projects. Both the units had implemented BPR in the recent past 
and both had adopted broadly the methodology of Manufacturing Systems Engineering. 
In both Organisations, the respondents were limited to those who had actually 
participated in BPR implementation. Thus on the advise of respective managements, 
workmen and technicians in unionized categories were not included in the survey. 
Similarly, on the advice of the respective organizations, the Departments which had no 
role in implementation of BPR such as Finance and Accounts, Personnel & HR, 
Administration, etc were excluded from the survey. From the eligible groups for the 
survey, the respondents were invited to participate on the basis of random selection. 
In the first friiase. Organization A was studied. On the ai^inted day of Survey, all the 
selected actors were assembled at one place and administered the questionnaire. At first 
the participants were explained that the survey was intended to capture their experiences 
of BPR implementation and that the entire process would take 20-30 minutes. It was 
clarified that there were really no right or wrong answers and that their authentic answers 
were in fact the right answers that were being sought. They were briefly explained, with 
illustrations, where required, how to mark their answers in each section, especially the 
Initiative Inventory. The respondents were informed of the confidentiality of their 
responses and assurance was given before the tests were administered that their responses 
would not be revealed to any one with out their consent. 
It was gratifying to report that in both the Organisations, respondents took interest in 
answering the questioimaires and with utmost cooperation and goodwill corrected the 
incorrectly marked or missed out, when it was brought to their notice. 
Out of the absentees, important actors, especially from underrepresented areas were asked 
to separately fill and return. In all, 114 Supervisory and Management personnel in 
manufacturing areas, out of total strength of 180 persons answered the BPR 
questionnaire, which is a sampling ratio of 63.3% and more than adequately meeting the 
minimum sampling requirements. 
Respondents fi-om various areas of the Implementing Organisation - viz. Production 
(Shop Floor), Manufacturing Support functions such as Process & Tool Engineering, 
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implementation success at the Cell Level were studied by a linear relation between 
average Implementation Success Scores of Cells as dependent variable and the 
independent variable being the parameters of the BPR Questionnaire, the weighted 
Average Initiative Scores of Cell / Module/ PU Leaders and the average complexity 
values. 
Based on the findings of the exploratory study certain factors that influenced the BPR 
implementation in different areas of an organization were identified. These included the 
contextual factors under which the implementation was carried out and two additional 
factors "complexity" and "initiative or involvement" which seemed to affect the 
implementation experiences and outcomes. These were taken up for detailed 
investigation. 
Aca>rdiiigjy the research questions were formulated as under: 
(1) How do the contextual factors enumerated below encountered on the shop 
floor affect implementation success? 
jBts Physical Facilities 
jgts Perceived Complexity 
as Manufacturing Systems Design 
jets Organisational Climate 
Mts Infrastructure in terms of Operating Systems and IT Facilities 
MSS Organisational Support 
JUS Implementation Efforts 
(2) Are the perceptions of the above factors different for different areas of an 
organisation? 
(3) Do the implementing actors in different categories viz. across areas, 
hierarchies and functions have similar or varying perceptions on the each of 
above items? 
(4) Are the perceptions of the factors affecting BPR implementation different in 
different organizations? 
(5) Are the perceptions of parameters of implementation success and the 
perception of the degree of implementation success same across different 
areas? 
(6) Are the perceptions of parameters of implementation success and the 
perception of the degree of implementation success same across different 
categories of personnel viz. hierarchy levels and functions? 
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(7) How does the Initiative of Actois, as a manifestation of their disposition to 
support or resist BPR, affect implementation success? 
(8) Does the Initiative Score of the implementing actors vary for different 
categories of implementing personnel across areas, hierarchies and functions? 
(9) Does the Initiative Score of the implementing actors vary for different 
organizations? 
The above research questions are to be investigated by testing a set of Hypotheses. 
3.4. Hypotheses of the Study 
3.4.1. Study of Organisations A & B 
HAI.OI : There is no difference in the perc^tions of the two plants of Organisation 
A as far as Physical Facilities are concerned with reference to oeating 
positive or negative impact oa ^ R implementation. 
HALOS : Tbete is no di^ feience in the petoqptions oi die two plants of Organisation 
A as £Kr as Ccmqdexity are concerned widi reference to creating positive or 
negative impact on BPR implonentation. 
H/iisa: Tbett is no difference in the peFcq>timis of the two plants of Organisation 
A as far as Manufacturing System Design are concerned with reference to 
creating positive or negative impact on BPR implementation. 
HAI.O4 : There is no difference in the perceptions of the two plants of Organisation 
A as far as Organisational Qimate are concerned with reference to 
orating positive or negative impact on BPR implementation. 
HAIJOS : There is no difference in the perceptions of the two plants of Organisation 
A as far as Infrastructure are concerned witii reference to oeating positive 
or negative in^ >act on BPR inqplonentation. 
HAI.O6 : There is no difference in the peiceptions of the two plants of Organisation 
A as for as Organisational Support are concerned with reference to 
creating positive or negative impact on BPR implementation. 
HAI.O7 : There is no difference in the perceptions of the two plants of Organisation 
A as for as Implementation Efforts are concerned with reference to 
creating positive or negative impact on BPR implementation. 
HAI.O8 : There are no differences on perceptions of BPR implementation success in 
terms of results - overall rating in both the plants of Organisation A. 
HAI.09 : There arejio differences in the perceptions of over all impact of BPR 
Implementation on individual's woric area and individual's woric in the two 
plants of Organisation A. 
HAI.010 : There are no differences in Initiative Scores of respondents of the twp 
Plants of the Organisation A. 
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Similarly, Hypotheses were formulated for studies of perceptions across different 
dimensions as follows: 
Organisation 
.m Organisation A 
ja< Organisation A 
^i^ Organisation B 
ja< Organisation B 
joi Organisation B 
Hypotheses 
HA2.01 to HA2.010 
HA3.OI to HA3.OIO 
HBI.01 to HBI.010 
HB2.01 to HB2.010 
Dimension 
Hierarchy Levels 
Functions 
Plants 
Hierarchy Levels 
Functions 
Organisations 
HB3.OI to HB3.OIO 
js< Organisations A&B HABLOI to HABLOIO 
jsi Organisations A&B HAB2.OI to HAB2X)IO Hierarchy Levels 
jae Organisations A&B HAB3.OI to HABSOIO Functions 
3^^. Researdi Hypotheses on the impact of Actor Initiatives on Implementation Success 
The differences in implementation success at the smallest unit of production, termed 
variously as a section, department, shop, "Cell" or "Module" (used in the BPR Project 
terminology) are to be investigated by the following Hypotheses: 
Hinitvoi: Initiatives (Supportive or Resisting) of the Actors, reflective of their 
disposition to support or resist^  affects implementation success. 
3.5. Researdi Design 
Research Design envisaged collection of structured data from manufacturing 
organizations in engineering sector, which had gone through the experience of 
implemented BPR in the not too distant past. The data thus collected was to be used to 
test the research hypotheses by an appropriate statistical analysis. 
The Research Design to investigate the Research Questions is explained below: 
?? Since the research is a study of BPR Implementation experiences that are 
highly subjective, the use of perceptual measures is most appropriate to 
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capture such experiences. The data on factors involved in each of the above 
questions is to be measured by use of perception scores and suitable 
constructs. 
?? The following perception measures are proposed to be obtained by use of 
appropriately designed Likert Scales: 
.aSK The degree of impact of the influencing factors enumerated above. 
jiissTbt degree of implementation success in individual areas. 
.aj^ The degree of impact of BPR on individual's work area and own work. 
It is postulated that in addition, "Initiative" of actors affects the implementation 
experiences and outcomes. 
The level of Initiatives of personnel deployed in the Basic Units, covering the Line 
Exeaitive/Sq>ervisor/CeU Leader, the Section Head/ Module leader and the Shop 
Manager/Product Unit Leader are to be measured using a suitable psychometry-type 
ittstniment developed based on the Madi V Attitude Inventory. 
This researdi attempted to investigate the reasons for variations in implementation 
success in different organisatioiud units that implemented a BPR Project. In a 
manufacturing unit implementing BPR Project based on the Manufacturing Systems 
Design (MSD) Methodology, the smallest entity is a manufacturing Cell reqx)nsible for 
processing or manufacturing a certain number of items. 
Statistical analysis at Cell Level poses problems of data inadequacy with little possibility 
for data replication for meaningful analysis, r Therefore it was proposed to carry out a 
Regression Analysis at the Cell Level analysis by determining a linear relationship 
between implementation success and influencing factors; the regression analysis was to 
be carried out with the average Implementation Success Scores of Cells as dependent 
variable and the independent variables being the parameters of the BPR Questionnaire 
and the weighted Average Initiative Scores of Cell / Module/ PU Leaders. 
The methodology adopted of carrying out the research study is presented below: 
3.5.1. Exploratory Study 
The Exploratory Study was carried out to understand the implementation experiences of 
personnel involved in BPR implementation and to help identify the factors that influenced 
the implementation effectiveness of in different areas. 
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An Interview Method aided by a structured Questionnaire containing several of open-
ended questions was adopted to capture implementation experiences of a sample cross 
section of executives involved in BPR implementation along the dimensions of the 
framework described in Chapter-I. Inter\iew process was employed wherein these 
questions were posed to the interviewees and their statements recorded in a succinct 
manner, and covered the following broad experiences: 
xsis Overall experience: 
.2£fThis part helped the interviewee to recall events and state, as 
accurately as possible, his experiences. 
jetsHaw the project evolved in different phases : 
Preliminary design determining the manufacturing architecture. 
jeis Detailed de»gn of each cell. 
JO^ Experiences in early implementation stage, 
.e^ Organisational factors: 
Mts Organisational support 
j ^ Cooperation, resistance 
jgts Support provided 
jeSS Workmen and Union reactions 
.efer Benefits of BPR: 
jets Benefits in work area 
jiis Personal benefits and contributions 
jBts Impact of BPR Project: 
££^ Any suggestions. 
The questionnaire was tested and found very useful to capture information on 
experiences. It was used to interview 45 individuals. A Sample questioimaire is given in 
i^pendix-EB. 
.e^ Experiences during the introduction stage. 
-efef Experiences faced during early stage of implementation. 
-afef Received fi-om management, peers and sub-ordinates. 
.efef Participants of implementation success in respective areas. 
.afef What impact the project at on the individual what he liked and disliked. 
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iS£ Views on structure of the new manufacturing organization relating to his areas 
and including provision of facilities. 
JIS^ Views on human factor involved. 
In all 45 Managers, Executives and Supervisors in different areas of manufacturing and 
supporting departments were interviewed covering about 20% of the total strength of 
executives in manufacturing areas. Workmen were not included in the questionnaire study 
as the workmen's Union had taken a stand of not openly cooperating with the project, due 
to an ongoing IR dispute, and as such the workmen were passive participants in the 
implementation process. 
After the interviews were analysed, significant observations/opinions of the various actors 
were grouped into three broad categories: 
: General observations. 
tti Experiences relating to coping with difficulties in implementation. 
.efer Experiences relating to inter-personnel relations, which had a bearing on 
implementation. 
A brief sununary of the salient observations on experiences and opinions recorded in the 
exploratory phase are given below: 
ja£ Pride in involvement & problem solving during implementation. 
xn Sense of hurt at perceived loss of position & importance. 
Mts Frustration at lack of support to solve shop floor problems 
jtti Difficulties faced in coping with changes in Product Mix. 
49fe^  Difficulties faced due to oon^lexides arising from changes in product mix, 
constraints on sh(^ floor e.g. lack of space, process variations, etc. 
iti ^)I»eciation of new "Worid Class Manujfocturing" practices and systems 
jm Appreciation for plant management commitment and support to Project 
jm General sense of satisfaction for participating in BPR Implementation. 
Analysis of interviews revealed a pattem wherein the following factors seemed to have a 
major role in determining the outcomes. These factors were: 
.ees'Initiative and level of involvement during implementation. 
jm Stand taken by the actors (support / opposition) 
jm Complexity encountered on the shop floor 
It was observed that the actors in certain areas took ownership and interest in the 
implementation in their area while in a few areas they were not favourably disposed. 
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Further examination of the interview data showed that the first two factors were really a 
combination of several factors including personal orientation, personal motivation, power 
games and political behaviour that manifested in terms of the stands taken as well as the 
initiative and involvement in implementation. 
The other factor was related to coping with the difficulties encountered on the shop floor 
such as changing schedules, changing product mix, shortage of space, process variations, 
etc. These elements increased the decision dimensions and the difficulties of decision 
making in an environment, which was not stable. These were identified as the problems 
of coping with complexity on the shop floor. 
Significantly, there were no observations on cultural aspects, except in a very general 
sense. It was dear that there was minimal impact or^mizational culture on the Project; 
and the Project had minimal impact on the operating culture. Culture dimension was 
therefore dropped £rom further study. 
A study of literature was carried out to strengthen the conceptual base of these factors and 
to understand how they could be handled in research. Study of published research on 
Complexity showed that there are very few studies of complexities of industrial 
organizations and that the taken up in a separate detailed study and not included in the 
scope of the present study. Further, complexity measures based on entropy principle are 
not tested by empirical research. Therefore, it was decided that study of complexity on the 
shop floor should not form a part of this research study. 
Based on the literature survey, it was determined that a construct [based on a modified 
Mach V inventory (used to measure "Machiavellian" behaviour)] be used as the measure 
of Initiative of the Actors. 
3.5.2. Conclusive Study 
The Conclusive Study involved collecting the data for carrying out the Hypotheses 
Testing and other analyses to support the Research Hypotheses. A structured 
Questionnaire was to be developed to collect implementation experiences of a 
representative sample of personnel involved in BPR implementation in two medium sized 
engineering manufacturing organizations. 
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3S3. Development Procedure of Beseardi Instruments 
For conducting the conclusive study, the BPR Questionnaire was formulated. It consisted 
of three parts, each one a separate three Research Instruments were used in the study 
were: 
(1) A Structured Questionnaire - termed the "BPR Questionnaire", to capture data 
on implementation experiences. 
(2) A structured Questionnaire to capture perception scores of implementation 
success. 
(3) The Initiative Inventory to determine the Initiative Scores of actors. 
These are described below. 
Devdopmoit of Questioniudre for capturing BPR Implementation Experiences 
The exploratory study revealed that several factors had affected the BPR implementation 
in different areas, many of them widely discussed in BPR literature. The Research 
Questions and Hypotheses have specified the factors to be investigated and tested by 
statistical analysis. In order to gather the required data, a 4-page "BPR Questionnaire" 
was designed. The questionnaire had to be based on the principles of Manufacturing 
Systran Design Methodology, followed for the BPR Project viz. adequate realization of 
the Structure CFactory-within-Factory' concept). Systems and Culture principles, as the 
reference point for the respondents to make their assessments and give their perception 
scores. In terms of the Hayes & Pisano framework, the Questionnaire had subsections on 
the following aspects: 
^^tnK^ural factors: 
jis Facilities 
Complexity 
Organizational and Product Structure 
jets Adherence to Manufacturing System Design Principles 
^.einfrastructural factors: 
.eis Organisational Climate 
jees (adequacy of )Operating Systems 
.aer IT Facilities and Support 
jets Organisational Support 
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^^hange Management: 
gn Implementation Efforts. 
4!f .dDverall Assessment of the Results of BPR Implementation: 
^.aAssessment of how BPR Project had impacted the respondent" s work are and 
own work: 
Different Sections of the BPR Questionnaire captured Implementation Experiences of the 
Actors in terms of the following broad parameters: 
^^ection I: Whether organizational sub-units had adequate physical 
facilities? 
^^ection II: What was the nature of complexities encountered by the 
sub-units? 
^^Section III: Whether the design of sub-units followed the Principles 
of Manufacturing Systems Design? 
^.eSectioa IV: What was the Organisational Climate during 
Implementation? 
41?.eSection V: Whether the Infrastructure in terms of Operating Systems 
and rr Systems were adequate and effective? 
^^ection VI: What was the Organisational Support for 
implementation? 
^^ection VII: Whether the Implementation Efforts were 
adequate and effective? 
Eadi of the above parameters had 8 -12 items for evaluation. These items elucidated the 
important components of the wider range covered by the parameters. 
The respondents were asked to evaluate whether each item were facilitating effect or a 
hindering effect on BPR implementation and record the degree of impact on two 0-5 point 
Likert scales, one each for facilitating and hindering effects. 
Development of Questionnaire for perceptions of BPR Implementation Success 
>sf .eSection VIII: Respondent's rating of overall resuh of BPR 
Implementation in own and related areas. 
Section VIII of the questionnaire had two sub-sections to collect the respondents' 
perception scores of implementation success. It uses a perception measure to capture the 
individual's assessment of implementation success in his area and any other areas familiar 
to him. A10 point likert scale (1-10) was used to record the degree of success. 
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This section asked the respondents to assess implementation success in terms of 10 well 
accepted criteria of success, which dosely reflected the deliverables of the BPR Project. 
This section was intended not only to aid the respondents in their evaluation and 
assessment, but also to ensure uniform criteria are used by the respondents for their 
assessment of ratings. In this way, the subjective elements in the respondents' 
assessments were sought to be limited as far as was practically possible. 
^.eSection IX: Respondent's perception of Implementation Success 
in different organizational Units 
This section listed the various organizational units which implemented BPR and asked the 
respondents to rate their perception of how well BPR had been implemented ("Degree of 
Success of BPR implementation") on a 10 point Likert Scale v i^iere a score of ' 1 ' 
represented 'no success" and score of MO' represented 'complete success'. 
jtSjeScOdon X: Reqx>ndent' s perception of what impact BPR had 
on his Work Area and also on his work. 
Care was taken to use simple terms that were familiar to the executives in the 
organization. The sample questionnaire was administered to a few select persons, and 
their feedbadc was used to refine and modify unsuitable questions and finalized. 
Devdopment of Construct for Measuremoit of Initiatives of Actors 
The third part of tl^ questionnaire termed the Initiative Inventory was a construct 
designed to determine the Initiative Scores of implementing Actors. 
From the published literature on Power and Politics in Organisations it was seen that 
Monsarrat's notion of power describes fairly well the nature of interactions observed by 
various persons involved during and after the implementation of BPR in Organisations. 
TTiis view is fiirtfaer upported by Foucault's thinkings on Power viz. Power of resistance 
also constitutes exercise of power by the less powerful, the individual's The complex 
interactions and positions taken by the Actors varied from positive action to implement 
BPR to reluctance and veiled opposition (no open oppositions were noticed) and thus 
manifested as the initiatives taken by actors during BPR Implementation. Thus by 
measuring the degree of Initiatives, it would be possible to capture the degree of support 
or opposition to BPR Project. 
Literature showed that it was possible to measure such orientations by suitable constructs. 
One such construct is the Machiavellian Attitude Inventory or MACH V - an instrument 
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developed by Christie and Geis (1970) to measure the degree of agreement of 
disagreement with the ideas of Machiavelli. 
The Mach V instrament consists of 20 sets of statements from Machiavelli's books 'The 
Prince' and 'The Discoveries' which respondents are asked to mark two statements with 
which they 'most agree' and 'most disagree'. Scoring is done with the help of a scoring 
scheme. 
It is not practicable to ask direct questions on one's orientation in terms of his degree of 
support or opposition to BPR Project directly in any organizational setting. Very few 
people would really be able to state their orientation on a complex and widely impacting 
subject like BPR while they may be able to state their positions on different aspects of the 
Project. Any respondent would be extremely reluctant to commit to a researcher his 
position c^nly lest it becomes known to others and disturb the carefully built up balance 
of ^wer ) relations in his area of operations. A way out of this complicated problem of 
ass^anent is found in the Mach V Attitude Inventory. It asks the respondent to simply 
choose oiw each among three carefully presented statements - one that s/he "most agree"s 
and another one that s/he "most disagree"s. A similar approach is eminently suitable to 
measure the Initiative score of respondents. Thus, the Mach V model of a construct was 
found ideally suitable and adopted to develop the construct to measure the level of 
Initiatives and Involvement in the current study. 
The structure of the Mach V Instrument has with 20 sets of triad questions (groups of 
three questions each). Both the numbers - 20, sets of Question and 3 nos. statements in 
each set - are determined by the number of factors investigated. Mach V uses six factors; 
with three factors taken at a time require 6C3 combinations total to 20 nos. 
The Initiative Inventory was organized with the same arrangement as the sample Mach V 
Inventory, so that identical scoring sheet could be used for evaluation. In order to adopt 
the same carefully evolved scheme of Mach V Instrument, six degrees of support and 
opposition had to be formulated and appropriate statements corresponding to each 
category had to be built up. For this purpose, Judson's classification of typical 
behaviours, 'The spectrum of possible behaviour towards change' into various degrees of 
supporting and opposing behaviour towards a change project was used. (Ref: Table 
2.2.7.1-2: The Spectrum of Possible Behaviour Toward a Change - pp.74). 
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Maintenance, Quality Assurance, Stores, Material Supply, Planning, etc. participated in 
the Questionnaire Survey. 
In the second phase, Organization B was studied. After preliminary contact and 
familiarization discussions with the key officials, the nature of BPR in the Organisation 
and the terminologies were noted. The original questionnaire was modified to 
incorporate the famUiar terminologies. On the appointed day, the 35 of the randomly 
selected participants were assembled and administered BPR Questionnaires. Of these 31 
returned the completed questionnaires. Two were rejected as many items were not 
answered. In Organisation B finally 29 out of the eligible 107 persons participated in the 
study, forming a sampling proportion %. 
3.7. Plan of Analysis 
The Research Deagn envisa^ field data to be analysed by statistical methods as given 
below: 
The filled-in BPR questionnaires were sautinized and entered into a worksheet for 
furtiier evaluation. 
TTie scheme of Statistical Testing of field data involved the following steps: 
(1) Testing of Hypotheses of Facilitating / Hindering Factors, the Results-Overall 
Ratings and perceptions of Impact of BPR 
The first part of the BPR Questioimaire involving perception scores of were to be 
analysed by computing the basic statistical parameters and distribution pattern and subject 
to the Hypotheses testing methods as follows: 
Table 3.7-1; Scheme ef Sto^ fffJ"*' AMIVSU nf Datai. 
Sl.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Hypotheses Testing 
Hypotheses Testing for Differences between two 
Plants of same Organisation 
Hypotheses Testing involving multiple (more than 
3) parameters - eg. across Product Units, Hierarchy 
Levels or Functions 
Hypotheses Testing for overall Differences 
between two Organisations. 
Hypotheses Testing of differences between 
Organisations. A & B across multiple dimensions. 
Statistical Method 
't'-Test for Mean 
Differences 
One-way 
ANOVA 
't'-Test for Mean 
Differences 
Two-way 
ANOVA 
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Significant differences at 99% and 95% confidence levels are to be used as cutoff 
percentages to detect statistical significant differences. 
Following the above analysis of differences, the findings are to be anlaysed critically and 
inferences drawn. 
(1) Correlation Analysis and Data Reduction by Factor Analysis. 
It is difficult to handle the 100 items of data from the Questionnaire to detect 
any significant patterns or use the information for establishing any 
mathematical relation building. Therefore, the next phase of analysis, was 
aimed at examining data is to be by analysing the correlation coefficients for 
each parameter and subjecting the data for each parameter to factor analysis as 
a means of data reduction. Factor Analysis with Varimax rotation is to be 
adopted to yield significant factor patterns and scores. 
(2) Multiple Regression Analysis between average Success Scores, Initiative 
Scores and reduced variables given by factor analysis. 
Forward Step-wise regression was adopted to establish good fit between 
Overall success scores (dependent variable) and Reduced factor scores of each 
parameter and Initiative Scores. 
(3) Multiple Regression Analysis between average Success Scores and Initiative 
Scores, using forward step-wise regression. 
(4) Factor Analysis among Success Scores and Initiative Scores to gain insight 
into the nature of influences of each of the parameters in BPR Implementation 
outcome. 
(5) Data Reliability is to be established by computing Cronbach's 'a' (alpha) 
value to be computed for data obtained for each parameter of the BPR 
Questionnaire; Alpha value to exceed the cutoff level of 70%. 
Reliable and well tested statistical packages are to be used for Statistical analyses. 
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3.7.1. Data Reliability 
The BPR Questionnaire was subject to following processes to establish validity: 
i) Content validity was ensured by using well known and widely accepted 
concepts of Operations management. Even the problem of apparent lack of 
common BPR methodology was overcome as both the organizations studied 
had adopted tiie robust Manufacturing Systems Design methodology for their 
BPR Projects. The BPR Questioimaire captured the perception measures of 
the impact of the eight parameters and the perception scores of 
implementation success in a straightforward maimer. These parameters are 
also discussed in BPR, JIT and TQM Literature. 
ii) The construct Initiative Score is also based on well researched and articulated 
concepts of power and its manifestations. The design of the construct is the 
same as the well-established and validated MACH V Attitude Inventory, 
which is widely used by researdiers. It is thus based on theoretically 
established empirical indictors; hence it adequately meets the criterion of 
construct validity. 
The content validity of Initiatives Inventory was ensured by the sdieme of 
dassification found in literature and using mostiy statements recorded in the 
exploratory phase. 
iii) By grouping the data items in logical groups well and accepted in researdi and 
well understood in industry context, errors of comprehension by user and 
appropriateness of answers/evaluations/ratings was ensured. Thus construct 
validity was established. 
iv) Data validity was assessed and established by computation of Cronbach's 
alpha scores tiiat ranged between 0.77 and 0.88 for the different modules of 
the questionnaire. 
v) The validity and reliability of Initiatives Inventory is strongly supported by the 
use of tiie well-established Mach V inventory as the Template for the design 
of the initiatives instrument. 
Since the same scheme and format of the well established MACH V Attitude 
was maintained and also since the research objectives did not permit such a 
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pursuit, it was decided not to undertake rigorous validation of the construct on 
Initiatives, the measure of degree of support and opposition. 
vi) Reliability of the data used for statistical analysis would be established by 
computation of Cronbach's 'a' coefficient. 
3.7.2. Limitations of the Study 
The present study was carried out in the best possible manner feasible, taking adequate 
care to ensure that the required rigour was maintained, yet the framework of the research 
problem, the choice of the organisations and methods adopted have caused the following 
limitations: 
(i) BPR Project typically takes 5 years; at what stage should measurements be 
done? The measurements were done nearly 3-4 years after completion of BPR 
Project, but represented the periods of stable operation. However, the data 
gathered may not truly reflect the situation in the implementation phase. 
(ii) Movements of persoimel across Cells, Modules and Functions rendered it 
difficult to gather Cell-level initiative of Actors. 
(iii) A typical mediimi sized organisation, has at most 20 basic production units 
(Cells); it is practically not feasible to generate sufficient number of data 
points for each cell to make reliable statistical inferences. Even the total 
number of cell data points would not be adequate to draw inferences. 
(iv) Even though adequate sample size of respondents was ensured, thee were 
inadequate number of respondents from senior hierarchy levels thus affecting 
statistical inferences in some cases of analyses across hierarchy levels. 
(v) The Initiatives Inventory is a first time effort to measure supportive or 
resistive behaviours. Its validity was not established by extensive testing, in 
the same way as the Mach V inventory. 
(vi) Any measurement of Attitude is subjective. Attitudes are also contextual; a 
person transferred from the shop floor to a high profile assignment, such as 
ERP, is likely to show more proactive attitude and score more. 
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(vii) The perceptions of workmen have not been incorporated in this study. 
Though there were strong reascms to limit the study to the perceptions of 
executives only and workmen were excluded, a major segment of the people 
involved in BPR Implementation has been left out of the present analysis. 
The next section presents the analysis of field Data and the interpretations and 
conclusions drawn from the statistical analyses. 
4-
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CHAPTER-IV 
DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATIONS 
4.1. Introduction 
In Chapter 3 on Research Methodology, we presented the Objectives of the Study 
followed by the enumeration of the Hypotheses to be tested by the Research Instrument, 
namely the BPR Questionnaire. The BPR Questionnaire was designed to elicit the views 
of the Actors involved based on their experiences of BPR Project implementation in the 
respective organisations studied. The Questiormaire captured the perceptions on the 
various parameters that could have impacted the effective implementation that could be 
viewed as the degree of implementation success. The parameters were selected based on 
findings of earlier research studies as well as from the first hand experience of 
implementation in one of the organis tions. The second part of the BPR Questionaaire 
was designed to «q)ture the initiative score reflecting the degree of involvement in BPR 
Implementation. The design of the BPR Questiormaire was then explained. The sampling 
plan for the selection respondents. Plan of Analysis and the limitations of the study were 
also presented. 
The first part of this Chapter begins with the Scheme of Data Analysis, where the steps 
involved for different types of data analyses are explained. This is followed by the 
presentation of results. 
Presentation of Data Analysis begins with the profile of respondents who participated in 
the Questiormaire survey in the two Organisations. 
This section is followed findings of each Organisation followed by the comparison of the 
results of the two Organisations. 
The summary of findings of each Organisation begins by brief account of BPR Project, to 
present the situational perspective of BPR Project in respective Organisations followed by 
the results of Hypotheses Testing, presented in the same order as the BPR Questionnaire. 
The findings of statistical tests for each section are followed by discussion of the results. 
The results for each Organisation are then discussed. 
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The same scheme is followed for conqwrative analysis of the data of the two 
organizations. Finally the significant diffefnices observed in different analyses - across 
plants. Hierarchy Levels and Functions are discussed and categorised. 
In the next part, each section of the Questionnaire Data is analysed in terms of the basic 
statistics followed by correlation analysis and discussions. Factor Analysis of Data for 
each section is then discussed. These results are given for both organizations. 
Next, the results of regression analysis between weighted average of Success Scores for 
each manufacturing sub-unit - viz. Cells, Shop or Section - and situational factors of 
weighted average of Initiative Scores, Complexity Values, and Factor Scores obtained 
firom Questionnaire Survey Data. Results of Factor Analysis of regression data are then 
discussed. 
The last section presents the restilts of Data Validity assessments. 
42, Sdbntmt of Data Analysis 
The Analysis of Data has been carried out on the following Factors selected for high 
influence on implementation success: 
i) Structural factors 
1. Fadlities 
2. Complexity 
3. Organizational & produ(^ structure (adherence to design principles) 
ii) Infrastructural factors 
4. Organizational climate 
5. Adequacy of operating systems 
6. IT facilities and support 
7. Organisational support 
iii) Behavioral factors 
8. Implementation efforts 
iv) Implementation success 
9. Overall Rating 
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10. Ratings of Individual Areas 
v) Degree of Involvement by the instrument "Initiative Inventory" 
Two data items capture the respondent's perception of how the BPR Project affected his 
work area and also his own work. 
vi) Extent of Change in Individual's Work Area 
vii) Extent of Change in Individual's Work 
Statistical Analysis are conducted for Hypotheses Testing to study the influence of the 
following parameters: 
.efi^  Whether significant differences exist in Uie implementation experiences of the 
two plants IIW' and "MW of the Organisation A. 
jKts'Whttbtt significant differences exist in the perceptions of different 
Hierardiical Levels of inq>lementing personnel. 
.«£:? Whether sig^uficant differences exist in the perceptions of different work 
functions of implementing personnel. 
The following Statistical Analyses have been carried out: 
1. Statistical Testing for the differences in mean scores of the two Plants, Plant I 
and Plant n of both Organisations, for each section of the BPR Questionnaire. 
The Student's "t'-Test has been. adopted to statistically Test for mean 
differences between the two pljlnts. The results are tabulated and the 
condusions are drawn. 
2. Statistical Testing for differences in mean scores has been carried out by one-
way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method for the following variables: 
.esAcross Organisational Hierarchy levels 
.eeAcross types of Functions. 
The results are tabulated and conclusions are drawn. 
3. Similarly, Statistical Testing for the differences in mean scores of 
Organisations A and Organisation B have been carried out for each section of 
the BPR Questionnaire. The Student's "t'-Test has been adopted to statistically 
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Test for mean differences between the two plants. The results are tabulated 
and the conclusions are drawn. 
4. Statistical Testing for differences between the two Organisations has been 
carried out by two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method for the 
following variables: 
.eMcross Organisational Hierarchy Levels and Organisations 
.attcross Function Types and Organisations. 
The results are tabulated and conclusions are drawn. 
The results of the Data Analysis for Hypothesis Testing in each Organisation 
is followed by the presentation of regilts of Hypotheses testin~ to compare the 
data obtained from the two Organisations. 
5. Data fw eadi section of BPR Questionnaire is analysed by Correlation 
Analysis. The data is subject tO Factor Analysis to extract the main factors. 
The results are interpreted and discussed 
6. Regression Analysis to establish the relationship between average success 
scores. Factor Scores of Questionnaire Survey Data, Initiative Scores, and 
Complexity Values of each major manufacturing sub-unit of one of the 
organizations studied. This is followed by a Factor Analysis of all data 
element to gain further insights into how the different items 
7. The last part presents the results ofdata validity assessments by Cronbach' s ? 
(Alpha) values. 
43. Profile of Respondents 
BPR Implementation experiences of two Organisations studied were captured by 
administering the BPR Questionnaires to representative samples of respondents. The 
profiles of the respondents of the two Organisations are given below: 
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43.1. Profile of the Respondents from Or^inisation A 
Organisation A had 203 executives on its rolls at the time of Questionnaire Survey. Of 
these, 44 personnel - 27 from Finance, Administration and Personnel functions and 17 
technical personnel from Product Design and R&D Areas were excluded from the 
Questionnaire Survey as these areas were not part of the BPR Project; (an exception was 
made in the case of a senior Designer). The total strength of the personnel involved in the 
Survey was 159, resulting in a sample proportion of 66.67% of those who participated in 
BPR Implementation and 52.2% of total executives in all functions. 
The break up of the strength in different areas and hierarchical levels are given below: 
Table 4 J . l* l : Organisation A - Profile of Respondents by Hierarchy Levels 
Plant 
HW 
MW 
TOTAL 
Total Strength 
Sample 5% 
Hierardiy Levels 
1 
28 
38 
72 ' 
Hi 
62.07% 
2 
< 
15 
23 
30 
76.67% 
3 
4 
4 
11 
13 
84.62% 
TOTAL 
38 
68 
IM 
159 
Total 
Stren^h 
58 
106 
159 
Sample 
5% 
65J2% 
64.15% 
66.67% 
The sample coverage of different sub-categories of personnel in different Plants and 
Hierardiy Levels ranged from 64.2% to 66.7% and 62.1% to 84.6% respectively, which 
are h i ^ r than the generally accepted figure of as good sampling practice. 
The number of personnel in terms of different Functions of Implementation Hierarchy in 
the two Plants is given below: 
Table 4 J.1-2 Organisation A - Profile of Respondents by Functions 
Plant 
HW . 
MW 
TOTAL 
Total Strength 
Sample 5% 
Functions 
Shop 
18 
27 
45 
54 
8333% 
Support 
8 
29 
37 
70 
52.86% 
Common 
12 
12 
24 
35 
68J7% 
TOTAL 
38 
68 
106 
159 
Total 
Strength 
58 
101 
159 
Sample 
5% 
65J2% 
64.15% 
66.67% 
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The sample coverage of different sub-categories of personnel in Plant, Product Unit and 
Hierarchical Uvels ranged from 64.2% to 66.7% and from 40.0% to 83.3%, which 
adequately meets the generaUy accepted norms of sampling proportion in good sampling 
practice. 
432. Profile of the Respondents from Organisation B 
Organisation B had 179 executives on its rolls at the time of Questionnaire Survey. Of 
these, 72 personnel - 16 from Finance, Administration and Personnel functions and 56 
worionen and dearical staff were excluded from the Questionnaire Survey as these areas 
were not part of the BPR Project Tlje total strength of the personnel involved in the 
Survey was 107, of whom 33 partk^ated in the Questionnaire Survey, resulting in a 
sanq>ie {m^rtion of 30.8% of total executives in all functions. 
The break up of the strength in different areas and hierardiical levels are given below: 
Table 43 J-1: Organisatioii B • Profile of Respondents by Hierardiy levels 
Plant 
YE 
YV 
Commtm 
TOTAL 
Total Strength 
Sample 5% 
Hiwardiy Levels 
1 
7 
9 
< 
22 
85 
25S% 
2 
4 
4 
0 
8 
1« 
50.0% 
3 
1 
0 
2 
3 
6 
50.0% 
TOTAL 
12 
P 
8 
33 
107 
Tetad 
^reagth 
16 
28 
53 
107 
Sample 
5% 
46J% 
46.4% 
15.1% 
30.8% 
The sample coverage of different sub-categories of personnel in Plant and Hierarchical 
Levels ranged from 15.1% to 46.4% and 25.9% to 50.0% respectively, which meets the 
generally accepted norms of sampling proportion in good sampling practice. 
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Table 432-2: Organisation B • Profile of respondents by Functions 
Plant 
YE 
YV 
Conunon 
TOTAL 
Total Strength 
Sample 5% 
Tnnctions 
Shop 
6 
2 
0 
8 
35 
22.9% 
Support CmmnoB 
6 
11 
0 
17 
19 
89.5% 
0 
0 
8 
8 
53 
15.1% 
TOTAL 
12 
13 
8 
33 
107 
% Total Strength 
26 
28 
53 
107 
Sample 
5% 
46.2% 
46.4% 
15.1% 
30.8% 
The sample coverage of different sub-categories of personnel in Plant and Function Types 
ranged from 15.1% to 46.4% and 22.9% to 89.5% respectively, which meets the generally 
accepted norms of sampling proportion in good sampling practice. 
4.4. Analysis of die Factors of BPR implementations for Organisation A 
4.4.1. Data Findings & Analysis of Organisation A 
In order to appreciate the factors that affected BPR implementation in any Organisation, it 
is necessary to get an overview of the external and internal circumstances under which the 
Organisation undertook the BPR Project and phases throu^ which the Projects traversed. 
Sudi a perspective includes the respective nianagement philosophies, definition of the 
scope of the BPR Project, the implementation strategies as also the paths through which 
the implementation progressed. 
DesCTiption of Project Implementation in Organisation A is followed by the detailed 
statistical analysis of the Questionnaire data of each factor affecting implementation and 
the conclusions drawn from the analysis. 
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4.4.2. Brief Account of BPR Implementatioii in Organization A 
A brief account of BPR implementation in Organization A, a medium-sized engineering 
goods manufacturing unit in which the Research Study was carried out is given below. 
The manufacturing plant was in existence for more than 20 years in a metropolitan city. 
Its products were hig^y sophisticated engineering items. The plant boasted of successful 
product in production, extremely well equipped manufacturing plant and highly capable 
staff. 
The manufacturing facilities included two distinct manufacturing plants, one largely 
based on steel fabrication and assembly while the other was a highly sophisticated 
precision components manu£Eicturing unit based on predsion machine tools and allied 
fadlities. This plant took pride in its level of sophistication in engineering manufacture. 
Bulk of its o u ^ t was consumed by the ofbct plant manufacturing large capital gpods 
item. 
Thougli the manufacturer enjoyed pioneer status and ^ xxi demand for its products, in the 
past 10 years and new coii4)etitor had emerged with products of latest technology and 
taken inoeasing share of the market, becoming the market leader. With the decline in 
market share and recession in the industry, the profitability of the plant was under severe 
strain. 
Both plants were laid out as per the best practices that prevailed in the parent plants of 
Technology partners. Essentially they were lai3 out an functional job shops. 
With ncpansion of market demand different models were introduced to cater to different 
market segments. The precision products unit also added required facilities. 
In early years, the emphasis was on absorbing technology and meeting market demand. 
Predominant focus on technology had led to neglect of Industrial Relations practices. 
In the early years, the plant experienced good profitability because of early mover 
advantage, yet it had experienced troubled industrial relation. After a prolonged strike, 
the management took aggressive initiatives to weed out militant leadership and difficult 
workmen. After that, the IR situation had been characterised by suspicion and mistrust. 
With increasing pressure from competition, the management, bargained with the union to 
increase productivity and benefit by a new group incentive scheme pegged to total output 
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of machines. Subsequent union agreement also emphasised the new productivity levels to 
be achieved. In due course, welding capacity became the bottleneck and management 
entered into an agreement with the union after prolonged discussion, wherein welder's 
minimum productivity norms were laid down. The welders referred to be part of the 
conmiitment and resisted all attempts to increase their output. 
In early 90's, in a company wide initiative TQM was adopted and all employees 
including untrained employees were given 3 days training in a luxury hotel. But the 
TQM initiatives failed to establish because they were not perceived as the providing 
answers or solutions to the inmiediate problems facing the plant, viz., increasing worker's 
productivity and reducing the cost of manufacturing. 
In 1993, the precision products plant was reorganised into 3 product-based "Cells", 
drawing firwn the experience of a sister-plant. Each "Cell" had overall responsibilit)' for 
total opaati(His of the "Cell"- from raw material procurement to delivery of finished 
goods and pre-sales activities. 11^ senior executives who were heading functional 
Departments executives were nominated to lead and manage the wider responsibilities in 
CeUs. 
In 1995, the management felt a changeover was needed in manufacturing in order to meet 
the demands of increasing competition in future years. It was time to introduce a radical 
new initiative to make across-the-board improvements in manufacturing operations. The 
latest trends were researched and Business Process Reengineering was identified as the 
one of the promising i^proaches to be considered. Consultants were invited to present 
their proposals, their methodologies and cred^tials were critically examined. The fmal 
dioice was made and the contract to introduce BPR was awarded to an overseas firm with 
a long track record of successful implementations in several countries and a few 
successful projects in India. 
The main terms of reference included: 
^^Improvement of real capacity by 25% 
^^Reduction of inventory by 50% 
^^Reduction of lead time by 50% 
^^Design capable of 100% schedule adherence 
^^Implementation of a demonstration area and best practices adoptions 
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The methodology followed by the oonsttltant to roll-out BPR included : 
^-efConcept Design 
^-ifDetailed Design 
^^Formation of Supporting Materials Organisation (Supplies Module) 
^^Developing the Control System 
^^Project Implementation 
Full time BPR Project Teams were constituted for each of the manufacturing plants to 
carry out the above exercise. The Teams consisted of executives drawn from within the 
company. The teams were guided and assisted by a resident Consultant each, deputed for 
the task. 
This period also witnessed prolonged union management ne^tiations to finalise long 
term agreem^its and the IR atmo^here was charged, with both parties taking stem 
positions. When BPR project was taken up, the union, in order to maintain its tough 
bargaining stands, refused to co(^rate openly even thou^ they iq>preciated the 
objectives and the expected benefits. However, they did not openly (^^se the 
implonentation efforts. The unionised workmen, therefore, took guarded aj^roach to the 
project. 
The BPR project team was an interdisciplinary team drawn from different functional 
areas and was located on the shop floor to give visibility to all the shop personnel. Open 
house sessions, orientation lectures and bulletins issued to explain the efforts and 
princqdes behind the BPR methodology. 
By end of 19%, ^Mbtn the implementation, was being rolled out across the plant, IR 
problems precipitated and a strike called by the workmen, which lasted over 100 days. 
The strike was called off when the tripartite reconciliation machinery ordered 
adjudication to resolve the issue of termination of four welders for low output. 
When the operation resumed, the atmosphere was still charged, a kind of no-war no-peace 
situation prevailed. 
The implementation in the remaining areas was completed shortly thereafter. 
Meanwhile, the management felt that the plant required a new technology partner for long 
term prosperity of the plant and formed a 50 : 50 Joint Venture covering the plant with a 
leading overseas manufacturer. 
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The market situation changed dramatically with recession prevailing for two successive 
years. Further, changes in Customer preferences and growing popularity of newly 
introduced models based on new technology of the Joint Venture partner drastically 
changed output. This had an immediate impact on the operation of the precision products 
plant, which was mainly catering to the in-house requirements of aggregates for the older 
products. 
The net effect was a sea change in the product mix of both plants which both plants had 
no choice but cope with the changed situation. The Runner, Repeater and Stranger 
categories of products identified earlier were no longer applicable. 
This researcher also participated actively in the BPR project as a team leader of project 
team and had opportunity to observe closely implementation and outcomes. He noticed 
varying expuiences while implraienting new cells, which could not be adequately 
explained by existing literature and decided to investigate why such variations occurred. 
Management suf^rt was identified as the most in^rtant factor for BRP success. In this 
case, under the same management, suj^rt implementation success in different areas was 
different. 
In the period between the start of BPR implementation and the time of research study, the 
orguiisation effected several personnel changes to take care of natural attrition such as 
retirraients, resignations and advancements. Many executives including Cell Leaders, 
Module Leaders and Product Unit Leaders were shifted to different areas as a part of the 
organisation's policy of job rotation. For most part, a Cell Leaders were shifted to 
different Cells within the same Module or Product Unit. Similarly Module Leaders 
moved to different areas. In one instance. Product Unit Leaders exchanged their positions. 
Thus different persons were responsible for implementation in several areas. It became 
impractical to determine the Cell Leaders' involvement or influence on the overall 
implementation success of a Cell. Therefore, it was decided to adopt an improvisation of 
reckoning the highest score among those involved in a Cell/Module. This adaptation is 
justified in view of the observation that the Cell Leader taking the most initiative 
determined the pace of implementation progress and his counterpart in the other shift had 
no choice but to keep up the pace, especially as the active Cell Leader invariably had 
better management attention. 
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4.4 J . Statistical Analysis of Sample Means Between Two Plants of Organisation A 
Differences between tlie two Plants were studied by adopting the Student's 't'-Test to 
evaluate the differences between the sample means. The tabulated results of the tests and 
the salient observations are briefly presented below: 
Table 4.43-1 Org. A: t-Test between Plants for Hiysicai Facilities 
i. PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
1.1 Equipment 
1.2 Handling Facitles 
1.3 Inspection Facffities 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Spaoe 
1.6 Storage FacMies 
1.7 Manpower 
1.8 Conipulere(P(^) 
HW 
Mean 
1.844 
2.065 
1.688 
1.242 
1.000 
1.065 
1.229 
0.794 
StdDwr 
2.749 
2.707 
2.729 
3.683 
3.509 
3.065 
2.669 
3.217 
No 
32 
31 
32 
33 
33 
31 
35 
34 
MoWi 
1.264 
1.902 
1.157 
1.827 
1.358 
1.667 
1.302 
1.679 
MW 
StdDw 
2.690 
1202 
2.370 
3.053 
3.026 
Z790 
2886 
2.779 
No 
53 
51 
51 
52 
53 
51 
53 
53 
t ' -Tett 
t Value 
1.572 
0.460 
1.484 
-1.443 
-0.901 
-1.554 
-0.201 
-2.343 
df 
83 
80 
81 
83 
84 
80 
86 
85 
Prob(t) 
12.0% 
64.7% 
14.2% 
15.3% 
37.0% 
1Z4% 
84.1% 
2.1% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
The "t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
no significant difference between the Initiative Scores of personnel of the two plants 
studied as far as Physical Facilities are concerned; Null Hypothesis stands accepted 
The two Plants had significantly different perceptions on item Computers (PCs) with 
Plant MW recording a moderate score compared to low score of plant HW. Computers 
(PCs) were provided for the first time to Cell Leaders and other shop floor personnel, 
which was widely welcomed by the beneficiaries in Plant MW. Plant HW had a battery of 
CNC madiines and all personnel were more used to working with PCs and therefore 
perceived nothing special about PCs. 
The mean scores for all items of this parameter were in the moderate facilitating range of 
both the plants indicating that physical facilities were adequately provided. Moderate 
differences between the two plants existed in case of the items Equipment and Inspection 
Facilities where Plant HW had higher score than Plant MW and for items Layout and 
Storage Facilities MW had a higher score than HW. 
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Table 4.4.3-2 Org. A: t-Test between Plants for Complexity 
II. COMPLEXITY 
2.1 No. of/complexity of Processes 
2.2 No. of/complexity of Products 
2.3 Frequency of Schedule variations 
2.4Con^xity of Procedures to follow 
2.5 Coping with changes to MSD 
2.6 Design Complexity of Product 
2.7Comptexity of CeMs, MSO Systems 
2.8 Control of Process Variations 
2.9 Quality Problems 
2.10 No of Inter-ceR movements 
2.11 Complex Schedufing 
2.12 Changing M R of Runner/ 
Repeater/Stranger Items. 
Mean 
0.576 
0.939 
-0.448 
0.625 
1.400 
0.294 
0.750 
1.094 
0.912 
1.000 
0.161 
-0.818 
HW 
StdDev 
2.634 
2.304 
2.785 
2.587 
2.222 
2.342 
2.342 
2.190 
2.454 
2.883 
2.684 
2.910 
No 
33 
33 
29 
32 
30 
34 
32 
32 
34 
33 
31 
33 
Mean 
0.412 
0.780 
-0.184 
0.434 
1.245 
0.880 
0.896 
0.813 
0.154 
0.490 
0.078 
-0.208 
MW 
StdDev 
2.563 
2.460 
2.789 
2.742 
2.036 
2.106 
2.684 
2.438 
2.838 
2.908 
2.869 
2.762 
No 
51 
50 
49 
53 
49 
50 
48 
48 
52 
51 
51 
53 
t ' • Test 
t Value 
0.456 
0.459 
-0.676 
0.521 
0.461 
-1.775 
-0.400 
0.805 
2.094 
1.340 
0.217 
-1.640 
df 
82 
81 
76 
83 
77 
82 
78 
78 
84 
82 
80 
84 
Prob (t) 
65.0% 
64.8% 
50.1% 
60.4% 
64.6% 
8.0% 
69.0% 
42.3% 
3.9% 
18.4% 
82.8% 
10.5% 
B 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
The t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant difference, at 5% level of significance, for the item "2.9 Quality Problems ". 
The mean score of Plant HW was significantly hi^er than that of Plant MW. Null 
Hypothesis is rejected for item 2.9 and stands accepted for all other cases. 
The major difference between the two plants was on item Quality Problems with plant 
MW recording low score. This can be explained by higher incidence of work disruptions 
due to quality problems faced in Plant MW while plant HW did not face similar 
problems. 
Mean scores for both plants were in the low range for all items of this parameter, with 
two items Frequency of Schedule variations and Changing mix of 
Runner/Repeater/Stranger Items recording negative scores indicating that they were 
regarded as hindering factors. 
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Table 4.43-3 Org. A: t-Test betwem Plants for Manufacturing System Design 
• . MANUFACTUiWG SYSTEM DESIGN 
3.1 MSO/Cel/alc. Concept 
3.2 Size of C«ll/Module/etc 
3.3 Roles AResporaibltties 
3.4 No of Shared Facilities 
3.5 Co(n|)atit)letoourC(dture 
3.6 Systems & Procedures 
3.6.1 Adhemw* to dasignadCaVModule System 
3.6.20lsmantllng of earlier WoridngSystems 
3.6.3 Utilising Technical Expertise 
3.6.4 Definition of Roles &Responsibities 
3.6.5 Practicabilty of methods prescit)ed 
(eg.Kanl)an) 
3.6.6 Sultabily of Cel Systems 
3.6.7 UnksbetaasnCribftSuHwrtModuIss 
3.6.8 Compramiaei made in Design 
HW 
MMH 
Z188 
Z387 
1.970 
0.125 
0.286 
1.550 
0.719 
0.059 
0.939 
Z061 
0.697 
1.970 
1.686 
0.618 
SUDev 
2i35 
1.520 
2.378 
2.524 
2.652 
2.212 
2.439 
2.424 
2.344 
2.076 
2.257 
1.704 
1.997 
Z132 
No 
32 
31 
33 
32 
35 
20 
32 
34 
33 
33 
33 
33 
35 
34 
MW 
Mem 
2.184 
2.240 
2.302 
1.057 
1.077 
ZOOO 
1.451 
1.160 
1.000 
1.824 
1.135 
2.020 
ZOOO 
0.640 
SUDev 
2J233 
1.996 
2.493 
2.499 
2.656 
2.546 
2.532 
2.645 
2.577 
2.364 
2.627 
1.974 
Z425 
2J2S7 
No 
49 
50 
53 
53 
52 
26 
51 
50 
51 
51 
52 
49 
S2 
50 
t'-Tact 
tVahie 
0.011 
0.476 
-0.957 
-2.627 
-2.221 
-0.975 
-2.055 
-3.097 
-0.172 
0.707 
-1.246 
-0.165 
•0.955 
df 
79 
79 
84 
83 
85 
44 
81 
82 
82 
82 
83 
80 
85 
-0.068 1 82 
ProbW 
99.1% 
63.6% 
34.1% 
1.0% 
2.9% 
33.5% 
4.3% 
0.3% 
86.4% 
48.2% 
21.6% 
87.0% 
34.2% 
94.6% 
Nole:A-SignHicantat1%; 6-Significant at 5% 
The V-Test for difEerenoes betwem the sanq>le means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant difference, at 5% level of significance, for the items: 
3.4 No of Shared FMtUties 
3J Compatible to our Culture 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed Cell / Module SyOems 
3J6.2 Disnumtiing of earUerWmldng Systems 
The mean score of Plant HW was significantly hig^r than that of Plant MW. Null 
HypotlKsis for the above four items are rejected. 
For all other items of the Parameter Manufacturing System Design, the "t'-Tests did not 
show significant differences between the sample means of the two Plants. Null 
Hypotheses for these items stand accepted. 
In all the four items which had significant differences between the two plants, Plant HW 
recorded very low to low scores compared to low moderate scores in plant MW, 
indicating that personnel on plant HW were not entirely happy with the execution of 
Manufacturing System Design process. 
Items MSDICell Concept, Size of Cells/Modules, Roles and Responsibilities and 
Suitability of Cell Systems had high moderate scores in both the plants indicating general 
acceptance of the BPR roll out by adopting Manufacturing System Design (MSD) 
methodology. On almost all items, plant MW had higher scores than plant HW indicating 
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more favourable disposition towards MSD/BPR principles as reflected by the following 
views: 
"In any shop we are aligning more and more in line with BPR concepts." 
"(BPR is) well accepted. We took it in a sporting mood; after fully understanding 
the principles & benefits, we accepted right away." 
For item No. of Shared Facilities, Plant HW rated a low score of 0.125 while MW rated at 
higher score of 1.057 showing greater dissatisfaction in HW on account of many Shared 
facilities. Manufacturing Systems Designed intended to create self-sufficient and 
autonomous Cells and Modules using a "Factory-within-Factory" principle, y^parently 
this principle was not effectively realised in Plant HW as reflected in the statements of 
HW personnel: 
"Ownership has to be total. Sharing madiines is not satisfactory. Priority is 
always for home PU." 
"Sdieduling of sudi shared machine is a complex thing, resulting in queuing and 
waiting of down stream madhines." 
"Wherever some machines are shared between cells of same PU or between 
different PUs, the problem of scheduling without avoid clash was big task. Most 
of time, the machines were required urgently for both the groups simultaneously, 
eg. Sharing of cylindrical grinding machine and vertical honing machine between 
punq> and motor group." 
r 
Plant MW rated item Compatible to our Culture a low score of 0.286 against score of 
1.077 in Plant MW. Some reactions of HW personnel give a clue their perception that 
BPR is not a superior concept compared to the earlier system followed. 
"We were aheady functioning in name of "Cell". Were renamed "PU". There is 
no architecture change. The same work is being done by same people; no major 
change of Roles." 
Some of the senior personnel of HW felt that they had already implemented the "Cell 
System" and the "Cellular Production" was therefore nothing new. It may be clarified 
here that an earlier reorganisation of the HW Plant into Product Groups responsible for 
complete manufacturing activities (excepting Product Design) was termed the "Cell 
Concept"; manufacturing plants had not adopted Cellular Manufacturing principles. 
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For item Adherence to designed Cell / Module Systems, plant HW average score was a 
very low 0.059 against a low-moderate score of 1.160 in MW. Neutral score in Plant HW 
shows that personnel of HW in general were not able to adhere to BPR designed systems 
due to several technical and also attitudinal reasons as shown by the following views: 
"Machine identified for Motor Housing drilling (HTC600) is slow and cycle time 
is more than the machine on which it was done earlier (Heller), hence it was not 
comfortable to continue," 
" (Some) components (are) back-tracking on the same machine in Motor housing 
cell. Motor housing has 2 turning operations: one before HT and one after HT. 
Both are done on same machine, which makes the component to wait. Uniform 
flow to assembly is not possible. Loss of time due to machine resetting in order to 
split the batdies into analler was more than 25% of total cutting time, hence it 
was not convenient to follow." 
HW products being high precision items were required to be manufactured on certain 
machines only uid adopting carefully established processes. BPR Project involved 
restructuring such a set up; it disturbed the careful balance of established production 
processes shop personnel had achieved and created problems of achieving process 
capabilities in the machines allocated to respective Cells. BPR Project thus created new 
problems in the tedmical domain, which it could not address or resolve. 
For Item Dismantling of earlier Working Systems, the average scores of HW and MW 
were re^>ectively 0.06 and 1.16 indicating either practically no effect or no Dismantling 
of eariier Working Systems in HW, while the Personnel of Plant MW felt positive effects 
of dismantling earlier working systems. 
Some reactions recorded in individual interviews during the exploratory study bear 
support to the general perceptions of MW Personnel: 
"Concept of factory within factory was brought in. Every product unit has 
focused team. Each PU was self-contained, self-dependent unit will all resources. 
This was the big difference between earlier (set up) and BPR Concept." 
"Earlier system was not very well laid out (structure) - only cutting and moving. 
The concept is entirely changed now. For any effort, we ask, "Is it required?" If 
"Yes", I push forward. My thinking is not having alternations. It is very clear in 
terms of quantity, time, etc." 
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Some of the reactions of HW personnel quoted below are indicative of this perception: 
"We were at the tail end (of BPR Project), (implementation) got diluted; only 
some rearrangement of layout. Nothing much was done in Motor Cell (PU), 
followed batch production." 
"For line flow, number of components, varieties have to be minimum. Line 
balancing was poor, because we tried to manage with available machines. Before 
we used to manufacture items based on best, capable machines. But distribution of 
machines (to cells) was not optimal. After sometune, we felt like going back to 
old machines." 
Differences in perceptions of Plants HW and MW are indicative of undercurrents of 
differences in perceptions of the personnel of the two plants towards BPR Project, as 
shown by the following enthusiastic views of MW persoimel: 
"(There is) More focused attention, (freedom) to play our Roles. Concept of MoPs 
has given clarity. Now people know; if we don't, we ask. People will be happy to 
say what they have done, achieved-can take credit for it. There is sense of 
fulfillment among people who participated. I have become more effective." 
"I never had apprehensions about the (new) system. Only apprehension was 
whether people above and below will change their mindset and support 
implementation" 
Table 4 . 4 3 - 4 : O r g . A : t-Test between Plants for Oi^anisational ( 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CLIMATE 
4.1 Myowmonentation 
4.2 Stands taken by fellow Cell/ 
Module/PU Leaders 
4.3 Stand taken by Group Head 
4.4 Stand taken by Unit Head 
4.5 Stand taken by Workmen/Unkm 
4.6 Stands taken l>yMSO Project Team 
4.7 Personal Benefits 
4.8 Faith in MSO 
4.9 Morale during innplementatkx) 
4.10 Demands/expedatlonsofCels/Modutes 
4.11 General support for MSD 
4.12 Demands/expectatk)ns of 
Leaders/Supertors 
Note:A-Significai 
MMn 
2.429 
2.030 
2.171 
2.914 
0.600 
1.676 
1.303 
1.794 
2.028 
2.281 
Z364 
2.531 
l t a t 1%; 
HW 
StdDev 
1.770 
2.338 
2.491 
1.869 
2.692 
2.590 
2.186 
2.280 
2.091 
1.988 
1.817 
1.704 
B 
No 
35 
33 
35 
35 
35 
34 
33 
34 
36 
32 
33 
32 
-Sig 
MMHI 
2.580 
1.808 
2.846 
3.423 
0.392 
^184 
1.260 
2.140 
1.736 
1.731 
2.135 
2.192 
iffnantal 
MW 
SUDm 
1.875 
2.343 
1.841 
1.589 
2.654 
2.186 
1.936 
1.784 
2.322 
2.402 
1.900 
2.442 
5% 
No 
50 
52 
52 
52 
51 
49 
50 
50 
53 
52 
52 
52 
Climate 
t'-Tett 
t Value 
-0.508 
0.654 
-2.117 
-1.782 
0.580 
-1.479 
0.134 
-1.101 
0.905 
1.632 
0.753 
1.019 
df 
83 
83 
85 
85 
84 
81 
81 
82 
87 
82 
83 
82 
Prob(t) 
61.3% 
51.5% 
3.7% 
7.8% 
56.4% 
14.3% 
89.3% 
27.4% 
36.8% 
10.7% 
45.4% 
31.1% 
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The "t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant differences, at 5% level of significance, for the item "4.4 Stand taken by 
Group Head". The perception of Plant MW was significantly higher than that of Plant 
HW. Null Hypothesis is rejected for this item. 
The "t'-Test shows no significant difference between the sample means of the two plants 
for all other items of the Parameter Organisation Climate. Null Hypotheses for these 
items stand accepted. 
Despite moderate to high scores, significant differences were found for the item Stand 
Taken by Group Head, with personnel of plant MW perceiving significantly higher 
positive influence of Group Head than those of Plant HW. 
Moderate to high scores were recorded for items Stand taken by Unit Head and My own 
orientation. Personnel across the Organisation acknowledged the key role of the Unit 
Head in BPR Project in^>iementation. Both plants recorded almost equal high scores for 
item My own orientation indicatii^ (^nness and interest shown at individual level across 
the Organisation. 
Low scores were seen for item Stand taken by Workmen/Union as the Union refused to 
acknowledge and participate in BPR Project; consequently workmen did not have open 
opposition but at the same time, did not hinder BPR implementation. 
HW scores were higher for items Morale during itnplementation\ Demandslexpectations 
ofCells/Moduley, Demands/aq>ectations of Leaders I Superiors and General Support for 
MSD. "Pull and Push" due to Demands and E^^ pectations had a facilitating effect on BPR 
Project. Despite lower scores on Faith in MSD, Plant HW recorded higher score on 
General Support for MSD than Plant MW showing that personnel of plant HW perceived 
that they had put in more than adequate support to BPR implementation despite their 
lower faith in BPR. 
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Table 4.43-5: Org. A: t-Test between Plants for Infk^structure 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE 
Y) OparaUng SystMis 
5.1.1 Training 
5.1.2 Supervision 
5.1.3 Direction/Guidance 
5.1.4 Prot)lem Solving 
5.1.5 Implementation Plan/Targets 
5.1.6 Accountability 
5.1.7 Reviews/Feedt>ack 
5.1.8 Discipline 
52 IT System Facilities 
5.2.1 MRP Explosion, Schedules 
5.2.2 Systems for Cell Schedules 
5.2.3 MoPsgenerafion 
5.2.4 System for Gatowny Booking 
52.5 System for ManpmwrBooldng 
5.2.6 Standalone Systems: not Magratod 
Nole:A-Signfficai 
Mean 
1.657 
1.743 
2.206 
1.657 
2.265 
2.059 
1.600 
1.944 
0.758 
0.906 
1.152 
0.645 
0.879 
•0.033 
i t a t 1 % ; 
HW 
StdDev 
1.893 
2.160 
1.903 
2.376 
1.864 
1.434 
1.958 
1.881 
2.525 
2.704 
2.563 
2.751 
Z713 
3.057 
B 
No 
35 
35 
34 
35 
34 
34 
35 
36 
33 
32 
33 
31 
33 
30 
Mean 
1.792 
2.000 
2.302 
1.827 
2.245 
2.377 
2.113 
2.057 
1.500 
1.673 
2.038 
1.327 
1.796 
1.061 
- Significant ai 
MW 
StdDev 
2.032 
1.871 
1.659 
2.121 
1.807 
2.186 
1.888 
2.061 
1.935 
1.978 
2.009 
Z125 
2.000 
2.115 
5% 
No 
53 
53 
53 
52 
53 
53 
53 
53 
52 
52 
52 
49 
49 
49 
t ' -Test 
t Value 
-0.442 
•0.837 
-0.330 
-0.520 
0.065 
-1.044 
-1.702 
-0.368 
•2.258 
•2.260 
•2.663 
•1.922 
-2.679 
-2.979 
df 
86 
86 
85 
85 
85 
85 
86 
87 
83 
82 
83 
78 
80 
77 
Prob (t) 
66.0% 
40.5% 
74.3% 
60.4% 
94.8% 
30.0% 
9.2% 
71.4% 
2.7% 
2.6% 
0.9% 
5.8% 
0.9% 
0.4% 
The V-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant difference, at 1% level of significances for the items: 
SJ3 MoPs generation 
SJ2S System for Manpower Booking 
52.6 Stand-alone Systems; not integrated 
and at 5% level of significance for the items: 
S2d MEP Explosion, Schedules 
522 Sy^emsfor Cell Schedules 
The perc^tion of Plant HW was significantly higher than that of Plant MW. Null 
Hypothesis for the above five items are rejected. 
The Scores of Plant MW was significantly higher than that of Plant HW for all the above 
items. 
The "t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
no significant difference between the items of the Infrastructure Category - Operating 
Systems and for the lone item of Category - IT System Facilities: 5.2.4 System of Gateway 
Booking. Null Hypothesis for these items stand accepted. 
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Both plants recorded higher score for items of Operating Systems and low moderate 
scores for items of TT Systems. 
Only one item of Operating Systems - Reviews & Feedback had significant difference 
between the two plants with plant HW rating at a low-moderate score of 1.600 being 
lower than the high-moderate score of 2.113 for plant MW. Personnel in MW perceived 
higher beneficial effect ofRe\news and Feedback than their counterparts of Plant HW. 
The plants had significantly different perceptions on all items of IT System Facilities with 
plant HW recording lower level of satisfaction on IT Systems & Facilities. 
The following three items were significantly different at 1% level of significance: 
jtss System for Gateway Booking 
jets System for Manpower Booking 
JBK Stand-alone Systems; not integrated 
Two items had significant differences at 5% level of sigiiificaiice 
jets MRP Explosion, Schedules 
jets Systems for Cell Sdtedules 
A lone item MoPs generation recorded difference at 5.8% - just beyond the 5% 
benchmaiic level of confidence. 
On all the above items relating to IT Systems, Plant HW recorded low scores while Plant 
MW recorded low-moderate to moderate stores. Item MoPs Generation (MoPs = 
Measures of Performance) both plants recorded hig^r ranges indicating the beneficial 
role of the new Measures of Performance stipulated by BPR Project. 
IT support for BPR did not take off as expected. BPR/MSD had stipulated a 3-level 
planning with the short term plans being generated using an MRP System. But IT systems 
were not able to implement MRP System. Despite this, MW people gave low moderate 
ratings for IT systems support. Appaitntly, personnel of Plant HW had better general 
awareness of IT System support 
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Table 4.4 J-6: Org. A: t-Test between Plants for Organisational Support 
VI. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
6.1 Support from Cell Leader 
6.2 Support from Module Leader 
6.3 Support from PU Leader 
6.4 Support from Steering Committee 
6.5 Support from Unit Head 
6.6 Support from Support Services 
Module 1 (Process, etc) 
6.7 Support frxxn Support Services 
Module 2 (Maintenance) 
6.8 Support from Materials Module 
6.9 Support from Central Materials Module 
6.10 Support from MSO Team 
6.11 CoKjperaiion from Workmen 
6.12 Transparency/SuatAion. 
6.13 Trust/lack of Wlh 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; 
HW 
Mean 
2.829 
2.800 
2.886 
2.118 
2.971 
2.719 
2.176 
2.206 
1.576 
2.031 
0.853 
1.171 
0.914 
B 
StdOev 
1.043 
0.994 
1.051 
1.871 
1.337 
0.991 
2.022 
1.855 
2.250 
1.425 
Z584 
2.007 
1.931 
-Signific 
No 
35 
35 
35 
34 
34 
32 
34 
34 
33 
32 
34 
35 
35 
Vital 
MW 
Mean 
2.389 
2.611 
2.889 
2.815 
3.434 
2.038 
2.208 
1.902 
1.038 
1.827 
1.377 
1.302 
1.208 
5% 
StdDev 
1.927 
1.898 
2.062 
2.029 
1.487 
2.1M 
1.974 
1.814 
2.418 
1.886 
2.238 
2.284 
2.323 
No 
54 
54 
54 
54 
53 
53 
53 
51 
53 
52 
53 
53 
53 
t'-Test 
t Value 
1.582 
0.687 
-0.011 
-2.269 
-1.763 
2.248 
-0.100 
1.015 
1.581 
0.692 
-1.548 
-0.406 
-0.913 
df 
87 
87 
87 
86 
85 
83 
85 
83 
84 
82 
85 
86 
86 
Prob(t) 
11.7% 
49.4% 
99.1% 
2.6% 
8.1% 
2.7% 
92.0% 
31.3% 
11.8% 
49.1% 
12.5% 
68.6% 
36.4% 
The V-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
no significant difference between the items of Organisation Support of the two plants 
studied; Null Hypothesis stands accepted. 
Almost all items of this section had moderate scores, with Support from Unit Head and 
Support from PU Leader recording the highest scores. However, significant differences 
between the two plants were noted for three items of Support from Steering Committee 
and Support from Support Services (Process, etc.), with Plant MW recording higher 
scores on the first item while Plant HW gave higher score for the second item. 
Both plants gave moderate scores for the item Support from MSD Team showing they had 
received adequate support for the BPR (MSD) Team. 
MW personnel were not fully satisfied with the level of support received from their 
Support Services Modules and Central Materials Module. 
Items relating to Transparency and Trust were rated lower in both plants indicating that 
despite general involvement of personnel, BPR remained a top-down driven project with 
softer issues of Transparency and Trust suffering in the process. 
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Table 4.43-7: Org. A: t-Test b^ween Plants for Implementation Efforts 
VU. HIPLEMEMTATION EFFORTS 
7.1 Communicalion about BPR 
7.2 Training in new methods & pcooeduras 
7.3 Taking people along 
7.4 SusMwd Efforts 
7.5 Free hand given to make changes/ 
nud course conedkms 
r .0 nonzoniai suppon - irom omer ijens 
/ Modules, etc. 
7.7 Managenient8^)port 
7.8HOW tong thePressure was kept 'on' 
7.9 Paos/Progress in o«m areas 
7.10 Pace/Progress in other areas 
7.11 Sicking/MlngbacktooUinettnds 
7.12 Fnehand/htorfBrsnoe 
7.13Guhlanoe 
7.14 OMiload/Underload 
NotB:A-Signiiicantat1%: 
Mean 
2.143 
1.941 
1.611 
1.212 
1.343 
0.971 
2.706 
1.588 
1.778 
1.706 
0.030 
1.879 
Z114 
1.457 
B 
HW 
SUDav 
1.375 
1.874 
1.931 
1.980 
2.261 
2.443 
1.528 
2.162 
1.899 
1.733 
2.352 
1.883 
1.875 
2174 
-Signific 
No 
35 
34 
36 
33 
35 
35 
34 
34 
36 
34 
33 
33 
35 
35 
anta 
Mean 
2.250 
2.154 
1.885 
2.020 
2.096 
2.038 
3.020 
1.933 
2.519 
2.255 
0.755 
2.208 
2.529 
1.423 
5% 
MW 
StdDev 
1.655 
1.626 
2.064 
2.140 
1.923 
1.815 
1.794 
2.165 
1.721 
1.742 
2.361 
1.92S 
1.770 
2.577 
No 
52 
52 
52 
51 
52 
52 
51 
52 
52 
51 
53 
53 
51 
52 
t ' -Tett 
t Value 
•0.394 
-0.734 
-0.890 
-2.507 
-2.398 
-3.377 
-1.089 
-1.062 
-2.552 
-1.881 
-2.128 
-1.073 
-1.404 
0.100 
df 
85 
84 
86 
82 
85 
85 
83 
84 
86 
83 
84 
84 
84 
85 
Prob(t) 
69.5% 
46.5% 
37.6% 
1.4% 
1.9% 
0.1% 
27.9% 
29.1% 
1.2% 
6.3% 
3.6% 
28.6% 
16.4% 
92.1% 
The t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant difference, at 1% level of significances for the item: 
7.6 Horizontal support -from oiher Cells I Modules, etc. 
and at S% level of significance for the items: 
7A Sustained Efforts 
7 J Free hand given to make, changes I mid course corrections 
7S Pace I Progress in own areas 
7.11 Stickinglfalling back to old methods 
The Scores of Plant MW was significantly hi^er than that of Plant HW for all the above 
items. 
Null Hypothesis is rejected for the above items. 
The "t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
no significfnt difference between the other items of the Parameter Implementation 
Efforts. Null Hypothesis for these items stand accepted. 
Management Support and Communication about BPR received higher scores in both 
plants indicating two vital elements of successful change progranmie implementation -
Top Management Support and Communication about the change Progranmie were 
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adequately addressed. Item Sticking/faUing back to old methods received lowest scores 
with Plant MW scoring a low of 0.755 against a neutral score of 0.03 in HW, showing 
tolerant views towards fall back to earlier methods. 
In all the above cases where significant differences at 5% level of significances were 
noted, plant HW recording lower scores than MW indicating more positive perceptions in 
plant MW. 
On item Sustained Efforts, MW scored a moderate 2.0 against a low-moderate score of 
1.2 in HW, signifying that persoimel of MW had perceived beneficial effects from the 
sustained efforts they had collectively put in to implement. HW personnel perceived 
moderate sustained efforts with corresponding benefits. 
Regarding high score on MW on - Free hand given to make changes I mid course 
corrections - personnel of Plant MW felt they had greater discretion and latitude of action 
while in^lementing BPR indicting their greater sense of involvement in BPR Project as 
reflected by the following view: 
"(BPR) Concept is there. People are thinking if changing layout. Earlier it was 
taken as fixed. They are looking at effective usage (of resources)." 
The average scores of Item Horizontal support - from other Cells I Modules, etc were 
respectively 0.97 and 2.04 for Plants HW and MW, indicating that HW personnel 
perceived moderate Horizontal support while personnel of Plant MW felt they had 
received more positive horizontal support from other Cells, Modules & PUs. Some of the 
reactions of personnel quoted below are indicative of this perception in HW: 
"In Motor Cell ('Cell' was the earlier name for Product Unit), 6 Cells are made in 
shop (building). None is really independent. There is no dedicated supervisor (4 
supervisors, who came in 3 shifts). Supervisor concentrated on his own cell and 
neglected other cells; became too much owner of his cell." 
"Biggest constraints were technical/resources/attitude could not be resolved 
because of no support." 
Some reactions recorded in individual interviews during the exploratory study bear 
support to the general perceptions of MW Personnel: 
"Relations between PUs - have not been friendly, more competitive." 
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"Culture of supervisory staff leaves a lot to be desired. (It has) Changed for 
worse, (there are) more invisible wars between Modules and PUs; no give and 
take. (May be people are the cause)." 
"All specialization was killed - eg. (the case of) Tool engineering / welding 
engineering. Enlargement (of work) has killed specialization. It is required for 
growth but expertise is (now) not available. That is a lacuna." 
"(Manufacturing Systems) Design did not take care of any changes from 
assumptions eg., mix changes or quality changes. Process problems were not 
addressed. (When) Line came to a stop, nobody solved. The problem was 
dumped on the Cell Leaders." 
"Flexibility of workmen was never addressed seriously by BPR Project." 
"In every department, we can see customer siq^ier relations. All are focused to 
PU Goal." 
"PUl has really benefited from BPR. Somehow it has clicked - easily 
mana^able. Team working is very good, support services worked closely with 
manufacturing, good ownership." 
"No 'political' impacts; concepts were logically explained. (It is a) Scientific 
concept - no case for (^)position." 
The above field observations show that both plants did perceive problems of horizontal 
support from other Cells, Modules, etc. The problem of getting adequate horizontal 
support is recoginsed by both academics and practitioners as universal, faced, to different 
degrees, by all organisations in all times. Yet the statistically significant differences 
occurring in two plants located within the same premises can be attributed to the 
problems of greater inter-dependencies and attitudinal factor of a somewhat lower degree 
of acceptance of BPR in one plant as against a manufacturing architecture which had 
more of self-sufficient Cells & Modules and an attitude of more enthusiastic acceptance 
in the other plant. 
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Table 4A3-S: Org. A : t-Tests betweoi Plants for Results -
VML RE8ULT80VERALL RATING 
1. Self«ifficient Cells/Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) 
3. ShortThni'put/LeadTsnes 
4. Less WIP.RM&F6 Inventories 
5. Vislile & Effective Communication 
6. Clearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Performance oompled 
8. MPS - even loads, weeidy targets 
9. Support Systems EffecSve 
10. IT System Support 
11. Other (PI. specify) 
HW 
Mean 
7.115 
5.652 
6.354 
6.426 
6.240 
6.578 
6.343 
5.469 
6.030 
4.408 
StdDev 
1.967 
2.867 
2.109 
2.124 
2.097 
1.856 
1.785 
1.938 
1.875 
2.179 
No 
52 
46 
48 
47 
52 
51 
51 
49 
50 
49 
Overall Rating 
MW 
Mean 
6.932 
5.813 
6.397 
6.493 
6.527 
7.000 
6.776 
6.128 
6.370 
5.421 
StdDev 
2.004 
2.446 
2.211 
2.160 
2.021 
1.918 
2.058 
2.404 
1.924 
2.322 
No 
74 
72 
73 
72 
73 
76 
76 
74 
73 
76 
t'-Test 
t Value 
0.717 
-0.525 
-0.157 
-0.246 
-1.104 
-1.692 
-1.712 
-2.395 
-1.342 
-3.672 
df 
124 
116 
119 
117 
123 
125 
125 
121 
121 
123 
Prob(t) 
47.5% 
60.1% 
87.5% 1 
80.6% ' 
27.2% 
9.3% 
8.9% 
1.8% 
18.2% 
0.0% 
Note: A - Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
The "t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
significant difference at 1% level of significance for the item IT System Support and at 
5% level of significance f<w item MRS - even loads, weeidy targets. 
Other items of the Parameter Overall Results did not have significant mean differences at 
5% level of significance between the two Plants. Null Hypotheses for these items are 
accepted. 
Statistically significant differences existed for two items IT System Support and MPS -
even loads and wefUy targets. Once again, on both items related to IT Systems Support, 
plant HW ^ve lower scores indicating that these items had come in the way of 
successful in^lementation of BPR. 
Both Plants gave ratings of higher than 6.5 for the items Self-sufficient Cells I Modules, 
Clearly Defined Roles. 
Mid-range scores between 6.0 to 6.5 were accorded to the items Short Thru'put / Lead 
Times; Less WIP, RM & EG Inventories; Visible & Effective Communication; Measures 
of Performance compiled; and Support Systems Effective. 
Scores below 6.0 were given to items Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) and IF System 
Support. Item MPS - even loads, weekly targets had mean scores of 5.47 in HW and 6.13 
in MW; was considered as having lower range scores. 
In general Plant MW rated higher degree of success on all parameters of success except in 
case of Self-sufficient Cells/Modules where Plant HW scored higher. Lower scores were 
given to two items Single piece flow md IT System Support. 
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From the above it can be seen that Organisation A had rated success of BPR 
implementation differently on different parameters of success. 
On the two items, which related to the basic sdieme of BPR - Self-sufficient Cells I 
Modules, Clearly Defined Roles - the respondents had perceived higher levels of success. 
On three of the five items related to adoption of new practices and routines - Visible & 
Effective Communication; Measures of Performance compiled; and Support Systems 
Effective - they had rated moderate levels of success. On two other items - MPS - even 
loads, weekly targets & /T System Support - both plants had rated lower degree of 
success. There are two views on these two items; one is that non availability of enabling 
rr systems could not support a<k>ption of required scheme of plaiming and the second is 
that it took mudi longer time for both plants to change over from monthly production 
plans to weekly completion plans. 
On three it«ns relating to benefidal outcomes of BPR - Short Thru' put / Lead Times: 
Less WIP, RM & FG Inventories - both plants recorded moderate success. 
There is no sin^e dimension of success for complex organisational initiatives like TPM, 
BPR and tl» like. Successful adoption of organisational change programmes comes after 
considerable time has elapsed. Organisations navi^te on a tight-rope finding a delicate 
balance between sbort-tenn requirements of meeting production and budget targets and 
adopting new practices and operating cultures. At first, the organisation assimilates the 
new prindples and goes about implementing with patience and perseverance; in the 
process it gains suffident experience (by orgiousational learning) to tackle more complex 
aspects of developing new perspectives of new manufacturing practices and tackle 
difficult items of dianging attitudes and culture. 
Table 4A3-9: Oi<g. A: t-Test between Plants for Impact of BPR 
IX. IMPACT OF BPR 
To what extent was your work area 
affected l)y BPR? 
To what extent was your work 
affected by BPR? 
Note: A - Significant at 1%; 
HW 
MMUI mow 
1.900 
2.185 
1.348 
1.210 
B-Signr 
No 
30 
27 
ficani 
MW 
MMUI 
2.476 
2.154 
tat 5% 
StdOw 
1.065 
1.309 
No 
42 
39 
t'-Test 
t Value 
-1.501 
0.111 
df 
70 
64 
Prob(t) 
13.8% 
91.2% 
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Weighted scores indicating the degree to which the individual's work area and 
individual's work changed due to BPR Project were used for analysis using Student's 't'-
Test, The means for two Plants HW and MW show moderate difference with Plant MW 
work areas observing higher degree of change due to BPR than Plant HW. 
However, the means scores of the two plants were almost identical concerning extent to 
which individual's work was affected by BPR Project. Null Hypothesis stands accepted 
for this item. 
While no significant differences were noted, Plant MW perceived greater impact of BPR 
on work area than plant HW. Personnel of both plants perceived equally moderate 
chants to their own work. 
TaUe 4A3-10: Org. A: t-Test between Plants for Initiative Score 
XI. HflTIATIVE SCORE 
Initiative Score 
HW 
Maan 
91.667 
StdDev 
9.734 
No 
36 
MW 
Moan 
92.182 
SldO«v 
9.965 
No 
55 
t'-TMt 
t Value 
-0.765 
df 
89 
Prob(t) 
44.6% 
Note: A • Significant at 1%; B - Significant at 5% 
The t'-Test for differences between the sample means of two Plants HW and MW shows 
no significant difference between the Initiative Scores of personnel of the two plants 
studied. The Null Hypothesis stands accepted. 
Both plants recorded moderate mean initiakve scores with no significant difference 
between the two plants. 
21 out of total 100 Items showed significant differences in mean scores of the two plants. 
Such a high percentage of differences between the two plants highlight the fact that 
though the two plants operated under conditions of conunon location, conunon 
management practices, operating philosophies and conmion history of both the plants and 
there were the similarity of perceptions on most factors, the two plants went through 
different implementation experiences. As observed during the exploratory study, the 
above results reinforce the conclusion that the two widely differing technology cultures of 
the two plants had no impact on the implementation experiences of the two plants. 
Apparently, BPR implementation has predominant behavioural dimensions rather than 
technical dimensions. 
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4.4.4. Analysis of Variance among Hierarchy Levels of Organisation A 
Three Levels of ffierarchy identified as Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 identified in the 
respective organisations as Junior, Middle and Senior Management Levels were reckoned 
for analysis. The respondents were categorised in the above three levels as advised by 
respective organisations. 
Though three manufacturing plants operated in Organisation A, data were collected from 
areas which participated in BPR implementation but did not belong to either of the plants 
such as Central Materials Module, Quality Assurance, MRP/MPS (Materials Resources 
Planning and Master Production Schedule) - which were taken together and treated as a 
notional Plant and designated as Common'. 
Hie i»evious statistical analysis of mean differences was restricted to comparing the 
mean scores of Plants HW and MW whereas the ANOVA method has been used to carry 
out a differential study of the implementation experiences in all the three plants. 
Though ANOVA did not reveal statistically significant differences among the three 
plants, the results of one-way ANOVA across Hierarchy Levels followed by certain 
observations on the data of Common areas are presented parameter-wise below: 
Table 4 . 4 . 4 - 1 : Org. A : A N O V A 
1. PHYSICAL FACHJTIES 
1.1 Equipment 
1.2 Handng Facilities 
1.3 Inspecfion FaciMes 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Space 
1.6 Storage Facilities 
1.7 Manpower 
1.8 Computers (PCs) 
acron Levds for Phyrical FadUtics 
Levtil 
(Junlof) 
" > 
1.281 
2.113 
1.397 
1.778 
1.609 
1.574 
1.343 
1.508 
Level 2 
(Middle) 
1.667 
0.905 
1.100 
0.762 
0.095 
1.000 
1.091 
1.318 
Level3 
(Senior) 
1.571 
2.833 
1.288 
1.857 
0.714 
1.000 
0.556 
-0.222 
F-Test 
Prob(R 
83.8% 
7.9% 
89.9% 
44.4% 
14.1% 
68.3% 
71.0% 
25.8% 
Note: A,-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
There were no items of significant differences at 5% level of significance among 
hierarchy levels for the parameter Physical Facilities. The Null Hypotheses were accepted 
for all items of this parameter. 
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The mean scores of three levels showed different trends. Level 1 recorded highest scores 
for all items except Equipment, while Level 3 gave high scores for items Handling 
Facilities and Layout and lower scores for items Space; Manpower; and Computers 
(PCs). Level 2 recorded high scores for items Equipment and Computers but gave lower 
scores for others, especially for items Handling Facilities; Layout and Space. 
Table 4.4.4-2: Org. A: ANOVA across Levels for Perceived Complexity 
II. COMPLEXITY 
2.1 No. of/complexity of Processes 
2.2 No. of/complexity of Products 
2.3 Frequency of Schedule variations 
2.4Complexity of Procedures to foNow 
Z5 Coping with changes to MSD 
2.6 D a i ^ Complex^ of Product 
^7Compl«(ily of Cels, MSD Systems 
2.8 Control (rf Process Variations 
2.9 Quaify Problems 
2.10 No of biter-cell movements 
2.11 Complex Scheduing 
2.12 Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items. 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; 
Levell 
0.825 
1.238 
0.102 
0.554 
1.246 
0.403 
0.783 
0.966 
0.554 
0.810 
0.683 
0.306 
B - Signifiu 
Level 2 
-0.150 
0.100 
-1.000 
0.550 
1.579 
1.048 
0.905 
0.810 
0.190 
0.273 
-1.476 
-2.000 
intat5% 
Level 3 
0.556 
0.143 
-1.000 
-0.625 
0.714 
1.750 
1.000 
0.875 
0.375 
0.857 
-0.167 
-1.286 
Prob (F) 
33.2% 
11.7% 
20.7% 
48.9% 
63.1% 
16.3% 
96.4% 
96.4% 
86.2% 
73.9% 
0.5% 
0.2% 
A 
A 
ANOVA yielded significant differences at 1% level of significance for two items namely 
Complex Scheduling and Changing Mix of Runners /Repeaters /Stranger Items. Null 
Hypotheses were rejected for these two items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Complexity. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all such items. 
ANOVA yielded significant differences at 1% significance level for two items - Complex 
Scheduling and Changing Mix of RunnerlRepeaterl Stranger Items. For both items. Level 
1 rated low positive scores while Level 2 score was the lowest followed by intermediate 
score by Level 3. For both items, Level 2 and 3 recorded moderate to low negative scores. 
Level 3 - Senior Managers - recorded highest score of 1.75 for one item - Design 
Complexity of Product and the lowest -0.625 for item Complexity of Procedures to follow 
while the other two levels recorded scores of 0.55. This level gave low score for item No. 
of I complexity of Products and negative scores for items Frequency of Schedule 
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variations; Complex Scheduling and Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items 
indicating a managerial perspective of difficulty of managing mix and schedule chants. 
Level 2 recorded highest score for item Coping with changes to MSD and an intermediate 
positive score for item Design Complexity of Product indicating that they perceived these 
items as favourable and not hindering factors. 
This level includes Module Leaders who handle all coordination work on the production 
shops recorded low scores for items - No. of I complexity of Processes; No. of I 
compUjdty of Products; Quality Problems; No of Inter-cell movements. This level 
recorded moderately negative scores for two items - Frequency of Schedule variations 
Complex Sdieduling Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items. 
Level 1, whidi induded Cell Leaders, gave hi^est positive scores for items - No. of I 
complejdty of Processes; No. of I cwnplexity of Products; Frequency of Schedule; 
Con^Uex Sdieduling; and Changing Mix of RunnerlRepeaterl Stranger Items variations 
indicating tlwse factors were not considered as hindering factors. Level 1 recorded 
lughest but positive scores for items Conq)lex Sdieduling; and Changing Mix of 
RunnerlRepeaterl Stranger Items variations, whidi received negative scores by other two 
levels indicating that this level did not consider these items as hindering unlike the other 
two Levels. One explanation is that this level is involved in direct execution of activities 
and not so mudi involved in managing or coordination work for dealing with the 
con^lexities and dianges. 
Level 1 recorded lowest, but positive scores, for items Coping with changes to MSD; 
Design Ctmiplexity of Product showing that this level bore the brunt of handling 
complexities involving the above items. 
Overall average scores were highest scores of 8.47 for Level 1, followed by 6.30 for 
Levels and 0.83 for Level 2. This clearly shows that there was much enthusiasm for BPR 
project at the "Coal-Face" (Level 1) and also at the Level 3. Low scores of Level 2 could 
be interpreted as that they had apparently felt left out of positive action, overtaken by 
events and perceived an ambiguous role in implementing BPR. 
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Table 4.4.4-3 :Org. A: ANOVA across Levels for Manufacturing System Design 
1 Levell 
III. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
3.1 MSO/Cel/etc. Concept 
3.2 Size of Cen/Module/etc. 
3.3 Roles & Responsltxilties 
3.4 No of Shared Facilrties 
3.5 Compatible to our Culture 
3.6 Systems & Procedures 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed CeD/^ 4odule Systems 
3.6.2 DismantfingofesuterWoddngSystems 
3.6.3 Utilising Technical Expertise 
3.6.4 Definition of Roles & Responsibilities 
3.6.5 Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. Kanban) 
3.6.6 Suitabity of CeH Systems 
3.6.7 Links between Cells& Support Modules 
3.6.8 Compromises made in Design 
2.033 
2.217 
2.262 
0.891 
0.970 
1.789 
1.333 
0.758 
1.113 
2.031 
1.523 
2.262 
1.821 
1.016 
Level 2 
2.143 
2.143 
1.455 
0.273 
0.091 
1.778 
0.435 
0.217 
0.136 
1.091 
-0.174 
1.273 
1.783 
-0.591 
Level 3 
3.625 
3.571 
3.625 
1.286 
1.875 
3.000 
2.000 
2.750 
2.125 
3.000 
0.750 
2.143 
2.875 
0.857 
Prob( 
14.7% 
14.6% 
7.9% 
51.2% 
19.7% 
60.7% 
21.7% 
5.2% 
11.2% 
7.0% 
1.2% 
8.3% 
40.7% 
0.9% 
F) 
B 
A 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA diows si^iificaiit differences at 1% level of significance for the item 
Compromises made in Design and at 5% level of significance for item Practicability of 
method Prescribed (eg. Kanban). Null Hypotheses were rejected for these two items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Complexity. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all such items. 
ANOVA yielded of significant differences across levels at 5% and 1% respectively for 
two items - Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. Kanban); and Compromises made 
in Design. In both cases, Level2 scores were significanfly lower that those of Levels 1&3. 
Level 3 scores were highest for ahnost alt items except for items Practicability of 
methods prescribed (eg. Kanban) and Compromises made in Design indicating this level 
had the hig^st degree of acceptance of BPR principles and commitment to the BPR 
Project. 
Level 1 scores were in the middle ranges for items Compatible to our Culture-
Dismantling of earlier Working Systems; Utilising Technical Expertise; Definition of 
Roles & Responsibilities. Level 1 gave highest score to item Practicability of methods 
prescribed (eg. Kanban) showing their enthusiasm in implementing new practices on the 
shop floor. 
Low scores of Level 2 are yet another indication of low morale of this level for BPR 
implementation. 
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Table 4.4.4^: Org. A:ANOVA acriMS Levds for Organisational Qimate 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CIJMATE 
4.1 MyownorientaBon 
4.2 Stanctetaton by Wtoo Cell / Module/PU Leaders 
4.3 Stand taken by Group Head 
4.4 Stand taken by Untt Head 
4.5 Stand talwn by Wbikmen/Unton 
4.6 Stands taken by MSP Project Team 
4.7 Personal Benefits 
4.8 Faith In MSD 
4.10 Demandstexpectations of Celb /Modules 
4.9 Morale during implementation 
4.11 General support for MSD 
4.12 Demandttexpedaaons of Leaders/Superiors 
Level 1 Level 2 
2.621 
2.123 
2.940 
3.338 
0.797 
2.032 
1.095 
2.079 
2.059 
2.349 
2.431 
2.641 
1.696 
0.826 
1.682 
2.864 
-0.130 
1.750 
1.261 
1.455 
1.087 
1.000 
1.273 
1.273 
Levei3 
3.714 
2.250 
2.375 
3.000 
0.000 
2.375 
3.000 
3.625 
2.125 
2.250 
3.000 
3.375 
Prob(F) 
1.7% 
5.4% 
4.2% 
49.5% 
29.9% 
79.1% 
5.0% 
2.3% 
16.7% 
4.0% 
1.5% 
1.1% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Signifwantat5% 
ANOVA yielded significant differences at 5% level of significance for seven of the total 
twelve items: 
j^My awn orientation, Stand taken by Group Head, 
Jits Personal Benefits, 
Jits Faith in MSD, 
jitsD^nands/expectations of Cells/Modules, 
Jits General si^portfor MSD, 
jBts Demands/expectations of Leaders/ Superiors, 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for these seven items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other five items of 
the parameter Organisational Qimate. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
Apart from the above seven items with significant differences at 5% significance level 
one more item Stands taken by fellow Cell I Module IPU Leaders was significant at 5.4 
significance level. 
% 
In all the above cases, the score of Level 2 was significantly lower than the scores of 
either one or both of the other Levels 1 and 3; once again showing the not so enthusiastic 
appeal of BPR Project for Level 2 personnel. 
All the three Levels were nearly unanimous in giving high scores and acknowledging the 
highly favourable influence of item Stand taken by Unit Head. 
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For item My own orientation, each Level rated themselves. Level 3 gave themselves the 
highest score of 3.7 against a high score of score of 2.6 by Level 1 and moderate score of 
1.7 by Level 2 personnel. This item is indicative of the involvement that can be expected 
of the respective Levels in implementation of BPR. 
Level 1 gave highest scores of all 3 levels for the items: Stand taken by Group Head; 
Stand taken by Unit Head; Stand taken by Workmen / Union; and Demands/expectations 
of Cells/Modules indicating these persoimel perceived favourable effects of these items. 
For item Stand of Workmen / Union, this Level gave a low positive score of 0.8 as 
against scores of -0.3 and 0.0 by Level2 and Level 3 respectively, indicating that they did 
not perceive this item had a hindering effect on BPR implementation. Level 1 gave lowest 
score of 1.1 to item Personal Benefits showing that the source of their interest in the 
project came from other means, including the challenge of meeting the Demands made by 
other colleagues and backed by the Stands taken by Group, Project Heads and 
notwithstanding the ambiguous Stand taken by Workmen & Union. 
Level 2 gave lower scores on all items than the overall average; their score was for the 
item Stand taken by Unit Head was closest to the overall average. Once again the 
lukewarm enthusiasm of Level 2 is projected strongly. 
Level 3 recorded the high scores 3.0 and above for items My own orientation; Stands 
taken by MSD Project Team; Personal Benefits; Faith in MSD; General support for 
MSD; Demands/expectations of Leaders/Superiors. Of these. Level 3 perceived that the 
item Personal Benefits had high degree of favourable influence on BPR implementation 
and gave a score of 3.0 against 1.2 and 1.0 by Levels 2 and 1 respectively. From the 
above it appears that the Level 3 perceived that BPR Project would benefit all levels and 
therefore would have a hig^ favourable influence on BPR implementation. 
Against ittm Faith in MSD, the three Levels 1, 2 & 3 recorded scores of 2.08, 1.46 and 
3.63 respectively indicating three different levels of acceptance of BPR principles. 
For item Stands taken by MSD Project Team, the Levels 1, 2 and 3 recorded moderate 
high scores of 2.03, 1.75 and 2.37 respectively. Similar trend was seen for 
item General support for MSD where the three Levels recorded scores of 2.43, 1.27 and 
3.00 respectively; and for item Demands /expectations of Leaders/Superiors recorded 
scores of 2.64,1.27 and 3.375 respectively. 
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For item Morale during implementation. Levels 1 and 3 recorded moderate high scores of 
2.06 and 2.13 while Level 2 recorded score of 1.09. These scores reflect the perception of 
the morale of respective Levels during implementation as well as the perception of the 
degree of favourable effect morale had on implementation. 
From the above it is clear that Level 3 perceived a high degree of favourable 
Organisational Climate for BPR Project while Level 1 and Level 2 perceived 
Table 4.4.4-5: Oi^. A: ANOVA across Levels for Infrastructure 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE 
V) OiMratinfl Systems 
5.1.1 Training 
5.1.2 Supervision 
5.1.3 Direction/Guidance 
5.1.4 ProblMn Solving 
5.1.5 hnptsfnentsfionPtan/Targets 
5.1.6 Accountability 
5.1.7 Reviews/fterfiadc 
5.1.8 Osciplne 
5 ^ ITSyatMnFacWties 
5.2.1 MRP Explosion. Schedules 
5.2.2 Systems for Cel Schedules 
5.2.3 MoPsaeneraiion 
5.2.4 System for Gateway BooMns 
5.2.5 System for Manpovrer Booking 
5.2.6 Stand-alone Systems; not integrated 
Level 1 
1.544 
1.824 
2.239 
1.897 
2.478 
2.463 
1J97 
2.145 
1.429 
1.677 
1.683 
1.475 
1.583 
1.088 
Level2 
1.909 
1.864 
1.609 
0.864 
1.348 
1.455 
1.773 
1.591 
0.478 
0.522 
1.261 
0.000 
0.652 
•0.391 
Level 3 
3.250 
2.750 
3.500 
2.250 
2.250 
2.625 
1.625 
2.000 
1.125 
1.500 
3.125 
0.857 
1.875 
Prob(F) 
5.7% 
43.4% 
2.8% 
11.7% 
3.7% 
8.5% 
92.1% 
52.8% 
20.2% 
10.7% 
12.4% 
3.4% 
20.6% 
-0.2S0I 3.3% 
B 
B 
B 
B 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B^ Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% ^vel of significance for four items: 
jtis Direction I Guidance 
jets Implementation Plan I Targets 
Mts System for Gateway Booking 
Jtss Stand-aione Systems; not integrated 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Infrastructure. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all such items. 
ANOVA revealed four items Direction I Guidance; Implementation Plan I Targets; 
System for Gateway Booking; and Stand-alone Systems, not integrated with significant 
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differences across Levels at 5% significance level and one additional item at 5.7% 
significance level. 
Level 3 recorded top scores of 3.0 and above for items Training; Direction / Guidance; 
MoPs generation and a negative score of -0.25 for item Stand-alone Systems, not 
integrated. 
Table 4.4.4-6 Org. A: ANOVA across Levels for Organisational Support 
Note:A-SignHicantat1%; B-Significant at 5% 
VI. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
6.1 S^)port from Ceil Leader 
6.2 Support from Module Leader 
6.3 SupportfromPU Leader 
6.4 Support from Steering Committee 
6.5 S(4)port from Unit Head 
6.6 Support from Support Services Module 1 
(Preoess. etc) 
6.7 Support from Support Services Module 2 
(Maintenance) 
6.8 Support from Materials Modide 
6.9 Support from Certtal Materials Module 
6.10 S(4)port from MSD Team 
6.11 Co-operadonfromWortonen 
/» 4 ^ T i /« «_f • 
6.12 Transparency/suspicion, 
6.13 Tnist/lackoffelth 
Level! 
2.657 
2.746 
3.119 
2.515 
3.348 
2.438 
2.323 
2.016 
1.385 
1.797 
1.284 
1.606 
1.439 
Level 2 
1.957 
2.087 
1.826 
2.304 
3.087 
1.652 
1.609 
1.913 
0.870 
1.864 
1.091 
0.304 
0.130 
Levels 
3.125 
3.250 
3.222 
3.222 
3.125 
2.857 
2.875 
2.889 
2.375 
3.375 
1.000 
1.375 
1.250 
Prob (F) 
11.6% 
12.0% 
0.6% 
49.0% 
71.7% 
13.1% 
17.6% 
35.0% 
27.1% 
4.3% 
91.5% 
3.9% 
3.7% 
A 
B 
B 
B 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for item 
jets Support from PU Leader 
and significant differences at 5% level of significance for three items: 
jets Support from MSD Team 
jets Transparency I Suspicion 
jets Trust I lack of faith 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Organisational Support. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all such items. 
The first observation of this section is the unanimous perception al all levels about the 
most positive influence oi Support from Unit Head for BPR Project. For this item, all the 
three levels recorded high scores of over 3.0. The other area of near unanimous 
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perception of low-moderate positive impact of item Co-operation from Workmen 
acknowledging the passive support received from workmen. 
ANOVA showed four items of significant differences, item Support from PU Leader at 
1% significance level and the other items Support from MSD Team; Transparency I 
Suspicion; and Trust I lack of faith, at 5% significance level. For item Support from PU 
Leader, both Level 1 and Level 3 recorded high scores of 3.12 and 3.22 respectively as 
against moderate score of 1.83 by Level 2. Similar trend between the Levels was seen for 
the items Transparency I Suspicion; and Trust I lack of faith, while for the item Support 
from MSD Team, Level 3 gave a high score of 3.375 as against scores of 1.80 and 1.86 by 
Level and Level 2 respectively. 
Level 3 recorded higji scores of 3.0 and above for items Support from Cell Leader; 
Si^ort fnm Module Leader; Support from PU Leader; Support from Steering 
Committee; Siq)pmifrom Unit Head; and Support from MSD Team, indicating the areas 
of support perceived by this group as having high positive impact on BPR 
implementation. 
All levels perceived low positive impact of factors Support from Central Materials 
Module; Co-operation from Workmen; Transparency I Suspicion; Trust I lack of faith 
(with average scores less than 1.5) indicating that these items were not at negative levels 
to hinder Project implementation. 
Table AAA-1 Org. A : A N O V A across Levels for Imptementation Efforts 
No 
VH. IMPLBIENTATION EFFORTS 
7.1 CommunicaGon about BPR 
7.2 Trainina in new methods & procedures 
7.3 Taking people along 
7.4 Sustained Efforts 
7.5 Free hand given to make changes/mid course 
corredfons 
7.6 Horizontal suppoit^rom other Cells / Modides, etc. 
7.7 Management support 
7.8 How kxtg the Pressure was kept'on' 
7.9 Pace/Progress In own areas 
7.10 Pace/Progress In other areas 
7.11 StKkim/laBing back took! methods 
7.12 Free hand/Interference 
7.13 GukJance 
7.14 Overioad/Underfoad 
le:A-S^nifk»ntat1%; B-Signifk»ntat5% 
Levell 
2.076 
1.954 
1.940 
1.810 
1.908 
1.646 
3.127 
1.838 
2.227 
2.079 
0.656 
2172 
2.369 
1.621 
Level 2 
2.364 
1.909 
1.182 
1.409 
1.130 
1.304 
2.087 
1.409 
2.000 
1.696 
0.087 
1.348 
1.913 
0.318 
Level 3 
2.778 
3.222 
2.333 
1.444 
3.556 
2125 
3.667 
2125 
2.444 
2.000 
-1.143 
2.250 
3.250 
1.444 
Prob(F) 
41.4% 
10.7% 
21.6% 
71.4% 
0.9% 
62.2% 
1.1% 
62.7% 
79.0% 
65.8% 
11.5% 
18.8% 
18.7% 
9.0% 
A 
B 
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ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for item Free hand 
given to make changes / mid course corrections and significant difference at 5% level of 
significance for item Management Support. 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Implementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
Two items Free hand given to make changes I mid course corrections and Management 
support had significant differences at 1% and 5% significance levels respectively. 
Level 3 recorded high scores of 3.0 and above for items Training in new methods & 
procedures; Free hand givai to make changes I mid course corrections; Management 
support and Guidance indicating that this level considered the above item had high 
dtgxc of favourable influence on BPR implementation. The negative score of -1.143 for 
item Sticking I falling back to old methods shows the degree of hindering effect of this 
item, perceived by the Level 3. 
Level 2 recorded low moderate to moderate scores for all items except for item Sticking I 
falling back to old methods where they gave a score of 0.09 showing that they perceived a 
neutral impact of this item. This level gave scores of 2.0 and above for items 
Communication about BPR; Management support; Pace I Progress in own areas, closely 
followed by scores of 1.9 and above for items Training in new methods & procedures and 
Guidance, indicating the areas which they* regarded as having moderate effect of 
implementation success. 
Level 1 recorded a high score of 3.127 for item Management Guidance and moderate 
scores for almost all the other items. 
For Parameter Implementation Efforts, all the levels value the positive influence of 
preparatory efforts of Communication & Training as also the freehand given to make 
changes/mid course corrections and the positive back up actions of Management Support 
and Guidance. 
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Tabk 4.4.4-8: Org. A:ANOVA across Levels for Results - Overall Rating 
Vlli. RESULTSOVERALL RATING 
1. Self-sufficient Ceils/Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Smsdl Batch Size) 
3. Short Thru'out/Lead Times 
4. Less WIP.RM&FG Inventories 
5. Vis8)le & Effective Communication 
6. Clearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Performance compiled 
8. MPS - even loads, weekly targets 
9. Support Systems Effective 
10. IT System Support 
111. Other (PI. spedN) 
Level 1 
7.127 
6.313 
6.688 
6.779 
6.759 
6.952 
6.683 
6.171 
6.350 
5.400 
Level 2 
6.258 
4.452 
5.469 
5.758 
5.632 
6.162 
6.103 
5.394 
5.773 
4.647 
Levels 
7.278 
5.529 
6.529 
6.722 
6.105 
7.421 
7.000 
5.333 
6.263 
3.944 
Prob(R 
8.2% 
0.3% 
2.4% 
7.3% 
2.2% 
4.2% 
21.2% 
13.3% 
33.3% 
2.9% 
A 
B 
B 
B 
6 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows sigjaificant differences at 1% level of significance for item 
Jias Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) 
and significant differences at 5% level of significaiKX for four items: 
^asShort Thru'put/Lead Times 
JBK Visible & Effective C<mmtmicatim 
jtas Clearly Defined Roles 
jasJT SyOem St^port 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Results - Overall Rating. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
ANOVA showed significant differences for five of the ten items of this Parameter -
Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size): Short Thru'put /Lead Times; Visible & Effective 
Communication; Clearly Defined Roles; and IT System Support. 
Level 3 recorded high scores of 7.0 and above for items Self-sufficient Cells I Modules: 
Clearly Defined Roles; and Measures of Performance compiled indicating the dimensions 
which were more valued by the personnel of this level. This Level also gave low score of 
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3.94 for item IT System Support showing that they did not highly value the level of IT 
System Support received during BPR Implementation. 
In general, the three Levels followed the same pattern of evaluating against the different 
dimensions of implementation success, with signiHcant differences occurring in the above 
cases. 
Table 4.4.4-9: Org. A: ANOVA across Levels for Impact of BPR 
Level 1 I Level 2 I Level 3 Prob(F) 
To what extent was your work area affected by BPR? 
BPR Impact on Work Area 12.175 12.333 12.333 
To what extent <ww your work affected by BPR? 
BPR Impact on Indlviduars Work 12.204 11.933 12.250 
87.4% 
94.6% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant difference at 5% level of significance among hierarchy 
levels for the parameters Impact on Work Area and Impact on Individual's Work. 
The Null Hypotheses for these parameters are accepted. 
Table 4.4.4-10: Org. A: ANOVA across Levds for Initiative Score 
XI. Initiative Score 
te: A-Significant at 1%; B-
Levell 
90.36 
Significant 
Level 2 
93.50 
at 5% 
Levels 
98.55 
Prob(F) 
2.1% B 
ANOVA shows significant difference at 5% level of significance among hierarchy levels 
for the parameter Initiative Score. 
The Null Hypothesis for this parameter is rejected. 
ANOVA yielded a significant difference across hierarchy levels at 5% significance level, 
with Level 3 recordmg the highest mean score of 98.55 followed by Level 2 with 93.50 
and Level 1 at 90.36. 
High score of Level 3 is backed by the findings of Parameter Organisational Climate 
where this level has recorded highest levels for items My Own Orientation, Faith in MSB 
and Personal Benefits. 
The next higher score recorded by Level 2 is not supported by the low scores and inferred 
lack of enthusiasm reflected by the scores in Parameter Organisational Climate. One 
possible explanation for the moderate score of the Level 2 personnel for Initiative 
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Inventory is that this Level of pcisonnel exhibited maturity in letting their no-so-
enthusiastic stance to BPR affect their commitment to the organisational priority for BPR 
Project. 
Lower mean score of Level 1 personnel is also not matching with their high scores in the 
Parameter Organisational Climate, showing enthusiasm for BPR. One possible 
explanation is that this level was a heterogeneous group all of whom did not have to take 
direct responsibilities for implementation like the Cell Leaders. 
This analysis proves the discriminating capacity of the Instrument "Initiative Inventory" 
used in the study. 
4 AS. Analysis of Variance among Functions of Organisation A 
This analysis was carried out to study the in^l«aientation experiences across functions of 
implementing actors. 
The three types of Functions - Shop, Suf^rt and Conunon were reckoned where Shop 
Function induded operations of Cells, Modules and Product Units, all areas which are 
directly connected implementing BPR in shop floor manufacturing. Support Function 
included all areas giving suj^rt to shop floor operations of a Product Unit such as 
process design, tooling, maintenance and material supply functions. Common function 
induded all other activities, sudi as Procurement, Quality assurance, Central Production 
Planning, not directly involved in managing shop floor operations. 
The results of ANOVA are presented below parameter-wise: 
Table 4AS-V. Org. A:ANOVA across FunctiOBS for Piiysical Facilities 
1. PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
1.1 Equipment 
1.2 Handling Facilities 
1.3 Inspection Facifities 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Space 
1.6 Storage Facilities 
1.7 Manpower 
1.8 Computers (PCs) 
Common 
1.111 
1.824 
1.111 
1.471 
1.235 
1.529 
1.524 
1.450 
Shop 
1.667 
1.829 
1.878 
1.476 
0.929 
1.098 
1.233 
1.093 
Support 
1.188 
1.968 
0.710 
1.688 
1.515 
1.733 
1.000 
1.485 
Prob(F) 
66.8% 
96.7% 
13.1% 
95.6% 
72.4% 
63.3% 
79.5% 
82.4% 
Note: A - Significant at 1%; B - Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences at 1 at 5% level of significance for all items of 
this Parameter Complexity. Null Hypotheses were accepted for the above four items. 
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All functions recorded low-moderate scores for the items of this parameter. For item 
Inspection Facilities, Support Function gave a low score of 0.71 while Shops gave a score 
of 1.88. 
Table 4.4^-2: Oif. A:ANOVA across Functions for Perceived Complexity 
il. COMPLEXITY 
2.1 No. of/complexity of Processes 
2.2 No. of/complexity of Products 
2.3 Frequency of Schedule variations 
2.4 CompleMty of Procedures to follow 
2.5 Coping with changes to MSD 
2.6 De»gn Complexity of Product 
2.7 Complexity of CeOs. MSD Systems 
2.8 Coitfrol of Process Variations 
2.9 Quality Problems 
2.10 Noofhiter-oelfflOMfflents 
2.11 Conwiex Scheduling 
2.12 Changing K^ of Runnef/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items. 
Common 
1.333 
1.316 
-0.632 
0.389 
1.444 
0.611 
1.389 
1.611 
1.100 
0.833 
0.353 
-0.579 
Shop 
0.238 
0.615 
-0.100 
0.452 
1.282 
0.595 
0.795 
0.595 
0.310 
0.561 
-0.293 
-0.732 
Support 
0.625 
1.000 
-0.241 
0.485 
1.167 
0.806 
0.548 
0.964 
0.250 
0.758 
0.531 
0.303 
Prob (F) 
31.4% 
55.2% 
78.6% 
99.3% 
90.5% 
91.1% 
51.2% 
29.2% 
48.1% 
92.9% 
40.6% 
26.0% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences at 1 at 5% level of significance for all items of 
this Parameter Complexity. Null Hypotheses were accepted for the above four items. 
Shop Personnel recorded low scores for most of the items and gave negative scores for 
three items Frequency of Sdiedule variations; Complex Scheduling; and Changing Mix 
of Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items. In general Shop personnel gave lower scores than the 
other two functions for almost all the items. ' 
Suf^rt personnel recorded scores more or less in line with their colleagues in Shop 
function with the exception of Complex Scheduling and Changing mix of 
Runner/Repeater/Stranger Items, where they gave low positive scores against negative 
scores given by shop function, indicating Uiat tiiey did not consider these items as 
hindering factors but as ones having very low favourable influence on BPR 
implementation. 
Conmion function generally gave higher scores for all items except Complex Scheduling 
and Changing mix of Runner/Repeater/Stranger Items, where they recorded low negative 
scores, showing tiiat Uiese two factors had a low hindering effect on implementation. 
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Table 4.4 J-3: Org. A: ANOVA acron Factions for Manufacturing System Design 
Hi. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM OEaON 
3.1 MSO/Cea/etc. Concept 
3.2 Size of Cel/Module/etc. 
3.3 Roles &ResDonsbH6es 
3.4 No of Shared Facities 
3.5 Convaiible to our Culture 
3.6 Systems & Procedures 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed Cefl/Module Systems 
3.6.2 Dismanting of eaifierWorldng Systems 
3.6.3 Utnsing Technical Expertise 
3.6.4 Definition of Roles &Resi)onstt)iiities 
3.6.5 Praclicai)llycfinBlhodsprescrfeed(eg.KaN)an) 
3.6.6 Suitabity of Cefl Systems 
3.6.7 Links between Ceas& Support Modules 
3.6.8 Compromises made in Design 
Conunon 
2.200 
2.556 
2.250 
0.789 
0.857 
1.000 
1.222 
0.632 
1.000 
2.238 
1.381 
1.947 
2.000 
0.684 
Shop 
^275 
2.275 
Z146 
0.610 
0.293 
1.481 
1.146 
0.854 
0.810 
1.690 
0.756 
2.000 
1.714 
0.195 
Support 
2.103 
2.200 
2.206 
0.970 
1.500 
3.133 
1.121 
0.818 
1.156 
1.935 
1.206 
2.065 
2.059 
1.129 
Prob(F) 
95.0% 
79.4% 
98.6% 
82.5% 
13.4% 
3.3% 
99.0% 
95.1% 
84.1% 
64.3% 
56.4% 
97.4% 
76.3% 
18.9% 
B 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows sigiiificant difference at 5% level of significance for the item Systems & 
Procedures. NuU Hypotl^ses for this item stands rejected. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Iii^ }lementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
ANOVA showed one item Systems & Procedures with significant difference at 5% 
significance level. Support function recorded significantly higher score of 3.13 against 
scores of 1.48 and 1.0 respectively by Shop and Common Functions. 
Table 4AS4: Oi<g. A : A N O V A acron F^metioas fbr Orgaiiisatioiuil a inu i te 
IV. 0R6AM8ATI0NALCLIIIIATE 
4.1 My own orientation 
4.2 Stands tflkan by Mkw CeWModuMPU Laaders 
4.3 Stand takan by Group Head 
4.4 Stand taken by Untt Head 
4.5 Stand taken by VMxkmen/Unkm 
4.6 Stwds taken by MSD Project Team 
4.7 Personal Benefits 
4.8 FaWtinMSD 
4.9 M o r ^ during implementatkm 
4.10 D«nands/expect^k)nsofCelis/Modules 
4.11 General support for MSD 
4.12 Oemands/Bxpedalkm of Leaders/Superiors 
e: A-Significant at 1 % ; B-Signific 
Common 
Z333 
1.950 
2.476 
3.150 
0.684 
Z095 
1.450 
2.429 
1.955 
2.895 
2.300 
2.900 
ant at 5% 
Shop 
2.300 
1.561 
2.095 
2.762 
0.341 
1.641 
1.103 
1.875 
1.810 
1.625 
1.951 
1.850 
Support 
2.771 
2.057 
3.324 
3.788 
0.618 
Z387 
1.382 
2.063 
1.800 
2.000 
2.471 
2.706 
Prob(F) 
49.0% 
62.1% 
3.2% 
3.1% 
85.7% 
38.5% 
75.9% 
57.5% 
96.1% 
11.2% 
46.5% 
10.1% 
B 
B 
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ANOVA shows sigAificant differences at 5% level of significance for Stand taken by 
Group Head and Stand taken by Unit Head. 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Implementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
ANOVA yielded significant differences between functions for two items - Stand taken by 
Group Head and Stand taken by Unit Head. For item Stand taken by Group Head, 
Sui^rt personnel gave highest score of 3.324 followed 2.476 by Common and 2.095 by 
Shop personnel. For item Stand taken by Unit Head, Shop personnel gave a lower score 
of 2.762 while Conmion recorded 3.150 and Support function recorded a high score of 
3.788. Thus even though there is unanimous perception of the important influence of the 
Unit Ifead in BPR implementation, the three functions have assessed the impact of this 
item sliglitly, yet significantly differently. On one item Morale during implementation, all 
the three - QHnmon, Shop and Support functions gave near identical scores of 1.95, 1.81 
and 1.80 respectively. 
The general trend for all items followed similar patterns for all three functions. The Shops 
gave slightly lower scores compared to the other two functions. 
Table 4.4^5 Org. A: ANOVA across Functions for Infrastructure 
Common Shop Support ProbCF) 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE 
Y) Opwiflnfl Syttamt 
5.1.1 TiaWno 1.619 1.943 79.2% 
5.1.2 Supervision 1.333 1.976 2.171 27.5% 
5.1.3 Direction/Guidance 1.952 2.366 2.139 66.5% 
5.1.4 Problem Solving 1.524 1.537 1.972 63.5% 
5.1.5 Implementation Plan/Targets 1.857 2.415 2.139 51.9% 
5.1.6 Acoountabaity 2.238 2.073 2.457 69.0% 
5.1.7 Reviews/Feedbadc 1.524 1.786 2.114 55.7% 
5.1.8 Discipline 2.136 1.833 2.143 75.3% 
5.2 rr System Facilities 
5.2.1 MRP Explosion. Sdiedules 0.900 1.146 1.364 75.5% 
5.2.2 Systems for Cen Schedules 1.263 1.317 1.515 90.6% 
5.2.3 MoPs generation 1.500 1.878 1.606 79.0% 
5.2.4 System for Gateway Booidng 0.600 0.947 1.452 42.4% 
5.2.5 System tor Manpower Booking 0.700 1.659 1.433 30.6% 
5.2.6 Stand-alone Systems; not integrated 0.211 0.474 0.935 58.0% 
htote: A-Significant at 1%; B - Significant at 5% 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences at 5% level of significance for all the items of 
the Parameter Infrastructure. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these items. 
For all items of this parameter, ANOVA showed no significant differences at 5% 
significance level. 
For the sub-category Operating Systems, Shop functions gave high ratings of over 2.0 to 
items Direction/Guidance, Implementation Plan/Targets and Accountability; and low 
score of below 0.5 for Stand-alone (IT) Systems; not integrated. Support functions gave 
high scores of above 1.9 or all items of the sub-section Operating Systems. Common 
functions recorded a high score of 2,238 for item Accountability and for the others gave 
scores ranging from 1.5 to 2.1. 
In the sub-category IT System Facility, the three functions gave the highest scores 
ranging from 1.2 to 1.9 for items Systan for Cell Schaiules and MoPs Generation 
ii^icating the IT fadlities most benefidal to implementation. For all other items of this 
sub-groopi the scores ranged bom 0.2 to 1.5, the lowest of the scores going to item Stand-
alone (IT) Systems; not integrated. 
» 
Table AAS^ Org. A: ANOVA aoross Functions for Organisational Support 
VL ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
6.1 Support from Cel Leader 
6J2 Support from Module Leader 
6.3 Support from PU Leader 
6.4 Support from Steering Commtttoe f 
6.5 SupportfromUnitHaad 
6.6 Support from Support Services Module 1 
(Process, etc) 
6.7 Support from Support Services Module 2 
(Maintenance) 
6.8 Support from Materials Module 
6.9 Support from Central Materials Module 
6.10 Support from MSD Team 
6.11 Cooperation from Worionen 
6.12 Transparency/Suspicion, 
6.13 Tnjst/lackofiiaith 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B - Significant s 
Common 
2.762 
2.714 
2.864 
2.136 
3.100 
2.556 
1.750 
2.190 
1.952 
2.190 
1.150 
1.762 
1.550 
It 5% 
Shop 
2.571 
2.762 
2.571 
2.366 
3.119 
1.952 
1.857 
1.810 
0.805 
2.025 
0.951 
0.837 
0.837 
Support 
2.343 
2.429 
3.114 
2.971 
3.543 
2.529 
2.882 
2.344 
1.618 
1.697 
1.571 
1.545 
1.206 
Prob(R 
63.9% 
64.1% 
39.3% 
22.7% 
35.7% 
28.9% 
3.1% 
42.4% 
11.9% 
54.6% 
50.7% 
17.9% 
44.6% 
B 
ANOVA shows significant difference at 5% level of significance for item Support from 
Support Services Module 2 (Maintenance). Null Hypotheses stands rejected for the 
above item. 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences at 5% level of significance for all items of the 
parameter Organisational Support. The NuU Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
ANOVA detected significant difference at 5% significance level for only one item 
Support from Support Services Module 2 (Maintenance) where the Support function 
(which includes Maintenance support to the Shops) recorded a high 2.882 against 1.857 
and 1.750 for Shop and Common functions. 
Item Support from Unit Head was given high score of above 3.0 by all three functions. 
once again showing the important role of this item in BPR Project, a view held across all 
functions. 
Shop personnel recorded h i ^ scores of 3.114 and 3.543 for items Support from PU 
Leader and Support from Unit Head. 
Table AAS-1 Org. A: ANOVA across Functieos for ImplementatioB Efforts 
VH. HIPLEIIENTATION EFFORTS 
7.1 Commuitication about BPR 
7.2 Training m new methods & procedures 
7.3 Tsrtdng people along 
7.4 Sustained Efloils 
7.5 Free hand given to make changes/mid 
course corrections 
7.6 Horizontal s(q)port-from other Cells/ 
Modules, etc 
7.7 Management support 
7.8 How long the Pressure was kept'on' ' 
7.9 Pace/Progress in own areas 
7.10 Pace/Progress ki other areas 
7.11 Sticking/faKng back to oU methods 
7.12 Free hand / Interference 
7.13 Guklance 
7.14 Overtoad / UrKlertoad 
Common 
2.409 
1.905 
1.727 
1.200 
2.286 
1.400 
2.905 
1.333 
2.136 
1.950 
-0.850 
1.300 
2.095 
, 0.095 
Shop 
2.238 
2.220 
1.476 
1.250 
1.116 
1.186 
2.585 
1.690 
1.884 
1.619 
0.475 
1.907 
2.190 
1.714 
Sm>port 
2.030 
1.971 
2.265 
2.471 
2.606 
2.273 
3.364 
2.141 
2.636 
2.455 
1.000 
2.500 
2.667 
1.559 
Prob(F) 
68.7% 
74.3% 
22.8% 
2.6% 
0.3% 
7.6% 
12.7% 
37.7% 
18.2% 
10.8% 
1.5% 
8.0% 
41.8% 
3.2% 
1 
• | 
B 
A 
6 
B 
Note: A • SignifKant at 1%; B-Slgnifk»ntat5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for item Free hand 
given to make changes I mid course corrections and significant difference at 5% level of 
significance for items Sustained Efforts, Sticking I falling back to old methods and 
Overload I Underload. 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
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No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Implementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
ANOVA showed significant differences at 1% for item Free hand given to make changes 
I mid course corrections; and at 5% significance level for items Sustained Efforts: 
Sticking I falling back to old methods; and Overload I Underload. For the item Free 
hand given to make changes I mid course corrections. Support Function score of 2.606 
was followed by 2.286 by Conmion and 1.116 by Shop functions. Support function 
perceived moderate favourable effect oi Sustained Efforts with score of 2.271 as against 
scores of 1.25 and 1.00 given by Shop and conunon modules. For item Sticking/falling 
back to old methods. Support and Shop gave positive scores of 1.000 and 0.47S 
re^)ectively indicating no negi^ve effect of this item viiile Common function perceived 
a negative infract by giving a score of -0.850. Shop and Support personnel perceived 
ixKxlerate positive impact of item Overload I Underload whereas Common function 
personnel perceived virtually no impact by giving a score of 0.095. 
All the functions gave high score of above 2.5 to the item Management Support 
underscoring the in^rtant influence of this item. This finding is in line with similar 
findii^ in other studies major change projects like BPR and JIT. Other items which 
received scores of 1.9 and above by all functions are: Communications about BPR; 
Training in new methods & procedures; and Guidance showing that all Uie functions 
perceived the prqparatory work of Communicatioi^ and training as well as support fix)m 
taip during implementation phases. f 
T a U e 4A5-8 : Org. A : A N O V A across Functions for Results • 
VHL RESULTSOVERALL RATING 
1. Setf^uffidentCeils/Modules 
2. Single Pieoe Flow (SmsABateh Size) 
3. Short Tlwii'out/Lead Times 
4. Less VWP.RM&FG Inventories 
5. Vi$a)le& Effective Communication 
6. Clearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of PaifomuMice compiled 
8. MPS - even loads, weekly taigets 
9. Support Systems Effective 
10. IT System Support 
11. Other (PI. specify) 
Common 
6.318 
4.917 
6.222 
6.350 
5.543 
6.886 
6.405 
4.800 
5.630 
4.500 
Shop 
6.817 
5.523 
6.216 
6.182 
6.500 
6.729 
6.557 
5.826 
5.769 
4.657 
Overall Rating 
Support 
7.463 
6.450 
6.646 
7.163 
6.643 
6.932 
6.705 
6.427 
7.179 
5.833 
Pfob(F) 
7.7% 
7.0% 
58.4% 
6.8% 
9.4% 
84.7% 
83.9% 
2.5% 
0.0% 
1.7% 
B 
A 
B 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B - Significant at 5% 
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ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level for item "Support Systems Effective" 
and at 5% level for items "MPS-even loads, weekly targets" and "IT System Support". 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above three items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Implementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
Four more items showed significant differences at 10% level -just beyond the 5% cutoff 
level; these items are: Self-sufficient Cells I Modules, Single Piece Flow (Small Batch 
Size), Less WIP, RM & FG Inventories and Visible & Effective Communication. 
ANOVA showed significant differences at 1% and 5% significance levels for three items: 
Support Systems Effective and MPS - even loads, weekly targets; FT System Support 
respectively. FCMT the Gtst item Support Systems Effective, Support Functions recorded a 
high sa»e of 7.179 as against 5.630 and 5.769 given by Conunon and Shop functions 
respectively. For MPS - even loads, weekly targets Support personnel recorded 6.427 
against 5.826 and 4.800 by Shop an Common groups. In case of item /T System Support 
score of Support was 5,833 as against scores of 4.657 and 4.500 for Shop and Conmion 
respectively. In all the above cases. Support function perceived a higher overall rating 
while Shop and Common perceived a shade lower overall rating of implementation 
success. 
Su|^rt group gave h i ^ ratings of 7.0 and above for items Self-sufficient Cells/Modules; 
Less WIP, RM & FG Invattories; and Suppi^rt Systems Effective. For all other items 
barring IT System Support, this group gave rating scores between 6.4 and 7.0. Thus 
Support function viewed overall inq)lementation success more positively than other two 
functions. 
Shop function gave their highest scores of 6.5 and above for items they considered as well 
implemented viz. Self-sufficient Cells/Modules; Visible & Effective Communication; 
Clearly Defined Roles; and Measures of Performance compiled. 
Common Functions rated Clearly defined roles as the best dimension of success achieved 
in BPR Project. 
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Table 4.4^9: Org. A: ANOVA across Funcdons for Impact of BPR 
1 Common 1 Shop 
To what exttnt VTM your work area affected by BPR? 
BPR Impact on Wbifc Area ] 1.62SI 2.500 
To what axtant was your work affected by BPR? 
BPR Impact on IndhMuaTs Work 1 2.0711 2.314 
Support 
2.207 
1.958 
Prob{F) 
6.0% 
57.3% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant difference at 5% level of significance among Functions for 
both the parameters Impact on Work Area and Impact on Individual's Work. 
The Null Hypotheses for this parameter are accepted. 
Shop persormel perceived their areas were affected to a greater extent than Support 
function and Conmion function reported least impact on their area of work by BPR. 
Ttkk 4.43-10: Oig. A: ANOVA uenm FvmeOmu for laWative Score 
IX. InNiallve Score 
IMiialivf Score 
Common 
95.545 
Shop 
92.133 
Support 
89.529 
Prob(R 
7.2% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant difference at 5% level of s^nificance among Functions for 
the parameter Initiative Score. 
The Null Hypothesis for this parameter is accepted. 
Common Functions personnel recorded hig^r initiative scores followed by Shop and 
Sui^rt functions. 
f 
A possible explanation of this finding is that the higher scores of Common personnel 
reflected their general h i ^ level of motivation and commitment, which may not have 
found a direct outlet in BPR Project implementation because they were not involved in 
the areas of maximum action. Like the Shops and to a lesser extent the Support functions. 
The lower score of Support group could reflect their general lower degree of involvement 
or initiative in BPR implementation. 
It must be borne in mind that a few committed and involved persons can make a high 
degree of influence on the trajectory of change programme implementation whereas the 
above are only observations on group averages. 
This section reveals the differences across the three main functions involved in BPR 
implementation. In many sections, we come across high ratings for items cormected with 
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own functions or activities, whidi were not matched, by the ratings of other two 
functions. The hig^ self-rating scores need to be borne in mind while interpreting the 
results of analysis by functions. 
4.4.6. Org. A: General Observations of tiie Results of various Statistical Tests. 
1. The t-Test for mean differences showed 21 items of significant differences between 
the two manufacturing plants HW and MW at 5% signiJBcance level. 
2. The ANOVA test for differences across hierarchy levels yielded 27 items of 
significant differences at 5% level of significance while the ANOVA across functions 
yielded 11 item of significant differences. 
Table 4.4.6-1 Org. A: ISgnificant Differences in various Statistical Tests 
No.orSignir. 
Mn.Ptanto(Q 
Betn. Levels 
Jeln.Fns 
Beln. Plants 
( t ) 
21 
Bem. 
Levels 
27 
4 
Beln. 
Fns 
11 
6 
3 
Differences | 
21 
27 
11 
AMCases 
Unique 
Twins 
Triads 
Fours 
47 
41 
3 
3 
0 
Significant differences between Plants and Levels had 4 conunon items while 
between Plants and Functions had 6 conunon items. 
Significant differences between Levels and Functions have the least number of 3 
common items. 
Three items had simultaneously significant differences across three dimensions of 
Plants, Levels and Functions: 
Jtts Stand taken by SBUHead 
jBts Free hand given to make changes I mid course corrections 
jttsrr System Support 
For Item Stand taken by Group/SBU Head, plant HW mean score was 2.171 and mean 
score for MW was 2.846 showing flie general perception of more favourable influence 
of Group/SBU Heads in Plant MW tiian HW. The three levels of Senior, Middle 
Management and Executive staff corresponding to Levels 3, 2 and 1 recorded mean 
scores of 2.375, 1.682 and 2.940 showing low perceptions middle management or 
Level 2 personnel. Among the functions. Shop, Shop Support and Conmion Functions 
recorded mean scores of 2.095, 3.324 and 2.476 respectively indicating the Shop 
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Areas were more discriminating of the Group/SBU Leaders' Stand than Shop Support 
Functions. 
Item Free hand given to make changes I mid course corrections had similar differing 
perceptions between the two Plants HW & MW as well as among hierarchy levels and 
Functions. Plant HW perceived moderate positive impact with mean score of 1.343 
while plant MW mean score was 2.096 showing much higher positive impact. 
Perception among Levels 1, 2 and 3 were respectively L908, L130 and 3.556 
showing that senior managers perceived higher freedom was given to operating levels 
to make necessary changes and make mid-course corrections whereas the middle level 
perceived the lowest degree of freedom and lower levels perceived moderate freedom. 
Among Functions, shop floor function perceived the lowest freedom with mean score 
of 1.116 while Common and Shop Support functions had higher mean scores of 2.286 
and 2.606 respectively. 
For l\em IT System St^^ort, the mean scores of the two plants HW & MW were 4.408 
& 5.421 req>ectively diowii^ higher beneficial perception in Plant MW. Amoi^ the 
Levels 1,2 & 3, the mean scores were 5.400, 4.647 and 3.944 showing progressively 
lower benefit perceptions at higher hierardiy levels, apparently owing to better 
understanding and appreciation of IT Systems and System Support for Operations. 
Among the Fimctions Common, Shop and Shop Su^^rt, the mean scores were 4.500, 
4.657 and 5.833 showing significantly higher benefit perception among the Shop 
Support functions as compared to Shop and Common functions. 
Analysis of Mean differences along different dimensions has given more insights into the 
patterns of differences prevailing in Organisation A. 
The significant mean differences between the two manufiicturing Plants HW and MW at 
5% significance level could be classified into three broad categories arising out of: 
1. The basic differences between the two Manufacturing plants HW and MW. 
2. Perception differences among Hierarchy Levels. 
3. Perception differences across Functions. 
Each category of significant differences is discussed below: 
The 21 items of basic differences between the two manufacturing plants; 27 items across 
Levels and 11 items across Functions could be classified into three broad categories 
relating to: 
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1. Parameters of Change Programme 
2. Implementation Strategy 
3. Environment and Dynamics of Implementation 
4. Perception of Results 
These items are elaborated below: 
(a) Parameters of Change Programme comprising of: 
Distinctive operating conditions existing in respective plants including Facilities, 
technical issues of operations viz. and perceptions about IT Systems supporting the 
new Operating Systems which included the items -
Parameters of BPR Project 
Category 
Inherent 
Features: 
Assets and 
Characteristics 
biherent 
Features: 
rr Systems 
Betweea Plants 
.equality Problems 
^^oinputeis (PCs) 
isMo of Shved Facilities 
jtMBF ExfAoaoa, Schedules 
.efiystems for Cell Schedules 
jtHlaiPs generation 
iEfiystem for Manpower 
Booking 
iBfiystem for Gateway Booking 
^cfitand-alone Systems; not 
integrated 
Across Levels 
jiQuality Problems 
ie£on^lexity of Procedures to 
follow 
.eBesign Complexity of Product 
if£ontrol of Process Variations 
;d8ystem for Gateway Booking 
Le6tand-alone Systems; not 
1 integrated 
Across Functions 
1 
Plant HW perceived much lower beneficial impact of Computers (PCs) than Plant MW. 
As already discussed, HW had more familianty and experience of using Computers and 
therefore had a fair idea of computerised systems. In Plant MW, the introduction of 
Computers into the Shop Floor areas created not only a sense of euphoria but was 
reinforced by quick adoption of several user friendly systems like transmissions of 
Production Plans, Production Statistics, etc. 
As regards Quality Problems, Plant MW perceived much lower beneficial impact as 
compared to plant HW. At the time of BPR, this plant experienced sporadic rejections and 
rework caused by manual processes like welding quality and distortions - problems that 
hindered operations from getting stabilised. In Plant HW, operations were predominantly 
machine-based, well established had greater process stability. 
For item No of Shared Facilities, Plant HW perceived much lower beneficial impact than 
Plant MW. As discussed earlier, the Motor and Pump Product Unit of HW faced 
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considerable operating difficulties owing to the number of machines that were required to 
be shared due to process capability considerations. 
One item Stand-alone Systems - not integrated had simultaneous significant difference 
between the two Plants and also among hierarchy Levels, with Level 1 (executives) 
perceiving much higher scores than Level 2 and Level 3 personnel. 
In all of the cases relating to perceptions about IT Systems, HW perceived lower positive 
impacts the IT System Facilities than Plant MW. 
(b) Implementation Strategy followed by the Organisation includes perception about the 
decisions about the actions of management structures, level of involvement, efforts of 
implementation: 
FumntUn of ImpkBiNitatkm Stn^egy 
v>BW8KPlrj Between PfaHrts AcroesLeveb Across FnactioM 
S4anagemient 
Structures; 
Dedskmson 
Project, Level of 
lavolvement; 
[nqttonmtation 
Efforts: 
jAipport firom Steerii^ 
GMnmittee 
/HSuppon bom Unit Head 
xfitq^xm from MSD Team 
«Bne hand ghren to make 
cfaanfes / mid course 
corrections 
^fiustained Efforts 
«£upp(Ht from Steering 
Committee 
jAipport from Unit Head 
.iAqiport from MSD Team 
jdree hand given to make 
dumges / mid course 
corrections 
isManagement support 
iifiirection / Guidance 
.c£ree hand given to make 
changes / mid course 
corrections 
f^£u8tained Efforts 
j 0 System Siq)port 
I (IT Strategy) 
t£omfAiadij of Cells, Mfg. 
Systems 
JMO of Inter-cdl movements 
«£onq>roinises made in 
Design 
jcifiqdei£entation Plan / 
Targets 
Afi* System Siq>port (IT l « 0 System Support (IT 
-SttSlffiji I Strategy) 
In this organization, a single management structure with a Steering Committee guided the 
actions of a Task Force headed by Change Manager and two MSD Project Teams, one for 
each plant. A conunon approach was adopted for both plants. However, the nature of the 
two plants determined the details of roll out in respective plants. 
IT System Support, an item of Results, has been induded under Implementation Strategy 
because it reflects the IT Strategy of the Or^misation and the decisions made in a larger 
context. 
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Two items Sustained Efforts; and Stickmg I falling back to old methods had significant 
differences across both Plants and Ftinctions. 
For the item Sustained Efforts, Shop Support function perceived much higher positive 
impact than both Common and Shop functions. 
(c> Environment and Dynamics of Implementation which includes perceptions about the 
process of changing over to the new systems that included items -
Parameters of Environment and Dynanucs of Implementation 
Category 
Coping with 
change over to 
new Systems 
Demands and 
Pressures of 
Situatuations 
Support Structure 
Between Plants 
tfll^ dherence to designed 
Cell / Shop Systems 
f£ompatible to our Culture 
ciBismantling of earlier 
Working Systems 
cfitiddng / falling bade to 
old methods 
jftand taten by SBU Head 
.e^ce/Progress in own 
areas 
f^itipport from Process, etc> 
.(Maintenance Support 
jifiupport from Materials 
Module 
jiBvippon from Central 
Materials Module 
;t£o-<^ration from 
Workmen 
.cjiorizontal support - from 
other Cells / Modules, etc. 
.eff ransparency / Suspicion, 
Across Levels 
e£oping with changes to Mfg 
Systems 
e£omplex Scheduling 
e£hanging Mix of 
Runner/Repeater/ Stranger 
Items. 
ffiracticability of methods 
prescribed (eg. Kanban) 
jfitand taken by SBU Head 
.cittand taken by Unit Head 
e^£tand taken by Workmen / 
Union 
jgfitands taken by Implmntn 
Project Team 
xBemands/expectations of 
Cells/Shops 
;e^mands/expectations of 
Supervisors/Managers 
^Support from PU Leader 
4sfiupport from Process, etc 
Maintenance Support 
.e£uppoj;t from Materials 
Modulie 
f^iupport from Central 
Materials Module 
.e£o-operation from Workmen 
.cAeneral support for 
Improvement Projects 
jdtAy own orientation 
.flBersonal Benefits 
.c£aith in Improvement 
Concepts 
^transparency / Suspicion, 
^rust/lack of faith 
Across Functions 
;e£ticking / falling back to 
old methods 
4fitand taken by SBU Head 
.«6tand taken by Unit Head ' 
' 
1 
! 
Maintenance Support 
.e^verload / Underload 
Plant HW gave a low positive score of 0.286 to item Compatible to our Culture indicating 
their perception that the new manufacturing System proposed by BPR involved changes 
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that were not necessarily compatible to the earlier organisation culture. Plant MW on the 
other hand gave a modest score of 1.077 indicating that they did see some positive aspects 
that were compatible to the earlier operating culture. 
On item Adherence to designed Cell I Shop System, once again Plant HW perceived 
significantiy lower degree of comfort on adherence to the new systems than plant MW. 
For item Dismantling of earlier Working Systems, HW gave a mean score of 0.059 
compared to score of 1.160 by MW indicating ambivalent perception for change over to 
the new scheme while MW perceived moderate positive beneficial impact of change over. 
Perceptions for item Sticking I falling back to old methods Common function gave a 
ne^tive score of -0.850 while Shop and Shop Support Functions gave scores of 0.475 
and 1.000 respectively. 
Fte hem St^portfhm Steering Ommttee^ HW recorded a moderate mean score of 2.118 
v^iik MW recorded 2.815 showing a percq>tion difference in the degree of positive 
siq)port received by the Steering Committee guidii^ the {MOgress of BPR Implementatk>n. 
Mean score of Plant HW for item Horizontal support - from other Cells I Modules, etc. 
was 0.971 against a score of 2.038 by Plant MW indicating higher degree of involvement 
and group effort to support BPR Implementation in Plant MW than Plant HW. 
Mean scores for Iton Pace I Progress in own areas were 1.778 and 2.519 for plants HW 
and MW respectively indicating botii Rants were satisfied with the pace of progress of 
implementation in their areas; the differences in scores are indicative of the higher level 
of involvement in plant MW than plant HW. ' 
(d) Percepttons of Results: 
Perception differences also form a set of items of differences aaoss different dimensions: 
Cat^oi7 
RESULTS 
Between Plants 
jtSS 
MPS 
jte 
J M P S - even loads, weekly 
tarjtets 
MtS 
Across Levels 
.efiingle Piece Flow (Small 
Batch Size) 
j ^ o r t Thru' put / Lead 
Times 
.dbessWIP,RM&FG 
Inventories 
Visible & Effective 
Communication 
«0early Defined Roles 
Across Functions 
jei< 
jgS< 
MSH 
JOt 
jgn 
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Large numbers of perception diffeiences across Hierarchy Levels than Plants show that 
perspectives and experience shape the expectations of results than working environment. 
From the above, it is clear that behavioural aspects such as relations, support, etc, due to 
the inherent variations in perspectives, experience, education and training affect 
perceptions of actors differently across social dimensions of hierarchy levels and 
functions, giving rise to significant differences along these dimensions. These findings 
would naturally imply different behavioural guidelines and interventions suitable for 
respective hierarchical levels and functions. 
4.5. Analysis of the Factors of BPR implementations for Organisation B 
4.5.1. DataFlndii^&AaidysisofOiganisationB 
Brief Account of B m Implementation In Organization B 
Organisation B (Org. B) was founded in 1976. A leading company of Japan has 40% 
equity in Org. B. Our Mfg plant is in Bangalore and marketing offices and resident 
engineers at various locations. Manufacturing Operations started in 1978. We 
manufacture Hydraulic FunifK, Variety of valves and Power Packs. Our products have a 
vast configuration range - literally lakhs of varieties. Our customers are other user 
industries like machine tools, other industrial applications, OEMs and Dealers. Our 
turnover last year was Rs. 40 Crs; this year we plan to do Rs 52 Crs. & 70% of Sales 
comes from fvanps & Valves (Elements - "YE") and the rest from Custom Made Power 
Packs (Units/Systems - "YIT'). Total Strength is 177 -121 Staff + 56 workmen. 
In late '90s, our major customers, the machine tool industry went through a crisis. It 
created a difficult business situation for us. Customers were facing financial difficulties, 
which led to Cash flow problems for us. We were facing threats of cheaper imports from 
Taiwan, etc. It was a bad phase, Organisation B almost became sick. We decided to 
change and improve to face coming years. 
We started in 1995 in a small way. We started under the guidance of Mr. R Srinivasan, 
Director (ex-Widia). We bifurcated the Operations into two product streams -Pumps & 
Valves and Systems. Due to distributed ownership, we had very long processes for 
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handling customer orders for Custom made Products & Systems. We created two Teams 
to handle the entire "Process" for Large & Small Power Packs - headed by Process 
Owners. Team members were put around a Table, used same computers and opened one 
file for a Customer Order. The result was lead times came down from 16 to 10 wks and 
jfrom 6 to 2/3 wks respectively for the two Groups. 
From July 2000 onwards, we have taken up the Lean Manufacturing Initiative. We 
engaged a Consultant Mr. Grover of Kaizen Institute, Pune. He conducted training 
workshops once every 2-3 months and introduced us to new concepts like identifying 
MUDA (waste), Material Velocity Ratio and Gemba Kaizen. We went ahead by the 
Gemba Kaizen Workshop Route. We formed Teams in each area and the teams chose 
(Improvement) Projects for (adopting) SS, Cells, Jishu Hosen, Flow production, Kanban, 
etc. 
So far, we had 8 worksh(^ and the Improvement Teams have made complete dumge in 
Layout, material flow. Cells, Robust signaling systenas between Cells. 
Once in 3 months, we hold training sessions for about 8 hours where all workmen are 
given training in new Methods. 
We have also started the TPM Initiative. 
In the first TPM Workshop, we had only Staff and kept the Union out. They saw, in due 
course, the improvements & began to see the benefits - work is getting easier. We started 
involving them in the next Workshops. 
We also talked to the external Union Lead^ (we have a CITU Union), got them on 
board. There was no problem (at all). We have their wholehearted cooperation. 
Our Planning is based on meeting Yearly & Monthly Targets. Shops work on pull based 
production, meeting Daily Targets. 
We produce only to customer Orders. We have exposed Customer Orders to Workmen. 
Customer Orders are given (completion) schedules. 3 days before the Schedule Date, we 
release Bin Sheets (with Customer Priority) to Assembly. 
Around Assembly, we aeated small stores with 1-2 days requirements of items required 
for assembly. Assembly sends every day order to previous work centre (Machine Shops) 
to produce and fill (replenish) the Bins. 
We have 3 types of Inventory management systems for different types of items. 
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jsts CONWIP (constant WIP) for manufactured items (involving vendor 
operations) 
jiSiS 2 Bin System for bought out items 
.eSS'FTVQ (Fixed time Variable Quantity) System for long lead-time Imported 
items. 
About 1 year ago, we introduced Daily Management. Putting up (Daily Production 
Requirements) Charts has made the big difference. Open Planning, Bin Sheets have been 
the Key to get involvement of people. 
After learning the Initial Concepts, we have devised new systems & procedures and put 
them into practice. We stand there and see what are the problems, remove the difficulties 
and make them simple to use. 
We have consistently followed Simplification and Openness in all our efforts. 
We are very strong in IT and extensive use Barcodes (for Kanban) and several iimovative 
systems for Procurement, Inventory Management and Detailed Planning. Our IT Systems 
are completely devel<^d in-house. They have all features and functionality of other 
conomercial ERP Systems. 
Some body has to drive the Projects. We maintained the momentum by commitment, 
constant Reviews; follow-up by Consultants; Weekly Meetings, administering Oaths, etc. 
Every Friday we review the Improvement Projects for 4 hours. 
Tlie role of Consultant was mainly to conduct Workshops; gave us the new concepts. 
Sustenance was largely by in-house efforts. . 
We have focused on Standardisation - by following the SDCA Cycle - for standardizing 
the results and follow up for adherence. 
4.5.2. Statistical Analysis of Sample Means between Plants of Organisation B 
Differences between the two Plants were studied by adopting the Student's 't'-Test to 
evaluate the differences between the sample means. The results of the tests and the salient 
observations are briefly presented below: 
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Table 4^^1: Org. B: t-Tcst between Plants for Physical Fadlities 
1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
1 
FAdLfTES 
Biuipment 
Handling Facades 
Inspection FacStes 
Layout 
Space 
Storage Facilities 
Manpower 
Computers (PCs) 
YE 
Mem 
1.167 
1.333 
M D M I I 
2.639 
1.966 
2.400 1 1.517 
1.167 
1.333 
0.500 
0.833 
2.000 
2.317 
1.966 
2.345 
2.137 
1.581 
No. 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
YU 
Mean 
1.533 
1.600 
2.067 
0.867 
0.400 
1.200 
1.933 
SUDtvn 
2.066 
1.882 
1.163 
3.114 
2.694 
2.455 
2.154 
2.333 2.350 
No. 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
't'Teet 
YvahM df 
-0.333 19 
— 1 — 
-0.290 19 
0.516 18 
0.212,19 
0.766 19 
-0.597119 
-1.060 19 
-0.293 18 
Prob(t) 
73.7%! 
77.5% 
61.2% 
83.4% 
45.3% 
55.7% 
30.3% 
77.3% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences at 5% level of significance for all items of the 
Parameter: Physical Facilities. Null Hypotheses stand accepted for the items of this 
Parameter. 
The mean scores of both plants show that both the plants gave scores of 2.0 and above for 
items Inspa:tion Facilities and Computers (PCs) indicating that they aided moderately in 
imfdementation. 
Plant YU gave low scores of 0.400 and 0.867 for items Space and Layout respectively 
indicatii^ they perceived low favourable influence of these items in implementation. 
Plant YE gave low scores of 0.500 and 0.833 for items Storage facilities and Manpower 
respectively. 
Table 45 J-2: Oif. B: t-Test brtween Plants for.Peroeived Complexity 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
y. COMPLEXTTY 
1) No.of/ooinple)dtyorProoesses 
2) No. of/comptexily of Products 
3) Frequency of Schedule variations 
4) Complexity of Procedures to follow 
5) Coping wHf) changes to Mfg Systems 
6) Design Complexity of Product 
7) Complexity of Cels, Mfg. Systems 
8) Control of Process Variations 
9) Qualify Prot)lems 
10) No of Inter-ceU movements 
11) Complex Scheduling 
12) Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items 
YE 
Mean 
1.200 
0.200 
-0.833 
-0.600 
1.000 
-0.167 
1.200 
0.800 
-0.167 
1.333 
0.500 
0.667 
StdOevn 
1.095 
0.837 
1229 
2.702 
1.414 
1.169 
1.789 
4.483 
2.927 
1.366 
1.517 
1.862 
No. 
5 
5 
6 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
YU 
Mean 
0.400 
0.733 
-1.400 
0.467 
0.929 
1.714 
1.500 
-0.357 
0.400 
0.857 
0.357 
1.091 
M D w n 
2.971 
2.712 
2.558 
2.386 
2.645 
1.899 
1.653 
3.028 
2.995 
2.349 
2.499 
1.758 
No. 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
14 
14 
11 
• fTeet 
Y V U M 
0.580 
-0.426 
0.474 
-0.840 
0.062 
-2.232 
-0.342 
0.809 
-0.394 
0.460 
0.129 
-0.466 
df 
18 
18 
19 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
19 
18 
18 
15 
Piob(t) 
56.9% 
67.5% 1 
64.1%! 
41.2% 
95.1% 
3.9% 
73.7% 
42.9% 
69.8% 
65.1% 
89.9% 
64.8% 
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ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance for only one item: 
Design Complexity of Product. Null Hypothesis for the above item is rejected. 
For all items of the Parameter - Complexity, no significant differences were detected 
between sample means. Null Hypotheses for all other items are accepted. 
Near unanimous opinions (with Prob.(F)of 94.7% and 89.9%) were given to items Coping 
with changes to Mfg Systems and Complex Scheduling by both Plants showing similar 
perceptions in both the Plants. The former had relatively high scores while the latter had 
low positive scores showing that these items had a low moderate to low influences 
respectively on BPR implementation. 
None of the items of this parameter received high scores of over 2.0. Plant YE gave 
negative scores to items Frequency of Schedule variations; Complexity of Procedures to 
follow; Desipi Compladty of Product; and Quality Problems, while the persoimel of 
Plant YU gave negative scores to items Frequency of Schedule variations; and Control of 
Process Variations. 
The average scores of Plants YE and YU were respectively -0.167 and 1.714 indicating 
that YE Personnel perceived constraining effects of " Design Complexity of Product", 
while the Personnel of Plant YU felt no hindering effect of Design Complexity of 
Product. 
This difference is not so surprising given that the number of part numbers of products 
manufactured by the Plant YE run into hundreds of thousand to accommodate diverse 
configurations required by customers. These products incorporate same core items but are 
customised by incorporating varieties of outer configurations. Plant YE manufactures 
numerous varieties of products of The Plant YU manufactures customs designed units 
with limited range of standard products, comparatively far fewer varieties that handles by 
plant YE. Therefore persoimel of Plant YE perceived considerably higher complexity 
than those of Plant YU. 
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Table 4^^-3: Org. B: t-Test between Plants for Manufacturing System Design 
HL MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
1) Cel/Shop/SBU Concept 
2) Size of Cell/Shop/etc. 
3) Roles &Respon8ibffities 
4) No of Shared Fadfities 
5) Compatible to our Culture 
6) Systems & Procedures 
6.1) Adherence to designed CeN/Shop Systems 
6.2) Dismantfing of earlier Workirtg Systems 
6.3) Utising Technical Expertise 
6.4) Definition of Roles &Respon8it)ilifies 
6.5) PracficabOity of methods prescril)ed 
(eg.Kanban) 
6.6) StritabiUy of Ceil/Shop Systems 
6.7) IJnksbeiMfBenCels& Support Modules 
6.8) Compromhes made in Design 
YE 
Mean 
1.833 
1.000 
0.167 
1.000 
0.000 
0.500 
•0.667 
•0.667 
1.667 
1.000 
1.167 
1.667 
1.000 
0.600 
SUDwn 
1.835 
1.414 
2.137 
0.632 
2.530 
0.707 
1.751 
2.160 
1.366 
1.000 
1.329 
1.366 
1.414 
0.894 
No. 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
YU ' t 'Test 
Mean 
2.538 
1.154 
1.714 
1.500 
1.571 
1.667 
0.917 
1.417 
1.462 
1.308 
2.385 
1.846 
1.250 
1.083 
StdDwn 
1.664 
2.267 
2.431 
1.454 
1.828 
3.386 
2.275 
1.881 
1.984 
2.136 
2.022 
1.951 
1.960 
1.782 
No.iYvahN 
13 -0.833 
13 -0.152 
14 -1.348 
14 -0.800 
14 -1.573 
6 -0.460 
12 -1.490 
12 -2.112 
13 1 0.228 
13 j -0.305 
13 
13 
12 
12 
-1.337 
-0.202 
-0.277 
-0.570 
df 
17 
Prob(t) 
41.7% 
17; 88.1% 
181 19.4% 
18 
]8l 
43.4% 
13.3% 
6 ! 66.2% 
16 
16 
17 
16 
17 
17 
16 
15 
15.6% 
5.1% 
82.2% 
76.4% 
19.9% 
M.2%i 
78.6%| 
57.7% 1 
NotB:A-SignHicantat1%: B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows that for all items of the Parameter - Manufacturing Systems Design, no 
significant differences were detected between sample means at 5% level of significance. 
Null Hypotheses for all items are accepttd. 
Statistical Tests showed near significant difference at Prob(t) value of 5.1%, just beyond 
the cut-off significance level of 5% for the item Dismantling of earlier Working Systems. 
Plant YU with a moderate score of 1.417 perceived positive in^ct of Dianantling earlier 
Systems Mdiereas Plant YE gave a negative score of -0.667 with the perception of 
negative negative impact of dismantling earlier woridng systems. 
Items on which both Plants had close evaluations (with over 80% Prob(t) values) were 
Size of Cell I Shop I etc.; Utilising Technical Expertise and Suitability of Cell I Shop 
Systems. 
Scores of above 2.0 were given by plant YU to items Cell I Shop I SBU Concept; and 
Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. Kanban). Plant YE also gave the same items 
with highest scores but of lower value. 
Plant YE gave very low and negative scores of 0.2 and below for items Roles & 
Responsibilities; Compatible to our Culture; Adherence to designed Cell I Shop Systems; 
and Dismantling of earlier Working Systems, indicating that they considered these items 
having very low or slightly unfavourable influence on BPR implementation. 
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Table 4£2-4: Org. B: t-Test between Plants for Organisational Qimate 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CUMATE 
1) My own orientation 
2) Stands taken by feflow Cell / Shop / SBU 
Leaders 
3) Stand taken by SBU Head 
4) Stand taken by Unit Head 
5) Stand taken by Workmen/Unk)n 
6) Stands taken by Imphnntn Project Team 
7) Personal Benefits 
8) Faith in Improvement Concepts 
9) Morale during implementatk>n 
10) Demands/expectatkxisofCeHs/Shops 
11) General support for linpiovemerrt Projects 
12) DemandstaxpedaHons of Supervisors/Mngrs 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; 
YE 
Mean 
0.750 
0.600 
1.167 
0.000 
•0.667 
0.400 
0.333 
2.333 
2.167 
0.800 
1.333 
0.500 
Std 
Oevn 
0.500 
1.140 
2.483 
2.366 
1.033 
1.140 
2.066 
1.211 
1.169 
2.168 
1.033 
1.225 
No. 
4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
B-Signific»rtat5% 
YU 
Mean 
2.429 
2.333 
2.733 
2.200 
1.133 
1.933 
1.857 
2.643 
2.143 
1.615 
2.286 
2.643 
» 
Std 
Devn 
1.158 
0.976 
1.100 
1.612 
1.885 
1.033 
1.512 
1.906 
1.875 
2.434 
1.590 
1.277 
' t 'Test 
No. IT 
value 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
13. 
14 1 
14 1 
-2.778 
-3.308 
-2.046 
-2.474 
-2.189 
-2.808 
-1.854 
-0.364 
0.029 
-0.654 
-1.340 
df Prob(t) 
16 
18 
19 
19 
19 
18 
18 
18 
18 
16 
18 i 
-3.477 18: 
1.3% B 
0.4% A 
5.5% 
2.3% B 
4.1% B 
1.2% B 
8.0% 
72.0% 
97.8% 
52.3% 
19.7%! 
0.3%: A 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for three items: 
£ts Stands taken by fellow Cell I Shop I SBU Leaders 
Jits Demands/ejqfe^ttions of Supervisors/Managers 
and significant differences at 5% level of significance for four items: 
Jits My own orierUation 
Jits Stand taken by Unit Head 
Jits Stand taken by Workmen/ Union 
tts Stands taken by Implementation Project Team 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above sfx items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other six items of 
the parameter Organisational Climate. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
The 't'-Tests showed significant differences at 1% and 5% for items 
Demands/aq>ectations of Supervisors/Managers and Stands taken by fellow Cell I Shop I 
SBU Leaders; Stand taken by Unit Head; and Stands taken by Implementation Project 
Team. In all these cases, Plant YE recorded significantly lower scores than Plant YU. 
Plant YE gave high scores of 2.0 and above for items Faith in Improvement Concepts; 
and Morale during implementation while Plant YU gave high scores (>2.0) for items My 
own orientation; Stands taken by fellow Cell I Shop I SBU Leaders; Stand taken by SBU 
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Head; Stand taken by Unit Head; Faith in Improvement Concepts; Morale during 
implementation; General support for Improvement Projects; and Demands I aq>ectations 
of Supervisors I Managers indicating all these items had a moderately favourable effect 
on BPR implementation in their areas. 
Plant YE gave the only negative score of -0.667 to item Stand taken by Workmen I Union 
indicating low unfavourable effect while plant YU gave a moderate score of 1.133 
showing their perception of moderate favourable effect in their Plant. 
Personnel of Plant YU felt no hindering effect of Organisational Climate on account of 
item "Stands taken by fellow Cell / Shop / SBU Leaders". The BPR implementation in 
Organisation B was first taken up with Plant YU. YU went through a major change by 
way of formation of two focused Process Teams to handle customer orders for Custom 
made Products & Systems for Large & Small Power Packs. The two "Process" were 
headed by Process Owners. The team members were put around a Table, used same 
OMnputers and opened one file for a Customer Order. The result was lead times came 
down from 16 to 10 wks and from 6 to 2 to 3 weeks respec^vely for the two Groups. The 
dramatic in^rovonents were adiieved along with the enhanced cooperation between 
members of Process groups. The Plant YE, on the other hand, did not go through a similar 
dramatic restructuring existing units were continued with minor changes and after initial 
dumges in layout for streamlined material flow, the focus of improvements were systems 
and procedures for shop sdieduling and adoption of replenishment production based on 
JIT prindples. The accompanying improvements were less dramatic. Hence the 
differences in percq>tions on "Stands taken by fellow Cett/Module/SBU Leaders". 
For Item Stand taken by Unit Head, the average scores of Plants YE and YU were 
respectively 0.00 and 2.20 indicating that YE Personnel perceived neither favourable nor 
unfavourable effect of "Stand taken by Unit Head", while the Personnel of Plant YU felt a 
moderate benefidal effect of the "Stand taken by Unit Head", indicating a big difference 
between the implementation experiences in the two Plants. 
The Unit Head was more of a figurehead and did not take an active role in the planning or 
roll out of BPR and other change projects. Hence both units have recorded moderate and 
neutral perceptions of his role in BPR Implementation. 
The SBU Head played a major role in planning and rollout of the improvement 
programmes under strong support form the Unit Head. He was the de facto Project 
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Campion, and his role has been viewed differently by the two plants as indicated by the 
55% significance level for mean differences. 
BPR implementation was first taken up for streamlining order fulfillment processes in 
Plant YU where the Organisation B followed a step-by-step approach for implementation. 
As such, and the Plant YU was reengineering by considerable personal efforts of the SBU 
Head and involvement of the engineers and other senior staff affected by the change. 
Encouraged by the success achieved in Plant YU, BPR was then launched in Plant YE. 
By then, the SBU Head had more experience and took a more aggressive approach 
towards evolving the details and implementing changes in Plant YE. The pace of 
implementation progress did not offer many opportunities for the members of Plant YE to 
get actively involved in the determining the shape of changes to be effected in their areas. 
Hence there is a wide q)ectium of perceptions in YE; these have been reflected in the 
higli standard deviation and zero mean value of perceptions captured by the survey. It is 
dear that the SBU Head's style of top-down method of implementation was not uniformly 
well received by the personnel of Plant YE. 
The average scores of Plants YE and YU for Item Stand taken by Workmen/ Union were 
respectively -0.667 and 1.133 indicating that YE Personnel perceived moderate 
constraining effects of "Stand taken by Workmenl Union", while the Personnel of Plant 
YU felt a moderate facilitating effect of "Stand taken by Workmen/ Union". 
This conclusion is rather surprising given that the Organisation made efforts to 'gradually 
take the workmen and Union into confidence', and indirectly involve them in BPR Project. 
It should be noted that the two plants followed different paths for implementation. As the 
first project, BPR was rolled out cautiously by consultations and taking all participants 
into confidence about the principles and proposed changes to their areas. The initial 
euphoria of visible dramatic improvements achieved in plant YU must have had an 
impact on the positive stand taken by the workmen in that Plant. BPR in plant YE 
progressed by on-the-spot redesign efforts. The SBU Head explained the approach thus: 
"We followed a simple and a straight forward method. We discussed the required changes 
on the shop floor and reviewed the problems with the new method. If we felt some 
changes are required, then we took decisions to appropriately modify the method and go 
ahead." This method had the advantages of speed but it also did not give opportimities for 
the shop floor persoimel and the shop in-charges to personally get involved and learn in 
the process. Since the SBU Head interacted directly with the workmen, the intermediate 
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levels of hierarchy felt left out and were not too pleased. Since the workmen started 
working under direct instnu^ons of the SBU Ifcad, they would not take the shop floor 
supervisory personnel with due defermce and would have antagonised the Supervisors in 
the process. These feelings have been reflected in the Questionnaire Survey results. A 
subsequent check with some of the respondents confirmed this explanation of the 
respondents' negative perceptions in Plant YE on the "Stand taken by Workmen/Union". 
For item Stands taken by Implementation Project Team, the average scores of Plants YE 
and YU were respectively 0.400 and 1.933 indicating that YE Personnel perceived 
constraining effects of "Stands taken by Implementation Project Team", while the 
Personnel of Plant YU felt no hindering effect of Stands taken by Implementation Project 
Team. 
As discussed in Item Stand tekai by SBU Head above, the two plants YU and YE had 
diffment degrees of partii^tion by those affected by the changes; the different 
implementation styles adopted had obviously affected the attitudes of the actors in the 
two areas. As sudi members of YU were more £avound>ly indined towards the Project 
compared to their counterparts in Plant YE and this is also reflected in the ratings of item 
"Stands taken by Implementation Project Team'' 
The average scores of Plants YE and YU for item Danands/expeaations of 
Supervisors/Managers were respectively 0.500 and 2.643 indicating that YE Personnel 
perceived low favourable effect of "Demandslexpectaticms of Supervisors/Managers", 
while the Personnel of Plant YU felt moderately high positive effects of 
Demands/expectations of Supervisors/Managers. 
Even after considering the effect of attitudes of the personnel of the two plants, the extent 
of difference in the mean scores of this item Demands/expectations of 
Supervisors/Managers is notable. 
Notwithstanding the above attitudinal and experience factors, both Plants TE and YU 
perceived the same way for item Morale during implementation by giving nearly identical 
moderate scores of 2.167 and 2.143 respectively. The results only underscore the high 
motivation levels prevailing in the two Plants while implementing the BPR Project. 
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Table 4^^5: Oi^. B: t-Test between Plants for Infrastructure 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE YE YU ' f TMt 
A) Operating Sy»teint Mean Std Devn I No.' Mean StdDevn No. Y value df Pn>b(t) 
5.1) Training 0.833 1.472 6 ! 1.200 2.336 15 -0.354 19 72.7% 
5.2) Supervision 1.167 0.983 ^ 6 : 2.067 1.223 15 -1.600 19 12.6% 
5.3) Direcfon / Guidance 1.833 1.329 I 6 1.400 2.384 15 0.416 19 68.2% 
5.4) Problem Solving 1.000 0.632 6 ! 1.800 1.521 15 -1.231 19 23.3% 
5.5) ImptementaBon Plan/Targets 1.167 1.329 6 i 1.267 2.251 15 -0.101 19 92.1% 
5.6) Accountability 0.500 1.225 6 ' 1.267 1.831 15 -0.938 19 36.0% 
5.7) Reviews / Feedbacl( 1.333 1.033 6 2.067 1.486 1 5 ^^.> 19 28.6% 
5.8) Discipline 1.333 0.516 2.333 1.447 15 -1.630 19 12.0% 
B) rrSyftemFadHtlee 
5a) MRP Explosion, Schedules 1.000 1.414 1.385 1.557 13 -0.514 17 61.4% 
5b) Systems for CeB Schedules 0.333 1.033 1.929 1.492 14 -2.370 18 2.9% B 
5c) MoPs generation 0.400 1.673 2.000 1.254 15 i -2.281 18 3.5% B 
Sd) System for Gateway Booking 0.800 1.304 2.800 1.265 15 I -3.041 18 0.7% A 
5e) System for Manpower Booking 0.167 0.753 0.429 1.453 14 i -0.414 18 68.4% 
Se) Sfnd-atone^8tams;notintegtatBd •0.500 1.378 6 0.308 1.750 13 -0.9 17 33.5% 
SQ Inventory Control & Purchase Systems 0.167 2.041 6 i 2.357 1.336 14 -2.870 18 1.0% A 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; B-SignifKantat5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for two items: 
.efer System for Gateway Booking 
Mts Inventory Control & Purchase Systems 
and significant differences at 5% level of significance for two items: 
jets Systems for Cell Schedules 
jeesMoPs (Measures of Performance) generation 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above four items. 
No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter - Infrastructure. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these items. 
Plant YU recorded high scores of 2.0 and above for items Supervision; Reviews I 
Feedback; Discipline; MoPs generation; System for Gateway Booking; and Inventory 
Control &. Purchase System. 
The table above shows that YE Persoimel perceived low to moderate facilitating effects 
of each of the above four elements of parameter "Infrastructure - IT System Facilities". 
while the Personnel of Plant YU felt moderate to high positive effects of "Infrastructure 
IT System Facilities". 
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For item Stand-alone Systems - not integrated, YE recorded a negative score of -0.50 
as against low positive score of 0308, both plants indicating low unfavourable and very 
low favourable effects on BPR implementation. Further, for item Inventory Control & 
Purchase Systems, Plant YE gave a score of 0.167 against a moderate high score of 2.357 
in YU. This verdict is rather surprising given that the IT System innovations enabled 
introduction of "Daily Production Schedules" in Organisation B, which especially 
benefited Plant YE and led to a step-improvements in delivery performance to customers. 
When this finding was checked with one of the respondents, he responded by stating that 
they were only not very satisfied with the user friendliness of the new IT Systems. Behind 
the stated positions, it is felt, that the personnel of plant YE resented those they identified 
too closely with the Unit Head and IT Department was working very closely with the 
Unit Head to translate his concq>ts into workable systems. The results reinforce the view 
that Plant YE harboured a general not-so-enthusiastic attitude towards the way the Project 
was inqdemented in their area. 
Table 4S2-6: O r g . B: t-Test betwee Planls for OrganisatfoBal Support 
VL ORQAMSATIONAL SUPPORT 
1) Support from CelLjsadar 
^b# ^ ^ V B n M M % IV %H 11 ^WK^mi^^9 wi^^^^f t^wl 
3) Support from PU Leader 
4) Support from StoeringCommHtoe 
5) Support from Unit Head 
6)Supporttam Support Santon Module 1(PmoaiMt4 
7)8uppart lom Support StniGM ModuU ftWMmino^ 
8) Support from Matariils Module 
9) Support from CenWMaterlflto Module 
10) Support from MSD Team 
11) Co-opere8on from Workmen 
12) Transparency/Suspicion, 
YE 
UAAH 
1.167 
0.600 
1.333 
1.833 
0.500 
0.833 
0.833 
0.167 
1.167 
1.500 
0.667 
•0.167 
|l3) Trust/laci(of(ailh -0.500 
SMDwii 
0.753 
1.673 
2.582 
1.329 
2.510 
0 .7^ 
0.753 
1.835 
1.329 
1.225 
1.751 
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No. 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
YU 
MNH 
2.286 
1429 
2.786 
2.714 
3.067 
1.643 
1.306 
1.733 
1.800 
2.667 
2000 
1.357 
SIdOem 
1.326 
1.555 
1.251 
1.204 
1.335 
1.692 
1.437 
1.486 
1.474 
0.976 
1.852 
2.560 
1.049 6 0.846 2.410 
No. 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
14 
13 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
13 
•t'Test 
Yvahw 
•1.920 
•2.216 
•1.723 
•1.4S6 
•3.083 
•1.112 
-0.754 
•Z046 
-0.912 
-2.307 
-1.512 
-1.381 
-1.297 
df 
18 
17 
18 
118^  
19 
"181 
17 
JE 
19 
19 
!*••*•) 
7.1% 
4.1% 
10.2% 
16.3% 
0.6% 
28.1% 
46.1% 
5.5% 
37.3% 
3.3% 
19 14.7% 
18 18.4% 
17 i 21.2% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance for the item Support 
from Unit Head and significant differences at 5% level of significance for the items 
Support fixm Module Leader and Support from MSD Team. Null Hypotheses were 
rejected for the above three items. 
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No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Organisational Support. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
Tests reveal two more items. Support from Cell Leader and Support from Materials 
Module having significant differences at 10% significance level; Support from PU Leader 
was significant at 10.2%. 
The data shows that YE Personnel perceived low to moderate facilitating effects of each 
of the above three elements of parameter "Organisational Support", while the Personnel 
of Plant YU felt moderate to high positive effects of "Organisational Support". 
This conclusion follows the trend of attitudes reflected in other parameters discussed so 
far. Yet the higji degree of differences in the first two cases of "Support from Module 
Leader" and "Suj^rt from Unit Head" can be observed compared to lesser degree of 
differem^ in the third case of "Support from MSD Team". This trend points to the 
probable focus of dissatisfaction prevailing in Plant YE towards the senior echelons of 
hierarchy of Organisation B. 
For two items, TransparencylSuspicion and Trust/Lack of Faith Plant YE gave negative 
scores of-0.167 and -0.500 indicating the feeling dissatisfaction at not being treated with 
tranq)arency and trust during implementation. Plant YU recorded the lowest score of 
0.846 for item Trust/lack of faith; other two items of low scores by YU were for Support 
from Maintenance and Transparency/Suspiciam. These scores show that while here was a 
general feeling of moderate/low trust and transparency in Org, B, plant YE particularly 
exhibited a feeling of resentment with the management and their implementation style 
and strategy. 
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Table 4S2rT. Org. B: t-Test between Plants for Implementation Efforts 
VH.IMPLEMENTATK)N EFFORTS 
1) Coomunicalon about New Systems 
2) Training in new methods & procedures 
3) Taldng people along 
4) Sustabwd Efforts 
5) Free hand given to malcechangesMiid course 
corrections 
6)Hoii2ontal support- from other Cells/Modules,etc. 
7) Management support 
8) How long the Pressure was kept'on' 
9) Pace/Progress in own areas 
9) Pace/Progress in other areas 
10) S6ddng/failngl)acl(tooldmethods 
11) Free hand/imerference 
12) Guidance 
13) Overload/Underload 
Mean 
•O200 
•0.333 
0.333 
0.400 
0.833 
1.333 
2.000 
1.167 
1.167 
1.333 
-0.333 
0.600 
•0.167 
•0.667 
YE 
MDevn 
1.924 
1.862 
1.862 
1.140 
1.835 
1.366 
1.789 
2.041 
1.602 
1.033 
1.633 
0J94 
1.835 
1.633 
No. 
5 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
Mean | 
2.333 { 
1.667 
2.429 1 
2.357 
1.867 1 
1.533 
2.200 
1.800 
2.071 
2.231 
0.667 
1.500 
2.333 
1.714 
YU 
StdDevn 
1.234 
2.127 
1.342 
1.646 
2.232 
1.767 
2.426 
2.145 
1.141 
0.927 
2.058 
1.454 
1.175 
2.268 
No. 
15 
15 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
13 
15 
14 
15 
14 
' t 'TMt 
rvalue 
-3.463 
•2.009 
-2.853 
-2.436 
-1.002 
•0.248 
-0.182 
-0.619 
-1.442 
-1.896 
-1.068 
-1.285 
•3.751 
-2.312 
df 
18 
19 
18 
17 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
17 
19 
17 
19 
18 
Preb(l) 
0.3% A 
5.9% 
1.1% B 
2.6% B 
32.9% 
80.7% 
85.8% 
54.3% 
16.6% 
7.5% 
30.3% 
21.6% 
0.1% A 
3.3% B 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differenoes at 1% level of »gnificance for items 
jets Communication about New Systems 
MtsGmdoHce 
and significant differences at 5% level of significance for three items: 
jtts Taking people along 
Mts Sustained Efforts 
jets Overload I Underload 
Null Hypotheses were rejected for the above five items. 
No significant differences at S% level of signi^cance were found for other items of tl^ 
parameter - Imfdementation Efforts. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
The "t' Statistic showed the perceptions recorded in two plants showed significant 
differences at 5% significance level for items: Communication about New Systems; 
Taking people along; and Guidance. Items Training in new methods & procedures; and 
Pace I progress in other areas were significant at 5.9% and 7.5% level respectively. In all 
these cases, score of plant YE was significantly lower than that of plant YU. 
The data shows that YE Personnel perceived low facilitating effects to low constraining 
effects of each of the above five elements of parameter "Implementation Efforts", while 
the Personnel of Plant YU felt moderate to high positive effects of "Implementation 
Efforts". 
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Once again, the trend follows the pattern seen in other parameters discussed so far. Items 
1 & 12 relating to Communications about the New System and Guidance reflect on the 
implementation style adopted while rolling out the Project in the two Plants. Item 13 
relates to the workload situation in the two Plants. Apparently, the change over to Daily 
Scheduling Method adopted while reengineering the Plant YE caused YE Personnel to 
bear the brunt of coping with severe changes in daily workloads as compared to Plant 
YU. As regards Item 3 - "Taking People along" and Item 4 - "Sustained Efforts", 
personnel of Plant YE have rated low facilitating effects which compared to moderate to 
high facilitating effects rated by personnel of Plant YU. 
Clearly personnel of Plant YE did not perceive that adequate preparatory and sustaining 
efforts were made in their area. They felt that nearly all human aspects of implementation 
sudi as involvanoit. Taking Pet^le along, Guidance, Giving free hand, etc were not 
given due euqrfttsis. This once again highli^ts the importance of adopting apfN'opriate 
style towards tsJdng the actors involved into confidence while implementing change 
projects that affect them. 
TaUe 4 ^ J - 8 : Org. B: t-Test between Plants for Results - Overall Rating 
Vm. OVERALL RATMG 
1. Se»«jfficientC8ls/Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Smal Batch Size) 
3. Short Thru'put/Lead Times 
4. Less WIP.RM&FG inventories 
5. VisUe&EffBCfiveCommunicalion 
6. dearly Defined l^ oies 
7. Measures of ParfMinanoecoinpled 
8. MPS-even loads, weeldytar^ 
9. Sufiport Systems ElfBdive 
10. IT System Support 
YE 
man 
6.333 
6.286 
5.167 
6.000 
5.800 
5.800 
6.100 
6.700 
5.286 
5.000 
StdDtvn 
2.958 
2.138 
No. 
9 
7 
2.229 ! 6 
2.309 ; 7 
2.974 10 
3.190 ! 10 
1.912 10 
2.111 10 
3.039 7 
3.000 9 
YU 
MMM 
6.842 
6.278 
6.818 
6.750 
6.400 
6.429 
7.150 
6.800 
7.000 
6.409 
8td Dtvn 
1.302 
2.081 
1.651 
0.967 
1.429 
1.469 
1.387 
1.G42 
1.835 
No. 
19 
18 
22 
20 
20 
21 
20 
20 
20 
2.462 i 22 
't'Test 
Yvahw driPrabW 
-0.649 26; 52.2% 
0.009 23 99.3% 
-2.016 26 5.4% 
-1.198 25 24.2% 
^.770 28 44.8% 
-0.741 29 46.5% 
-1.502 28 14.4% 
-0.140 28 88.9% 
-1.916 25 6.7% 
-1.336 29 19.2% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences at 5% level of significance for all items of the 
parameter Results - Overall Rating. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
For all items of the Parameter Overall Ratings of Results, differences in mean scores were 
not significant at 5% significance level. 
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Items Short Thru' put I Lead Times; Support Systems Effective were significant at \Q% 
significance level. 
The highest scores of 7.0 and above were given by YU personnel for items Measures of 
Performance compiled and Support Systems effective. Lowest scores of 5.5 and below 
were given by YE personnel for items Short throughput/lead times and Support Systems 
effective. 
Almost identical scores (with ~90%+ Prob(t) values) were given by both plants to items 
Single piece flow (small batch size) and MPS-even loads, weekly schedules. 
The aggre^te of item scores clearly show the success perception in the two plants YU 
and YE, with YU having score of 66.88 and YE with 58.47. 
Table 43J-9: Oi«. B: t-Test betwcea Pfamti CM-Impact Of BPR 
OC MPACTOFfiPR 
To « M adant M i your AiwilfecM fay BPR7 
To wM flKlBrt MM your wDik sHBCtod by BPR7 
Your axperienos woildng in Gemba Kaizsn 7 
YownptiiinoB hnplMiinlnQ SysiMn RMnohiMilnB ? 
YE 
MMR 
5.571 
5.857 
7.143 
6.429 
MDMn 
^440 
2.410 
0.690 
2.699 
Ito. 
7 
7 
7 
7 
YU 
MMM 
6.786 
5.867 
7.133 
7.667 
MDw* 
1.188 
2.200 
2.475 
1.113 
No. 
14 
15 
15 
15 
' t ' lM t 
Twhw 
-1.534 
•0.009 
0.010 
-1.521 
«!P»*« 
19 { 13.6% 
20 {99.3% 
20199.2% 
201 13.7% 
Note:A-Signilicantat1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences at 5% level of significance for all items of the 
parameter Results - Overall Rating. The Null Hypotheses were accepted for all these 
items. 
The personnel of the two plants recorded simuar and moderate dian^s to their re^)ective 
areas but as regards inqiact on individuals' work. Plant YU reported sligjitly h i ^ r level 
of impact than Plant YE. 
Plant YU rated their experience of implementing BPR (Gemba Kaizen - the term used 
internally) more satisfying than Plant YE, once again emphasizing the basic differences 
between the implementation experiences in the two plants. 
TaUe 4^^.10: Org. B: t-Test between Plants for hMvdye Score 
IX miTIATIVE SCORE 
INITIATIVE SCORE 
Note: A - Significant at 1%; 
YE 
Mean 
99.200 
B-Sig 
SldDevn 
12.296 
nificanta 
No. 
5 
t5% 
YU i -t'Test 
Mean 
88.857 
StdDevn No. |Y value 
11.468 14 1.701 
df ProtKt) 
17 10.7% 
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No significant differences at 5% level of significance were found for other items of the 
parameter Initiative Score. The Null Hypothesis was accepted for this item. 
Though no statistically significant differences at (5% significance level) were seen, a 
comparison of mean scores shows that respondents of Plant YE obtained higher Initiative 
Scores than those of Plant YU. 
One possible interpretation of this result is that personnel of Plant YU were quite excited 
about the changes in the work processes in their Organisation but these changes by 
themselves did not call for initiatives to be taken for implementing the new scheme of 
work. The major change in this unit was to reorganise the executives around order 
execution processes focused on identified clients to achieve significant reductions in 
order execution times. They just needed to work in the new scheme and comply with the 
procesung deadline targets. The personnel of Plant YE on the other hand had to 
perscHudly get invcdved in the execution of a large number of end products and coordinate 
vendors for timely iiq>uts, all of whidi required considerable initiative on their part to 
meet customer requirements and shop targets. 
4.53. Analysis of Variance amoi^ Hierarchy Levels of Organisation B 
Three Levels of Hierarchy, identified as Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 in Organisation B 
were Junior, Middle and Senior Management Levels were reckoned for analysis. The 
respondents were categorised in the above thr^ levels as advised by the Organisation B. 
4.5.4. Analysis of Variance among Hierarchy Levels of Organisation B 
Three Levels of Hierarchy, identified as Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3 in Organisation B 
were Junior, Middle and Senior Management Levels were reckoned for analysis. The 
respondents were categorised in the above three levels as advised by the Organisation B. 
Level 3 had only 2 to 3 respondents for many of the Parameters hence Statistical 
Inferences have to be made with caution. In general the respondents' scores for level 3 
were higher than the other levels; we have reason to believe that similar trends would 
have prevailed if the data from two more respondents (to reach the minimum number of 5 
data points for statistical inferences) were collected. For this section, an additional t-Test 
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was carried out by combining Levels 2 and 3 and tested against Level 1; but this test 
showed largely significant differences between Levels 1 and 2, The results of the tests are 
interpreted. 
The results of one-way ANOVA across Hierarchy Levels are summarised below: 
•Table 4^.4-1: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for Physical Facilities 
1. FACILITIES 
(1) Equipment 
[2) Handing Fadraes 
[3) InspecfonFaciiifies 
[4) Layout 
;5) Space 
;6) StoreoeFacilies 
[7) Manpowwr 
[8) Con«wABra(PC8) 
Level 1 
1.368 
1.105 
2.211 
1.105 
0.737 
1.211 
1.895 
2.444 
Level 2 
1.167 
2.000 
2.400 
0.833 
0.833 
0.500 
1.000 
2.167 
Levels 
3.500 
3.000 
4.000 
4.000 
4.000 
4.500 
3.000 
3.500 
ALL 
1.481 
1.444 
2.385 
1.259 
1.000 
1.296 
1.778 
2.462 
F-Ta«t 
Prob(F) 
44.8% 
41.8% 
244% 
36.8% 
28.5% 
14.7% 
53.3% 
75.4% 
Note: A - Signfficant at 1%; 6 • Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows no itons of agnificant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 1% 
and 5% level of significance. Null Hypotheses for these items stand accepted. 
For items HandUng Facilities uid Space, Level 1 gave the lowest score indicating the 
constraints they faced most on the shop floor and other operating areas. Total Mean 
Values indicate that most personnel felt the constraints of Space in Org. B. They 
considered Computers (PCs) had a significant benefidal impact. 
Level 2 personnel perceived least fiivourable effects for all items except Handling 
Facilities and Inspection Facilities. 
r 
Level 2, perceived most acutely the lower positive effects of Layout, Space, Storage 
Faculties and Manpower. This level perceived more favourable effect of Computers 
(PCs) and yet, they gave the lowest score for this item. 
Level 3 perceived higher degrees of favourable effects of all items of this parameter. This 
level gave the highest scores for items Layout, Space and Storage Facilities which were 
the perceived least favourable of all items by the other two levels. On item Computers 
(PCs) this level gave relatively lower score showing they had higher expectations from 
Computers and IT Systems. 
For the Item Handling Facilities, t-Test showed near significant difference (at 10% 
significance level) between Level 1 and the Levels 2&3 combined. 
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Table 4^.4-2: Org. B: A N O V A across Levels for Perceived Complexity 
II. COMPLEXITY 
1) tk>. of/complexity of Processes 
2) No. of/complexity of Products 
3) Frequency of Schedule variations 
4) Complexity of Procedures to foNow 
5) Coping with changes to Mfg Systems 
6) Design Complexity of Product 
7) Complexity of Cells,Mfa. Systems 
8) Control of Process Variations 
9) QuaityProUems 
10) 4^o of Inter-ced movements 
11) Convlex Scheduling 
12) Changing Mix of l^ nner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items. 
Level 1 
0.579 
0.737 
-0.895 
1.056 
1.556 
0.444 
1.765 
0.563 
-0.211 
0.778 
0.833 
1.188 
Level 2 
0.600 
1.000 
-1.500 
-0.833 
-0.500 
1.667 
0.833 
-0.667 
1.833 
1.333 
0.333 
1.000 
Level 3 
2.000 
4.000 
0.000 
2.000 
3.500 
3.000 
4.000 
3.500 
0.000 
2.000 
2.000 
0.500 
ALL 
0.692 
1.038 
-0.963 
0.692 
1.231 
0.923 
1.720 
0.500 
0.259 
1.000 
0.808 
1.087 
F-Test 
Prob (F) 
77.3% 
21.7% 
77.7% 
22.7% 
3.2% 
21.3% 
6.6% 
20.6% 
37.3% 
66.5% 
68.1% 
86.9% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows only one significant difference across the Hierarchical Levels at 5% level 
of significance for item CojH/ig wiih changes to Manufacturing Systems. Hypothesis for 
this item is rejected. For all other items of the Parameter Perceived Complexity, the Null 
Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Item Complexity of Cells, Mfg. Systems was significant at 10% significant level. 
Confirmatory t-Test showed significant differences at 10% significance level for item 
Design Complexity of Product. 
Level 1 personnel, working at the 'coal face' perceived lowest degrees of favourable effect 
of items No. of I complexity of Processes, No. of I complexity of Products, Frequency of 
Schedule variations and Quality Problems. For items Frequency of Schedule variations 
and Quality Problems, Level 1 gave negative 'scores indicating their perception of adverse 
impact of the two items for their work. This level recorded the highest score of 1.188 
among all Levels for item Changing Mix of Rmner/Repeater/ Stranger Items thus 
expressing their perception of low beneficial impact while Level 3 gave the lowest sore of 
0.500 indicating impacts on operating and coordinating or managing complexities of large 
varieties of products. 
Level 2 gave lowest and negative mean scores for items Frequency of Schedule 
variations. Complexity of Procedures to follow, Coping with changes to Mfg Systems 
and Control of Process Variations clearly showing their perception of adverse impact of 
these items for their activities. This level apprarently bore the brunt of managing change 
over from traditional operating practices to BPR methods and experiences considerable 
stress coping with the change over. 
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Scores of Level 2 personnel show the reactions of middle management personnel towards 
top-down driven BPR Projects. It is also indicative of unsophisticated approach towards 
BPR Project planning and implementation. 
Table 4^.4-3: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for Manufacturing System Design 
ill. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
1) Cel/Shop/SBUCkmcept 
2) Size of Cell/Shop/etc. 
3) Roles & Responsibilities 
*) No of Shared FadTrties 
S) CompaiUe to our Culture 
}) Systems & Procedures 
6.1) Adherence to designed CeV Shop Systems 
S.2) Disnuning of earler Working Systems 
6.3) UWsing Technics Expertise 
6.4) Delnilonornoles&ResponsfeMies 
6.5) Practicably of meliods piescilied (09. 
Kwban) 
6.6) Suilabity of Cel/Shop Systems 
6.7) UtobedMenCelst Support Modules 
6.8) Compromises made in Design 
Level 1 
2.667 
1.500 
1.111 
1.722 
1.118 
1.063 
0.667 
1.750 
1.000 
2.588 
2.059 
1.412 
1.250 
Level 2 
2.200 
2.000 
1.667 
1.000 
1.833 
0.833 
0.167 
1.667 
1.833 
1.333 
1.667 
1.200 
0.400 
Levels 
4.000 
4.000 
3.500 
2.500 
3.000 
4.500 
5.000 
4.000 
3.000 
4.000 
4.000 
3.000 
1.500 
ALL 
2.680 
1.800 
1.423 
1.615 
1.440 
1.292 
0.913 
1.917 
1.375 
2.400 
1120 
1.500 
1.087 
F-Test 
Prob(F) 
45.7% 
30.4% 
34.8% 
41.0% 
42.2% 
17.2% 
3.7% 
23.5% 
28.3% 
16.1% 
22.9% 
46.4% 
61.5% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%: B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant difference aaoss the Hierarchical Levels at 5% level of 
significance for item Dismantling of earlier Working Systems. Null Hypothesis for this 
item stands rejected. 
In all otl^r cases, no significant differences were detected at 5% level of significance. For 
all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Level 1 recorded their highest scores for items'Ce// / Shop ISBU Concept; No of Shared 
Facilities; Dismantling of earlier Working Systems and Compromises made in Design 
showing their perception of favourable impact of the change over to new methods and 
general satisfaction with the basic technical principles of new scheme of BPR. They 
further seemed to appreciate the adaptation efforts reflected in Compromise made in 
Design. On the other hand, Level 1 gave lowest scores to items Size of Cell I Shop I etc.; 
Roles & Responsibilities; Compatible'' to our Culture and Definition of Roles & 
Responsibilities and expressed their perception of lower degree of beneficial impact on 
the above fundamental organizational issues. 
Level 2 recorded their highest mean scores to items Size of Cell I Shop I etc.; Roles & 
Responsibilities; Compatible to our Culture; and D^nition of Roles & Responsibilities 
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indicating their perception of high degree of favourabe impact of BPR on these items and 
general acceptance of certain aspects of roU out of BPR concepts to their work areas. 
They also recorded lowest mean scores among all Levels to items Cell I Shop I SBU 
Concept; No. of Shared Facilities; Adherence to designed Cell I Shop Systems; 
Dismantling of earlier Working Systems; Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. 
Kanban); Suitability of Cell I Shop Systems; Compromises made in Design expressing 
their apprehension that on these items, they perceived lower beneficial impact of BPR. 
Particularly noteworthy is their guarded approach on fundamental issues of 
CelllShoplSBU Concept (Manufacturing Architecture); suitability of new systems and 
methods. They have also expressed their perception of low beneficial impact of 
dismantling earlier working systems. A general interpretation of these results is that the 
middle management perceived with apprehension dismantling and disruption of their 
functional and power structures, while welcoming in a guarded maimer adoption of 
modem manufacturing practices. 
Level 3 continued to give high scores to all items and among them the highest mean 
scores were given to Dismantling of existing working systems; and Adherence to designed 
Cell I Shop Systems and their lowest scores to items No of Shared Facilities and 
Compromises made in Design. The above shows that the senior management personnel 
were convinced about the benefits of the changed practices and methods and were 
anxious to implement all the new methods early and effectively. 
The results show different perspectives towards BPR Project implementation in Org. B. 
Table 4^.4-4: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for Organisational Qimate 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CLIMATE 
1) My own orientation 
2) Stands tedcen by fellow Cell/Shop/SBU 
Leaders 
3) Stand taken bv SBU Head 
4) Stand taken by UnH Head 
5) Stand taken bvWorionen/Unnn 
6) Stands taken by Impbnntf) Project Team 
7) Personal Benefits 
8) Faitt) in Improvement Concepts 
9) Morale during implementatkm 
10) Defnands/expectsAonsofCelis/StK)ps 
11) General support for Improvement Projects 
12) Demands/expectations of Supervisors / 
Managers 
Note: A-Significant at 1V, B-Sgnif 
Lmrell 
2.059 
1.842 
2.526 
2.158 
0.667 
1.500 
1.722 
2.444 
2.333 
1.063 
2.000 
1.941 
leant at 5% 
Level 2 
2.000 
2.000 
Z333 
0.333 
0.500 
1.800 
0.833 
2.667 
2.500 
2.600 
2.333 
2.333 
Levels 
3.500 
3.000 
4.000 
1.500 
2.000 
3.000 
3.500 
4.000 
4.000 
4.500 
3.500 
4.000 
ALL 
2.167 
1.962 
2.593 
1.704 
0.680 
1.68Q 
1.654 
2.615 
2.500 
1.696 
2.192 
2.200 
F-Twt 
Prob(F) 
39.0% 
49.4% 
49.7% 
15.4% 
77.2% 
31.4% 
23.3% 
44.4% 
40.7% 
8.7% 
40.8% 
19.5% 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences were detected at 5% level of significance for 
all items of the Org. B: ANOVA aonss Levels for Organisational Climate. 
Null Hypotheses for all items are accepted. 
Level 1 recorded the highest mean score for item Stand taken by Unit Head and expresses 
their strong perception of the significant positive impact of the role played by the Unit 
Head in BPR Project. Other items of high scores were Stand taken by SBU Head, 
Personal Benefits, Faith in Improvement Concepts and Morale during implementation. 
Low scores were recorded for items Stand taken by workmen/union. Stand taken by fellow 
CelllShoplSBU Leaders, Demands/ expectations of Cells/Shops and 
Demandslexpectations of Supervisors/Managers. The results show this level perceived 
moderate to high enthusiasm and involvement in BPR Implementation and their 
percq[)tion of lower beneficial effects revolving around relations with other personnel 
involved in impl«nentation. 
Level 2 recorded their highest scores to all items except items Stand taken by Unit Head; 
Stand taken by Workmai I Union and Personal Benefits. The Unit Head was a figurehead 
and did not involve himself in the day to day functioning of Operations. 
Level 3 gave h i ^ scores for all items and relatively low scores to items Stand taken by 
Unit Head and Stand taken by Workmen I Unioru The remote stand taken by the Unit 
Head is reflected in the perceptions of Senior Managers. 
All Levels expressed the perception that the Stand taken by Workmen/Union had lower 
beneficial impact The workmen's direct interaction with the SBU Head with apparent 
disregard for immediate siq)ervisor's biddings have not left a good feeling at all levels. 
Tlie items ^iiere all levels expressed higher positive effects were Stand taken by SBU 
Head; Faith in Improvement Concepts; and Morale during implementation - showing 
positive climate for BPR and other improvement projects. The BPR and other 
improvement Projects were spearheaded by the SBU Head of one the units under full 
backing of the Unit Head. 
It ay be noted that this organization had followed the Gemba Kaizen approach of 
continuous improvement by the personnel canying out respective activities for 
improving/redesigning their shop floor layouts. But this process had been disturbed by the 
SBU Head's direct interventions. 
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Levels 1 and 2 recorded relatively higher scores for item General support for 
Improvement Projects whereas LeveB gave relatively lower score for this item. 
Table 4^^5: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for Infrastructure 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE 
A) Operating Systams 
5.1) Traming 
5.2) Supervision 
5.3) Direction/Guidance 
5.4) Problem Solving 
5.5) InqilementaUon Plan / Targets 
5.6) Accountability 
5.7) Reviews/Feedbadt 
5.8) Discipline 
B) IT SyttMn Facilities 
5a) MRP Explosion, Schedules 
5b) Systems for Cell Schedules 
5c) MoPsgeneiafion 
5d) System for Gateway Booking 
5e) System for Manpower Booidng 
90 Stend-iicne l i t e m s ; not integrated 
5g) inventory C o i ^ & Purchase Systems 
Note: A-Significant iA1%; B-Signif 
Level 1 
1.474 
2.105 
1.684 
1.895 
1.263 
1.211 
2.158 
2.053 
1.389 
1.778 
2.000 
2.667 
0.889 
0.333 
1.944 
leant at 5% 
Level 2 
0.833 
1.333 
1.000 
1.333 
2.000 
1.500 
1.500 
2.167 
-0.200 
0.500 
0.800 
1.667 
0.500 
0.400 
1.333 
Level 3 
2.500 
1.500 
3.500 
3.000 
3.000 
3.500 
3.000 
4.000 
4.000 
4.500 
2.500 
5.000 
0.000 
•2.500 
3.500 
ALL 
1.407 
1.889 
1.667 
1.852 
1.556 
1.444 
2.074 
2.222 
1.280 
1.692 
1.808 
2.615 
0.731 
0.120 
1.923 
Prob (F) 
58.1% 
39.3% 
33.6% 
32.1% 
40.7% 
27.3% 
36.8% 
16.0% 
0.5% 
0.4% 
25.4% 
2.3% 
73.4% 
15.1% 
37.2% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 1% level of 
significance for the items MRP Elusion, Schedules; Systems for Cell Schedules and at 
5% level for item System for Gateway Booking. Null Hypotheses for these items stand 
rejected. 
For all other items, null hypotheses are accepted. 
Level 3 recorded the highest mean scores among all levels. They recorded relatively 
h i ^ r scores for items System for Gateway Booking; Systems for Cell Schedules; MRP 
Explosiort, Schedules; Discipline tmd Accountability and relatively lower scores for items 
Supervision; System for Manpower Booking and Stand-alone Systems, not integrated 
expressing their perception that the new IT-based systems had higher positive beneficial 
effects. At the same time they gave a moderately high negative score of -2.5 for Stand-
alone IT Systems. It may be noted here that of the two respondents in this level, one was 
the Head ot IT services who took leading part in developing the new IT Systems. 
Level 2 recorded the lowest mean scores among all Levels. Their relatively lower scores 
were for Training and items of IT-System facilities. The middle management levels 
apparently felt the loss of their traditional control over their areas of operation by way of 
planning and scheduling of work, which was now decided by the computerized Daily 
Management System. The relatively higher score items were Implementation Plan I 
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Targets; Discipline; and System for Gateway Booking, which shows this level had some 
role in preparing Implementation Plans and executing Uiem as per targets and appreciated 
the h i ^ level of discipline assisting tiwm in tiieir execution. They also felt the IT-based 
system for manpower booking benefited them positively - (giving tiiem greater sense of 
control over their workmen and their areas?). 
Level 1 personnel gave relatively high scores to items Supervision; ReviewslFeedback; 
Discipline; MoPs generation and System for Gateway Booking and relatively low scores 
to items Direction I Guidance; Problem Solving; System for Manpower Booking and 
Stand-alone Systems, not integrated, expressing their opinions of need for greater 
Direction/Guidance and Problem Solving approach. They also did not perceive equally 
higji benefidal impact of Systems for Manpower Booking and lack of integration in IT 
Systems. 
The residts point towards inadequate prq)aratory work in preparing the Organisation 
before taking up a major initiative like BPR. 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; 
Table 4 ^ . 4 ^ : Ong. B: A N O V A aovss Levels 
VI. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
1) Support fitxn Gel Leader 
2) Support from Module Leader 
3) Support from PU Leader 
\) Support from StoerinQCommHtee 
5) Support from umt Head 
6) Support from Support Services Modulel 
(Process,^) 
7) Support from SupportServioes Module2 
(MaMenanoe) 
i) Support from Malertab Module 
9) Support from CenfralMatetiabModitfe 
10) Support from MSD Team 
11) Co<)per«dion from Workmen 
12) Transparency/Suspicion, 
13) Trust/iacK of faitt) 
Lwfell 
2.158 
1.889 
Z526 
2.684 
Z316 
1,765 
r 
1688 
1.000 
1.579 
2.105 
1.684 
0.421 
0.211 
for (k^ganlsational S u p p o r t 
Level 2 
1.000 
1.200 
2.400 
2.200 
ZOOO 
1.000 
1.000 
1.667 
1.833 
2.500 
1.833 
2.200 
1.250 
Levels 
4.000 
3.S00 
5.000 
4.000 
3.500 
3.500 
4.500 
3.500 
4.000 
4.500 
2.000 
1.000 
1.000 
ALL 
2.077 
1.880 
2.682 
2.682 
2.333 
1.720 
1.750 
1.333 
1.815 
2.370 
1.741 
0.808 
0.440 
F-Tett 
Prob(F) 
1.9% 
38.4% 
18.7% 
30.8% 
63.7% 
14.6% 
4.5% 
16.8% 
6.5% 
10.9% 
96.2% 
38.0% 
68.2% 
B-Signilicantat5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 5% level of 
significance for two items - Support from Cell Leader and Support from Support 
Services Module2 (Mmntenance). Null Hypotheses for these two items are rejected. 
Null Hypotheses for all the other items stand accepted. 
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Item Support from Central Materials Module was significant at 10% level. All the 
Levels were unanimous about their relatively low to moderate perceptions on item 
Cooperation from Workmen as shown by the Prob.(F) of 96%. 
Items recording high mean scores were Support from PU Leader; Support from Steering 
Committee; Support from Unit Head and Support from MSD Team and the items 
receiving low scores were Support from Materials Module; Co-operation from Workmen; 
Transparency I Suspicion; and Trust I lack of faith. The results indicate all round support 
for implementation and also a not-so-open climate with trust and transparency in the 
Organisation. 
Level 1 recorded high scores of 2 and above for items Support from Cell leader; Support 
from PU Leader; Support from Steering Committee; Support from Unit Head and Support 
from MSD Project Team indicating all round support they received for implementation 
efforts. The lower scores were given for the items Support from Materials Module; 
Transparency I Suspicion; and Trust I lack of faith. 
Level 2 recorded lowest mean scores for all items but gave higher scores for the items 
Support from Materials Module; Transparency I Suspicion and Trust I lack of faith -
these are the items for which Level 1 gave their lowest scores. 
Level 3 gave higibest relative scores to items Support from PU Leader; Support from 
Support Services Module2 (Maintautnce); and Support from MSD Team. The lowest 
relative scores were given to items Co-operation from Workmen; Transparency I 
Suspicion and Trust I lack of faith. 
The widely differing opinions on items Transparency and Trust makes one speculate 
whether Level 2 were so steeped in a culture of lower levels of Transparency and Trust 
that they practiced it and perpetuated the culture of lower Trust and Transparency. But the 
other levels Level 1 and Level 3 indicated they would have preferred to operate in a 
climate of higher level of Trust and Transparency. This trend indicates that the 
Organisation B is going through a period of growth and is in the process of transforming 
from a small tightly centrally controlled and run organization into a larger more 
decentralized form of Organisation. All sections recorded the tacit but strong support for 
BPR Projects from the Unit Head. 
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Table AJA-J: Org. B: A N O V A across Levels for Implemeatati 
VH. IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
1) Communicafion about New Systems 
2) Training in new methods & procedures 
3) Taldng people along 
4) Sustained Efforts 
5) Freehand given to malce changes / mid-
oourse conections 
6) Horizontal support from other Cells/ 
Modules, etc. 
7) Management support 
I) How tong the Pressure was k^'on' 
9) Pace/Progress in own areas 
10) Pace/Progress in other areas 
11) SfcUng/falina back to old methods 
12) Free hand/feitorierence 
13) Guktewe 
14) Overfoad/Underload 
Level 1 
1.684 
1.368 
1.833 
1.944 
1.789 
1.579 
2.158 
1.684 
1.500 
1.824 
0.263 
1.765 
1.947 
0.889 
Level 2 
1.800 
0.833 
2.000 
^000 
1.667 
2.000 
Z667 
1.667 
2.500 
2.333 
0.500 
0.600 
1.667 
1.500 
Levels 
4.000 
4.000 
5.000 
5.000 
4.000 
3.000 
5.000 
1.000 
3.000 
4.000 
•1.000 
3.500 
3.500 
•1.500 
on Efforts 
ALL 
1.885 
1.444 
2.115 
2.200 
1.926 
1.778 
2.481 
1.630 
1.846 
2.120 
0.222 
1.667 
^000 
0.846 
F-Test 
Prob(F) 
24.5% 
20.0% 
5.3% 
6.6% 
35.7% 
49.4% 
20.6% 
90.0% 
11.7% 
1.7% 
70.8% 
4.6% 
43.6% 
33.3% 
Note:A-9onifkantat1%; B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the Hierardiical Levels for two items at 5% 
level of significance: Pace of Progress in otiur areas and Free hand I Interference. 
Null Hypotheses for these two itons stand rejected. 
For aU other items of Parameter Implementation ^ forts. Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
All the three levels gave near unanimous perception (with Prob.(F)>90%) for item How 
long the Pressure was kept 'on'. 
The items receiving higher scores by all levels were Sustain^ Efforts; and Management 
Support Relatively low scores were obtaii^ by items SticHnglfalling back to old 
methods and OverloadlUnderUxtd The results show all round appreciation of beneficial 
effects of Sustained Efforts and Managnnent sui^rt for BPR Implementation. 
Level 1 scores were in line with the above. 
Level 2 gave higher scores to items Management Support; Pace of Progress in own areas 
and Pace of progress in other areas and relatively low scores to items Training in new 
methods and SticikingI falling back to old methods and Free HandlInterference. 
Level 3 recorded the highest scores for all items and gave negative scores to items 
Sticking / falling back to old methods; and Overload I Underload This level perceived 
high overload and stress during process of implementation. 
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The results show that Organisation B went about implementing BPR and other 
improvements in a determined manner and provided the required support for the Project. 
Table 4J.4-8: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for Results - Overall Rating 
VIII. RESULTS-OVERALL RATING 
1. Self-sufficient Cells/Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (SmaH Batch Size) 
3. Short Thru'put/Lead Times 
4. Less WIP, RM & FG Inventories 
5. Visible & Effective Communicalion 
6. dearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Peribnnance compiled 
B. MPS-even loads, weeldytaig^ 
9. Support SyatomsObdive 
10. IT ^^r tm Support 
11. Otfiar(PLweGify) 
Level 1 
6.905 
6.438 
6.222 
6.294 
6.545 
6.810 
6.773 
6.500 
7.211 
6.857 
Level 2 
7.000 
6.667 
7.000 
7.000 
6.417 
5.462 
7.000 
7.000 
5.917 
5.571 
Levels 
7.700 
7.625 
6.500 
7.600 
7.000 
6.000 
6.300 
8.100 
6.900 
9.100 
ALL 
7.119 
6.778 
6.538 
6.850 
6.614 
6.227 
6.727 
7.023 
6.756 
6.956 
F-Test 
Prob (F) 
54.0% 
39.7% 
47.7% 
5.1% 
76.5% 
18.6% 
63.6% 
7.9% 
17.9% 
0.4% 
Nole:A-SignHicantat1%; B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 1% level of 
significances re^>ectively for the item FT Sy^m Support. Null Hypothesis for this item 
stands rejected. 
In all other cases, no significant differences were detected at 5% level of significance. 
For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Item Less WIPIRM & FG Inventories was significant at 5.1% significance level, just 
beyond the 5% cut-off level of 5% and item MPS - even loads, weekly targets was 
significant at 10% significance level. The t-Tests also confirm the differences across 
items Less WIPIRM & FG InverOories, MPS - even loads, weekly targets and one 
additional item. Clearly Defined Roles. Level 1 gave the lowest scores among all Levels 
to items Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size), Short Thru'put /Lead Times, Less WIP. 
RM <&. FG Inventories and MPS - even loads, weekly targets and expressed their lower 
gains perceptions for these items. Level 1 gave the highest scores among all Levels to 
items Clearly Defined Roles and Support Systems Effective. 
Level 2 gave the lowest mean scores among all Levels for items Visible & Effective 
Communication, Visible &. Effective Communication, Support Systems Effective and FT 
System Support. This level recorded the highest mean scores for items Short Thru'put 
Lead Times and Measures of Perfomuince compiled. 
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Level 3 recorded the highest scores for all items except for items Short Thru' put / Lead 
Times, Clearly Defined Roles, Measure of Performance compiled and Support Systems 
Effective. This Level gave the higjiest score of 9.1 for IT Systems Support and a high 
score of 8.1 for item MPS - even loads, weekly targets. High ratings for IT and related 
systems were given by the senior IT Executive, which boosted the average for this item. 
Apparently this level had better appreciation of more sophisticated management practices 
and they could see the advantages and benefits of the new systems brought in by BPR 
Projects. 
Table 4^.4-9: Org. B: ANOVA across Levels for lo^pact of BPR 
K. MPAaOFBPR 
To «tat flKtont was your Ana affaded by BPR? 
To wtat wimt WM yonr Woik alfBcM by BPR? 
\rour npcrisnoa woiUng in QtiriM Kitan ? 
youraxpaitonca inpisnwnfing SyilMM 
Uwll 
2JS0O 
1579 
3.000 
2944 
Ltwl2 
3.000 
2.857 
3.286 
3.286 
L«ml3 
3.000 
3.000 
4.000 
3.500 
ALL 
Z667 
2.679 
3.143 
3.074 
Prab(F) 
20.1% 
64.8% 
17.6% 
35.5% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B<SigiMcantat5%. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 5% level of 
significances respectively for all items of the Org. B. 
Null Hypotheses for all the items are accepted. 
Levels 2 & 3 recorded the higher dianges to Work Area conq)ared to Level 1. t-Test 
showed that differences between Level 1 and the Levels 2&3 were significant at 5% 
significance level. Regarding dianges to individual^ work, all the three levels recorded 
favourable effects with increasing hierarchy levels indicating respectively higher degree 
of favourable impacts. This trend continued in the peroq>tion of BPR Implementation 
Experiences in the next two items. The re^wndents rated their experiences of Gemba 
Kaizen (related to BPR implementation in plant YE) and System Reengineering (in Plant 
YU) at higher levels. T-Tests indicate differences between Level 1 and the other two 
levels could become significant at 10% level of significance. 
The results show tendencies of perception differences along dimension of hierarchy 
levels. 
Table 4.5.4-10: Org. B: A N O V A across LeveU for Initiative Score 
X. INITIATIVE SCORE 
Laval 1 
90.625 
Level 2 
90.571 
Level 3 
93.000 
ALL 
90.800 
Prob(F) 
96.8% 
Note: A • Significant at 1 %; B - Significant at 5%. 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences across the Hierarchical Levels at 5% level of 
significances respectively for the Parameter Initiative Score. 
Null Hypothesis for this Parameter is accepted. 
The average scores reveal a difference between the three levels, with Levels 3 recording 
much higher levels if initiative compare to lower scores of Level 1 & Level 2 and 
indicating the lower level of initiative if lower levels in BPR implementation. 
Though the t-Tests confirm more or less uniform initiative scores across hierarchy levels, 
mean values indicate tendencies of perception differences along dimension of hierarchy 
levels. 
One possible interpretation of the results is that Organisation B is strongly centrally 
oontrc^ ed organization where the lower edielons faithfully carrying out the instni tions 
of Ac t(^ leadeishq) and there is less room for the operating executives to develop their 
own initiatives and styles of functioning. 
4^.5. Analysis of Variance among Functions of Organisation B 
This analysis was carried out to study the implementation experiences across functions of 
implementing actors. 
The three types of Functions - Shop, Support and Common were reckoned where Shop 
Function included (^rations of manufacturing Shops, all areas which are directly 
connected implementing BPR in shop floor manufacturing. Support Function included 
all areas giving support to shop floor operations of a Product Unit such as process design, 
tooling, maintenance, material supply and logistics functions. Common function included 
all other activities, such as Procurement, Quality Assurance, Stores, IT Department, etc. 
not directly involved in managing shop floor operations. 
The results of ANOVA are presented below parameter-wise : 
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Table 4^^-l: Org. B: ANOVA acron Functions for Physical FadUties 
1. FACILITIES 
[1) Eouipinent 
[2) HandGnaFacities 
[3) InspeciionFacilifes 
(4) Layout 
(5) Space 
(6) Storage FacHites 
(7) Manpower 
(8) Computers (PCs) 
SHOP SUPPORTDOMMON ALL 
0.889 
1.111 
1.889 
•0.333 
-0.333 
•0.444 
1.444 
1.750 
1.600 
1.600 
2.222 
1.400 
1.100 
1.700 
1.700 
2.200 
2.OO0 
1.62! 
3.125 
2.875 
2.375 
2.750 
2.250 
3.500 
1.481 
1.444 
2.385 
1.259 
1.000 
1.296 
1.778 
2.462 
PfOb(F) 
61.8% 
86.7% 
18.6% 
5.7% 
12.5% 
2.1% 
77.4% 
22.7% 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; &• Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across Functions at 5% level of significance for 
item Storage Facilities. Null Hypothesis for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA showed no items of significant differences for all other items of the Parameter 
Physical Facilities. Null Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
One Item, Layout showed significant differmce at 10% significance level. 
Common Groi^ perceived higher beneficial effects and gave higher scores for all items 
as compared to Shop and Sui^rt personnel. 
On two items - Inspection Facilities and Computers (PCs), all the three groups perceived 
maximum beneficial effects as shown by the highest aggregate mean values for all 
groups. 
Common Group gave their lowest score to item Handling Facilities perceiving lower 
benefits for this item. 
Shop personnel recorded the lowest and negative scores for items Layout, Space and 
Storage Facilities wiUi the percq>tion of low adverse impacts. They gave low scores for 
items Equipment and Handling FadUties expressing that they were not upbeat about these 
two items. 
The results show a new pattern of perception differences across Functions in Org. B. 
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Table 4^^-2: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Perceived Complexity 
SHOP ISUPPORTlCOMMONl A U . |P rob(F ) 
1) No. of/complexity of Processes 
2) No. of/coiTipteidty of Products 
3) Frequency of Sdiechitevariafions 
COMPLEXITY 
4) Complexity of Procedures to follow 
5) Coping with ctMwges to Mfa Systems 
6) Design Complexity of Product 
7) CompiexityofCeils,Mft-Systems 
B) Control of Process Variations 
9) Quality Prot)lems 
10) No of Inter-ce8 movements 
0.333 
O.OOO 
•0.222 
0.750 
1.875 
0.333 
2.000 
-0.429 
t 1 ) Complex Sctwduiing 
12) Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items. 
-0.778 
0.875 
1.000 
1.444 
-1.700 
0.000 
0.900 
1.700 
1.100 
0.200 
0.750 
1.75C 
-0.875 
1.50C 
1.000 
0.571 
2.286 
1.857 
1.200 0.875 1.000 
0.375 0.500 1.62£ 0.808 48 .6% 
0.692 
1.038 
-0.963 
0.692 
1.231 
0.923 
1.720 
0.500 
1.400 O.OOC 0.259 30.0% 
1.3751 0.5561 1.500| 1.087| 50.4%| 
86.9% 
30.4% 
48.2% 
48.3% 
61.4% 
39.1% 
32.5% 
31.0% 
92.9% 
Note:A-SignKicantat1%; B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions at 5% level of significance for 
all items of the Parameter Perceived Con^>lexity. Null Hypotheses for all the items are 
aa«pted. 
AU the functions were unanimous about their perception of item No. of Inter-cell 
Movements with high Prob.(F)>90%. At the aggregate level, item Complexity of Cells, 
Mfg. Systems recorded the highest mean score of 1.72 indicating all functions perceived 
beneficial effects of the new concepts adopted. The lowest scores were recorded by items 
Fr&fuency of Schedule variations (with negative scores) followed by Quality Problems 
with a mix of negative, nil and low positive scores by the functions Shop, Conunon and 
Support Functions respectively. 
Shop persoimel recorded their highest scores to items Coping with changes to Mfg 
Systems and Complexity of Cells, Mfg. Systems thus indicating the ease of coping with the 
changing to manufacturing systems and methods and ease of adoption of the new 
structure and systems. An additional item of negative scores was Control of Process 
Variations. It&m No. /Complexity of Products received mean score of 0.00 indicating that 
the Shop function's perception of handling large number of Product Varieties. Shop 
function gave lowest scores among all functions for items No. of I complexity of 
Processes; Design Complexity of Products and Complex Scheduling, items which 
affected them most. 
Support group gave their highest scores to items No. of I complexity of Products; Design 
Complexity of Products; and Quality Problems. The perceptions on the latter two are 
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diametrically different from those of their Shop colleagues. This group apparently 
believed they were in a favourable position on Design Complexity of Products and 
Quality Problems. Low scores of this group were recorded for items Frequency of 
Schedule variations; Complexity of Procedures to follow; and Changing Mix of 
Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items. 
Common group gave higji score to item Complexity of Cells, Mfg. Systems; and low 
scores to items Frequency of Schedule variations and Quality Problems. 
In this section, we find the three closely working Groups having contrary perceptions on 
issues of complexity. 
Table 4^^-3: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Manufacturing System Design 
M. MANUFACTURINGSYSTBIOPIGN 
1) CeB/Shop/S8U Concept 
2) SiaofCel/Shop/eIc 
^\ ^)#^^^^K Mm ^^^ft^www^^^nlBH^^ft 
SHOP MPWRT COmiOW ALL Probff) 
2.444 2.000 
4) No of Shared FacMes 
5) CompaBbtetoourCuHure 
B) Systems & Procedures 
6.1) Adherence to designed CeH/Shop 
Systems 
B.2) Dismaning of eariefWtaildng Systems 
S.3) Utising Technical Expertise 
5.4) Drtnition of Rotes tResponsfclBties 
6.5) PracScablty^ofmelhods prescribed (eg. 
<anb«i) 
6.6) SuiteMMy of Cel/Shop Systems 
6.7) Units between Cels& Support Modutes 1.222 1.000 2.42S 
1.333 1.222 
1.00G 
1.333 
0.222 
0.750 
1.OO0 
1.667 
1.37S 
6.8) Compromises made In Design 
1.200 
l iOO 
1.700 
0.444 
3.857 
3.143 
2.28e 
2.571 
2.833 
3.00C 
0.222 
1.222 
1.000 
2.222 1000 
2.333 1.444 1714 
2.680 
1.800 
1.423 
1.615 
1.440 
1.292 
1.833 0.913 
3.333 1.917 6.5% 
1.857 1.375 67.1% 
3.143 
I 0.62S| 1.2221 1.5001 l"!087 
7.2% 
15.3% 
49.2% 
12.9% 
3.8% B 
9.7% 
48.1% 
2.400 46.0% 
2.120 29.6% 
1.500 25.7% 
63.8% 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; B-Signilicailtat5%. 
ANOVA shows signijBcant difference aooss Functions at 5% level of significance for 
item Omipatible to our Culture of the Parameter Manufacturing System Design. Null 
hypothesis for this item is rejected. For all other items, Null Hypotheses are accepted. 
Items CelllShoplSBU Concept; Dismantling of earlier working systems and Utilising 
Technical Expertise were significant at 10% level of significance. 
Shop"" Function perceived high positive impact from items CelllShoplSBU Concept; 
Practicability of methods prescribed; and Suitability of Shop CelllShop Systems thus 
expressing they high level of acceptance of new scheme introduced by BPR. The lowest 
scores were given to items Compatible to our culture and Adherence to designed 
CelllShop Systems thus showing their apprehension that the new concepts while being 
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fully acceptable to them might not be the best match under current situation unless there 
is a general change in attitudes and managerial styles in the Organisation. 
Support Function recorded their lowest scores to items Adherence to designed Cell/Shop 
Systems and Dismantling of earlier working systems, showing their eagerness to see new 
systems function as per design and at the same time showing their discomfort with the 
change over to the new systems. One interpretation of this trend could be that the Support 
Groups appreciated the importance of adopting new and modem practices but felt the loss 
of importance to support functions unlike the earlier functional organization. 
The Common Function perceived more positive impacts of items CelllShoplSBU 
Concept; Size of Cell/Shop, etc; Adherence to designed Cell/Shop Systems; Utilising 
technical E3q>ertise and Practicability of methods prescribed. It is noteworthy that the 
Common Function perceived that their Expertise had been tapped and they could make 
<yigpifir.ant conttftutions. This group gave Aeir lowest score to item Compromises made 
in Design, indicating their wholehearted approadi to no-compromise approach in 
implementation. 
The aggre^te means scores for all functions showed high scores for items CelllShoplSBU 
Concepts; Practicability of methods prescribed and low scores to items Dismantling of 
earlier Working systems and Compromises made in Design. 
The results indicate a general acceptance and eagerness to adopt the new modem work 
practices and anxiety to retain their relative roles of earlier systems. 
Table 4^.5-4: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Otganisatkmal Qimate 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CUMATE 
1) My own orientation 
2) Stands taken by fellow Cell/Shop/SBU 
Leaders 
3) Stand taken by SBU Head 
i) Stand taken by Unit Head 
5) Stand taken by Workmen / Unhm 
6) Stands taken by tmphnntn Project Team 
7) Personal Benefits 
8) FaHli in Improvement Concepts 
9) Morale during impl«nentatk)n 
10) Demands/expectatkNisofCeHs/Shops 
11) Genersd support for Improvement 
Projects 
12) Demands/expectatkxis of Supervisors/ 
Managers 
SHOP 
1.500 
1.556 
2.111 
1.444 
0.222 
1.000 
1.889 
2.889 
2.333 
1.444 
1.889 
1.667 
SUPPORT 
2.375 
1.778 
2.300 
1.400 
1.000 
2.111 
0.700 
2.000 
1.800 
1.333 
1.800 
2.000 
COMMON 
2.625 
2.625 
3.500 
2.375 
0.833 
2.000 
2.714 
3.143 
3.714 
2.800 
3.143 
AU 
2.167 
1.962 
Prob(F) 
25.2% 
20.3% 
2.593 21.2% 
1.704 
0.680 
1.680 
1.654 
2.615 
2.500 
1.696 
2.192 
1 
3.3331 2.200 
55.0% 
66.4% 
15.1% 
8.9% 
29.8% 
4.8% 
51.1% 
14.4% 
9.8% 
B 
Note: A - Signifnant at 1 %; B - Significant at 5%. 
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ANOVA shows significant difference aooss Functions at 5^ level of significance for 
item Morale During Implementation of the Parameter Organisational Climate. Null 
hypothesis for this item is rejected. For all other items, Null Hypotheses are accepted. 
Items Personal Benefits; Demands/expectations of Supervisors/Managers were 
significant at 10% level of significance. 
The item Morale during implementation recorded highest scores from both Shop and 
Common functions while Support function gave the lowest score among all three 
functions. At the aggregate level, items Stand taken by SBU Head; Faith in Improvement 
Concept and Morale during implementation recorded the highest scores while the item 
Stand taken by Workmen/Union received the lowest aggregate score. 
Shop group records were in line with tbt overall aggregate scores. In addition. Shop 
recorded low sou'e for item My own orientation indicating that they were not mentally 
fully prqMued for BPR Project Support group gave low score to item Personal Benefits, 
unlike the other two functions. G>mmon function once again gave high scores to almost 
all items compared to the otl^r two functions. The highest scores of above 3.0 was given 
by Common to items Stand taken by SBU Head; Morale during implementation; and 
Danands/expectations of Supervisors/Managers. Shop gave their highest score of 2.909 
to item Faith in Improvement Concepts, dearly indicating their opinions on content and 
contexts of change programmes. Support Function's highest score was 25 for item 
General support to improvement projects. 
Shc^ personnel gave their lowest score to Stdpd taken by Workmen I Union thus voicing 
their reservations towards workmoi's stand on BPR Project and sqpparent loosening of 
'control' over w(nkmen during implemoitation phases because of direct instructions 
from the Project Champion, the SBU Head. 
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Table 4JJ-5: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Infi^tructure 
SHOP ISUPPORTlCOMMONl A a |Prob(F) 
A) Operafihg Systems 
5.1) Training 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
5.2) Supefvi8ion 
5.3) Direction / Guidance 
5.4) ProMem Solving 
5.5) Implementafon Plan / Targets 
5.6) Accountabaity 
5.7) Reviews/Feedt)ack 
5.8) Discipline 
B) IT System Fa(Mies 
5a) MRP Explosion, Schedules 
5b) Systems fof Cell Schedules 
1.333 
1.778 
2.333 
1.444 
1.667 
0.889 
2.111 
5c) MoPsgeneraBon 
5d) System for Gateway Booking 
5e) System fcf Manpower Booking 
5f) Stand-atone ^ Btenwjrarthitegrated 
5g) Inyertofy Control & Purchase Systems I 1.556] 1.S00| 3.OO0 
0.500 
1.600 
0.400 
1.500 
2.625 1.407 
2.375 1.889 
2.500 1.667 
2.750 1.852 
0.800 2.375 
0.800 2.875 
1.300 3.00G 
2.000 2.875 
1.444 
1.667 
1.625 
2.500 
0.889 
1.200 
1.200 
1.800 
0.556 0.400 
0.444 -0.556 
1.571 
2.429 
2.75C 
3.75C 
1.42S 
0.571 
1.556 
1.444 
2.074 
6.8% 
42,0% 
3.9% B 
.5% 
22.8% 
3.1% 
2.3% 
2.222 28.0% 
1.280 
1.692 
1.808 
2.615 
0.731 
0.120 
69.1% 
30.6% 
9.6% 
2.2% 
43.9% 
45.8% 
1.923 20.3% 
B 
NotB:A-Signifk»ntat1%; B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across Functions at 5% level of significances 
respectively for itenos Direction/Guidance; AccouiUabiUty; Reviews/Feedback and 
System for Gateway Booking. Null Hypotheses for these items are rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Infrastructure, no significant differences were detected 
at 5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Three more items Training, Problem Solving and MoPs generation were significant at 
10% level of significance. 
At the aggregate level, highest beneficial impacts were perceived for items 
Reviews/Feedback; Discipline and System of Gateway Booking. For the item System of 
Gateway booking, all the three groups recorded high relative ratings and yet this item 
recorded significant differences in the degree of impact.. Lowest scores were recorded by 
items System for manpower booking and Stand-alone systems, not integrated. 
Shop function recorded their highest scores for items Direction/Guidance and System of 
Gateway booking indicating the areas of maximum beneficial impact. The\ gave their 
lowest score to items System for Manpower Booking and Stand-alone systems, not 
integrated, lowest score of all items was given to Stand-alone systems; not integrated. 
Support Function recorded similar low scores and gave high scores to the item Discipline. 
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Common Functions gave their high scores of 3.75 and 3.00 to items System for Gateway 
Booking and both Reviews/Feedback and Inventory Control and Purchase Systems, and 
low scores to the same items as other functions. 
Thus for this Parameter - Infrastructure, we find a rare uniformity of opinions among the 
three functions. Yet the differences in the degree of perceptions gave the highest number 
of significant differences so far. 
Table 4^^-6: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Organisational Support 
" S H O P ISUPPORTlCOtlHIIIONl ALL Prob(F) 
VI. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
1) Support from Cell Leader 
2) Support from Module Leader 
3) Support from PU Leader 
i) Support from Steering Committoe 
a Support from Una Hert 
B) Support from Support Servioee Module 1 
e l ^ 
B) Support from Matertalt Module 
9) Support from Cental Mrteriab Module 
10) Support from MSP Team 
Support from SupportServioes Module 2 
11) Co<ipeT«lionfromWoriqnen 
12) Twneparency/Suapidon, 
13) Tnwt/lacicofMlh 
1.889 
1.S0G 
2.000 
2.SS6 
1.667 
1.333 
1.111 
0.778 
1.556 
1.556 
2.00C 
2.556 
2.111 
^700 
1200 
1.20C 
1.200 
1.200 
Z111 2.3O0 
1.111 1.600 2.62S 1.741 
1.222 
2.875 
2.143 
3.62S 
3.50G 
2.62S 
3.167 
4.00C 
2.125 
Z875 
2.077 
1.880 
2.692 
2.692 
2.333 
1.720 
1.750 
1.333 
1.81S 
2.75C 2.37C 
1.000 0.12S 0.80i 65.6% 
Note:A-SignHicantat1%; 
0.5561 0.6251 0.1251 0.440| 90.0% 
11.5% 
80.4% 
19.2% 
10.6% 
44.4% 
2.6% B 
0.2% A 
32.0% 
2.8% B 
70.2% 
18.8% 
B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across Functions at 1% level of significance for 
item Support from Support Services Module 2 (Maintenance) and at 5% level of 
significance for items Su^ort from Support Services Module 1 (Process, etc.) and 
Support from Central Mederials Module respectively . Null Hypotheses for these items 
stand rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Organisational SuRwrt, no significant differences were 
detected at 5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand 
accepted. 
Item Trust/lack of Faith received unanimous low score verdict with Prob.(F)=90%. 
Another item Transparency/Suspicion also received low scores, and the lowest score from 
Common Group. All the groups perceived high beneficial impacts of the Support 
received from PU Leader. 
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Shop Function perceived high favourable effects of items Support from Steering 
Committee, Support from PU Leader and Support from MSD (Project) Team. Another 
item of low score was Support from Materials Module. 
Support function rated similarly with Support from Unit Head rated at an equally high 
level. 
Common Function also rated the items similarly with the exception of very high scores 
for item Support from Support Services Module 2 (Maintenance) and Support from 
Central Materials Module where they gave higher scores (self-score?). 
The results strongly indicate the closed culture of this Organisation with all sections 
feeling the need for more openness, transparency and trust. 
Table ASS-T. Org. B: ANOVA across Functknis for Implaneatation Efforts 
" W O P ISUPPORTjCOIiMOM ALL |PrDb(F) 
yH MPLBHENTATION ffFORTS 
1) CoiwmwIcaBon about New Systems 
2) Training In new me<ho(ls& procedures 
3) Taking peopte along 
4) Sustained Blbrts 
5) Freehand given to make changes/mid 
course oonecOons 
6) Horizontal support - from other Cells / 
itodules, rtc 
7) Management support 
}) How king the Pressuie was kept'on' 
9) Pace/Progress In own areas 
1.222 
1.333 
1.889 
1.556 
1.556 
1.333 
2.667 
10) Pace/Progress in ottwr areas 
11) StkJdng/faingt)ack to oM methods 
12) Free hand/IntBrfsrence 
13) GuMance 
14) Owtoad/Underload 
1.000 
1.400 
1.778 
1.100 
1.300 
1.800 
1.444 2.40G 
1.444 2.20G 
1.867 
^ 0 ! S 0.700 
1.111 
2.62S 
2.125 
3.429 
3.571 
3.375 
2.875 
3.125 
0.875 
1.857 
2.333 2.42S 
1.375 0.900 
1.600 
0.556 1.556 
0.125 
3.333 
1.885 30.4% 
1.444 
2.115 
2.200 
1.926 
1.778 
2.481 
1.630 
1.846 
2.120 
0.222 
1.667 
3.5M 2.00C 0.7% A 
0.375 0.846 
56.0% 
5.8% 
5.1% 
5.2% 
7.5% 
42.7% 
24.7% 
47.7% 
30.6% 
66.3% 
0.1%A 
57.3% 
Note: A-Significant at 1 % ; B • Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows significant differences across Functions at 1% level of significances 
respectively for the items Free hand I Intetference and Guidance. Null Hypotheses for 
these items stand rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Implementation Efforts, no significant differences \% ere 
detected at 5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand 
accepted. 
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Items Taking people along; Sustained ^forts; Management Support; Free hand given to 
make changes/mid-course corrections; Horizontal support received from other 
Cells/Modules, etc were significant at 10% level of significance. 
At the aggregate level, items with high scores were Taking people along; Sustained 
efforts; Management Support and Pace/progress in other areas. Low scoring items were 
Training in new methods <fe procedures; Sticldng/fallmg back to old methods and 
Overload/Underload The results show the areas of Organisational Efforts having positive 
impacts and those having lower effects viz. Training in new methods/procedures, 
indicting that the personnel would have liked more inputs and training to prepare 
themselves for the successful adoption and roll out of BPR. 
Shop Group rated item Management Support having the h ig^t positive impact and gave 
a negative score to Sticking/falling back to old m^hods indicating they appreciated the 
impmtance of pursuing with the new methods of BPR. 
Support Groi^ > perceived more favourable impact of items How long the pressure was 
kept 'on'; Pace/Progress in own areas and Pace/Progress in other areas indicating 
healthy competition between different areas. This group gave lowest scores to items 
Sticking/faUing back to old methods and Freehandllnterference. 
Common group gave highest score of above 3.0 for items Taking people along; Sustained 
Efforts; Free hand given to make changes I mid course corrections; Management 
support; Free hand I Interfereru:e; Ouidanct. Only Common function gave a negative 
score of -0333 to item Sticking /falling bad^ to old meAods indicating a low negative 
effect of this item. The other item of low score by this group was for item 
Overload/underload. 
The results indicate that the Organisation B had perhaps not taken adequate training of 
personnel and offering adequate guidance while implementation. Softer issues of 
Guidance and Empowerment (free hand) also figure at the background. It is clear that the 
executives of this organization were eagerly awaiting for a climate of empowerment so 
that they could put their own ideas and initiatives and contribute significantly to the 
Project success. 
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Table 4.5 J-8: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Results • Overall Rating 
VIII. RESULTS-OVERALL RATING 
1. Seif-suffident Ceils/Modutes 
2. Smgte Piece Flow (Smai Batch Size) 
3. Short Thru'put/Lead Times 
4. Less WiP,RM&FG Inventories 
5. Visit)le & Effscdve Communication 
SHOP SUPPORT COMMON 
6. Cleafly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of PeribmMnce compiled 
8. MPS-even loads, weeldy targets 
9. Support Systems EffieOive 
10. IT System Support 
11. Other (PI. specify) 
6.824 
6.231 
6.429 
6.929 
6.278 
6.667 
6.944 
6.941 
6.375 
6.300 
6.700 
6.200 
5.900 
5.600 
6.400 
6.20C 
7.200 5.400 
7.765 
7.692 
6.533 
7.188 
7.438 
6.125 
6.688 
7.188 
6.833 4.200 8.706 6.956 
ALL Prob (F) 
7.119 
6.778 
6.538 
6.850 
6.614 
6.227 
6.727 
7.023 
6.756 
15.9% 
12.2% 
93.4% 
20.7% 
8.5% 
44.1% 
72.8% 
16.6% 
3.1%B 
0.0% A 
Note:A-Significartat1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across Functions at 1% and 5% level of 
significances r^)ectively for the itons IT SyOem Support and Support Systems 
Eff*ctive. Null Hypothesis for these items stand rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Overall Results, no significant differences were detected 
at S% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
The item Visible and Effective Communication was significant at 10% level of 
significance. 
All Functions were unanimous about Item moderate achievement on item Short 
Thru 'put/Lead Times with Prob.(F)>90%. 
Shop Personnel rated higjier degrees of success ratings for items Self-sufficient 
Cells/Modules; Less WIP, RM &FG Inventories; Measures of Performance Compiled; 
MPS-evn loads, weekly schedules; Support Systems Effective and IT Systems Support. 
They perceived lower degree of success for items Single piece flow (small batch size) and 
Visible & Effective Communication, where they felt more needed to be achieved. 
Support Function perceived highest achievement in Short Thru'put times/Lead times and 
gave lowest scores to items Clearly Defined Roles; Support Systems Effective and IT 
System Support. BPR had apparently taken away some of their active work contents in 
terms of Planning, Scheduling and Co-ordination work. This is typical experience in 
almost all plants adopting new generation manufacturing practices such as BPR, JIT, 
Toyota Production System, etc. 
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Common Functions rated high adiievements in similar areas as other functions viz. Self-
sufficient Cells/Modules; Single Piece flow (small batch sizes); MPS-even loads, weekly 
targets and IT System Stq>port and gave lower degree of success for item Clearly Defined 
Roles. 
Three more items were significant at 10% significance level, outside the cutoff level of 
5% - Self-sufficient Cells I Modules; Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size); Visible <fe 
Effective Communication; where once again the common Function gave the highest 
scores compared to Shop and Support functions. 
The results show different perceptions of implementation success by different functions 
of the organization. 
Ttkikt ASS-9: Oif;. B: ANOVA across FuactiMU fin- Impact of BPR 
SHOP ISUPPOinlCOilMOll ALL |Prob(Fl 
MPACTOFBPR 
ro what Mtont was your Ana aflectod by 
to what extent was your work affiaded by 
your«(perienoeworidnnlnQsmbaKate>n? 
your experience implementing Syttsms 
jll^ ^^ ^^ J^ ^^ ^^ l^^ J^7 
2.700 
1800 
2.667 2.62S 
2.200 3.12S 2.679 
2.900 3.400 3.125 3.143 34.7% 
3.000 3.100 3.143 3.074 90.8% 
2.667 97.5% 
4.3% B 
Note:A-SignificaiTtat1%: B-Signific£Mfitat5%. 
ANOVA shows significant difference across the Functions at 5% level of significances 
respectively for item of Extera to which individual's work was affected by BPR. Null 
Hypothesis for this item is rejected. 
Item effect on one's workj Common Function recorded much higher degree of change 
compared to Shop and Support Function recorded the least change to their work. 
For all other items of the Parameter Impact of BPR, no significant differences were 
detected. Null Hypotheses for all the items are accepted. 
For item Effect on Work Area, and Experience of Implementing Systems Reengineering all 
functions recorded near identical mean scores with Prob.(F)>90%. 
Common Functions recorded higher scores for Impact on one's own work as compared to 
Shop and Support Functions. All the functions rated highly favourably their experiences 
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of implementing Systems Reengineering in Plant YU, which was also their firs major BPR 
Project as also the later Gemba Kaizen Projects. 
Table 4.5^-10: Org. B: ANOVA across Functions for Initiative Score 
X. INITIATIVE SCORE 
SHOP SUPPORT COMMOW ALL Prob(F) 
91.0001 91.8001 89.1431 90.8001 91.4% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5%. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across the Functions at 5% level of 
significances respectively for all items of the Parameter Initiative Score. Null Hypotheses 
for the items is accepted. 
Support function had slightly higher mean scores than the other two Functions. In this 
section, it was seen that the Onmnon Functions which did not directly participate in 
implemeirting BPR on Shop Floor (and offices in case of plant YU) yet gave higher 
scores cmnpared to Shqp and Support Functions. Among the Common Functions, IT 
played a significant and major role in developing new and sophisticated systems and 
intrododng them across the organization. Hieir positive experience and sense of 
contribution had diffused their postive impressions on almost all issue in BPR 
Questionnaire. 
4.5.6. Org. B: General Observatioi^ of the Results of Statistical Tests 
1. Analysis of the first part of the Questioimaire on Facilitating and Hindering Factors 
was carried out to establish no other factors than those included in Hypotheses 
mattered. Examination of the distribution and the basic statistical parameters 
showed all the factors excepting for complexity were facilitating implementation 
efforts. Very Low average ratings for Complexity items further supported the 
surmise of the exploratory study. 
2. The t-Test for mean differences showed 19 items of significant differences between 
the two manufacturing plants YU and YE at 5% significance level. 
Table 4.5.6-1 Org. B: Significant Differences in Various Statistical Tests 
No.ofSlgnif. 
differences 
Betn. Plants (t) 
Betn. Levels 
Betn. Fns 
Betn. 
Plants 
( t ) 
19 
Betn. 
Levete 
10 
2 
Betn. 
Fns 
15 
2 
4 
No. of Significant differences 
19 
10 
15 
total 
Cases 
Unique 
2 common 
3 common 
37 
31 
5 
1 
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3. The ANOVA test for differences across Hierarchy Levels and Functions yielded 10 
and 15 items respectively of significant differences at 5% significance level. 
4. There were 2 common items of significant differences between the plants YU & YE 
which were arising out of significant differences among Hierarchy Levels. 
5. There was only one common item (System of Gateway Booking) having 
simultaneously significant difference among Hierarchy Levels as well as among 
Functions and Plants. 
Analysis of Mean differences along different dimensions has given more insights into the 
patterns of differences prevailing in Organisation B. 
The significant mean differences between the two manufacturing Plants YU and YE at 
5% significance level could be classified into three broad categories arising out of: 
1. The basic differences between the two Manufacturing plants YU and YE. 
2. Perception differences among Hierardiy Levels. 
3. Perception differences aaoss Functions. 
The 19 iten^ of basic differences between the two manu&cturing plants, 10 items across 
Hierarchy Levels and 15 items across Functions are grouped into four broad categories 
relating to: 
L Parameters of QiaiigePn^rainme 
Category 
biberent 
features 
Botiwacn Plante 
.t£on^[dexity of Cells, Mfg. 
Systems 
.cMoPs genenuion 
.efaiventoiy Control & 
Purchase Systems 
.cfiystems for Cell Schedules 
jfiystem for Gateway 
Booking 
Across Lavals 
jdBomplexity of Procedures 
to follow 
f 
JCMRP Exidosion, 
Sdiedules 
>eSystem for Cell Sdiedules 
jeSystem for Gateway 
Acfoss Fundiofis 
.efitorage Facilities 
JMO of Shared Facilities 
.efiystem for Gateway 
Booking Booking 
2. Implementation Strat^y 
Category 
Policies, 
Directions & 
Decisions 
Bstwssn Plante 
.e£ommunication about New 
Systems 
.cBaking peq>le along 
>efiupport from MSD Team 
.cfiustained Efforts 
iOBuidance 
Across Levels 
>e£ree hand / Interference 
jdS System Support 
Across Functions 
.efiirection / Guidance 
.el*^ccountability 
.efieviews / Feedback 
>e£uidance 
jt&ec hand / Interference 
jtB System Support 
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3. Environment and Dynamics of Implementation 
Category BetwMnPlantt AcroMLfyels Across Functions 
Coping with 
Change 
Environment 
Support 
Systems 
Attitudes 
.demands/expectations of 
Supervisors/Managers 
jeecU/Shop Leaders Stand 
.efitand taken by Unit Head 
>efi/orkmen / Union Stand 
>seroject Team Stand 
.efiupport from Module 
Leader 
.efiupport from Unit Head 
^eMy own orientation 
.eBverload / Underload 
jiulherence to designed 
Cell / Shop Systems 
j£ace / Progress in other 
areas 
^Support from Cell Leader 
.drfaintenance Support 
afitipport from Central 
Materials Module 
.eMaintenance Support 
dBrocess, Tech. Support 
.zEaith in Improvement 
Concepts 
4. Perceptions of Resirits 
Calspory 
^ero^onsoi 
Results 
Bstwrssn Plants Across Lsvsis Across Functions 
.^ Support Systems 
Effective 
.zimpact on one's Work 
We notice that the largest number of items of significant differences occurred between the 
two Plants, while the smallest number of differences showed up between Hierarchy 
Levels. Number of significant differences across Functions exceeded those of Hierarchy 
Levels. Inherent Features accounted for total of 12 (5+4+3) instances while 
In^lonentation Strategy accounted for 13 (5+2+6) cases. Environment and Dynamic 
Factors had 17 (9+4+4) cases and Results has only 2 cases (0+0+2) cases of significant 
di£ferences. f 
The two plants of Org. B differed in several basic respects: Plant YU produced made to 
order items of both standard design and custom built assemblies. The number products 
produced were low with small batch quantities. Cycle times for manufacturing ware 
longer. Plant YE produced small sized standard design products with numerous 
customization features. These were made to both stock and customer orders. Cycle times 
were much lower. Even manufacturing processes were totally different. Further, different 
BPR Project roll out sfrategies were employed in both Plants. It is therefore not \ ery 
surprising that maximum number of differences occuned between Plants. 
Organisation B had more number of significant differences across Functions rather than 
Hierarchy Levels unlike Organisation A. 
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Large number of significant diffeienoes across Functions occurred under Implementation 
Strategy category, indicating multifdidty of opinions across functions. One reason for this 
could be the inadequate Communication and Training imparted to persoimel before taking 
up BPR and other improvement Projects. 
The study of BPR implementation experiences in a second Organisation has revealed new 
dimensions of changes in experiences of BPR Implementation. 
4.6. Comparative Analysis between the two Organisations A & B 
A series of statistical tests have been carried out to identify significant differences 
between the two Organisations A and B. "t'-Test for mean differences has been adopted 
for testing redconing unequal variances for the two samples from two different 
organisations, 't-Tests for inean differences within the same organisation had adopted the 
testing assuming equal variances. ANOVA has been used for testing across more than 
three vaiiables sudi as in the cases of testing across Hierarchy Levels and across 
Functions. 
The results of the statistical tests are summarised below: 
4.6.1. Analysis of Mean Differences Between Plants of Organisation A & B 
Table 4.6.1-1: Orgs. A & B: 't*-Test for Mean Differences tor Physical FadUties 
PARTICULARS 
1 FACUnES 
1.1 Equipmsnt 
1.2 HsHdfciQ FacWkn 
1.3 Impacion FacSfies 
1.4 Ijyoul 
U S p M e 
1.6 StoraoiFacllies 
1.7 Manpower 
Oig.A 
M A ^ 
1.391 
1.876 
1.322 
1.549 
1.196 
1.386 
1.214 
1.8 Computers (PCs) | 1.302 
MDtv 
2.685 
2.388 
Z485 
3.212 
3.114 
2.614 
2.770 
2.946 
No. 
92 
89^  
90 
91 
92 
66 
98 
96 
OIB.B 
MeM 
1.481 
1.444 
2.385 
1.259 
1.000 
1.296 
1.778 
2.462 
MDev 
2.310 
2.207 
1.416 
2.823 
2.746 
2.^4 
2.276 
2.102 
No. 
27 
27 
26 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
•fTe«t-rA"v»."BT 
'fVMiM 
•0.172 
0.874 
-2.re2 
0.454 
0.315 
0.178 
-1.084 
-2.272 
df 
49 
46 
73 
48 
47 
46 
49 
55 
Preb(l) 
86.4% 
38.7% 
0.7% 
65.2% 
75.4% 
86.0% 
28.4% 
2.7% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% and 5% level 
of significances respectively for the items Inspection Facilities and Computers (PCs). 
Null Hypothesis for this item stands rejected. In all other cases of Parameter Facilities, no 
significant differences were detected at 5% significance level. For all these cases, the Null 
Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Significant differences at 1% and 5% level of significances were observed for items 
Inspection Facilities; and Computers (PCs) respectively. 
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The average scores of Organisation A were nearly one point lower on a five point scale 
than those of Organisation B indicating that Personnel of Organisation A perceived less 
degree of facilitating effects for the itwns Inspection Facilities' and 'Computers (PCs)" as 
compared to the higher degree of facilitating effect perceived in Organisation B. 
Very short cycle times of operations and tight control over cycle times necessitated by 
adoption of Daily Production Schedules in Organisation B required provision of on-site 
and on-line inspection facilities. Manufacturing in Organisation A had longer operation 
cycle times and monthly/weekly schedules; and high-precision and large sized 
components required expensive inspection facilities which were placed under the Quality 
Control Function. Hence the difference in perceptions in the two organisations. 
Similarly the reei^neering in Organisation B was driven by a sophisticated IT System 
for genetaomg Daily Production Sdiedules and tightly coupled feedback system from the 
opetating dcputmeais. The usage of IT facilities was more wide^read in Organisation B 
than Organisation A where only selected personnel like the Cell Leaders and Module 
Leaders were provided with Computers (PCs) - the Cell Leaders really appreciated it; and 
the Production Control System functioned predominantly by manual control. Hence the 
more favourable response in Organisation B. Significant differences were observed in the 
following cases relating to the Parameter "Physical Facilities". 
TaUe 4.6.1-2: Orp. A & B: 't'-Test for Mean Differences for Complexity 
PARTICULARS 
1. CONPLEXTTY 
2.1 No. of/oompieidtyof Piooestes 
22 Naof/complegdlyorPioducts 
13 Fnquenqr of Schedule variations 
2.4 Complexity of PiooaduiM to folow 
IS Coping wNh changes to MSO 
2.6 Design Comptexi^ of Product 
2.7 Complexity of Cells,iyiSO Systems 
2.8 Contrel of Process Variations 
2.9 Quality Prot)lems 
2.10 No of inter-cell movements 
2.11 Complex ScheduSng 
2.12 Changing IMx of 
Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items. 
0 R 6 . A 
U ^ ^ ^ 
0.587 
OJOO 
•0.261 
04S2 
1176 
0.670 
0.830 
0.920 
0.457 
0.685 
0.122 
•0.333 
SUDev 
2.547 
2.366 
2.731 
2.644 
Z067 
Z14S 
2.446 
2.296 
2.667 
2828 
2.702 
2.783 
No. 
n 90 
88 
93 
87 
91 
88 
88 
94 
92 
90 
93 
Org.B 
Mean 
0.692 
1.038 
•0.963 
0.692 
1.231 
0.923 
1.720 
0.500 
0.259 
1.000 
0.808 
1.087 
SUDev 
2.589 
2.490 
2.609 
2.558 
2.160 
2.261 
1.696 
2.859 
3.058 
2.020 
2.263 
1,703 
No. 
26 
26 
27 
26 
26 
26 
25 
24 
27 
26 
26 
23 
•t'Teet-rA've.-BT 
'fVahie 
-0.184 
•0.253 
1.209 
-0.421 
0.094 
-0.508 
-2.081 
0.664 
0.305 
-0.638 
-1.300 
-3.104 
df 
40 
39 
45 
41 
40 
39 
55 
32 
38 
56 
48 
55 
Pnm 
85.5% 
80.2% 
23.3% 
67.6% 
92.5% 
61.4% 
4.2% 
51.1% 
76.2% 
52.6% 
20.0% 
0.3% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B - Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% and 5% level 
of significances respectively for the items Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ Stranger 
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Items and Complexity of CeUs, MSB Systems. Null Hypothesis for these items stand 
rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Complexity, no significant differences were detected at 59c 
significance level. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Significant differences at 1% and 5% level of significances were observed for items 
Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ Stranger Items; and Complexity of Cells, MSB 
Systems respectively. 
For the item "Complexity of Cells, MSD Systems", the average scores of Organisation A 
reflected moderate facilitating effect as compared to moderate-to-high degree of 
facilitating effect perceived in Organisation B. But in the case of Item "Changing mix of 
RunnerlRqpeaterlStranger Itans", the average scores of Organisation A reflected a low 
hindering ^ ec t as compaied to moderate fadlitatii^ effect perceived in Organisation B. 
OrganisatifMi B traditionally handled very large varieties of products and short cyde times 
and were livii^ in an operating environment of hig^ degree of changes to product mix 
and did not perceive any additional fluctuations after introduction of BPR. But in case of 
Organisation A, the product mix changes considerably soon after the manufacturing 
systems were designed based on medium term forecasts of product mix, which imposed 
consi(terable difficulti^ of coping with dianged basic (grating enviroimient. Hence the 
negative rating accorded to this factor by the personnel of Organisation A. 
TaUe 4<.l-3: O i^ A & B: *t'-Test fbr Mam DiffereBccs IM* MMnbcfwteg System Dcaiga 
PARTICtAARS 
• J M N U M C n i m n tVCTEM OBIQN 
3.1 MSO/Cel/«lcConoe|il 
3.2 SfaacfCel/Modula/alc 
0.0 NOMt« HBiporaHDWDBS 
3.4 No of Shared Facilities 
3.5 Compalifale to our Culture 
3.6 Systems (Procedures 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed CeH/ 
Module Systems 
3.6.2 Dismaning of eailier Wbridng 
Systems 
3.6.3 UtKsing Technical Expertise 
3.6.406M8on of ROIM & RetponsMlin 
3.6.5 Praclicat)«ty of methods 
prBscdbed(eg.Kani>an) 
3.6.6 Suitat)aity of Cell Systems 
3.6.7 Links iMtn C e M Support Modules 
3.6.8 Compromises made in Design 
Note: A-Significant at 1 
OMLA 
UAAM 
22Q2 
2307 
2.189 
0.774 
0.844 
1.882 
1.152 
0.796 
0.967 
1.894 
1.052 
2.011 
1.898 
0.615 
%: 
MDev 
Z16S 
1783 
2J85 
Z463 
Z597 
2.295 
2.436 
2.560 
2.496 
Z182 
2.395 
1.796 
2.142 
2.15( 
B-Sij 
No. 
89 
88 
95 
93 
96 
51 
92 
93 
92 
94 
96 
90 
98 
91 
gnifics 
f OiB-B 
Mean 
2.680 
1.800 
1.423 
1.615 
1.440 
1.600 
1^92 
0.913 
1.917 
1.375 
Z400 
2.120 
1.500 
1.087 
intatS^ 
SWOnr 
1.676 
Z160 
2.212 
1.472 
Z043 
2.633 
2.528 
2.466 
1.792 
1.837 
1.848 
1.666 
1.769 
1.730 
) 
He. 
25 
25 
26 
26 
25 
10 
24 
23 
24 
24 
25 
25 
24 
23 
•fTeet-rA"w."ri 
'fvato 
-1.176 
1.074 
1.539 
-2.182 
-1.224 
0.316 
-0^43 
•0.203 
-2.115 
1.1W 
•3.042 
-0.284 
0.945 
-1.108 
df 
49 
34 
42 
68 
46 
12 
35 
35 
49 
41 
47 
41 
41 
41 
245% 
29.1% 
13.1% 
3.3% 
22.7% 
75.7% 
81.0% 
84.1% 
4.0% 
24.3% 
0.4% 
77.8% 
35.0% 
27.4% 
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ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% and 5% level 
of significances req)ectively for the items PracticabiUty of methods prescribed (eg. 
Kanban) and UtiUsing Technical Expertise. Null Hypothesis for these items stand 
rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Manufacturing Systems Design, no significant differences 
were detected at 5% significance level. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand 
accepted. 
•t'-Tests showed significant differences at 1% and 5% level of significances for items 
Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. Kanban); No of Shared Facilities and Utilising 
Technical Expertise respectively. 
For the first two items, "No. of Shared Facilities'' and 'Using Technical E:q}ertise", the 
aveia^ scores of Organtsati(»i A reflected low fadlitating effect as compared to 
modenite-to4ug|i degree of facilitating effect perceived in Organisation B. But in the case 
of Item 'PractiadyiUty of Methods Prescribed", both Organisations rated respectively 
higgler scores indicating personnel of both the organisations valued the new systems as 
facilitating and beneficial. 
Both Organisations recorded high scores of above 2.0 for items Cell I Shop I SBU 
Concept; Suitability of Cell I Shop Systems indicating that the new systems introduced by 
re^)ective BPR Projects were perceived favourably, albeit to different degrees, in both the 
Organisations. 
TaUe 4.^1-4: Orgs. A & B: *t*-Test for Mean Differences for Organisational Climate 
PARTICULAIIS 
W f l ^^^TffW^^^w*W^%* W^^^^WB* ^ # V H I I I ^ ^ I ^ * 
4.1 My oiim orientation 
4.2 Stands taken by fellow Cel/ 
Module/PULeadeis 
4.3 Stand taken by Group Head 
4.4 Stand taken by Untt Head 
4.5 Stand taken by Wbrtanen/Unkm 
4.6 Stands t«|ien by MSO Project Tarn 
4.7 Personal Benefits 
4 .8F^ inMSO 
4.9 Morale during hnplementatnn 
4.10 Oemands/expectatkms of 
CeHsModules 
4.11 General support for MSD 
4.12 Demands/expectatx)nsof 
Leaders/Superiors 
Oi|.A 
Mean 
2.479 
1^23 
2.608 
3.200 
0.511 
^000 
1.280 
2.065 
1.838 
2.022 
2211 
2.383 
MDev 
1.606 
23B5 
2.064 
1.686 
2.606 
2i61 
1.964 
1.938 
2.175 
2.182 
1.833 
2.105 
No. 
96 
96 
97 
95 
94 
91 
93 
93 
99 
93 
95 
94 
OrB.B 
Mean 
2.167 
1.962 
2.593 
1.704 
0.680 
1.680 
1.654 
2.615 
2.500 
1.696 
2.192 
2.200 
M O e v 
1.404 
1.280 
1.738 
2.016 
1.865 
1.314 
1.917 
1.602 
1.631 
2.344 
1.497 
1.528 
No. 
24 
26 
27 
27 
25 
25 
26 
26 
26 
23 
26 
25 
't 'Tatt-[Av»q 
'tValw 
0.917 
-0.405 
0.040 
3.523 
-0.368 
0.904 
-0.875 
-1.477 
-1.708 
0.605 
0.052 
0.488 
df 
44 
73 
48 
37 
52 
67 
41 
47 
51 
32 
48 
51 
PlDb(t) 
36.4% 
68.7% 
96.9% 
0.1% 
71.4% 
36.9% 
38.7% 
14.6% 
9.4% 
54.9% 
95.9% 
62.8% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
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ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% significance 
level for the item Stand taken by Unit Head. NuU Hypothesis for this item stands 
rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Organisational Climate, no significant differences were 
detected at 5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand 
accepted. 
The average scores of Organisations A and B were respectively 3.200 and 1.704 
respectively indicating that the personnel of Organisation A perceived significantly more 
favourable inflvience of the "'Stand taken by the Unit Head' than those of Organisation, 
where the personnel perceived a moderate favourable effect. 
Considering that the earlier analysis of statistical tests show that the Stand taken by the 
Unit Head was not perceived very favourably in one of the Plants of Organisation B, the 
above result is not very surprising. The Unit Head of Organisation A was perceived to be 
the prime mover behind the BPR Project and he ensured the pace of progress by 
ocmtinuous reviews, follow-up and guidance thnmgli out the implementation period of the 
Project Qearly, he had adopted a more appropriate style for BPR implementation. 
Table 4.6.1-5: Orgs. A & B: *t'-Test for Mean Differences for Infrastructure 
PARTICULARS 
V. MFRA8TRUC1URE 
A) Opeming Systems 
5.1.1 Training 
5.12 Supeivision 
5.13 nradion/Guidance 
5.1.4 F>nbiam Solving 
5.1.5 JBiplewienlillon Plan / Taiyt 
5.1J Aooountal)My 
5.1.7 Reviews/Feedbad( 
5.1.8 Discipline 
B) IT System Facities 
5.2.1 MRP Explosion. Schedules 
5.2.2 ^sterns for Cel Schedules 
5.2.3 ItoPs generation 
5.2.4 System for Gateway Booking 
5.2.5 System for Manpower Booldng 
5.2.6 StvK>4lon«Systoins;nollntograM 
Note: A-Significant at I*)! 
ORO.A 
Mean 
1.765 
ijoe 
2.194 
1.694 
Z194 
2247 
1.847 
2.010 
1.170 
1.376 
1.702 
1.045 
1J74 
0.580 
, 
MDev 
1.941 
1.916 
1.751 
Z184 
1J37 
1.920 
2.022 
1.987 
Z178 
2250 
2228 
Z330 
2288 
2.504 
B-Signi 
No. 
98 
98 
^ 
98. 
96 
97 
98 
99 
94 
93 
94 
89 
91 
88 
ficant 
HSMI 
\m 
1.889 
1.667 
1.852 
1.556 
1.444 
Z074 
2222 
1280 
1.682 
1.808 
2.615 
0.731 
0.120 
at 5% 
Oif.B 
MOav 
1J66 
1251 
2.038 
1J50 
1.928 
1.888 
1.357 
1.368 
1.671 
1.594 
1.550 
1551 
1.663 
1.986 
No. 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
25 
• fTeet - rA"vt ."n 
'fVMiie 
OM) 
0X)62 
1225 
•0.463 
1.539 
1.947 
-0.685 
-0.642 
-0273 
-0.810 
-0277 
-4.008 
1.588 
0.960 
df 
41 
63 
37 
68 
40 
42 
61 
59 
48 
56 
57 
61 
55 
48 
40.6% 
95.0% 
22.8% 
64 J % 
132% 
5J% 
49.6% 
52.3% 
78.6% 
42.1% 
78.3% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
34.2% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% significance 
levels respectively for the item System for Gateway Booking. Null Hypothesis for this 
item stands rejected. 
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In all other cases of Parameter Infrastructure, no significant differences were detected at 
5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
The average scores of Organisations A and B were respectively 1.045 and 2.615 
indicating that Personnel of Organisation A perceived moderate positive effect of "System 
for Gateway Booking", while the Personnel of Organisation B felt moderate-to-high 
positive effects of "System for Gateway Booking". 
Organisation B had implemented Daily Production Schedules requiring prompt feedback 
from production and operations centers. This task was effectively achieved by adoption of 
Computerised systems developed in-house. This system of gateway booking of actual 
production had been internalized in Organisation B. Organisation A had adopted a 
production control scheme involving monthly schedules. The feedback system was based 
on 'Stores Crediting' of convicted items and no stage by stage progress of work was 
recorded. The shop systems were maintained by manual methods of updating. Also 
personnel of this organization were quite aware that an important feature of the new 
Planning & Control Systems involved Gateway Booking, which could not be 
implemented in, toot, hence the lower score in this Organisation. 
T a b l e 4 .6 .1 -6 : O r g s . A & B : 
1 PARTICULARS 
M. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
6.1 Support from Cel Leader 
6.2 Support from Module Leader 
6.3 Support from PU Leader 
6.4 Support ftom Steering Committee 
6.5 Support from Unit I'tead 
6.6 Support from Support Services 
Module t (Process, etc) 
6.7 Support from Support Services 
Module 2 (Malrrtenance) 
6.8 Support from Materials ktodule 
6S Support iremCarttalMaMabModute 
6.10 Support from MSD Team 
6.11 CocperaBonfromWoilanen 
6.12 Tran^>areiKy/Suspicion, 
6.13Tn)st/laci(offaltt) 
Note: A-Significant at 19< 
' t ' -Test f o r M e a n Differences f o r Organ isa t iona i S u ^ M r t 
0R6.A 
Mean 
2.531 
2.633 
2.828 
2.531 
3.268 
2277 
2.198 
2.074 
1.344 
1.947 
1.219 
1.278 
1.113 
»', 
StdDevI No. 
1.632 
1.595 
1.732 
1.949 
1.411 
1.786 
1.906 
1.788 
2.289 
1.700 
2.313 
2.130 
98 
98 
9? 
98-
97 
94 
96 
95 
96 
94 
96 
97 
2.126 97 
B-Signi ficant 
Mean 
2.077 
1.880 
Z692 
2.692 
2.333 
1.720 
1.750 
1.333 
1.815 
2.370 
1.741 
0.808 
0.440 
at 5% 
OTB-B 
StdDev 
1.354 
1.943 
1.850 
1.379 
1.881 
1.568 
1.775 
1.840 
1.415 
1.548 
1.723 
2.498 
2.274 
No. 
26 
25 
26 
26 
27 
25 
24 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
25 
• f T e e t - r A " v t . " B T 
' t Value 
1.451 
1.789 
0.338 
•0.483 
2.401 
1.530 
1.089 
1.857 
-1.313 
-1.225 
-1.282 
0.879 
1.337 
df Prob(t) 
46 
33 
37 
55 
35 
42 
37 
41 
68 
46 
55 
35 
36 
15.3% 
8.3% 
73.7% 
63.1% 
2.2% 
13.4% 
28.3% 
7.1% 
19.4% 
22.7% 
20.5% 
38.5% 
19.0% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 5% level of 
significance for the item Support from Unit Head. Null Hypothesis for this item stands 
rejected. 
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In aU other cases of Parameter Organisatioiial Support, no significant differences were 
detected at 5% level of significance. Rw all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand 
accepted. 
Tests of significance showed only one item Support from Unit Head having significant 
difference at 5% significance level where Organisation A gave a much higher score than 
Organisation B indicating respective assessments of highly favourable and moderately 
fiivourable impacts on BPR implementation. 
When we lower the bar to 10% significance level, two more items Support from Module 
Leader; and Support from Materials Module show significant differences. In both cases. 
Org. A recorded higher score than Org. B. Even though the middle level of Module 
Managers felt much less involved and distanced themselves from the project in both the 
organisadons, their position in Org. A was better level than those of Org. B. 
Only one Item had similar ratings in both organisations (wiOi Prob(t)>70%) Support from 
PU Leader, with hig^ scores next only to Unit Head, highli^ting the important role 
played by the PU Leader in both organisations. The condusion is that the PU Leader has 
the most important influence on implementation success. 
Item with lowest score in both organisations was Trustllack offiiith highli^ting the area 
that was taken for granted and least addressed in top-down driven diange programmes. 
Table 4.6.1-7: Orgs. A & B: *t*-Te8t for Mean Difiinciices for Implementation ^foits 
PARTICULARS 
VI. MPLBIBITATION EFFORTS 
7.1 CocnmunicMioniboutBPR 
r .2 TnWn0 « MHf iMtfiodi A pnotduNt 
7.3 Taking people along 
7.4 SMtafawd Efforts 
7.5 Free hand given to make changes/ 
mMooureeoonecifons 
7J6 Horizontal support-from other 
Cells/Modules, etc. 
7.7 Management support 
7A HflwkmslMPnHuramskapl'on' 
7.9 Pace/Progress in own areas 
7.10 Pace/Progress in other areas 
7.11 SIckinB/WtooiMcktaoklinetnds 
7.12 Free hand/Inlerferenoe 
7.13Guklance 
7.14 Overtoad/Underload 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; 
0R6.A f 
Maan SUDev Ne.^  
2.206 
2063 
1.806 
1.681 
1.876 
1.604 
2.926 
1.763 
2.194 
1.979 
0.383 
1.979 
2.333 
1.309 
1J607 
1.734 
1.998 
2.151 
2.032 
2.125 
1.639 
2.096 
1.768 
1.707 
2.315 
1.902 
1.799 
2.425 
B-Signif 
97 
96 
98 
94 
97 
96 
95 
95 
98 
95 
94 
95 
96 
97 
leant at 
Oifl.B 
Meal 
IMS 
1.444 
2115 
2200 
1.926 
1.778 
2481 
1.630 
1.846 
2120 
0222 
1.667 
2.000 
0.846 
5% 
SUDev 
1JB40 
2172 
1.796 
1.803 
2.093 
1.649 
2155 
1.944 
1.317 
1.092 
2.172 
1.465 
1.732 
2.444 
No. 
26 
27 
26 
25 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
25 
27 
24 
27 
26 
' f leet-PA" v«."Bn 
'fVahw 
0£12 
1.362 
-0.762 
-1.226 
-0.110 
-0.452 
0.994 
0.309 
1.107 
-0.504 
0.334 
0.875 
0.876 
0.859 
df 
36 
36 
43 
44 
41 
53 
35 
45 
52 
59 
44 
45 
43 
39 
rrom 
422% 
182% 
45.0% 
22.7% 
91.3% 
65.3% 
32.7% 
75.8% 
27.3% 
61.6% 
74.0% 
38.6% 
38.6% 
39.5% 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences across the two Organisations at 5% level of 
significances respectively for all items of the Parameter Implementation Efforts. Null 
Hypotheses for all the items is accepted. 
In both organisations, item Managemaa Support received highest scores indicating the 
logical consequence of management sponsored BPR Projects. Item Sticking I falling back 
to old methods recording lowest scores indicating the general awareness of the need to 
check regression to old methods. 
Items of similar perceptions with Prob(t)>70% were Free hand given to make changes I 
mid course corrections; How long the Pressure was kept 'on'; Sticking /falling back to 
old methods. 
Table 4.6.1-8: O I I B . A A B : 
pMcncuLMa 
VH. MPLEMENTATIOII SUCCESS 
OVBMLLIUTMG RESULTS 
1. SelkunctantCelt/lllodulM 
2. SingliPiK»FI(w(8n«IBMi8to) 
3. Short ThnT put/LMdTknM 
4. LewWIP.RM&FGInvantaries 
5. VWbto & BfBctive Communication 
6. CtoariyDelinadRoles 
7. ItoaMiMof Psrfomtanosoomplad 
B. MPS-even loads, weekly tagab 
9. Support SystamsEfladive 
10. IT Syaiem Support 
' t ' - T e r t for M e a n Di f l ieraKcs fm* Results 
0I I6.A 
Mean 
6.933 
5.736 
6.357 
6.520 
6.381 
6.820 
6.581 
5.858 
6.193 
5.006 
SUDav 
2.020 
2.591 
2.160 
2.144 
2.099 
1.913 
1.961 
2.214 
1.888 
2.297 
No. 
134 
123 
126 
126 
134 
136 
135 
130 
132 
132 
On.B 
JSOT 
6.5B1 
6.441 
6.714 
6.538 
%305 
6.621 
&842 
6.722 
6J6S0 
SUDav 
1.936 
2.046 
1.779 
1.426 
2.011 
2.208 
1.805 
1J38 
Z037 
Z666 
No. 
37 
31 
34 
35 
39 
39 
39 
38 
36 
40 
- Overall Ratiag 
•fTaet 
'tVakM 
-0.259 
-1.940 
-0233 
-0.632 
-0.429 
1.117 
-0.714 
•2.7G6 
-1.403 
-3.521 
- rA"*a ."BT 
df 
58 
57 
62 
81 
63 
55 
66 
71 
53 
58 
^aND 
79.6% 
5.7% 
81.7% 
52.9% 
66.9% 
26.9% 
47 J % 
0.7% 
16.7% 
0.1% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%: B-Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the two Organisations at 1% significance 
level for the items MPS - even loads, weekfy targets and 77 Sy^m Support. Null 
Hypothesis for these items stand rejected. 
In all other cases of Parameter Overall Results, no significant differences were detected at 
5% level of significance. For all these cases, the Null Hypotheses stand accepted. 
Perception Scores of hnplementation Effectiveness or Success of the two organizations 
had highly significant differences at 1% significance level in two items - MPS - even 
loads, weekly targets; and IT System Support where Org. B recorded significantly higher 
scores than Org. A. One more Item Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) was significant 
at 5.7% significance level, just beyond the cut-off level of 5%, where Org. B recorded 
higher score than Org. A. 
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- IncoHpl«t« Session by tiae out 
Items with high scores above 6.8 were Self-sufficient Cells I Modules; Clearly Defined 
ION : Q)(9tf4f (651067) <. „ /. -i j 
Roles in Org. A and Self-sufficient Cells I Modules; Measures of Performance compiled'. 
6P, ^iSi*lSt^S - even loads, weekly targets in Org. B indicating areas of higher levels of 
"•^ Access in respective organsiations. 
'%fonPtl»'aSove, it appears that creation of Self-sufficient Cells / Modules is effectively 
executed in BPR Projects. 
The average scores of Organisation B were higher for all elements of the Parameter 
Implementation B, highlighting the major enabling role played by IT Systems in 
Organisation B by way of development and adoption of Daily Production Scheduling. IT 
System support in Organisation A, on the other hand, could iK>t be leveraged in absence 
of MRP or ERP system. Bodi Master Schedulii^ Rough-cut Opacity Planning and 
detailed Production Schedules were based on PC^based stand-alone systems. MRP runs 
could not be carried out in dus c»gantsati(m for several years after the commoicement of 
BPR Project Hence tl^ differences in percq)tions between the two organizations. 
Table 4^1-9: Oifi. A A B; *t*-Tcst for Men Differenoes for Impact Of BPR 
PARTICUURS 
BPR knpKt on Work Area 
BPR Invact on bicMduars W M 
OIB.A 
MMR 
2.222 
2.151 
M D M 
1235 
1.296 
No. 
81 
73 
OIB.B 
MHM 
2.667 
2.679 
M D w 
0.679 
0.819 
No. 
27 
28 
't'TMt 
't'VUM 
•2.345 
-2.434 
PA"vt."8n 
« 
82 
77 
PnbW 
2.1% 
1.7% 
A 
A 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
For comparison between two organisations, the 10 point Rating scores of Organisation B 
have been converted into 4 point score. 
ANOVA shows significant diffnences across the two Organisations at 1% significance 
level for both items of the Parameter Impact of BPR. Null Hypotheses for both the items 
are rejected. 
Tests of significance showed significant differences at 5% significance level for both 
items - effect of BPR on Work Area and effect of BPR on one's Work - where Organisation 
B recorded a much higher scores than Organisation A indicating the degree of change was 
higher in Or^nisation B. 
Table 4.6.1-10: Orgs. A & B: 't*-Test for Mean Differences for Initiative Score 
PARTICULARS 
MtTIATIVE SCORE 
CIS. A 
WNHI 
92.000 
SUDtv 
9.633 
No. 
101 
Oig.B 
MOM 
90.600 
SUDov 
12.275 
No. 
25 
't'Tort 
'fVMuo 
0.455 
rA"v«."BT 
df 
32 
Prob(t) 
65.2% 
Note: A-Significant at 1%; B-Significant at 5% 
- 2 0 4 -
ANOVA shows no significant differences across the two Organisations at 5% level of 
significances respectively for all items of the Parameter Initiative Score. Null Hypotheses 
for the items is accepted. 
Tests of significance showed no significant difference at 5% significance level for the 
item Initiative Score wher^ Organisation A recorded a marginally higher score than 
Organisation B. One possible explanation is that Organisation A was a much larger one 
and BPR in this set up involved active association and involvement of large number of 
personnel. Equally plausible is the much higher levels of initiative were required to 
overcome higher degree of organisational inertia in a larger organisation. 
4 .6^ Amdysis of Variance among Hierarcfaical Levels of Organisations A & B 
Statktiad Analysis by on^-way ANOVA method was used for studying differences 
across Hteraidiy Levels and across Functions of both Organisation A and Organisation B. 
The data thus obtained lends itself to a further two-way analysis of differences across 
both hierarchy levels and across the toe Organisations. Similarly a two-way analysis of 
variaiK% across functions and organisations has also been carried out. 
The results of both the studies are sumarised below: 
TaMe AJkl-l: Oif^ s. A & B: ANOVA across Hierarchy Leveb for Physical Facilities 
Mew-OiMnl»«»lpnA Itean-OmanltaBonB Mean-Lewis TOTAL BetnL»wls BelnCoe. 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Oign 
A 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Orgn 
B 
Level 
1 
L6V6I 
2 
Level 
3 Mean 
F 
iValuej 
Prob 
iQ. 
F 
Value 
Prob 
fL 
FAOLmES 
1) Equipment 1.281 1.667 lill 1.391 1.3611.167 3.500 1.481 1.301 1i66 2.000 1.412118 0.340 71.2% 0.02S 87.6% )»mMnafmMm 2.113 0 . 9 0 S j j ^ 1 . 8 W 1.105 2.000 3.000 1.444 1.877 1.1482.875 1.776115 1.88915.6% 0.69140.8% 
silMOecionFeclllet Il.397i1.100l 1.286|l.322|2.21ll2.400l4.000|2.38s|l.S85|1.360|l.889|1.560|l1s|o.190l82.7%| 4 J S w ~ M i - B 
5) Space 1.609 0.095 0.714 1.190 0.737 0.833 4.000 1.000 1.410 0.259 1.444 1.151118 1.485 23.1% 0.085 77.1% 
toSteaoeFaciliea 1574 1.000 iQog 1.398 1.211 O.5O0 4.500 1.296 1.488 0.885 1.778 1.374114 0.568 56.8% 0.028 86.8% 
[7) Manpower 1.3431.091 0.556 1.214 1.895 1.000 3.OO0 1.778 1.465 1.071 1.000 1.336124 0.320 72.7% 0.927 33.8% 
[8) Computers (PCs[ 
Note: 
1506 1.318 .O.222I1.302IZ444 2.167 3.5a 2.462 1.711|1.500|0.455|1.549|121|0.975 38.0% 3.480 6.5% 
ANOVA shows significant difference jicross the two Organisations at 5% level of 
significance for the item Inspection Facilities confirming the previous result by t-Tests. 
Null Hypotheses for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences either across Hierarchy levels or between the 
two Organisations at 5% level of significances for all other items of the Parameter 
Facilities. Null Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
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For item Inspection Facilities Organisation B recorded a significantly higher score 
compared to Organisation A. 
At 10% significance level, one more item of significant difference between organisations 
was detected for item Computers (PCs). Mean scores of all Levels of the two 
organisations had wide differences in values. 
Noticeable, but not significant differences among the Hierarchical Levels were observed 
for items Handling Facilities; Layout; Space and Computers (PCs). Level 3 scores were 
generally higher except for item Computers while Level 2 scores were lower for almost 
all items. Level 2 scores for both organisations were lower than the other two levels for 
items Handling Facilities; Layout; Space and Storage Facilities. 
Table 4.CJ-2: Oisk A & B: ANOVA across HiNwdiy Levels for Perceived Compleiily 
Mew-OmiiiiMfcnA MMn-OiBMiMlkinB Mew-L>yeti TOTAL B»tnL>wli amCi». 
iLMi 
1 3 
Oign 
A 
L0MI Lewei Orgn 
B 
Ltvil 
1 2 
Lewi 
3 
F 
iValud 
Pvob 
ID. 
F 
jVajuel 
Piob 
SD. 
COMPLEXITY 
1)Naof/ooin|ilBillyaf 
9.825 -0.150 0.556 0.587 0.579 O.6O0 2.000 0.692 om 0.000 0.818 O.610117 0.892 «1.3% 0.034 SS.4% 
2) No. of / comptad^ of 
Producli 1.238 O.1O0 a i 4 3 O.9O0 0.737 1.000 4.000 1.038 1.122 O.280 1.OO0 0.931 l i s 1.172 31.3% 0.067 79.7% 
3)FnqMncyof 
Bdwdult w i i l o i w 0.102 1.000 -IJOOO «J»1 4.89S -1.500 DJOOO -0.963 0.141 •1.111 OMC -0.4261141.375 25.7% 1.370 24.4% 
i)Cm(»ieatftt 
PraMAiH to foliMf ()J54 O.550 -0.625 0.452 1.056 -0.833 2.OO0 0.662 0.663 0.231 -O.1O0 0.504118 0549 57.9% 0.168 38.2% 
5) Coping vMi changss 
taMhSwtomt I l346l1579i 0.714 ^2n 1.550-0.500 3.5O0 1.231 1.3ie 1.060 1.333 1.26S1120.1: :Sg8.2%0. O.00G 12.4% 
S)DoiignCoin|ila9dt|rof 
Product D.403 1.048 1.750 O.670 0.444 1.6673.000 0.923 0.413 1.185 2.000 0.7281163.117 270B0.4%B 
7)ComptadlyofCals, 
D.783 0.905 l i W ) 0.830 1.765 0.833 4.OO0 1.720 1.000 0.889 1.667 1.027112 0.395 S7.5% 2.864 9.3% 
B) ConM of Process 
VtMam 9J66 OJIO 0J75 0.920 0J63 0 4 6 7 3JO0 0 . 5 a OJ80 0.481 1.400 0.830 111 0J63 57.1% 0.550 45.6% 
BQuJbffHBlileins 
10)Noaflnlsr-oai irinv.r^TT-rTtiyirKriT^i-iTrrr.iT^^rfTirT^ 
U1Q 0.273 0 J57 0.685 0.778 1.333 2i)00 1.000 OMi O.SO0 1.111 0.754117 0.217 BO.6% 0.277 59.9% 
mCqwclsKScheduInq 'Ti?:n:tr:ritT7tFIfr.Firx?inET7.?Trrr.f^^ Itr-.Tw^ 
12)Changii«Mxof 
RunrfRepWS>arllBins.l0306>-2.000|-1.M6M).333l 1.188 1.000 DiOO 1.067 0.481 -1.423 -0.889 -0.052115 5.657 15.379 iHAB 
Note:-! 
ANOVA shows significant differences across the Hierarchy Levels at 5% level of 
significance for items Complex Scheduling and Changing Mix of 
Runners/RepeaterslStranger Items and at 1% and 5% level of significance for Item 
Complex Scheduling and across Levels and Organisations respectively. Null Hypotheses 
for these items are rejected. 
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ANOVA shows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for all other items of the Parameter Complexity. Null Hypotheses for these 
items are accepted. 
Among the items of significant differences, for Item Design Complexity of the Product, 
Level 3 recorded the highest score of 4.00 while Level 1 recorded the lowest score of 
0.413; for item Complex Scheduling, Level 3 recorded highest score of 0.375 while Level 
2 score was the lowest -1.704 and Level 1 recorded mean score of 0.716. For Item 
Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/Stranger Items, Level 2 score was the lowest -1.423 
while Level 3 and Level 1 recorded -0.889 and 0.481 respectively; while the mean score 
of the two Organisations A & B were -0.333 and +2.087 respectively. 
Both Organisations had hig^ positive scores for item Coping with changes to Mfg Systems 
both across Organisations and a^oss Hierarchy Levels. For another high mean score 
item Compieidty of Cells, Mfg Systans, the differences across Levels were minimal while 
across Organoisations, Org. A's score was 0.83 against Org. B score of 1.72. Both 
Organisations recorded negative scores for items Frequency of Schedule Variations and 
Changing mix of Runner/Repeater /Stranger items where in both Organisations, Level 1 
gave low positive scores while Levels 2 and 3 gave moderate negative scores. 
The differences between the Levels were widest between Levels 1 and 2 with Level 1 
giving a low-moderate positive score and the Level 2 giving low-moderate negative 
scores. The Gist line Level 1 {q)parently perceived no unfavourable effects of 
complexities related to Complex Scheduling; and Changing Mix of Runner/ Repeater/ 
Stranger Items while the next level 2 perceived the maximum impact of complexities 
associated with these two items. 
It seems the first line has the requisite variety to handle the complexities caused by 
changes and variety whereas the next levels face higher order of complexities of 
coordinating the synchronised flow of inputs. 
The items of common perceptions -with Prob.(F)>80%- between Levels were Coping 
with changes to Mfg Systems; Quality Problems; and No. of Inter-Cell movements and 
between Organisations were No. of/complexity of Processes; No. of/complexity of 
Products and Coping with changes to Mfg Systems. 
The results show the variety of opinions clearly emerging across Hierarchy Levels. 
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Table 4.6.2-3: Oigs* A & B: ANOVA »citMS tOtntAj Levds for MannbdariBg System D e ^ 
Maan-OmanlMlionA 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 s Orgn A Level 1 Moan'OBWnlMionB Level 2 Level 3 Orgn B Level 1 Mew-L»vels Level 2 Level 3 Meat TOTAL F dflVelud BtBiLPWlt Preb FVakie 
BemCoe. 
Preb 
MANUFACTUWNO SYSTEM DESWH 
1) C«l/Stwp/S8U 
Conewt 2.033 2.143 3.62S 2.202 2.667 220G 4.000 2.680 2.179 2.1543.7002.3071132.450 9.1% 1.02631.3% 
2) SiZBorCel/Shop 
fefc. 2517 Z143 3.5712.3071J5O0 2.OO0 4.OO01.8OC 2.051 2.1153.667 2.1951122.997 5.4% 1.41023.8% 
3) Rdetft 
2.262 1.4553.6252.1891.111 1.6673.5001.4232.012 1.5003.6002.0251202.906 5.9% 2.14214.6% 
I) NoofShared 
torn 02731.286 0.7741.722 1.000 2.50G 1.6151.073 0.4291.5560.958118 1.14432.2% 2.70910.3% 
5) CompeWetoour 
Cultoi 0.970 0.091 1.8750.8441.118 1.833 3.0001.4401.000 0.464 2.10Q 0.967120 1.584 21.0% 1.11729.3% 
S) SyMamsA 
Pwoiduns 1.789 1.7783.0001.8822.143 1.00G 3.0001.6001.844 1.2733.000 1.836 60 0.90441.1% 0.11773.3% 
S.1)Adhannoeto 
desJgrwdCal/Stwp 
1.333 0.435 2XXX11.1521.063 0.833 4.50C 1.2921.278 0.517 2.6251.181 1152.470 8.9% 0.06180.6% z. S>2) DiHMNfog of NilirWoiMno 0.758 
U)UariqTe(MGil 
1.113 
0217 2.79G 9.796 0J667 
Ciae 2 J ^ 0J9671.7SG 1.667 iOK 1.9171244 
0.167 5.00G 0.913 0.740 0207 3200 0.819 l is 5.184 
0.464 Z.SOG 1.164115 2.810 6.4% 3.006 
0X)a8B4.4%A 
8.6% 
M)IMMtonorRolH 
2X»1 1.091 JM 1J94 IJOOO 1J33 iJOK 137S 1.82S 12S0 3JXK11.788117 2.518 85% 1.130 29.0% 
1.5) PndaMMy of 
netndi ptwcribed 
1.523-0.1740.75(1.0622^ 
2262 12732.143 2.0112.056 
1333 4.OO0 2.40G 1.744 0.1381.4O01.331120 5.179 
1^ 667 4.000 2.120 2218 1J57 2556 2i)3S 114 2J28 6.3% 
6.749 M | A t 
0.07378.7%^ 
S.7)lMiMnC«lift 
SuPBOitModulw 1A21 1.783 25^1.8961.412 1200 3.OO01.5001.738 1.679 2.9001520121 1.46S 235% O.7O0 40.5% 
QM^ CORIIMOinlMS 
1581055710.6151125010.4O015a 156715641-0.407ll500l0.71lhl3l5.056l 1 0.933b3.6%lA 
Note:-I 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance across the Hierarchy 
Levels for Items Disnumdmg of earlier workittg tystems; and Coiiqmfmises nude in 
Design. Significant differences across both Levels and Organisations were shown for 
Item Pmctieability of methods prescribed (egtKanban). Null Hypotheses for these items 
are rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for all other items of the Parameter Manufacturing System Design. Null 
Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
At 10% significance level, differences were seen across Levels for 6 more items Cell I 
Shop ISBU Concept; Size of Cell I Shop I etc.; Roles & Responsibilities; Adherence to 
designed Cell/Shop; Definition of Roles & Responsibilities; and Suitability of Cell I Shop 
Systems. Item Utilising Technical Expertise had significant differences across at 10% 
level for both Levels and Organisations. ANOVA revealed three items of significant 
differences at 5% significance level, two of them -Compatible to our Culture; and 
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Compromises made in Design -between Levels and one - Practicability of methods 
prescribed (eg. Kanban)- between both Levels and Organisations, 
In all the cases of significant differences between Levels, LeveB and Level 1 had 
significantly higher scores than Level 2. Similar trends can be seen for all other items 
except for items Cell I Shop ISBU Concept; and Size of Cell I Shop I etc where all the 
three Levels had sunilar views and had given similar scores. 
The only item with significant difference between the two Organisations was with item 
Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. Kanban) where Organisation B had higher mean 
score of 2.4 as compared to 1.05 for Org. A indicating Org. B found the new systems 
methods more practical to implement than in case of Org. A. In organisation B, all the 
three levels gave high scores of 2.59,133 and 4.00 (mean 2.40) while in Organisation A, 
opinions were divided, with Levels 1 & 3 having mean scores of 1.523 and 0.75 while 
Level 2 had a mean score of -0.174. 
The lowest score was recorded by item Dismantling ofearUer Working Systems where the 
two organisations had mean scores of 0.796 and 0.913 respectively. The three Levels 
. however, perceived differently; LeveB, Level 1 and Level 2 perceived decreasing 
favourable impacts of dismantling earlier working systems with scores 3.20; 0.74; 0.207. 
Level 2 perceived least favourably to change over to the new system. As discussed 
earlier, this reluctance seems to arise more from loss of role content and influence 
compared to traditional organizational practices. 
Table 4^.2-4: Oi^s. A & B: ANOVA across Hierardiy Levels for Organisation Oimate 
I TOT, 
Mean 
Mean-OiganlsilionA Mean-OraanitatoiB Mew-Leyels AL BetiLevels BetnCos 
Mvel 
1 
Lsvel 
2 
iMel 
3 
Orgn 
A 
L M I 
1 
Lwel 
2 
Level 
3 
Oign 
B 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Levell F 
dflValuel 
Prob 
F Value 
Preb 
ID. 
IV. ORQAWSATIOMALCUMATE 
DMyownorientalion 2.621 1.696 3.7142.479 2.059 2.000 3.500 2.1672.5061.7503.6672.417 119 4.460 1.4% 0.616 43.4% B 
2) Stands taken by felow 
CelV Shop/SBU Leaders 12.123 0.8262.2501.823 1.842 2.000 3.000 1.962 20601.036 2.4001.652121 2.788 6.6% 0.08776.9% 
agtandtakenbSBUHead 2.940 1.682 2.37S 2.606 2.S2G 2.333 4.00G 2.5932.8491.821 2.700 2.605123 2.767 6.7% 0.001 97.2% 
OStandtakenbyUnitHead 3.338 2.864 3.OO0 3.200 2.158 0.333 1.500 1.7043.071 2.321 2.700 2.869121 1.92915.0% 14.979 0.0% 
5)Stand-Wo(fanen/Unlon 0.797-0.130 0.000 0.511 0.667 0.500 2.000 0.6800.7680.0000.250 0.546 118 1.081 34.3% 0.091 76.3% 
6) Stands taken by 
Imphtwtn Project Team 2.032 1.750 2.375 2.000 1.500 1.800 3.000 1.6801.9141.7602.5001.931 1150.44864.0% 0.45050.4% 
7) Personal BenedS 1.095 1.261 3.OO0 1.280 1.722 0X33 3.500 1.6541.2351.1723.111 1.361 1183.866 24% 0.736 39.3% B 
8) Faith in Impf. Concepts 2.07S 1.4553.6252.065 2.444 2.667 4.000 2.615 2.1601.714 3.700 Z185118 i.118 1.9% 1.73919.0% B 
9) Morale during impleintn, 2.059 1.087 2.12S 1.838 2.333 2.500 4.00C 2.500 2.1161.379 2.5001.976124 1.69218.8% 2.06615.3% 
10) Demands/expectations 
o>Ce«s/Shops 12.349 1.0002.250 2.022 1.063 2.600 4.500 1.696 2.0891.2962.700 1.957 1151.878 15.8% 0.39453.2% 
11) General support for 
liBprovenwnt Proioctt) 2.431 1.273 3.000 2.211 2.OO0 2.333 3.500 2.192 2.3371.500 3.100 2.207120 3.698 2.8% 0.002 96.3% B 
12) Demands/expectations 
ofSupervisofs/Managefs 2.641 1.273 3 . 3 ^ 2.363 1.941 2.333 4.000 2.200 2.4941.500 3.500 2.345116 4.332 1.S% 0.163 68.7% B 
Note:-Signi1icantat1%; -Significant at 5% 
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ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across the Hierarchy 
Levels for the following Items: 
MtiMy own orientation 
jia< Personal Benefits 
J0K Faith in improvement concepts 
JB^ General support for Improvement Projects 
je6S Demands/expectations of Supervisors/Managers 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% significance level between the two 
Organisations for the following Item: 
jets Stand taken by SBU Head. 
Null Hypotheses for the above items are rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences aooss Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
sigmficanoes far all otfier items of dw Parara^er Organisational Qimate. Null 
Hypotlttses for these items are accepted. 
At 10% significance level, ANOVA revealed significant differences across Levels for the 
items Stands taken byfelhw CeUISlwplSBV Leaders; and Stand taken by SBU Head. 
In all cases of significant differences aax>ss Levels, mean score of Level 3 was the 
highest followed by Levell and Level 2, in that order; Level 2 scores were much lower 
than the other two levels. In the case of significant dASkicncc between Organisations for 
item Stand Takai by Unit Head, mean of Org. A was 3.20 as against 1.70 for Org. B. All 
levels of Organisation A perceived hi^y'^favourable impact of this item while in 
Organisation all levels perceived moderate favourable effect of the Stand taken by Unit 
Head. The Unit Head in Org. A was actively inv(dved in guiding the progress BPR 
project while in Org. B the Unit Head was the Corporate Head who strongly sui^rted 
the Project Champion - one of the two SBU Heads - to lead BPR and other improvement 
Projects, 
In both Organisations, the lowest score was received by item Stand taken by Workmen I 
Union indicating their low impact on BPR implementation in their respective units. In 
both the Units, BPR was largely a management initiative. 
With almost identical scores and Prob(F)>90% for items Stand taken by SBU Head; and 
General support for Improvement Projects, it is clear that both Organisations perceived in 
similar manner the effect of the above two items of Organisational Qimate. 
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Table 4.6J-5: Oi^ gs. A & B: ANOVA aaxMS Hierardiy Levels for Infi-astructure 
M e w - O n p l M l t a i A M>ii>-OmrttaionB Mean-Uweb TOTAL Be>nlev<b BetnCos 
iLeval 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Oign Level Lewal 
1 
Level 
3 
dgn 
B 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 Mean df IValuel 
Prob 
n. F Value 
Prob 
fL 
WFRASTRUCTUBE 
k) OperHIng Syeleme 
5.1)Tcrtnlna .544 1.909 3J2501.7651.474 0.633 2.5001.4071.529 1.679 3.1001.688124 2.887 6.0% 0.70740.2% 
5.2) Supervision .824 1J64 2.7501.908 2.105 1.333 1.5001.8891.885 1.750 2.5001.904124 0.651 52.3% 0.00296.1% 
5.3)Diiec8on/Gui<lanoe 2.239 1.609 3^00 2.194 1.684 1.000 3.5001.6672.116 1.483 3.500 2.080124 4.593 1.2% 1.76518.6% B 
5.4) Problem Solvina 1.897 0.864 2.2501.6941.895 1.333 3.000 1.652 1.897 0.964 2.400 1.728 124 2.776 6.6% 0.12672.3% 
5.5) Implenientalion Plan 
fTaigeb 2.478 1.348 2.250 2.1941.263 2.000 3.0001.5562.209 1.483 2.4002.056 124 1.82616.6% 2.47311.8% 
5.6)AccountabiHy 2.463 1.455 Z62S 2.247 1511 1.500 3.5001.444 2.1K 1.464 2.800 2.073 123 2.261 10.9% 3.675 5.8% 
5.7) Revieifvs / Feedback 1.773 1.62S 1.8472.158 1.500 3.000 2.0741.954 1.714 1.9001.896 1240.16684.7% 0.299 58.6% 
5.8)DlicWne 2.145 1.591 2.000 2.O10 2.053 2.167 4.0002.2222.125 1.714 2.400 2.056 125 0.68550.6% 0.269 SO.5% 
B) ITSyetemFecMMet 
58) MRP Explosion, 
1.429 0.478 1.1251.17C 1.389-0500 4.0001.2801.420 0.357 1.7001.193 118 2.987 5.4% 0.05481.7% 
5b) SydemsforCel 
Schedules 1.677 0.522 1^001,3761.778 OJSOC 4.5001.692 1.700 0.517 2.100 1.445118 3.757 Z«% 0.442 50.7% B 
5c) MoPe flenef elion 1.683 1.261 3.1251.7022.000 OiOO 2.5001.808 .756 1.179 3.OO01.725119 2.756 6.8% 0.051 B2.2% 
Sd) SyitanforGakMny 
BooMna 1.475 O.O00 0J571.045 2J67 1.667 5.000 2.6151.753 0.345 1.7781.400 114 [.471 1.4% 10.278 0.2% BA 
5e) Systamfor 
Mmpoawf Bookinii 1.583 0^662 1.8751.374 0,688 0.S0Q 0.0000.731 1.423 0.621 1.500 1.231 116 1.51122.5% 1.75416.8% 
sqStmMene 
1.0M -0J814250 D.S80 0,333 0.40Q -2.500 0.120 0.907 -0.250 -O.7O0 0.476112 3.630 3.0% 0.702 40.4% B 
agi Mwenny u m n « 
PuroheieSwHaiw' 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across the Hierarchy 
Levels and at 1% significance level across the Organisations for Item System for 
Gateway Booking. Null Hypotheses for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows three items of significant differences at 5% significance level across 
Levels - for items DireetUm/Guidanie; System for Cell Schedules; System for Gateway 
Booking and Stand-alone Systems-not integrated. ANOVA revealed one item System 
for Gateway Booking with significant difference at 1% & 5% significance level, between 
Organisations and between Levels, req)ectively. Null Hypotheses for these items are 
accepted. 
For item System for Gateway Booking, Organisation B had significantly higher score 
than Organisation A, perceiving a higher degree of impact on implementation. The three 
levels recorded mean scores of 1.753; 0.345 and 1.778 respectively significantly lower 
score by Level 2 personnel of both organizations, while the mean scores for the 
Organisations A & B were 1.045 and 2.615 respectively showing the differing 
perceptions in the two organizations. In Orgaimisation A, the Gateway Booking was to be 
introduced by a simple on-line computerised system but for a long time only adhoc 
1 This Item w a s included in the B P R Questionnaire for only Organisation B 
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systems were in use. In Organisation B, the Daily Production Plans System was made 
possible only by development of a sophisticated IT system. The impact of these two 
developments are reflected in the perceptions of the two organizations. The significantly 
lower scores recorded by Level 2 in both organizations point towards the sense of lack of 
enthusiasm of middle management levels in both organizations. 
The following items were significant at 10% significance level across Hierarchy levels 
and Organisations respectively: Training; Problem Solving; MRP Schedules, explosions; 
and System for wateway booking. Item of significance at 10% level across organizations 
were: Accountability. 
Common perceptions as shown by high Prob.(F) values of above 80% across Levels 
were: Reviews I Feedback and across Organisaticms were: Supervision (%%); MRP 
Explosion, Sdiedules{S2%)mdiMoPsgenerati<m{92%). 
Items with hig i^est ag^gate sccHes were Directiot^uidance; Implementation Plan & 
Targets; AcoHOUabUity and Discipline. The lowest score in both organisations was 
(Stained by item Sumd-aUme Systems; not integrated. Both organisations rated this item 
in similar ways, with low-moderate positive scores by Level 1 and increasin^y lower 
negative scores by Levels 3 and 2, indicating more discrimination and sophisticated 
assessment by the Levels 2 & 3. 
Table 4JU^'. Orgs. A & B: A N O V A across merarchy Levels fm- OrgaaisattoiMl Support 
Mew-OiMnlMllonA Mew-OBiwlMlOBB MWH-Liwlt TOTAL BalnUwIt BeHCot. 
L«Ml|ljaMl 
1 3 
Orgn 
A 1 
LMtl 
2 3 
Oign 
B 1 
F Prab 
ID. 
Piob 
iFViknUQ. 
IVl OWOAWSATIOMALSUPPOIff 
74^!0B7l3^2<33f1 
nSuBPOrtfcawCelldr 
OSiMiiirtfcpmModHlit 
8>SuBBatfaimHmr 
C) Support fon SIswIng 
ISn 23M Zm 2531 
IJOdSJOd 1JW2iM1J2Ql33(W24M1 
2 . 5 5 3 2 ^ : 2 ^ AJOX 2682 3.364 2 ^ 1 2 3 1 . 3 3 5 26.7% 0.1! .4% 
• a8upportkmUn»H>ad <m^ESim^mzmEEEn.fEiFSiKmL^E:!imjimi^^EnuK^mi3zwiz 
S)SupptramSuppSeivte 
Module 1(PB>eets.<>e) I2.438l1.652 2JS7|2.277| 1.765 1.000 3JO0 1.720 2.2961.517 3.000 2160118 3.223 4J% 1.98816.1% B 
7)8u|)pftanSuppS«vic 
Module 2 (MaliHanancB) 2.323 1.609 2.87£ 2.198 1.688 1.000 4.500 1.750 2.1911.483 3.20C 2.106119 3.336 3.9% 1.075 30.2% B 
B) Support liDm Materials 
2.0161.913 2J8S 2.074 1.00C 1.667 3.500 1.333 1.7861J623.OO01.910121 2.215 11.4% 3.518 6.3% 
9) Support from Central 
Malwiale Module 1.385 0.870 2J7S 1.344 1.57S 1.833 4.000 \m 1.429 1.066 2.706 1.447122 2.15912.0% 1.01631.6% 
10) Support from MSD 
Team 1.7971.8643.3751.947 2.105 2.500 4.500 2.370 1.867 ZOOO 3.606 2.041 1204.774 1.0% 1.338 25.0% B 
11) Co-operation from 
l/Vo(kmen 1.2841.091 1.000 1.219 1.684 1.833 2000 1.741 1.3721.2501.2221.3331220.04495.7% 1.17128.1% 
12)Transp»ency/ 
Suspicion. 1.6060.3041.3751.278 0.421 2.20Q 1.000 0.8081.341 0.643 1.300 1.179122 MtS3 35.2% 0.917 34.0% 
13)Tiust/lackflffsilh 
Note:-
imOlEEEEIIEIMJliiilEiHIllEaEOESEES 
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ANOVA revealed 5 and 2 items of significant differences across Levels and Compannies 
respectively. Items of significant difference at 1% level of significance were: across 
Hierarchy Levels - Support from PU Leader and across Organisation - Support from 
Unit Head. The following items were significant at 5 levels of significance across 
Hierarchy Levels: 
jees Support fivm Cell Leader 
jB^ Support from Support Services Module 1 (Process, etc.) 
je6S Support from Support Services Module 2 (MaitUenance) 
j ^ Support from MSB Team 
Item of significant differences at 5% significance level between organisations was -
Suj^fortfrom Module Leader 
Nidi Hypotheses for all the above items are rejected and the Null Hypotheses for all other 
items axt aco^ted. 
Two more itons had significant differences at 10% significance levels; across levels -
Support from Module Leader and between Companies - Support from Materials Module. 
There was one item Co-operation from Workmen/Union of unanimous opinion across 
Hierarchy Levels with Prob.(F)>95%. 
All the items of agnificant differences across Hierarchy Levels had decreasing mean 
scores for Level 3, Level 1 and Level 2 respectively; Level 2 scores beign much lower 
than Level 3 scores. ' 
Both the two cases of significant differences between organizations had different score 
patterns. In case of Item Support from Module Leader, mean scores of Org. A was 2.63 
agamst 1.88 for Org. B; while in case of Item Support from MSB Team, mean score of 
Org. A was 1.947 against mean score of 2.37 for Org. B. Module Leader's role in Org. A 
was perceived to be more positive than in Org. B where as Org. B considered the support 
received from Project Team was more beneficial than Org. A. 
Pooled means of both Organisations indicate higher positive impact of support received 
from the implementing hierarchy consisting of Cell Leader, Module Leader, PU Leader, 
Steering Committee, Unit Head and MSD Project tem. The same perceptions were shown 
by Level 3 personnel of both organizations. Level 2considered Support from Unit had 
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most positive impact. Level 1 perceived Support from PU Leader and Unit Head to be 
having the most positive effect on inq>lementation. Across both Organisations and 
Hierarchy Levels, items Cooperation from Workmen; Transparency/Suspicion; and 
Trust/lack of Faith had the lowest scores indicting not so open working atmosphere in 
both organization. 
Table 4.6^7: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA across Hierardiy Levels for Implementation Efforts 
Mean-OwwisafcnA Mean-OmanisallonB Mean-Lawb TOTAL BehUvel i BetnCos 
Itmall 
1 
Laval 
2 
Laval 
3 
Oign 
A 
Laval 
1 
Laval 
2 
Laval 
3 
Orgn 
B 
Laval 
1 
Laval 
3 
F 
iValuel 
Prab 
£ 1 iFVakial 
Prab 
a. tfl MPLEMENTATIOM gFORTS 
1) Convnunlcalion about 
Nawfsvilwwa 2^6 2.364 2.778 2.206 1.684 l iOO 4.000 1.885 1.988 2.2SS 3.000 2.1311221M61S.6% 0.76338.4% 
2) TiaMng in naw 
1i64 ^M 1222 2J063 1J68 0J33 4X100 1 ^ 1J21 1JS7S 3J64 1.9Z7122 3.715 2J« 2^58 a7% B 
3) TaMnpaoflaileL 
n SnWnadBMi 
5) Fiaa taad gkwi tB mka 
t j a i.tao ISM 1JB7« 1.7M 1J67 4jooa ijze 1JB1 1.241 3J636 1M7123 5.400 |J|% OjBUt13%A 
S) HorinM auppoit * aQn 
i<WfCali/Modiilii.ati; 1J4e 1JM 212S 1J04 1571 2jm SJQOO 1771 1«31 ^m 2300 1.642122 OJW SZAI% CUB ^ .7% 
^liyT,rjrTifrJiFr:^Wmwr::rM<>x 
B) How tons i i a P n m M 
1 M 1.401 2.12S 1.763 1484 1:667 lAX 1j63aiJ04 1 ^ 
^y^iFF?.RTriw!-viP--:M:gi?rrgTrn,grT^iT;7iiF}riT^ 12! 0382 863% 
10] 
im 1.666 2X)0C 1.97S 1324 2333 4X00 2.120 2J2S 1326 
130C 1.734h2H0315l73i>» 
2364 2X)0e I IS 0.455 833% 
0367 763% 
0|g»4% 
S2%B 
0.1S2 IB.7% 
11)8lcHi«Mkigbackto 
im 0367 1143 0383 0363 O3O0 •130G 0322 0368 0.172 -1.111 0347120 2361103% 0.102 743% 
12)FWahaiid/lnlBiiawnca L172 1348 235C 137i 1.788 030C 3300 136? 2366 13K 2306 1 3 H 1 U Z J U & M 0386163% 
131 GuMwca 
14) OwilMd/UlriirtDad 
Note: 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% and 5% level of significance aooss the 
Hierardiy Levels for Items Free hand giver(.to make changes/mid-course cmrections; 
Training in new metiiods &. procedures and Management Support respectively. Null 
Hypotl^ses for these items are rejected. For all other items, Null Hypotiieses are 
accepted. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for all other items of the Parameter Infrastracture. 
In the aggregate terms, both the organizations 4)erceived in the same way the moderate-
high positive impact of the item Free hand given to make changes I mid course 
corrections with Prob.(F)>90%. 
For all cases of significant differences, mean scores of level 3 were the highest followed 
by Level 1 and Level 2 scores were the lowest. For the item Free hand given to make 
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changes I mid course corrections, the mean scores of the three levels were respectively 
1.881, 1.241 and 3.636 indicating moderate favourable effect and adequate freedom 
perceived by Levels 1 & 3 while Level 2 perceived a low-moderate effect and felt 
constrained without adequate freedom to make changes. 
In aggregate terms, Items Communications about new systems, Management support and 
Guidance had highest scores while items Sticking/falling back to old methods and 
Ovrload/underload had the lowest scores indicating perceptions of areas of high and low 
impacts of parameter Organisational Support. 
Among the Hierarchy Levels, Level 3 perceived Training; Free hand; Management 
Support, Pace of Progress; and Guidance had more favourable impacts while items 
Overload/underload was perceived to have low beneficial effects of implementation. 
Level 2 rated Commtmicatitms and Pace of Progess higher and Training, Freehand; 
Managanent Supp(»^ and StiddnglfalUng back had low or adverse effects and Uevel 1 
perceived Management Support and Guidance as tq) facilitators and Regressing to old 
meAods as the hindering potential. 
Other than the above. Org. A perceived Communications as the major facilitator while 
Org. B perceived Taking people along; Sustained efforts as important. Org. A considered 
item Sustained efforts was weaker part of its implementation efforts. 
Tabk 4.6.24: Orgs* A & B: ANOVA a<TOSS HierarAy Levels for Results - Ovendl Ratiiig 
MMn-OiDwlgaionA M»w-OiiMnlMipnB Mean-Levels TOTAL BelnLevete Be>nCot. 
Mvei 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Orgn 
A 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Lever 
3 
Orgn 
B 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 Mean 
F 
Vakwl 
Prob 
ID. F Value 
Prob 
OVBULLMSNe 
1. CeVtulficlenlCels/ 
7.127 6.2S87i78 6.933 6.905 7.00C 7.700 7.1197.0626.443 7.4296.977 1752.433 9.1% 0.27859.9% 
2. Single Piece Flow 
[SmalBalchSize) 5.313 4.452 5.S29 5.736 6.438 6.667 7.625 6.778 6.335 5.070 6.200 5.972158 3.902 2.2% 4.885 2.9%BB 
3. Short Thni'put/Lead 
Time! |6.688l5.4e9l6.S29|6.357 6.222 7.000 6.500 6.5386.6005.911 6.5206.4001641.727 18.1% 0.22763.5% 
4. LessWIP.RM&FG 
fflVWUIIPS 6.7795.7586.7226.520 6.294 7.000 7.600 6.6SQ 6.691 6.125 7.0366.599165 2.00413.8% 0.82836.4% 
5. Visi)le& Effective 
Communicafion 6.7595.6326.1056.381 6.545 6.417 7.000 6.6146.7145.837 6.4146.438177 2.953 5.5% 0.43451.1% 
B. Cleeily Defined Roles 6J52 6.162 7.421 6.820 6.810 5.462 6.OO0 6.227 6.9235.9686.931 6.6751794.080 i.9% 2.997 8.5% B 
7. Measures of 
Perfcrmance compiled 6.683 6.1037.000 6.581 6.773 7.000 6.300 6.7276.7026.337 167596.6171780.67551.0% 0.19366.1% 
B. MPS-even loads, 
weeMy targets 
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ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% significance level across the Hierarchy 
Levels for item CUariy Defined Roles. 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% significance level across the Organisations 
for the following Items: 
gtsMPS - even loads, weekly targets 
jt^rr System Support 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across both Hierarchy 
Levels and Organisations for the Item Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size). 
Nvdl Hypotheses for the above items are rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for all odier items of the Parameter Overall Results. Null Hypotheses for 
these items are accq>ted. 
Items Visible & Effective C(mmunicati<ms and Suppmrt Systems Effective were significant 
across hioardiy lewis and companies respectively at 10% significance level. 
In both cases of significant differences aax>ss Levels, Level 1 and Level 3 means scores 
were mudi higher than Level 2 scores. In general, Lelel 2 mean scores were lower than 
other two levels. 
In all cases of differences between organizations, mean score of Org. B was higher than 
Org. A. 
In aggregate terms, items Self-SuffidaU Cells/Modules; less WIP/RM/FG Inventories; 
Clearly Darned Roles and Meaaires of Performance compiled had high mean scores 
while items Single Piece Flow (Small Batches); MPS-even loads, weekly targas and IT 
System Support recorded low scores indicating areas of higher and lower achievements of 
results of BPR implementation. 
All the levels perceived higher achievement on item Self-sufficient Cells/Modules and 
lower degree of achievement on items Single Piece Flow (Small Batch sizes) and 77 
System Support. Level 1 perceived Clearly defined Roles was better achieved; Level 2 
perceived Measures of Performance compiled as an achievement while Level 3 perceivd 
Less Inventories as significant positive achievement and item MPS-even loads, weekly 
targets was not equally effective. 
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Between the Organisations, /T 5y5/em Support was well executed in Org.B and was least 
successful in Org. A. On Items Visible &. effective Communications and Clearly Defined 
Roles Org. A did better while Org. B had more to achieve on these areas. 
For item Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size), Organisation B gave significantly higher 
score than Organisation A indicating that they had successfully adopted the small batch-
single piece production principle. This Organisation had as a policy adopted the 
philosophy of manufacturing to Customer Orders and this necessarily meant small 
batches/single pieces were produced. Among the Levels, once again we see Level 1 & 3 
giving significantly higher scores than Level 2 personnel of both organisations, showing 
that this Level persoimel had low perception of success of BPR implementation efforts. 
Regarding the items Visible & Effective Communication; and Clearly E>efined Roles, 
onoe again we see the trend of Levd 2 giving signiJ5cantly lower scores than Level 1 and 
Level 3 personnel. 
Highly significant differences between Organisations were seen for items AfPS-even 
loads, weddy targets and 77 System Support. Organisation B had significantly higher 
scores than Organisation A, as FT Systems played key role in the implementation of BPR 
in Organisation B while IT Systems played a secondary role in Organisation A. 
Table 4.6.2-9: Or]gs. A & B: ANOVA across Hieraniiy Levek for Impa<^  of BPR 
Maw-OmanisalionA Mean-OiganlsallonB Mean-Layels TOTAL B<<nLwel8 BelnCos 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Oign 
A 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Orgn 
B 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 Meen 
F 
VehM 
Prob F 
Vehie 
Prob 
10. 
X IwwctofBPR 
To wtMteidentwM your 
Z17S 2.333 2.333 2.222 2.SO0 3.000 3.000 2.667 2.253 2.520 2.500 2.333107 0.620 54.0% 3.15 7,9% 
To « M extent WIS your 
WorfcaBededbyBPR? 
Note:-! 
2.204 1.933 2.250 2,151 2.579 2.857 3.000 2.679 2.301 2.227 2.500 2.297100 0.125 88.2% 3.98 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across the two 
Organisations only for the Item Impact on Individual's Work. Null Hypotheses for this 
item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for the other item of the Impact of BPR. Null Hypothesis for this item is 
accepted. 
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ANOVA revealed that the difference between the organisations for item "effect on one's 
WorK' was significant at 5% significance level. Org. B recording higher scores than Org. 
A, thus indicating the personnel of Org. B perceived more effects of BPR on their work. 
The other item "eflfecr on Work Area" was significant at 10% significance level, with Org. 
B perceiving higher effect on work area than Org. A. It should be borne in mind that two 
different Likert scales, with 0-4 points and 1-10 points respectively were used in the 
survey of Organisation A and B. TTie 10 point scores of Organisation B were converted 
into 5 point scale by a convenient scaling scheme. This could also have accentuated the 
differences between the two organisations. 
Table 4^ J-10:019. A & B: ANOVA across Hierarchy Levels for Initiative Score 
MMn-OnptMtoiA Mey-OmanisHlonB ttean-lBwIt TOTAL 
BM 
Levels BetnCkie. 
JCMRWIVE Level LBMI Level 
1 3 
dgn 
A 
Level 
1 
Level 
2 
Level 
3 
Oign 
B 
LevelMvelMMl 
1 Meen df 
F 
iVeluel 
Preb F 
Value 
Prob 
MnriMIWEtCOIK OG 80629 W ^ i n i X X I BOJOOB041B2J4B7.es 01.7612s 3.037 5 ^ 0273 8 0 ^ 
ANOVA diows no significant differences across Levels and Organisations at 5% level of 
significances for the Parameter Initiative Score. 
Null Hypothesis for this item is accepted. 
Level 3 mean score was mudi h i ^ r than the other levels, significant at 11.2% 
significance level. 
The above ANOVA across Levels and Organisations was useful in revealing many areas 
of significant differences. 
There results show that there is a similarity between the two organisations in relation to 
acceptance of BPR Principles, Management support, providing adequate physical 
facilities, views on complexity and certain behavioural trends among the different 
hierarchical levels. The differences between the two organisations are arising out of the 
differences in the top-down mana^ment style of implementation and the concepts of 
BPR adopted which make significant demands for important contributions by certain key 
areas such as the IT Systems in Organisation B. The implementation strategy adopted 
gave rise to certain differences between levels and organisations. In terms of the results, 
the organisations perceived differences according to the key aspects of the BPR concept 
and the implementation strategy adopted by respective organisations. 
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4.63. Analysis Of Variance Among Ennctions of Oi^anisations A & B 
Table 4.63-1: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA FUBCtioiis for Physical Facilities 
Mean-OraanhafcnA Msan - FunctJons TOTAL BetnFns BetnCos. 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-Orgn 
ort 
Com-
mon Shop 
Supp-Orgn 
ort 
Com-
mon Shop 
Supp-
ort Mean df 
F 
iValuel 
Prob F 
IValuel 
Prob 
L FACILITIES 
[1) Equipment 1.111 1.6671.1881.391 2.000 1.6001.481 1.3851.529 1.2861.4121180.10190.4% 0.02587.6% 
[2) HandMnq Facilities 1.8241.8291.9681.876 1.625 1.111 1.6001.444 1.7601.700 1.8781.776115 0.064 93.8% 0.690 40.8% 
0.556|57.5%|0.178l67.4% 
[3) Inspection Faeiaties 1.111 1.878 0.710 1.322 3.1K 1.8 2.2222.385 1.731 1.880 1.0501.560115 1.563 21.4% 4.370 
W Layout 1.471 1.476 1.6881.549 2.87S-0.333 1.4001.259 1.9201.157 1.6191.483117 
[5) Space 1.2350.9291.5151.196 2.375-0.333 1.1001.000 1.6000.706 1.4191.151 1180.98837.5% 0.08776.9% 
(6) Storage FaciHties .5291 ,7331.3981750-0.444 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across the two 
Organisations only for the Item Inaction Facilities. Null Hypotheses for this item is 
rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences aaoss Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for the other item of the Impact of BPR. Null Hypotheses for all other 
items are accepted. 
The Items Equipment and Handling Facilities had similar perception ratings across 
Functions with Prob(F)>90%, whereas the items Equipment and Storage Facilities had 
similar perceptions across organizations with Prob.(F)>85%. 
Item Computers (PCs) showed differences between Organisations at 10% significance 
level. 
In aggregate terms. Handling Facilities had high mean score while item Space had the 
lowest score. Among Functions, Shop gave high scores to items Handling & Inspection 
Facilities and gave low scores to items Space and Storage Facilities. Support function 
gave high scores to Handling and Storage facilities and low scores to Inspection facilities 
while Common group t&t^d Layout, Storage facilities and Computers highly and gave low 
scores to Equipment. Both Organisations, gave highest scores to item Handling Facilities 
and lowest scores to Space. 
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Table 4.63-2: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA Mross Functions for Perceived Complexity 
I Beti Mew-OmwigaBonA M M n - O w n i M l i o n B Utean-FunctiOM TOTAL tiFng BeXCos 
V 
va 
Com-
mon Shoo 
Supp-Oign 
Oft 
Com- 8u|)p-
oit 
Oign 
B 
Com-
mon Shop 
Supp-
ort 
Prob F 
(F) h/aluel 
Prob 
COMPLEXITY 
1)No^/ooinptaxityof 
1.333 023« 0.62S 0.587 0.75(1 0.333 1.000 .0.692 1.154 0.255 0.707 0.61Q 117 1.113 33.2% 0.035 85.3% 
2) N a Of/complexity of 
Producti 1.316 0.615 1.000 O.9O0 1.75(1 O.OO0 1.444 1.036 0.500 1.096 0.931 115 1.512 22.5% 0.066 79.5% 
3)Fraqu6ncyof 
Schedule variaBong •0.632-0.100-0.241 •0.261 •0.875 ^0.222 1.700 •0.963 -0.704 ^0.122 •0.615 •0.426114 0.543 58.3% 1.380 24.3% 
4)Compiexllyof 
Piocedurae to M o w 0.389 0.4S2 0.485 0.452 1.500 O.750 O.0O0 0.692 0.731 0.500 0.372 0.504118 0.148 B6.2% 0.168 68.2% 
5) Coping wKh changes 
toMfaSwtoms 1 1.282 1.167 1.276 1.000 1.875 0.900 1.231 1.308 1.383 1.100 1.2661120.202 SI .7% 0.009 92.4% 
5)OesignCompiexiiyof 
Product 0.611 0.595 0.806 0.670 0.571 0.333 1.7001 0.923 0.600 0.54S 1.024 0.726116 0.595 55.3% 0.272 BO.3% 
7) Complexity of CeRs, 
Mta.Swlams 1.389 0.795 0.548 0.830 2^86 2.000 1.100 1.720 1.640 1.000 0.683 1.027 1121.353 26.3% 2.925 9.0% 
S) Control of Process 
Variations 1.611 0.995 0.964 a920 1J57 -0.42S 0.200 0.500 1.680 0.449 0.783 OJ30111 2.20411.5% 0^80 44.8% 
MQu<»f*mtilami 1.1O0 OJIC 0290 0;457 OiXM 4L77t 1.4O0 0.256 0.788 0.118 0524 0.413120 0J7156.2% 0 .10174J% 
10)Nooflnl i r -«al 
0839 0 5 6 1 0.751 0.68S 0 8 7 ! 067S 1.200 l ino ojm 0512 OJ80 0.754117 0.117195% 0277 K>.O% 
WCowBl iKSchadMiM FrTr,r.vrxxSit.){k'irr::'rT7KrT?7nT^nr7rT!T:ri^ 
12)ChanginaMiK«r 
RiMMT XtapealBiy 
0303 4383 1500 1J7S 0556 1.087 -0060 -0588 0557 -0.052115 0 . ^ 40.1% 5.4S4 
Non. 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across the two 
Organisations only for the Item Changing Mix of Runnerl Repeaterl Stmnger Items. 
Null Hypothesis for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Func^ons and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for all other items of the Parameter Complexity. Null Hypotheses for 
these items are accepted. 
At 10% significance level, one itrai Complexity of Cell Mfg. Systems had significant 
difference between Organisations, where Org. B gave a moderate-high score of 1.72 
indicating moderate favourable impact of this item while Org. A gave a low favourable 
score of 0.452 differing significantly from Org. B with a score of 0.692. 
Both Organisations and all Functions gave low scores to items Frequency of Schedule 
Variations and Changing Mix of Rmner/Repeater/Stranger Items highlighting the 
disruptive potential of these items to smooth implementation. 
Conmion Functions gave much higher scores than Shop for items No./Complexity of 
Products and Processes; Control of Process variations; Quality Problems and Complex 
Scheduling. 
The results show basic differences in perceptions among functions on operating issues. 
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Table 4.6J-3: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA acitMS Foactioiis for Manufacturing System Design 
LiOjunjMOon 
BuppTSgn 
Shop! ort A 
A Mew-OiBanlMtoiB Mean-FuncBons TOTAL BetnFns BemCos 
Com- Com-
Shop 
Supp- Ogn 
ort 1 B 
Com-
mon Shop 
Supp-
ort Mean 
F 
df Value 
Ptob F 
Value 
Prob 
IM. MANUFACTURMQSYSTBI DEMON 
m 
2) SiaofCaWShopete. 
3)Rolas&t 
ONoofSharadFacities 0.78S 0.610 0.97C 0.774 2.571 1.333 1.200 1.615 1.268 0740 1.023 0.958118 0.481 BZO% 2.72310.2% 
B^eiEKSSSillEKSI^EESBEHISIECHEttESSSiaEES! 
i^HEEGHEIESIEEIEZES^DESIEBHiSBEllilEZIEHEirEa 
5)Compatibletoour 
CuHureJ 0.857 0.293 1.5W 0.844 2.833 0.222 1.700 1.440 1.296 0.280 1.545 0.967 120 3.449 
5) Systems & Procedures 
1.179 28.0%|B 
5.1) Adherence to design 
Cel/Shop Systems 1.222 1.146 1.121 1.152 3.0O0O.75C 0.444 1.292 1.720 1.082 0.976 1.181 115 0.78645.8% 0.061 BO.5% 
6.2) Dismantling of 
aarliefWdrtdno Systems 0.632 0.854 0.816 0.796 1.833 1.000 0.222 0.913 0.920 0.878 O.690 0.819115 0.085 91.9% 0.039 84.5' 
5.3) UflWng Technical 
Expertise 1.000 O.810 1.156 0.967 3.333 1.667 1.222 1.917 1.583 0.961 1.171 1.164115 0.559 57.4% 3.028 8.5% 
S.4) OsflnilonorRatos& 
2238 1.690 1.93S 1.894 1.857 1.375 1.000 1.375 2.143 1.640 1.725 1.788117 0.52859.1% 1.13728.9%! 
5.5) ftidcaUl^ of 
inafcwli (eg. Kanban) 1J81 0.756 1.206 1.052 3.143 2J222 2.000 2.400 1.^1 1.020 1.372 1.331 120 1.10733.4% 6.855 
5.S)SulaMilyarCal/ 
Shop Systems 1.947 2 .0a 2.065 2.011 2.714 2.333 1.444 2.120 2.154 2.061 1.925 2.035114 0.139 87.0% 0.073 78.8% 
5.7) LMs balfMen Cels 
tSupportModutes 1.000 1.500 2.103 1.627 1.657 1.820121 0.492 51 i% 0.703 40.4% 
5.8) CompramiMS made 
inPesJan 0.684I0.19S11.12910.6151 ii 0.625 1.222 1.087 0.880 0.26511.150 0.711 113 2.147|l2.2%|o.965|32.8% 
ANOVA shows two items of significant differences at 5% significance level, one each 
across Functions for item Ctm^atible to our Culture and between the two Organisations 
for the Item Practicality of method prescribed (eg. Kanban). 
Null Hypotheses for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for the other item of the Parameter Manufacturing System Design. Null 
Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
One more item Utilising Technical Expertise was significant across Organisations at 10% 
level of significance. 
Uniform perceptions across Functions, with Prob.(F)>80%, were seen for items Roles & 
Responsibilities; Dismantling of earlier Working Systems; Suitability of Cell/Shop 
Systems; similar perceptions between organizations were seen for items Adherence to 
designed Cell/Shop Systems and Dismantling earlier Working Systems. Thus it can bee 
seen that change over from earlier functioning systems causes significant breaks and 
heartburns across functions and also across Organisations. 
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However, positive dispositions for new systems could be seen both across Functions and 
Organisations as seen by the hig^ scenes recorded for items of Cell/Shop Concept; Size of 
Cell/Module; Roles & Responsibilities; PracHcability of methods and Suitability of 
Cell/Shop Systems. Low score were recorded for items Dismantling of earlier Working 
Systems and Compromises made in Design. 
At the aggregate level and also among Functions and Organisations, similar scares were 
recorded indicating no major differences on basic issues of Manufacturing System 
Deisgn. 
Table 4 . 6 3 - 4 : Orgs. A & B: A N O V A across Functions for Organisational Climate 
MMn-OniinltalionA Mean-OmanlMionB Mew-Functaw TOTAL Bet;Fn» BeHCos. 
Com-
Shoo Oft 
Com-
&SB. 
Sufip- Oign 
B ort 
Cem-
Shop 
Supp-
ort MMn 
F 
iVakwl 
Piob 
ID. 
Prob 
V«lu>| (R 
N. OBOAMtWIOmLCUMWE 
If liy^ywi flHtfltww ff?y:F*:o:a££BQi:ty^>:ll?7E£?P^M!'ht^LHSiB^ 
2) SUwdiMliinbyWtow 
Cal/amo/SBUlmlw 1150 t ^ l 2.057 1 ^ 2JSa ^3Si 1.771 1.962 2.US iJm 2J0K 1.8521210.847 43.1% 0088 7U% 
3)SlndWNnbySBU 
247C 2X)08 3.324 2.806 3500 2.111 2JO0 25O3 2.7SS 2.096 3.091 2.6061233.131 lOJOl 17.1% B 
QStmlMwibyUnK 
3.1S0 2.762 3.786 3.200 2.37S 1.444 1.4O0 1.704 2.926 2 . ^ 3 . 2 3 3 2.868121 1.90515.3% 14J8 
5)SlndW(enby 
Wcitowp / Union 0.684 0.341 0.616 0.511 OJ33 0.222 1.000 O.680 O.720 0.320 0.706 0.546118 0.357 70.0« 0.092 78J% 
B)Siindi taken by 
HMIWWII TOIBCl I own 2J09S 1.641 2J87 21100 UOK IXXM Z1111.680 2.0711521 2.325 1.9311151.70718.6% 0.462 W J % 
ff PmomB6n6lte tgk'itfKn^nCTgyirnrr^raronr^TiiwTr.ff:?'^ 
1) F4M) In bnpfGWMnont 
Conarti 2.42S 1.87S 2.063 2.069 3.143 2J88 2Sm 251S 2.607 2J61 2.046 2.185116 0.932 W.7% 1.75618.7% 
>) Monte during 
1.955 1.810 1M0 1.836 3.714 Z333 1500 2500 2.379 1502 1.800 1.978124 0.73S (8.0% 258315.1% 
10) DonndctaqweWions 
iifCo8rtShop8 2585 1.625 ZOOO 2.022 2500 1.444 15^ 1596 2.67S1582 1560 15571152561 6.1% 0.412 52.2% 
11)G«Mnltu|i|X)rtfor 
IropfBwnwntPfotecte 25001551 Z471 2i11 3.143 1588 1500 2.192 2516 1540 2516 2.207120 1.078 M.4% 0.002 96.3% 
ofSupgndmlMMniiew 25O0 1550 Z706 2583 3533 1567 2500 2.200 3.000 1.816 2545 2 .3« 1183.486 ^ 7 2 S7.9% B 
Note:-Significant at 1 % ; -Significant at 5% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 5% level of significance across Functions for 
Items Stand Taken by SBU Head and DemandslexpecUi^ns of Supervisors/Managers 
and at 1% significance level between organizations for item Stand taken by Unit Head. 
Null Hypotheses for the above items are rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for all other items of the Parameter Organisational Climate. Null 
Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
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For items Stand taken by SBUHead, Sui^rt function recorded a high score of 3.09 while 
Shop and Common functions recorded lower score of 2.098 and 2.759 respectively. Shop 
personnel did not perceive SBU Head's stand had as high effect as the other functions. In 
case of item Demands/eq>ectations of Supervisors/managers, Common group recorded a 
high score of 3.00 while Shop and Support groups recorded scores of 1.816 and 2.545 
respectively. Once again Shop personnel did not perceive the demands and expectations 
of their superiors had a high impact on implementation, possibly because they are used to 
such demands in their daily work life and also because beyond the demands they also 
expected to be supported adequately by their superiors in achieving the deliverables. 
However, at 10% significance level, item Demands/expectations of Cells/Shops had 
significant difference between Functions. For this item, Conmion Function gave high 
score of 2.875 indicatii^ favour^e effect while Shop and Support Functions gave lower 
scores of 1.59 and 1.86 reqwctively indicating they had perceived lower favourable 
impact for item Danands/expectatUms ofCdlslShops. 
In all these cases, Si^^rt and Common Functions perceived similarly and gave 
significantly higher scores than the Shop Personnel. In this section, it is seen that Shop 
personnel gave the lowest mean scores than the other two functions, either because at the 
"coal face" they perceived a different Organisational Climate than the other two functions 
mainly because of the nature of their results oriented production function. 
All Functions and both organizations perceived that the Stand taken by Workmen/Union 
had low inq>act on Project Implementation. In both organizations, workmen and union 
took a non-interfering stand with the project and managements of both imits did not 
involve them in any significaiU manner in Project Roll out. Also no drastic actions such as 
retrendmients or layo^ occurred because of BPR Project. 
Items of high scores at the aggregate level were My own orientation; Stands taken by 
SBU and Unit Heads; and Demands/expectations of Superiors. There were no major 
items of differences among Functions. Notable differences between the two Organisations 
were Stand taken by Unit Head; Faith in Improvement concepts and Morale during 
implementation. Org. A rated Unit Head's stand had a very significant role while in Org. 
B, the perception was much lower because of the remoteness of the Unit Head to BPR 
Projects. For the other two items. Org. B recorded higher scores compared to Org. A. 
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Table 4J63-S : Orgs. A & B: ANOVA across Functioiis for Infkvstructure 
y. IffRAtTRUCTURE 
M OmnSno Systems 
5.1> TraiBinfl 
5.a Supei^ticn 
5^Dlwelon/( 
5.4^  ProMemSoMng 
Maan-OroanlialionA 
Com-
Shop 
Supp- Ogn 
ort 
Mean-OiBinlt i l taiB 
Com-
mon Shop 
Supp-
ort 
Oign 
B 
Mean-Functiong 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort 
TOTAL BelnFns 
Prob 
Value| (F) 
Bern Cos. 
F 
iVakiel 
Prob 
(F) 
lEEEEESHlEEEEffiBZEIISIE^IEIllOHIEIEEE! |[E3EE2HEHE]IE2SSEEE3BEBESIiZ3]0S:E!EEE5E2ffiEJIIE 
5.5) hmileinentalion Ptan 
1.524 1.537 
1.aS7 2.415 2.139 
1.972 1.694 2.750 1.500 
Z194 2.375 1.667 0.800 1.556 2.000 2.280 
1.852 1.862 1.520 1.870 1.728 124 0.431 85.1% 0.126 72.3% 
1.848 2.056124 0.663 51.7% 2.48811.7% 
5.M AeecuPUtm 
5.8) DlKiclne 
B) ITSwtBmFacilies 
5a) K4RP Explosion, 
ScheduHs O.9O0 1.14« 1.364 1.170 15711.444 0.88S 1.280 1.074 1.200 1.262 1.193 118 0.066 93.6% 0.054 81.7% 
5b)SyslaiMforCel 
Sdwdulss 1.263 1.317 1.515 1.376 2.429 1.667 1J20Q 1.692 1.577 1.380 1.442 1.445118 0.072 93.0% 0.441 S0J% 
5c) MoPsuenenton 1.S0C 1.878 1.606 1.702 2.750 1.625 1.200 1.806 1.857 1J37 1.512 1.7a 119 0.342 71.1% 0.05182.2% 
5d)8yslamfDrGalMmy 
aeocoM7i .4K 1.045 3.7S0 2.500 ijoozeis 1J00 1217 1.537 1.400114 0.267 76.6% 10.29 
S^CyitMnforManpoww 
0.7QG iM 1>I331-374 1.43 0.556 0.400 0.731 OJ 1.460 1.175 1^31 1160.624 53.7% 1.78716.6% 
51) S tnd^toMSyt lamt ; 
O.120 OJ06 a468 0.600 0.478112 0.116 » . 1 % 0.702 40.4% 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% significance level across Organisations for 
Item System fw Gateway Booking. Null Hypotheses for this item is rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for all other itraos of the Parameter Infrastructure. Null Hypotl^sis for 
these items are accepted. 
Items Reviews/Feedback; MRP Explosion, Schedules; and Systems for Cell Schedules had 
similar perceptions across Functions and Supervision between Organisations, with 
Prob(F)>90%. AU Ftmctions and both organizations gave low scores to item Stand-alone 
systems, not integrated with Prob.(F>=89.1% 
One item Accountability was significant between Organisations at 10% significance level. 
In ^neral, all items of Operating Systems has high scores across both Functions and 
Organisations while items of IT Systems had lower scores across both Functions and 
Organisations. Items Direction/Guidance; Implementation Plans/ Targets and System for 
Manpower Booking were rated higher in Org. A as compared to Org. B. 
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Table 4.63^: Oigs. A & B: ANOVA across Functions for Organisational Support 
Mean-OMnlsaBonA 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort 
Orgn 
A 
MMn-OmanlBsllonB 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-Ogn 
ort B 
Mean-Fundions 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort 
TOTAL BetnPns 
F 
iValuel 
Prob 
(F) 
BetnCos. 
F 
VaM 
Prab 
V I ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
H Support from Cel Ldr 2.762 2.571 2.343 2.531 2.875 1.889 1.556 2.077 2.793 2.451 2.182 2.435123 1.32127.1% 1.70519.4% 
2)SupportftomModuleL<lr 2.714 2.762 2.429 2.633 Z143 1.500 2.000 1.880 2.571 2.560 2.333 2.480122 0.270 76.4% 3.996 
3^  Support ftomPULilf 2.864 2.571 3.114 2.82i 3.62S 2.0a 2.556 2.692 3.067 2.471 3.000 2.8M 1241.541 21.8% 0.124 72.5% 
4) Support from Slaering 
CommMee 2.136 2.366 2.971 2.531 3.500 2.556 2.111 2.692 2.500 2.400 2.795 2.565123 0.557 57.4% 0.156 59.3% 
5) Support from Una Head 3.100 3.119 3.543 3.268 2.625 1.667 2.700 2.333 2.964 2.863 3.356 3.065123 1.337 26.7% 7.998 
6)Suppfrom Supp Senic 
Modulel (Process) 2.556 1.952 2.529 2^77 3.167 1.333 liOO 1.720 2.708 1.843 2.227 2.160118 2.10012.7% 2.04915.5% 
7)Supp from Supp Seivic 
Module 2 (Majntenance) 1.750 1.857 2.882 2.198 4.0001.111 1.200 1.750 2.200 1.725 2.500 2.106119 2.07613.0% 1.108 29.5% 
8) Support from Materials 
Module 1190 1.810 2.344 2.074 2.125 0.778 1.200 1.333 2.172 1.627 2.071 1.910121 1.10833.4% 3.566 6.1% 
9) Support from Certral 
Materials Module 
IMSuppifomMSOTeam 
0.805 1J18 1.344 2i75 1.556 1.200 1.815 2.207 
2.025 1^07 ^M^ 2.750 2.111 ZSOO 2.370 
11)Co<pn>omWWanen 1.1SM0JS11.5711319 2.62S 1.111 1JO01.741 1.571 0.9601.578 1.3381221.08804.0% 1.18607.8% [sni[imimi^wsEimBsimi^KE!Eun2tnzim^mE:3Ezummz 
0.940 1.523 1.4471223.416 11.07 D.3%B 
2.345 2.041 1.837 2.041120 0.799 45.2% 1.34a|24.8% 
t^QS 
13) Twal/teckcffiMi |13S0|OJ37t 1.20611.1131 0.125lOJ6e»Oi25l0.440| 1.143(0.78811.095|0.97S|121|0.341|71.2%|1.917|16.9%| 
Note: 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% level of significance across Organisations 
for Item St^port from Unit Head and at 5% level for item Support from Module 
Leader; and across Functions for item Su^ortfrxmi Centnd Materials Module at 5% 
significance level. Null Hypotheses for these items are rejected. 
For both items of significant differences between Organsations, Org. A recorded much 
higher scores than Org. B. Aax)ss Functions, for item Support from Centitd Materials 
Module, Shop function recorded score of 0.940 as against scores of 1.523 and 2.207 for 
Support and Common Functions respectively. 
At 10% significance level, significant difference between Organisations was noted for 
item Support from Materials Module. 
In general, both organizations perceived significant and positive support was received 
down the Hierarchy levels - from Unit Head down to Cell Leader Levels. Across both 
Organisations and Functions, low scores were reported for items Cooperation from 
Workmen; Transparency/Suspicion and Trust/Lack of Faith. While cooperation from 
workmen did not have any adverse effects, low scores on empowering and open 
atmosphere in both organizations indicated better climate could have existed if these two 
items were improved. 
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Table 4.63-7: Or^s. A & B: ANOVA Functioiis for Implementation Efforts 
Mean-OBMritaltoiA Mwii-OiqiHlMlonB Mean-Functow TOTAL BelnFnt BemCot. 
Com-
a«a 
Bupp-Oign 
ort 
Com-
Shop 
Bupp- Ogn 
ort 
Com-
mon St¥» 
Supp-
ort 
F 
^^lue| 
rTOD F 
lyahwl 
Prob 
ML mPlBBttklKH BFPOKn 
1) Communicafion about 
ftawSyalemg 2.40S 2.238 2X00 Z206 2.62S 1.222 ijua ^ XBs 2.467 2m 2.OO0 2.138122 0.791 45.6% 0.769 38.2% 
2) Training In new 
fnettwdt&pfDceduws 11.905l2.220|1.971 2.063 2.12S 1J33 1.001 1.444 1J66 2.060 1.750 1.927122 0.338 71.4% 2.36012.7% 
3) TaMnn people I 
4) Suatatoedl 
SjFreehandforciianges/ 
come conecBons 
5) Hoiinntal support-
ton olhef Cete, ete. 
2.286 1.116 2.606 1.876 3.375 
1.4a 1.186 2.273 1.604 2.875 1.333 1.3O0 1.778 1.821 
1.556 1.100 1.926 2.586 1.192 2.256 1.887 123 5.819 
1.212 1047 1.642122 2.16911.9% 0.157 59.3% 
0.013 90.8% A 
7) Manaoementi IBEESEESBSlKt^KJagSLHIJJftiiliiiiggEXmFy^ElQ^ 
}) Howlongttie 
PwssuwwMlcept'on' 1.333 1.690 2.141 1.763 0.875 1.444 Z4O0 1.630 1.207 1.647 2.202 1.734121 2.111 12.6% 0.090 76.5% 
9)Pace/Pragressinown 
2.136 1.884 2.636 2.194 1J57 2.200 1.846 2.069 1.806 2.535 Z121 1232^25310.9% 0.892 34.7% 
10) PaoalPragrees in 
1J960 1J619 2.455 1.979 lAX 1.667 2J33 2.120 2:074 1J627 2.429 2j00a 119 3.011 53% 0.158 19.1% 
11)8iddngaritoobaek 
boMmatioilt •0J6C 0.47S IJOOO OJ63 0.12: -0222 0.7QO 0.222 4571 0347 0J32 0J47120 3J8S 
13|0uManw ^3K^m2JS^jm jm IMSMIM 
fl jas l o t 
i i o 4 M ^ ^ 
zosaanjwS!? 
0.1«74.2%B 
1.7W ^m 2.1H i j u i n 04M toTsyosa «.?% 
WOwrtoaJ/UnJiiload 
2jBaS IM 2MB 2133 U O t 1.111 IJOO 2JQO0 2>I83 2JM 2419 2.260 ti 
Note: 
ANOVA shows significant differences at 1% and 5% level of significance across 
Functions for Items Free hand given to make ehanges/mid course corrections and 
Sticking /falling back to old methods and Overload I Underload. Null Hypotheses for 
these items are rejected. 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for all other items of the Parameter Organisational Suf^rt. Null 
Hypotheses for these items are accepted. 
At 10% significance level, items Sustained Efforts and Pace/Progress in other areas had 
significant differences across Functions. 
For item Freehand to make changes/course corrections. Common function closely 
followed by Support function gave significantly hig^ scores while Shop gave the lowest 
scores indicating that shop personnel felt more constraining effect for their initiatives, if 
any. In case of item Stiddng/falling back to old methods. Shop gave negative score 
indicating regression to old practices would have a negative effect while Common and 
Support groups perceived that regression to earlier methods would be less harmful, 
obviously they considered the probability of regression was lower compared to shop 
functions. For item Overload/underload, Common groups recorded lowest score 
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compared to Shop and Support functions indicating that implementation was not so taxing 
for shop and support functions while tte bonfen was more felt by Conunon functions. 
Across all functions and organizations, common perception was a high impact from 
Management support and Guidance and caution against Stiddng/falling back to old 
methods. Shop personnel in Org. B perceived the lowest positive effects of 
Freehand/interference; Guidance and Overload/underload compared to their counterparts 
in Org. A. 
Across Organisations, Org. A scored over Org. B for items Training and Overload/ 
underload while Org.B scored over Org. A for item Sustained Efforts. 
Table 4J63^ : Orgs. A & B: ANOVA across Fiioctioiis for Results • OvmOI Rating 
Utow-OwaniMlionA Mwn-OiBinliallonB Mew-Func8on» TOTAL BemFw BonCos 
Con-
Shop 
Supp- Oign 
ort 
Com-
Shop 
Smp-
oit 
Omn 
B 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort Mean 
F 
iValuel 
Prob 
ID. 
F 
IVHuel 
Prob 
RESULTS-OVERALL RATWO 
I.SaNuffidantCflli/ 
eJII 6.S17 7.463 6.933 7.7K 6.824 6.375 7.118 6.949 6.818 7.286 6.977175 0.875 415% 0.280 59.7% 
2.SingtoPieeeFlcw 
SnalBifchSia) 4.917 5.523 6.450 5.736 7.692 6.231 6.300 6.77E 6.061 5.641 6.420 5.9721581.558 21.4% 4.973 2.7% 
3. Short Thni'put/Lead 
Times 6.222 6.216 6.646 6.357 6.533 6.429 6.700 6.538 6.364 6.253 6.657 6.4a 164 0.600 55.0% 0.228 S3.4% 
i LenWIP .RM&FG 
bwenhiries 6.350 6.182 7.163 6.520 7.188 6.929 6.200 6.850 6.722 6.313 6.970 6.5981651.783 17.1% 0.843 36.0% 
5.VWble&EffiM«ve 
Communinfcn 5.543 6 JOO 6.643 6.381 7.438 6.278 5.900 6.614 6.321 6.454 6i00 6.438177 0.0S2 91.2% 0.434 51.1% 
S. Qairty Detned Rdes ryT::^ri7^.nr?^fnr^.i:ir-r!?T}Fr^ 
7.Meawracaf 
6.405 6.5S7 6.705 6.581 6.688 6.944 6.400 6.727 6.S27 6.636 6.648 6.617178 0.053 M.9% 0.192 B6.1% 
S.|y^-evenloadB, 
4.800 5.826 6.427 5.858 7.625 6.941 6.200 7.023 6.056 6.047 6.382 6.147172 0.437 64.6% 9.615 
9. Support Systems 
EWscM 5.63C 5.769 7.178 6.193 7.188 7.200 5.4M 6.756 6.268 6.030 6.837 6.3271722.977 5.4% 2.832 9.4% 
10. tTSwtsm Support 
11. Othefffti [ESESHSHEOEnSCEIHSiniEBEEE^EIECirEI ESI I J I L 1 Note: 
ANOVA shows significant differences between organizations at 1% level of significance 
for Items MPS, even loads, weekly targets; and at 5% level for item Single Piece Flow 
((Small Batch size). Item IT System Support had simultaneously significant difference at 
1% level between Organisations and at 5% level across Functions. Null Hypotheses for 
these items are rejected. For all other items of Parameter Overall Results, Null 
Hypotheses are accepted. 
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For all items of significant differences between organizations, Org. B recorded much 
higher scores than Org. B. Aax>ss F^mctions, for item IT System Support, Conmion 
Group recorded much higgler scores than Shop and Support groups. 
At 10% significance level, items Clearly defined Roles had significant difference between 
Organisations and Support Systems Effective had significant differences across both 
Functions and Organisations. Org, B recorded higher scores for items Support Systems 
Effective Conmion function scored much higher than Shop and Support Groups; and Org. 
A was higher for item Clearly Defined Roles. 
Common perceptions across the functions with Prob(F)>90% were observed for Items 
Visible & Effective Communication; Clearly Defined Roles and Measures of Performance 
compiled. 
Across b<^ organizattOBS and fiinctioitt, Item Single Piece flow and IT Systran Support 
received low scores >Kiiile itaiis Sdf-sufficieHt cellslsht^s. Less WIP/RM/FG Inventories 
and Measures of Performance conqnled were perceived at a higjher degree. 
TiMe 4.6J-9: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA across FonctkNis for Impact of BPR 
Mdan-OmanlMianA M»an-Oiginl8llonB Mean-Functoig TOTAL Be>nFns B e X C o 
Com-
nwn Sheo 
Supp- Oign 
ort 
Com-
Shop 
Supp- Oign 
B ort 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort 
F 
iVafciel 
Prab 
EL 
Prab 
SB. 
PC IWMCtOlBrR 
rontMlwtanlwMyaur 
1425 2^00 2.207 2222 2 ^ 2.7O0 2J667 2J87 1J6I2J43 2JW 2.333107 2.19111.7% 3.24 7.9% 
To wiMt wtant MM your 
nmfcrtdclojfarBPR? 2J071 2.314 1JS8 2.151 3.12S 2J0C 2201 2J678 2.456 Z422 2.029 22971001.317 273% 4.03 
ANOVA dwws significant differences at 5% level of significance aooss Organisations 
for Item Impact on Individual's Woric Null Hypothesis for this item is rejected. For ather 
items Null Hypotheses are rejected. 
ANOVA revealed the item "effect on Work Area" had significant difference between 
Organisations at 10% significance level. 
For item Impact of Work Area, Shop and Support Functions perceived significantly 
higher impacts than Common functions. This is to be expected as BPR in manufacturing 
organisations impact shop and shop support functions most. For Impact on one's Work, 
Shop and Conunon functions perceived higgler impacts than Support function. 
Respondents in Org. B perceived higher impact on both Woric Area and individual's work 
compared to those of Org. A. 
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Table 4.63-10: Orgs. A & B: ANOVA across Functions for Initiative Score 
X. HHTUTIVE SCORE 
Mean-Ontanisaticin 
Com-
Shop 
Supp-
ort 
Ofgn 
A 
Mean-OtBanisalionB 
Com-
95JS 92.13 89.53 92.00 69.14 91.00 91.80190.80 
Shop 
Supp- Ogn 
ort B 
Mean-Functions 
Com-
mon Shop 
94.00 91.96 90.05 
Supp-
ort 
TOTAL 
Mean 
91.76125 
df 
BetnFns 
Prob 
V a H (F) 
1.3426.6% 
BetnCos. 
F 
Value 
Prob 
(F) 
0.2859.8% 
ANOVA shows no significant differences across Functions and Organisations at 5% level 
of significances for the Parameter Initiative Score. Null Hypothesis for this item is 
accepted. 
ANOVA revealed no significant difference between Functions at 5% significance level 
for Initiative Score. However, comparison of mean scores indicate that Common 
Functions had higher initiative scores compared to Shop and Support functions. Higher 
scores of Common functions indicate higher initiative for their normally limited roles in 
inqpdementaticm of BPR; however, variations in such patterns for different Organisations 
are to be expected. 
4.6.4. OrgurisatioDS A & B: Sumniary of Analysis of Significant Differences 
Chan^ Programmes in different Organisations have many items in common and also 
many items of differences. Further differences are observed when we analyse the 
perceptions by groups of people - viz. aax>ss Product Units (or Shops), Hierarchical 
Levels and Functions. 
Comparison of results of studies of the two Or,ganisations has revealed information o 
additional areas of differences between the two organisations, which were not determined 
in the tests within respective organisations. 
A comparison of the number of items of significant differences determined by different 
tests are given in the table below: 
Table 4.6A-1: Org. A & B: S^ificant Differences in Various Statistical Tests 
Total 
Betn Cos t-Test 
BetnCos ANOVA 
Betn Levels ANOVA 
Betn Funds ANOVA 
BetnCos 
t-Test 
14 
• 
• 
• 
-
BetnCos 
ANOVA 
10 
7 
. 
. 
-
Betn Levels 
ANOVA 
25 
3 
4 
. 
-
Betn Functs 
ANOVA 
7 
0 
1 
2 
-
All Cases 
Unique 
Twins 
Triads 
Fours 
43 
37 
7 
3 
Nil 
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The following general observations about the areas of significant differences could be 
made by an examination of the table of differences: 
1. Highest number of significant differences were seen across Hierarchy Levels 
followed by differences between Organisations. Least number of differences 
were seen across Functions. 
2. 14 significant differences were seen between mean differences of Manufacturing 
Plants of both organizations and 11 cases were detected by ANOVA tests 
between Organisations, including manufacturing plants and non-manufacturing 
departments. This explains the lower number of 7 nos. common differences 
between t-Tests and ANOVA across Organisations; only & cases were conunon 
between the two tests. 
3. In all 43 cases of differeiKes were seen of which 31 were unique cases. 
There were 8 cases of cosamaa differences occurring between two tests and 4 
cases of common differraoes across three tests. System for Gateway BooUng Changing 
Mix of Runnat/RapealBr/Stranger Mams. Pracficabity of mMho(te prescr^ 
There were no common items of significant differences across all 4 tests. 
4. ANOVA Test among Plants of both Organisations showed 7 items of significant 
differences of which 2, 3 and 2 items were common to items of significant 
differences determined V-Test between Organisations, Levels and Functions 
respectively. 
5. Only two items of Significant differences were conunon between Levels and 
Functions. 
An analysis of the nature of differences across the different dimensions of tests show that 
these differences could be categorised into groups as given in the table. 
The tabulation depicts the nature of differences, arising from differences between the 
nature of operations of the two or^misations, perception differences between Plants, 
hierarchy Levels and Functions. 
The differences between Organisations have been classified into four categories relating 
to the Parameters of BPR Projects m respective Organsations, Implementation Strategies, 
Environment & Dynamics of Implementation and perceptios of Results or outcome of 
BPR Implementation. 
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Table 4.6A-2: Org. A & B: Catcforisation of Significant Differences 
Djnwntkww I BthwnPtonte I B<lnCoiBWianl>t I BttwuenLwrit | BotwnFundiont 
DjffewnctartolngoutoflnhawirtCharKHiWiaofAfMt 
Inherent Features 
of Rant 
tjinspeciion Pacifies 
.c£omputers(PCs) 
/tComplexity of Cells, 
Mfg. Systenis 
.0MO of Shared Facilities 
Facffities 
^i)esign Complexity of 
Product 
.«£omplex Scheduling 
Systems Features .efiystem for Gateway Booking 
jafiystem for Gateway 
Booking 
>a6yst«ns for Cell 
Schedules 
jiBystem for Gateway 
Booking 
.iiBtand l^one Systems; not 
Mfferencet artolna out of Imptomentation Strategy 
jMKsingTechnRal 
Expertise 
Impiemerttailon 
Straftogy-PoUdes, 
decisions, level of 
nvoKmnent 
Coping With 
%8tBm Support System Support 
.e£ompromises made 
hi Design 
.dEraining 
.efii^jportfiromMSD 
Team 
tBrntim, Gukiaice 
.e£ree hand given 
.filanagement support 
.2£ree hand given 
.gg System Styport 
ariringoutolEiwIromnertaBdDyMwIcioflmiriemeiittfon 
wit  Changes 
iifiracficabi^ of new 
methods 
.ieraciicat)iGtyofnew 
mettKxls 
.ifiracticablGtyofnew 
methods 
jifiismantiing of earlier 
Workinfl Systems 
.2£ompaiible to our 
Culture 
.afiticking / falling t>ack 
to oM methods 
Environment 
Pressures 
.i£hangingMx 
^efitand taken by I M 
Head 
^ehangingMix 
«fitand taken i>y Unit 
Head 
4£hangingMix 
^fiemandsofSuperkxs .aeemands of Superurs 
.<£tand taken by SBU 
Head 
.iModuteldr Support 
Support System 
^oBell Leader Support 
.cfiU Leader Support 
.eerocess, Technk»l 
Support 
-gHaintenance Support 
.2£upport fixxn Central 
Materials Module 
Attitudes 
Perception DiHerenctt of Rewiitt 
.cMyownorientatxjn 
gfiersonal Benefits 
^ a i t h in Improvement 
Concepts 
.cfieneral support for 
Improvemait Projects -i^vertoad / Underload 
Perceptions of 
Results 
Impact of BPR 
.eMPS-even toads, 
weekly targets 
.doipact on Work Area 
.afcnpact on one's work 
.c£ingle Piece Ftow 
(SmaH BatchSize) 
^ P S - e v e n toads, 
.efiingle Piece Ftow 
(Small BatchSize) 
.efitoarly Defined Roles 
.dmpact on one's work 
- 2 3 1 -
Hie above tabulation depicts the nature of differences, arising from differences between 
the nature of operations of the two oigtmisations, perception differences between Plants, 
hierarchy Levels and Functions. 
The main Items of differences between Organisations relate to the Parameters of BPR 
Projects in respective Organsations and items of Results or outcome of BPR 
Implementation. 
The first item. Inspection Facilities relates to the nature of processes in the respective 
Organisations. Organisation B manufactured large number and variety of precision items 
with short operation cycle times. BPR in this Organisation located Inspection facilities at 
the work centres and gave responsibility of checking the individual items immediately 
after con4>letion of all operations to the operators producing these items. Organisation A 
on the other hand manufactured large madiinery structures and medium sized higjh 
{nedsion OMnponents widck had to be taken to sptdaiistd sach as radiograj^y areas, 
lugt surface tables and Coordinate measuring madiines (CMM), whidi required 
specially trained personnel to handle the Inspection tasks. 
On the second item Computers (PCs), the mean sa>res of Organisations A & B was 5.008 
against 6.650 by Organisation B; Organisation B perceived a higher beneficial effect 
compared to Organisation A. As already discussed, the major difference between the two 
Orgjuiisations is the i^lication of IT to BPR. Organisation B came up with several new 
conqHiter-based IT Systems initiatives to support introduction of BPR Practices, while 
Organisation A could not implement MRP/MPS system to sui^rt BPR. 
For the other items No. of shared facilities; System for Gateway booking; and Complexity 
of Cells, Manufacturing Systems, the means scores of the two organisations were 
respectively 0.830,1.045, and 0.774 for Organisation A and 1.720; 2.615; and 1.615 for 
Organisation B, once again showing higher beneficial impact in Organisation B compared 
to Organisation A. Item 'No. of Shared Facilities' also had differences among Levels with 
mean scores of 1.052; 0.407; 1.467 clearly showing that the Level 2 -Middle Management 
- Personnel keenly perceived disadvanta^s of Shared Facilities while Level 3 (Senior 
Management) personnel perceived minimal effects of shared facilities and gave high 
scores. 
Item Free hand given to make changes I mid course corrections, had significant 
differences across Plants, Levels and Functions. Examination of the mean scores for these 
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dimensions show that among Levels, Middle Management or Module Leader Levels and 
among Functions, Shop Personnel peioeived lowest beneficial effects of item 'Free hand 
given to make changes...'. 
Both organisations showed similar trends on Support items but the absolute values of 
Organisation A were higher than Organisation B. The difference between the two 
Organisations were found to be significant for the item 'Support from Module Leaders'. 
The perception differences between the two organisations could perhaps be because of 
their respective scales of operations, Organisation A being a much bigger manufacturer 
than Organisation B. 
The third item, 'Support from Unit Head' relates to the major difference between the two 
organisations on the role and styles of the respective Unit Heads, which made almost 
diametrically oi^)osite peic^tions among the implementing actors in their organisations. 
The next item, *MPS - evai loads, weekly targets', relates to the another areas of major 
differences between the Organisations relating to use of IT Systems for Production 
Schedule ^neration. 
The last item, 'Impact ofBPR on individual's Work" is an area of individual's perceptions 
on his work and has to be taken as such.. 
Thus the above differences related to the Organisation-specific elements in the respective 
Organisations. 
The largest area of differences was arising out of perception differences among Hierarchy 
levels of the two Organisations; a majority of the items apparently transcended 
organisational boundaries and did not cause significant differences between the two 
Organisations. 
While it is well known that people in organisations have different opinions and 
perspectives, mapping of patterns of opinions and perceptions gives useful clues on how 
to handle such differences so that they do not become obstacles to introduction of new 
programmes. This study has shown that there are more differences across hierarchy levels 
than among different operational units or functions. Many practising mangers are, 
perhaps intuitively aware of this fact and have adopted appropriate methods to deal with 
different hierarchical groups. 
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The findings of the above study have important implications for handling perception 
differences among hieraidiical levels and also among different functions. The 
perceptions of middle management in BPR implementation are to be handled with 
sensitivity in order to diannelise their considerable experience and expertise for smooth 
implementation of BPR Projects. 
4.7. Results of Correlation Analysis, Factor Analysis & Regression Analysis 
4.7.1. Correlation & Factor Analysis for Organisation A 
Respondents from various areas of the Implementing Organisation - viz. Production 
(SIK^ Floor), Manufat^ uring Sui^rt functions such as Process & Tool Engineering, 
Maintnumce, Quality Assurance, Stotts, Material Supply, Planning, etc. partidpated in 
tlM BPR Questiomiaire Survey. 
Basic Statistics of mean, standard deviation for eadb Question showed high variance 
indicating Aat tt^ respondoots' opiiuons varied widely. 
Since there were 10 or more nimiber of Questions in each Groi^ ), respondents' answers 
for eadi Group were subject to Factor Analysis for data reduction and also to facilitate 
interi»etation of results. 
BPR Questionnaire Data has been analysed in the req>ective groups. 
An analysis of basic statistics and correlation of items belonging to each parameter of 
BPR questionnaiie was carried (mt for the data obteined from Organisation A. The 
prindpal Factors of eadi parameter were extracted by Factor Analysis with Varimax 
Rotation. This exercise helped to reduce the data of 100 items to 21 factors and were used 
for a regression analysis, for establishing a relationship between Success Scores and the 
Factors of parameters impacting BPR Implementation. The detailed results of basic 
statistics, correlations and factor analysis for Organisation A are given in Appendix-UA 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Correlation Analysis showed correlation coefficients of above 0.70 between 'Space', 
'Layout' and 'Storage Facilities'; of 0.686 between 'Handling Facilities' and 'Layout'; 
and correlation coefficients of slightly lower values between 0.6 - 0.7 between 
'Equipment', 'Handling Facilities', 'Inspection Facilities', 'Layout' and 'Storage 
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Facilities'. The last two items 'Mai^wer' and 'Computers' had low correlation with the 
rest of the factors. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded two factors accounting for 50% and 18*"^  
of total variance. 
The first factor comprised of first six items with factor loadings ranging from low of 
0.744 to high of 0.876 relating to items like Layout, Storage, Inspection Facilities, Space. 
Handling Facilities and Equipment - concerning facilities required for smooth progress 
of work and was interpreted as "Physical Facilities". 
The second factor consisted of last two items viz. Computers (PCs) and Manpower 
relating to Skills and Knowledge Facilities having factor loadings of 0.845 and 0.659 
req>ectively; this &ctor was designated as "Computers & Manning". Respondents 
considered Ccnnputers in Work Area differently from other Physical Facilities. 
COMPLEXITY 
Correlation Analysis showed high correlation coefficient of 0.775 between 'Product Mix 
Changes* and 'Complex Scheduling'; other high Correlations (coefficient values between 
0.6 and 0.7) were between 'Con^lexity of Procedures to follow', 'Coping with changes 
to MSD', 'Control of Process Variations', 'Quality Problems', 'No. of Inter-Cell 
Movements' and 'Complex Scheduling'; ; weak correlations of value 0.5 - 0.6 were 
found between 'No. & Complexity of Processes' and 'No. & Complexity of Products": 
'Frequency of Schedule Variations', 'Complexity of Procedures to follow'; 'Quality of 
Problems', Comfdex Sdieduling' and "Changing Product Mix'; between 'Coping with 
Changes to MSD' and "No. and Complexity of Products', 'Design Complexity of Product'. 
'Complexity of Cells/Modules/PUs' and 'Control of Process Variations'. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded two factors accounting for 31% and 30% 
of total variance. 
The first factor comprised of seven items with factor loadings ranging from high of 
0.844 to low of 0.606 relating to items 'No. and Complexity of Processes', Ao. and 
complexity of Products', 'Complexity of procedures to follow', 'Coping with Changes to 
Mfg System'. 'Design Complexity of Products', Complexity of Cells, Modules, etc.', and 
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Control of Process Variations'- concerning basically with adapting to built-in 
complexities in the manufacturing system and was inteipreted as ""Inherent Complexity". 
The second factor consisted of five items viz. 'Frequency of Schedule Variations', 
'Quality Problems', 'No. of Inter-Cell Movements', 'Complex Scheduling' and 'Product 
Mix Changes', having factor loadings ranging from 0.871 to 0.534 - all relating to 
operating complexities. This factor was designated as 'Operational Complexities'. 
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
Correlation Analysis showed conelation coefficients of 0.755 between 'MSD Concept' 
and 'Size of Cells, Modules, PUs'; 0.678 between 'Definition of Roles & 
Responsibilities' and 'Utilising Technical Expertise'; odwr High correlations of 0.688 
vKxe between 'Practicability of medwds i»escribed', 'Suitability of Cell Systems' and 
'links between Cells & Suf^xnt Modules'. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded three factors accounting for respectively 
27%, 23% and 16% (sum 66%)of total variance. 
The first factor comprised of seven items with factor loadings ranging from h i ^ of 0.768 
to low of 0.601 relating to itam 'No. of Shared Facilities', 'Compatibility to our Culture', 
'Adherence to designed Cell/Module Systons' 'Dianantlii^ of eariier working Systems', 
'Practicability of Systems Prescribed', 'Suitability of Cell Systems' and 'Compromises 
made in Design' - related to design integrity of the Manufacturing System and was 
interpreted as "Sound Basic Design". ' 
The second factor consisted of four items viz., 'Cell, MSD Concept', 'Size of Cells, 
Modules, PUs', 'Roles & Resp(»isibilities', 'Links between Cells & Support Modules', 
having factor loadings between 0.813 and 0.65 - relating to adaptation of MSD Concept 
to the organisation. This factor was designated as "Design Adiq)tation". 
The third Factor consisted of two items 'Utilisation of Technical Expertise' and 
'Definition of Roles & Responsibilities' having factor loadings of 0.801 and 0.843 
respectively. These elements related to handling sensitivities in the organization while 
evolving the concepts of manufacturing system design and factor was designated as 
"Design Sensitivity". 
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ORGANISATION CLIMATE 
Correlation Analysis showed h i ^ oonelation coefficients of 0.787 and above between 
items 'Stand taken by Groiq) Head' and *Stand taken by Unit Head'. Correlations of value 
above 0.60 were noted between and between 'Faith in MSD', 'Morale during 
Implementation' 'Demands/expectations of Cells/Modules' and 'General Support for 
MSD'. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded three factors accounting for respectively 
24%, 22% and 19% (sum 65%)of total variance. 
The first factor comprised of four items with factor loadings ranging from high of 0.844 
to low of 0.586 relating to items 'Stand Taken by WorkmenAJnion', 'Morale during 
Implementation', 'Demands/Expectations of Cells/Modules' and 'Demands/Expectations 
of Leaders/Siq)eriors' - related to positive pressures for implementation and was 
inta|»eted as 'X^ganisational Keenness". 
The second factor condsted of four items viz. 'My own Stand', 'Stands taken by fellow 
Cdl/Module/PU Leaders', 'Stand taken by Group Head', 'Stand taken by Unit Head\ and 
having factor loadings between 0.843 and 0.610 - relating to alignment of Stands taken by 
various Actors. This factor was designated as "Commitment Alignment". 
The tiiird Factor consisted of four items 'Stand taken by Project Team', 'Personal 
Benefits', 'Faith is MSD Project' and 'General and Support for MSD' having factor 
loadings of 0.763 to 0393. These elements related to the level of favourable climate for 
the BPR Project This factor was designated a» "Positive Climate". 
INFRASTRUCTUPE 
This parameter had three factors explaining 75% of variance. The components of 
respective factors and the factor nomenclature are given below: 
Correlation Analysis showed high correlation coefficients of value above 0.60 and above 
between items 'Training' and 'Supervision'; 'Implementation Plan/Targets', 
'Accountability', "Reviews & Feedback' and "Discipline'; and the IT System related Items 
of "MRP Explosion, Schedules', 'Systems for Cell Schedules', 'MoPs Generation', 'System 
for Gateway/Shop Booking' and 'System for Manpower Booking' and 'Stand alone 
Systems'. 
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Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded three factors accounting for respectively 
33%, 22% and 20% (sum 75%)of total variance. 
The first factor comprised of six items with factor loadings ranging from high of 0.920 to 
low of 0.824 relating to items 'MRP Explosion, Schedules', 'System for Cell Schedules'. 
'System for MOP Generation', 'System for gateway booking', 'System for manhour 
booking' and 'Stand-alone systems, not Integrated' - all related to IT Systems for 
manufacturing applications and was interpreted as ''System Support". 
The second factor consisted of four items viz. 'Implementation Plan, targets', 
'Accountability', 'Reviews, Feed back' and 'Discipline' - relating to structured Project 
Management of BPR Project. This factor was designated as "Structured 
Implementation ". 
The diird Factor consisted of four items 'Trainii^', 'Siq)ervision', 'Direction/Guidance' 
and *ProUem Solving' having fiKtor loadings between 0.90 and 0.S68. These elemoits 
related to the preparatory work carried out by the organization while taking up the BPR 
Project. This &ctor was designated as '^Preparatiim &. Controls". 
ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
This parameter had four factors explaining 81% of variance. The components of 
re^)ective factors and the fBK:tor nomenclature are given below: 
Correlation Analysis showed correlation coefficients of 0.70 and above between items 
r 
'Siq)port from Cell Leader", 'Siqjport from Module Leader'; between 'Siq^rt from 
Steering Onnmittee' and 'Siq)port from Unit Head'; between "Support from Sui^rt 
Services Modulel' and Support from Suf^rt Services Module 2' and between 
Transparency/Suspicion' and Trust/lack of Faith'. Weak Correlations were observed 
among Support from Materials Module, Central Materials and Support from MSD. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded four factors accounting for respectively 
21%, 22%, 16%"and 16% (sum 75%) of total variance. 
The first factor consisted of four items viz. 'Support from Support Services Module 1 -
Process, etc', 'Support from Siq)port Services Module 2 - Maintenance', 'Support from 
Materials Module' and 'Support from Central Materials Module' - relating to support 
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extended by specialist and materials functions for achieving BPR Goals. This factor was 
designated as "Horizontal Support". 
The second factor comprised of three items with factor loadings ranging from high of 
0.904 to low of 0.684 consisting to items 'Support fh)m Cell Leader', 'Support from 
Module Leader' and 'Support from PU Leader' - related to alignment of supports along 
the implementation hierarchy and was interpreted as "Vertical Support". 
The third Factor consisted of two items 'Transparency / Suspicion' and 'Trust lack of 
Faith' related to directing or empowering operating philosophies of the organization. This 
factor was designated as "Moral Support". 
The fourth factor consisted of four items 'Support from Steering Committee', Support 
from Unit Head' *Siq>p(»t finMn MSD Team' and 'Cooperation from Workmenllnion'" 
and was termed "Project Siq^rt". 
Correlation Analysis showed high correlation coefficients of 0.60 and above between 
items Training in new methods'. Taking People along', 'Sustained Efforts', "Management 
Sui^rt', "Pace of Progress in own Areas', 'Pace of Progress in other Areas' and "How long 
the pressure was kept on'; 'Free hand ^ven to make changes' and "Horizontal Suf^rt 
ixorn other Cells, etc'; between Xjuidance' and 'Free hand /Interference'. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded two frictors accounting for respectively 
29%and 29% (sum 58%) of total variance. 
Hie first factor comprised of seven items with factor loadings ranging from high of 0.824 
to low of 0.472 contained items 'Free hand for mid course corrections', 'Horizontal 
Support', 'Management Support', 'Sticking/falling back to old methods', 'Freehand/ 
Interference', 'Guidance' and 'OverloadAJnderload'. - related to supporting and 
distracting pressures for implementation and was interpreted as "Push & Pull Efforts". 
The second factor consisted of seven items viz. 'Conmiunications, 'Training in New 
Methods', 'Taking people along', 'Sustained efforts', 'How long the pressure was kept 
on', 'Pace of progress in other areas' and 'Pace of Progress in own area' having factor 
loadings between 0.834 and 0.510 - relating to alignment of sustained efforts taken by the 
organisation. This factor was designated as "Implementation Tenacity". 
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RESULTS - OVPKAiJ. RATING 
H i ^ correlation coefBdents of value 0.60 and above were seen for items "Single Piece 
Flow/Small Batdi Size* & "Short Thru' put /Lead Times'; "Measures of Performance', 
'Cleariy Defined Roles' and "MPS - even loads. Weekly targets'; and between "Support 
Systems Effective' & "IT System Support". Correlations with slightly lower values (0.6-
0.7) were seen between 'Self-sufficient Cells/Modules", "Single Piece Flow/Small Batch 
Size", "Short Thru" put /Lead Times", "Less WIP/RM/FG Inventories', Visible Effective 
Communications', 'Clearly Define Roles' and 'Measures of Performance'. 
Factor Analysis using Varimax Rotation yielded two factors accounting for 69% of total 
variance. 
The first factor consisted of six items 'Visible & effective conununications', 'Clearly 
defined roles\ 'Measures of Pei:fininance con^iled', 'MPS, even loads, weddy 
schedules*, 'Su|)poft Systons Efifedive' and 'IT Sj^tem Siq)port' havir^ factor loadings 
betweoi 0.873 and 0.602. These itons related to the Enabling elements for sucoes^l 
Shop floor opemaoDS by the Cells, Modules of Product Units and was termed 'Shop 
Floor Enablers* 
The second factor consisted of four items 'Self-sufficient Cells/Modules', 'Single piece 
flow', 'Short thru-put times* and 'Less WIP, Inventores* - all relating to expected 
deliverables of the Shop floor units viz. Cells and Modules. This factor was termed 'Shop 
Floor Operations'. 
4,7JL Residts of Regrenkm Analysis for Orgjmisatkm A 
The Researdi Design seeks to establish a statistically significant linear relationship 
between the average Success Scores of manufacturing Cells as the dependent variable and 
average initiative scores of the main actors of implementations viz. the Cell Leader, the 
Module Leader and the PU Leader by a multiple regression analysis. The details of the 
regression and the results are given below: 
4.7^.L Regression Analysis between Average Success Scores of Cells/Units and 
independent Variables - Organisation A 
This section attempts to establish the relationship between the dependent variable the 
Weighted Success Scores of individual manufacturing units or Cells of Organisation A 
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and the corresponding independent variables - the measured/computed factors of 
Initiative Scores. This part of analysis is intended to test the following Hypotheses: 
Hiniwoi: Initiatives (Supportive or Resisting) of the Actors, reflective of their 
disposition to support or resist, affects implementation success. 
The Variables considered were: 
^^Dependent Variable 
?? Weighted Success Scores of Cells 
^^Independent Variables 
?? Initiative Scores of Implementing Actors 
Mts Cell Leader Initiative Scores 
tts Module Leader Initiative Scores 
j ^ PU Leader Initiative Scores 
?? Membership Variable for Assembly Shops & Metal Working 
Shops 
The data for the Regression Analysis are given in APPENDIX - III: 
Multiple Regression Analysis was carried out using SYSTAT Demo Software using Step-
wise Forward Regression. 
The output results are given l^re. 
Dependent Variable: AVGSUCCESS N: 24 Multiple R: 0.823 Squared 
multiple R: 0.677 
Adjusted squared multiple R: 0.646 Standard error of estimate: 0.403 
Effect 
COHSTANT 
AVGPULDRZN 
HW HW MBRSHP 
Coefficient 
-6.947 
0.128 
0.583 
Std Error 
6.622 
0.071 
0.315 
Std Coef 
0.000 
0.423 
0.433 
Tolerance 
. 
0.282 
0.282 
t 
-1.049 
1.809 
1.853 
P(2 Tail) 
0.306 
0.085 
0.078 
Analysis of Variance 
Source 
Regression 
Residual 
Sum-of-
Squares 
7.162 
3.418 
df 
2 
21 
Mean-
Square 
3.581 
0.163 
F-
ratio 
22.000 
P 
0.000 
Durbin-Watson D Statistic 2.251 
First Order Autocorrelation -0.158 
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Two independent variables viz. PU Leader Initiative Score and "0-1" Membership 
Variable (of Plants MW and HW) entered the Regression explaining 67.7% (64.6% 
adjusted) of the variance in Average Success Score. 
Membership of Plants HW and MW is positively related to BPR implementation success. 
With the above, the Hypothesis Huitr oi: "Initiatives (Supportive or Resisting) of the 
Actors, reflective of their disposition to support or resist, affects implementation success" 
has been supported and stands accepted. 
The Cell Leader and Module Leader Initiatives were not significantly related to 
Implementation Success Scores. 
4.7.12. Regresskm Analysis betweoi Average Success Scores of Cells/Units and 
FactM* Scores of B m Questionnaire Dirta CM* Organisation A. 
The Factor Analyas of field data carried out for eadi parameter of BPR Questionnaire not 
only gave insists into the manner in whidi the individual elements influenced the 
inqdementation process but it was also useful means of data reduction. The results 
showed that data for each Parameter could be reduced to two to four factors explaining 
70% or more variances. Thus the 100 individual elements could now be reduced to a 
manageable number. 
These factor scores of Organisation A were utilized to establish the relationsliq> between 
Implementati<Hi Success Scores and the Factor scores by a multiple regression analysis. 
The Variables considered were: 
^^Dependent Variable 
?? Weighted Success Scores of Cells 
^^Independent Variables 
?? Factor Scores of 19 nos Factors for BPR Questionnaire Data 
(exduding the factors for Results - Overall Rating as this item was 
already represented aspects of implementation success.) 
?? Initiative Scores of Implementing Actors 
?? Cell Leader Initiative Scores 
?? Module Leader Initiative Scores 
?? PU Leader Initiative Scores 
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?? "0-1" Membership Variable for Plant HW and MW 
The values used for the Regression Analysis are given in APPENDIX- III: 
Multiple Regression Analysis was carried out using SYSTAT Demo Software using Step-
wise Forward Regression. The output results are given here. 
Dependent Variable: AVGSUXSCOR 
N: 43 Multiple R: 0.859 Squared multiple R: 0.737 
Adjusted squared multiple R: 0.694 Standard error of estimate: 0.421 
Effect 
CONSTANT 
AVGPULDRIN 
F3 20ESA0APT 
P4 2CONMALGN 
F5_1SUPPSYST 
r6 MORLSUPP 
HN <» KW 
Coefficient 
17.869 
-0.127 
-0.217 
0.583 
0.130 
-0.651 
-2.282 
Std 
Error 
6.076 
0.065 
0.108 
0.156 
0.080 
0.173 
0.533 
Std Coef Tolerance 
0 
-0.464 
-0.226 
0.759 
0.286 
-0.537 
-1.515 
. 
0.130 
0.581 
0.178 
0.237 
0.360 
0.058 
t 
2.941 
-1.955 
-2.012 
3.749 
1.628 
-3.771 
-4.279 
P 
(2 Tail) 
0.006 
0.058 
0.052 
0.001 
0.112 
0.001 
0 
Analysis of Variance 
Source 
Elegression 
Residual 
Sum-of-
Squares 
17.891 
6.374 
df 
6 
36 
Mean-
Square 
2.982 
0.177 
F-ratio 
16.842 
P 
0 
Durbin-Hatson D Statistic 
First Order Autocorrelation 
1.950 
0.018 
Six independent variables entered the Regression explaining 73.7% (69.4% adjusted) of 
the total variance leading to the following conclusions: 
?? PU Leader Initiative Score 
?? Factor "Design Adaptation" 
?? Factor "Commitment Alignment" 
?? Factor "Support (IT) Systems" 
?? Factor "Moral Support" 
?? "0-1" Membership Variable (ofPlantsHW and MW) 
All of the above variables have statistically significant impact on Implementation 
Success. 
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The above results once again sappon the Hypothesis HInitv 01: "Initiatives (Supportive 
or Resisting) of the Actors, reflective of their disposition to support or resist, affects 
implementation success" and the Hypothesis stands accepted. 
The regression analysis highlights the significant influence of the following Parameters of 
BPR Implementation Questionnaire: 
?? Factor Design Adoration consisting of items MSD Concept; Size of Cell, etc; 
Roles & Responsibilities and Link between Cells & Support Modules of Parameter 
Manufacturing System Design - all relating to application o MSD concepts to 
individual Organisation has significant impact on BPR Success. 
?? Factor Commitment AUffuntnt consisting of items My own orientation; Stands 
taken by CeU/Module/PU Leaders; Stand taken by Group Head and Stand taken 
by Unit Head of Paran^ter Organisational Qimate - relating to unity of purpose 
of alignments of onnmitnwnts have significant impact on successful BPR 
in^onentation. 
?? Factor Si^wrt (FT) System consisting of items of IT Systems af^lications for 
manufacturing operations of Parameter Infrastructure have important role in 
successful BPR implementation. 
?? Factor Moral Support consisting of items TrtmsparauylSuspicion and Trust/lack 
of Faith have significant impact on BPR Implementation. 
•r 
4.7.23. Regression Analysis lietween Factor Scores of Overall Results of Cdls/Units 
wmA Factor Scores of BHl Questionnaire Data for Organisation A. 
Factor Analysis of Parameter Overall Results yielded two factors of BPR Implementation 
Success. They are success in Shop Floor (operations) Enablers and Shop Floor 
Operations. Regression analysis was carried out with the above factor scores as the 
dependent variable and other 19 factor scores and Initiative scores as independent 
variables. 
The results of the Multiple regression analysis using forward step-wide regression gave 
the following results: 
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Dep Var: SHOPFLENBLRS 
N: 43 Multiple R: 0.993 Squared multiple R; 0.985 
Adjusted squared multiple R: 0.981 Standard error of estimate: 0.512 
Effect 
CONSTAMT 
AVGCELLLDRI 
AVGHODLDRI 
AVGPULDRIN 
Fl 2C0MP MEN 
F2 IINHRCMPX 
F3 2DESA0APT 
F3 3DESNSTVT 
F4 3P0SCLINT 
F6 MORLSUPP 
EIW OR MW 
Coefficient 
-72.379 
0.532 
0.193 
0.197 
1.212 
0.257 
0.555 
-2.418 
0.860 
-0.526 
-0.967 
Std 
Error 
14.205 
0.045 
0.056 
0.095 
0.398 
0.085 
0.217 
0.265 
0.364 
0.234 
0.644 
Std Coef Tolerance 
0 
0.594 
0.118 
0.148 
0.118 
0.105 
0.118 
-0.344 
0.092 
-0.089 
-0.132 
. 
0.180 
0.385 
0.090 
0.300 
0.375 
0.213 
0.321 
0.300 
0.290 
0.059 
t 
-5.095 
11.830 
3.434 
2.071 
3.045 
3.022 
2.556 
-9.126 
2.363 
-2.251 
-1.502 
P(2 
Tail) 
0 
0 
0.002 
0.046 
0.005 
0.005 
0.016 
0 
0.024 
0,031 
0.143 
Analysis of Variance 
Source 
Regression 
Residual 
Sum-of-
Squares 
567.836 
8.384 
df 
10 
32 
Mean-
Square 
56.784 
0.262 
F-ratio 
216.74 
P 
0 
Durbin-Hatson D Statistic 2.431 
First Order Autocorrelation -0.239 
Regression analysis yielded a very high degree of fit between the dependent variable 
5Aop Floor (Operations) EnaUers and the following independent variables: 
?? Initiative Scores of Cell, Module and PU Leaders 
?? Factor ""Computers & Manpowef of Parameter Facilities consisting of 
items Manpower and Computers (PCs) representing 'knowledge 
facilities'. 
?? Factor "Inherent Complexity*' comprising 7 of the 12 items of 
Parameter Complexity. 
?? Factor Design Adaptation and Design Sensitivity of Parameter 
Manufacturing System Design. 
?? Factor Positive Climate of parameter Organisational Climate. 
?? Factor Moral Support which includes items TrustISuspicion and 
Faith/lack of trust 
?? Membership variable HW or MW. 
Five of the Seven Parameters along with Initiative Scores and Plant membership Variable 
entered regression equation indicating seven dimensions affecting one factor of overall 
result or success, cleariy establishing complex nature of BPR Project Implementation. 
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Results of Regression Analysis for the other factor of Overall Result - Shop Floor 
Operation are given below: 
Dependent Va r i ab l e : SHOPFLOPRNS 
M: 43 Mul t ip le R: 0.989 Squared mul t ip le R: 0.978 
Adjusted squared multiple R: 
Effect 
CONSTANT 
AVGCELLLDRI 
AVGMODLORI 
AVGPULDRIN 
F2 20PTGCMPX 
F3 IGOODESGN 
F3 2DBSA0APT 
F3 3DESNSTVT 
F4 3P0SCLIMT 
Coefficient 
-86.150 
0.550 
0.167 
0.387 
0.391 
-0.672 
0.988 
-2.351 
1.738 
0.972 Standard 
Std 
Error 
11.411 
0.029 
0.060 
0.079 
0.148 
0.195 
0.210 
0.242 
0.392 
error of ( 
Std Coef Tolerance 
0 
0.675 
0.112 
0.319 
0.159 
-0.276 
0.231 
-0.367 
0.204 
. 
0.524 
0.404 
0.156 
0.182 
0.103 
0.274 
0.465 
0.312 
estimate: 
t 
-7.550 
19.023 
2.780 
4.902 
2.640 
-3.448 
4.708 
-9.732 
4.435 
0.562 
P(2 
frail) 
0 
0 
0.009 
0 
0.012 
0.002 
0 
0 
0 
Analysis of 
Source 
Regression 
Residual 
Variance 
Sun-of-
Squares 
467.636 
10.739 
df 
8 
34 
Mean-
Square 
58.454 
0.316 
F-ratio 
185.064 
P 
0 
Durbin-Hatson D S t a t i s t i c 
Firs t Order Autocor re la t ion 
1.844 
0.077 
Regression analysis yielded a very high degree of fit between the dependent variable 
Shop Floor Operations and the following independent varud>les: 
?? Initiative Scores of Cell, Module and PU Leaders 
?? Factor "'Operating Compiexky" comprising 5 of the 12 items of 
Parameter Complexity. 
?? Factors Soundness ofMfg System Design; Design Adaptation and 
Des^ Senativity of Parameter Manufacturing System Design. 
?? Factor Positive Climate of parameter Organisational Qimate. 
?? Membership variable HW or MW. 
All the three factors of Parameter Manufacturing System Design, clearly establishing 
primary importance of Manufacturing System Design for BPR Project Implementation in 
manufacturing organisations. 
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4.73. Results of Correlation & Factor Analysis Organisation B 
An analysis of basic statistics and correlations of items belonging to each parameter of 
BPR questionnaire was carried out for the data obtained from Organisation B. The 
principal Factors of each parameter were extracted by Factor Analysis with Varimax 
Rotation. This exercise helped to reduce the data of 100 items to nearly a quarter and 
were used for a regression analysis, for establishing a relationship between success scores 
and the factors. The detailed results of basic statistics, correlations and factor analysis for 
Organiation B are given in Appendix-IIB. 
PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Factor Analysis of the data for the parameter Facilities yielded two factors accounting for 
71% of total variance. TTie first fiictor mcluded items Space, layout. Storage and Handling 
Facilities, related to w(»-k uea arrangements and was termed '^Layout Related Facilities". 
The second t^dor included the items Computers, In^)ection Facilities, Manpower and 
Equii»nent relating to work execution was termed "Wwk Related Facilities'". 
Factor Analysis of the data for the parameter Complexity yielded four factors accounting 
for 80% of total variance. The first factor included items No. & complexity of Processes 
and Products, and Quality Problems, all related to inherent complexities of 
manufacturability of products, was termed "Vanety of Product, Process and Quality 
Problems". The second factor included the items Coping with changes to manufacturing, 
complexity of Cells, Manufacturing Systems,- and Changing Mix of Runners, Repeaters 
and Stranger Products, relating to difficulties associated with adoption to new scheme of 
working and was termed "C<^ng witii new System & Mix Changes". The third factor 
includes Design Complexity of Products, Complexity of procedures. Frequency of 
Schedule Variations and Changing Mix of Ruimers/Repeaters/Stranger Products, relating 
to imposed complexities and was termed ''Complexity of Product, Procedures and 
Frequent changes". The fourth factor had items Complex Scheduling, Inter-cell 
movements and Control of Process Variations, related to execution and was termed 
""Complex Scheduling, Inter-cell movements & Process Variations". 
MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
Factor Analysis of the data for the parameter Manufacturing System Design yielded two 
factors accounting for 84% of total variance. The first factor included items Compatible 
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to our Culture; Size of Cells, PUs; Practicability; No. of shared facilities; Utilization of 
expertise; Suitability ofCeU Systems; MSD, Cell concepts; Suitability of Cell Systems; 
Adherence to Designed Systems; and Systems & Procedures and was tenned ''Soundness 
of Mfg. System Design". The second factor included items Adherence to designed 
systems; Dismantling earlier working systems; Links between Cells and Support Groups; 
Roles and Responsibilities; Compromises made in design; Utilisation of expertise and 
Definition of Roles and Responsibilities, was tenned "Enablers of Mfg. System Design ". 
ORGANISA TION CLIMATE 
The first of the three factors of Organisation Climate included items Stand taken by Cell, 
PU Leaders; Stands by Project Team; General Support for Improvement Projects; Stand 
of Workmeo/Union; Donands /c3tpectati<Mis of Si^rvisors/Mana^rs; My own 
<Miealitfi<m and Peiscmal Bowfits. it was tamed "OrganisaOoiuU Keenness in Prefect" 
The second fmiix amUined items FaiA in improvonratt Omoepts (MSD); uid Morale 
imxag iaqAfnamtation - was termed *^FaiOi in MSB, ej^eOations and Monde"". The 
third factor indited items Stand of Unit Head and Stand of Group Head, indicating 
**ManagemetU Stt^ort". 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
This parameter had four factors explaining 75% of variance. The components of 
reqwctive factors and the factor non^ndature are given below: 
Tabk 4.7 J-1: OtsoBisatkw B - Factwr for Parameter Iifkvstmctare 
Factor 1 
CharTasic 
AssigmuiU 
Accountability 
Problem 
Solving 
Implementatio 
n Targets 
Factor 2 
Planning & Control 
Systems 
System for Cell 
Schedules 
MRP exidosion, weekly 
targets & schedules. 
System for gateway 
Booking 
MoPs generation 
" 
' Factor3 
Operating DUdplhte 
Aamtrols 
Training 
Direction, guidance 
Reviews, feedback 
Supervision 
Discipline 
Fa^or4 
IT System H^ 
System for 
Manhour booking 
IT System 
Integration 
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ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
This parameter had four factors explaining 81% of variance. The components of 
respective factors and the factor nomenclature are given below: 
Table 4.7 J-2: Organisation B - Factor for Parameter Organisational Support 
Factor 1 
Vertical Support 
Supp from Unit 
Head 
Supp from PU 
Leader 
Supp from Mod 
Leader 
Supp from Materials 
Module 
Factor 2 
Horizontal Support 
Support from 
Maintenance 
Supp from Process 
Support from 
Central Materials 
Co-opn from 
worlonen/union 
Factor 3 
Empowerment 
Trust /no faith 
Transparency / 
suspicion 
Factor 4 
Project Support 
Supp of MSD 
Team 
Supp from Steering 
Committee 
Support from Cell 
leader 
IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
This parameter had four factors explaining 83% of variance. Hie components of 
tespec&vt factors and the factor nomenclature are given below: 
Tdrfe 4.73^: Orgu^atkm B - Factor for Panuneter ImpleiiieBtation Efforts 
Factor 1 
AU round efforts 
Horizontal Support 
Management 
Support 
Free hand for mid-
course corrections 
Sustained efforts 
Taking people 
along 
Factor! 
ImpUmentation 
Tenacity 
OverioadAuiderload 
How long Pressure 
was kept on 
Falling badk to old 
methods 
Factor 3 
Positive Support 
Efforts 
Guidance 
Communications 
Training in new 
i^ethods, procedures 
Freehand/interference 
Factor 4 
Pace of 
Implementation 
Pace in own area 
Pace of other areas 
RESULTS - nvFUA TJ RA rmn 
Factor Analysis for Parameter Results - Overall Rating gave three factors accounting for 
72% of total variance. The first dimension of success included items Measures of 
Performance compiled; Short through put / lead times, and Clearly Defined Roles and 
Visible And Effective Communications, relating to efforts leading to Performance and 
was termed "Line Roles Fulfillmenf". The second factor consisting of items Self-
sufficient cells. Support System effective, Single piece flow and MPS, weekly targets, 
even loads all related to "Support Roles Fulfillment The third factor with items Less 
Inventories and Support Systems effective was termed "Enabling Systems'". 
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4.7.4. Regression Analyds for OigMiisatioii B. 
The factor scores of Organisation B were utilized to establish the relationship between 
Implementation Success Scores and tiie Factor scores by a multiple regression analysis. 
In this analysis the Initiative scores were constant and could not enter tiie regression. 
Dep Var: AVGSUCCESS 
N: 15 Multiple R: 0.871 Squared multiple R; 0.759 
Adjusted squared multiple R: 0.693 Standard error of estimate: 0.288 
Effect 
CONSTANT 
PLANT l/U (0-1 Variable) 
V4F2FAITHIN USD, Morale 
V4F3MANA6Ek/Bfr 
SUPPORT 
Analysis of Varian 
Sourae 
Ragretilon 
Raiidu^ 
Coeffidert 
6.048 
-0.S97 
•OJ888 
1.419 
ce 
SuiMjf-Squa 
2JSn 
0.914 
StdEmr 
2.365 
0.158 
0J52 
0.372 
res df 
3 
11 
SidCoef 
0.000 
•0.560 
•0.375 
0.567 
MearnSquare 
0.959 
OMS 
Toleranoe 
0.993 
0.992 
0.991 
t 
2.557 
•3.769 
-2.519 
3.810 
F-ratb 
11.5*7 
P 
0.001 
P(2Tail) 
0.027 
0.003 
0.029 
OJOCQ 
Durbin-Watson D Statistic 2.349 
First Order Autocorrelation -0.224 
Correlation coefGdent (R )^ of value 0.759 is considered a very good fit between the 
dependent variable and indqiendent variables that eataed the regression. 
The following variables entered the regresjsion with Average Success Score as the 
dqwndent variable: 
£ts Plant membership (0-1 Variable) 
.ets Faitii in MSD, Expectations and Morale - a Factor of parameter 
Organisational Climate. 
Jits Management Support - a factor of Parameter Organisational Climate. 
The results were interpreted as follows: 
In Organisation B, two factors of Organisational Climate - Faith in BPR Concepts, 
Ej^Oations and Morale during implementaaioH; and Management Support consisting 
of Stands taken by the Unit Head and the Group Head; and the Plant highly influenced 
the outcome of BPR Project. 
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Regressions between Factor Scores of Parameter "Results - Overall Rating" was not 
carried out because of infeasible data where the independent variables of Average 
Initiative scores of different units were constant because of insufficient data from each 
unit. However, this deficiency is not affecting the inferences drawn from various 
statistical analyses. 
4.8. Data ReUability 
The BPR Questionnaire was subject to following processes to establish validity. 
i) Content validity was ensured by using the well concepts accepted in literature and 
by using concepts of the well established Manufacturing Systems Design 
methodology adopted for the BPR Project. 
ii) The content validity of Initiatives Inventory was ensured by using the statements 
recorded in the interviews during exploratory study. 
iii) By grouping ^ dito items in logical groups well and accepted in research and 
well understood in industry context, errors of comprehension by user and 
appropriateness of answers/evaiuations/ratings was ensured. Thus construct 
validity was established. 
iv) Data validity was assessed and established by computation of Cronbach's alpha 
scores, whidi raided between 0.77 and 0.88 for the different modules of the 
questioimaire, which is more than the acceptable value of 70%. 
Table 4.^ 8-1: Cronbach's Alpha Values for Test Data 
Cionbach's a (alpha) ValUM for ParanMtar Group* 
1. FACUTES 
II. COMPLEXITY 
III. MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL aiMATE ' 
V. MFRASTRUCTURE 
VI. ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
VII. IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
Vin. RESULTS-OVERALL RATING 
Organisation A 
77.1% 
83.7% 
83.9% 
88.8% 
84.9% 
83.5% 
85.1% 
83.8% 
Organisation B 
76.1% 
78.4% 
80.3% 
83.8% 
79.3% 
79.6% 
82.6% 
84.4% 
v) Data validity of Complexity Values were established by using multiple period 
data and examination of the behaviour of the complexity values over sevetal 
periods. 
vi) The validity and reliability of Initiatives Inventory is strongly supported by the use 
of the well established Mach V inventory as the Template for the design of the 
initiatives instrument. 
With the Data validity satisfying the required norms, we present the Conclusions in the 
next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER-V 
CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS & REOOMMENDATONS 
5.1. Introduction 
The last chapter on Data Analysis and Interpretation explained the data items involved in 
the study and the scheme of Data Analysis. This was followed by presentation of results 
of Hypotheses testing for each organization and a comparative study of the two 
organizations. Results for eadb parameter were discussed and interpreted. The results for 
eadi Organisation were summarized so that they could be seen in a wider perspective. 
Results of ftucUx analyas helped two purposes, to gain insist into the way the individual 
demits weie related and also fot dstz reduction. Multif^ e regression was carried out to 
Mtablish the link between the dqwndent variable wdg^ted average success scores and 
i&dq)endent variables Initiative scores, complexity and factor scores. Regression analysis 
of Data set for regression was carried out to understand groupings of variables and to 
interpret the nexus. 
In this duster, the oondusions of the data analysis given in the previous chapter are 
summarized. The implications of the condusions for practicing executives are then 
presented. Issues to be researdied further are given in the next section on Suggestions for 
further researdi. The chapter oondudes by tal^ ng note of the contributions of the study. 
5 ^ Conctuskms 
Statistical Analysis for Hypotheses Testing of the data obtained from BPR Questionnaire 
Analysis to determine significant differences within a company, between companies and 
Initiative Scores have led to the following condusions: 
i) The study showed that there is a significant difference in the degree of initiative or 
involvement of actors across hierarchy levels. Those in higher hierarchical levels 
had significantly higher initiative scores than those in lower levels. This result 
shows that personnel in higher reqwnsibility levels take a more mature and 
balanced view of their implementation responsibilities and de-link their own 
orientations and take the needed initiatives, while those at lower levels generally 
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hesitate to take initiatives while implementing BPR Project. A possible 
inteipretation of this trend is that, under normal and politically balanced conditions, 
those at higher levels, due to their clearly defined responsibilities and sense of 
ownership, in order to maintain their positive image take up visible and positive 
actions in support of BPR Project, even if they are not in agreement with aspects of 
the Project. At lower levels of hierarchy, similar discipline is not seen often. The 
excuses for not taking responsibility and succumbing to inertia and attitudes are 
many - ranging from inexperience, lack of training, peer pressures, ignorance or 
shared responsibility. 
ii) Middle Level managers (Module Leaders) in both the organizations were not at all 
enthusiastic about the BPR Project. They were particularly sensitive to feeling of 
being left oat and their position and authority undermined by top driven BPR 
Project Nevertheless, Regression Analysis showed Module leader Initiative has an 
important relation with imi^anentation success. 
iii) Top leadnship's crucial role in implementation success has been universally 
admowledged in BPR studies. However, the current study shows that the top 
leadership has to carefully play their role by way of visible coimnitment to the 
project efforts and progress. They need to maintain a distance from the fi-ont-line 
initiatives so as to ensure they do not undermine the operating zones of the actors 
lower down the hierarchy and give them annate opportunities to play their 
stipulated roles and contribute to implementation success. Overzealous activism 
would only undermine the interest and iipitiative of those lower down the hierarchy. 
iv) Cross organizational study has shown that BPR projects get differentiated due to 
their unique business and operating strategies. BPR implementation experiences of 
different organizatioiis differ from each other due to: 
^tts Individual differences in the nature and scope of respective BPR Projects. 
JOS The implementation strategy and managerial style adopted during 
implementation. 
.Its The enviroimient and dynamics of implementation in respective 
organizations. 
.eif Perceptions in respective units on the results or outcome of BPR 
implementation. 
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The differences between two organizations are even more pronounced when we 
examine in greater details in tcnns of different sections of the people, such as across 
hierarchy levels and the functions of individuals. 
Behavioural factors such as attitudes, feelings, cooperation, reaction to managerial 
style account for the maximum number of significant differences between 
organisations. 
v) The factor analysis of BPR Questionnaire Data helped to reduce the 100 items of 
the questionnaire to 21 factors, with each of the 8 parameters condensed in to 2 to 4 
factors per parameter. The results show that a transformational change programmes 
like BPR in indeed a complex project. 
vi) Regression Analysis has c(»tdusively established that the following Factors 
detnmine Im{dementati<m Success in terms of Average Success Score and the two 
Factor Scores of Overall Residts - Shc^floor (^rations & Sh(^floor Enablers: 
Triile 5 J -1: OiinisatioB A • Variables that catered RegicssioB of Sttcc^ 
Aiwrage SoooeM Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HWIMW 
3.2 MSDe^gn Adaptation 
4.2 Commitment Alignment 
6.3 Moral Support 
8.1 Sbop-floor Opmrtieiig 
Cell Leader Initiative Score 
ModuULdr Initiative Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HWIMW 
1.2 Conqxiters & Manpower 
(btellectual Eqpt) 
2.1 Inherent Gon^>lexity 
3.2 MSDesign Adaptation 
3J MSDedpi Sensitivity 
4.3 Positive Climate 
6.3 Moral Support 
&2 aiop-floor Enablers 
Cell Leader Initiative Score 
ModuleLdr Initiative Score 
PU Leader Initiative Score 
Plant Membership HWIMW 
2.1 Operating Conqdexity 
3.2 MSDesiffi Adaptation 
3.3 MSDesign Sensitivity 
3.1 Soundness of MSDesign 
4.3 Positive Climate 
vii) Regression Analysis has condusively proved that the Initiative Scores as a measure 
of the degree of suf^rt or opposition of all the principal actors viz. the Cell 
Leader, the Module Leader and the PU Leader has significant influence on the 
successful implementation of BPR Projects in respective areas. 
Positive and negative Initiatives taken by the actors in BPR implementation have 
important bearing on the outcome of implementation. 
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Even though BPR is a top-down driven organizational initiative, the important role of the 
implementing actors in determining the success of implementation in their areas 
should be noted. 
viii) In both organizations, the Plant membership variable (0-1 Variable) entered 
regression conclusively establishing that two plants within an Organisation have 
different potentials for benefiting from BPR Projects. The interpretation is that the 
different plants have basic differences and orientations to BPR Project 
implementation, which affected their implementation success potentials. 
ix) One Factor of Facilities viz. "Computers & Manpower" entered recession for Shop 
Floor Operations; the 'intellectual facilities' of a unit or Cell had important 
influence on implementation success on the shop floor operations. 
x) Compleidty in terms of its component factors Inherent Complexity and Operating 
Coo^enty has a significant impact on the implementation success in individual 
Cells/Units affecting successful implementation of "Shop Floor Operations" and 
"Shop Floor (operation) Enablers". Field observations show that especially in the 
early s t a ^ of implementation, the shop floor personnel have to cope with the twin 
diallenges of implementing new methods and systems on the shop floor at the same 
time meet the demands of quality, quantity and deliveries. Many of the complexities 
can be bandied by manufacturing system design. 
xi) Structural complexity in terms of number of products and processing machines has 
an important effect on the Cell operations, especially in the early stages of 
implementation when the shop floor personnel have to cope with the twin 
challenges of implementing new methods and systems on the shop floor at the same 
time meet die demands of quality, quantity and deliveries. 
xii) Cell Leader's initiatives are important for coping with complexity. Provides the 
'requisite variety' for the organisation to respond. Chaos theory says requisite 
variety of response of an organism is essential to cope with the range of 
environmental variations and for the survival of the organism. Manufacturing units 
can also deal with unexpected variations in the environment by ensuring requisite 
variety of responses. 
xiii) Module Leader plays a role in managing complexity on shop floor, by way of 
process control; material inputs; machine uptime; etc. 
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xiv) PU Leader's role in regression equation for implementation success is interpreted as 
being important to bringing discipline in operations. This interpretation is supported 
by Hoc "rigid flexibility" tiieory. 
xv) All the items of Manufacturing System Design entered regression showing that 
Manufacturing System Design Factors have a positive influence on determining the 
degree of BPR Implementation Success. 
xvi) "Design Adiq)tation'' comprising items MSD Concept; Size of Cell/Module; Roles 
& Re^wnsibilities and Links between Shops & Support Systems entered in all the 
three Regressions indicating the primary importance of taking up BPR projects with 
Manufacturing System Design methodology. 
'^Soundness of MS Design" was included in regression for "Shop floor (operation) 
Enablers". 
**Deslgm SeHsUMty" ccmsisting of items Definitions of Roles & Responsibilities and 
Utilising Available Expertise entered regressions for both the Factors of Overall 
Results highlighting the importance of handling sensitivities of personnel in an 
existing or^misation while ushering in a major change. 
xvii) Factors of Organisational Climate "Commitment AUgnmenf^ entered regression of 
Avenge Success Score yMie "Positive Climate entered both regressions of 
Overall Results "SAop Floor Operations" and "Shop Floor (operations) Enablers" 
highli^ting importance of i^ropriate and supportive climate for BPR Project. 
Factor **PoMve Climate^ wfaidi indudSs items Stand taken by MSD Project Team; 
Personal benefit; Faith in MSD and General Support for MSD entered regressions 
for botii "SXMP Floor OpertOions'' and "Shop floor (operations) Enablers" once 
again proving importance of soft issues of BPR. 
xviii)Factor '*Support System" consisting of IT Systems for MRP Explosion; Cell 
Scheduling; MOP Generation; Gateway booking; Manhour Booking and Integrated 
IT Systems entered regression for Average Success Score establishing importance of 
providing required IT support for BPR implementation. 
xix) Factor "Moral Support" consisting of items Transparency/Suspicion and Trust/lack 
of Faith entered regression for two regressions - Average Success Score and Shop 
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Floor Operations highlighting yet another soft issues of management philosophy in 
general and of BPR Implementation in particular. 
xx) Factors of Parameter Organisational Climate entered regression in both 
Organisations: In Organisation A, factors "Commitment Alignment" and "Positive 
Climate" entered regression whereas in Organisation B, Factors "Faith in MSD and 
Morale'' and "Management Support". These results establish clearly the primary 
importance of Organisational Climate in terms of creating Positive Climate as also 
generating interest and keenness in pursuing the Project across Organisations. This 
result is backed by the findings of Change Management theory and also emphasis 
laid on conununications and preparing the Organisation for Change. 
53 . ImpticatkMK for Piactking Managers 
Tl^ fiwiingi of the study have implications for the practicing executives engaged in 
imfdonentation of BPR and other change prognunmes in Industries. 
i) BPR Projects must be andiored in strong methodology. The importance of adhering 
to design principles and adapting them to organizations without compromising on 
the basics is essential for successful implementation and early realization of 
expected benefits. 
ii) Preparing the Organisation for change and creating a positive climate for change has 
been emphasized by Change Management Experts - both Academicians and 
practicing Managers. The findings of this study reinforce the importance of 
preparing a conducive organizational climate while launching BPR and other 
change prgrammes. 
iii) Top leaders sponsoring change projects need to ensure that all the important actors 
have opportunities to j^ply their minds and efforts and feel satisfied with the 
outcome of their contributions. In effect the leaders should adopt the role of a coach 
and extend required guidance and support. Overzealous activism should be avoided. 
iv) Heterogeneity of organizations is to be recognized and communications and 
intervention strategies appropriately devised to address the disparate groups. 
Differences across hierarchy levels are most pronounced. Similarly shop floor 
personnel perceive issues affecting them differentiy from those who operate farther 
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from the shops. The central staff functions typically perceive shop floor issues in a 
simplistic manner. 
Politics and Power games in organizations cannot be wished away or avoided. 
Politics only reinforces the fact of diversity in any organisation and should broaden 
one's perspective to consider different viewpoints. New ways of arguing and putting 
across one's case needs to be developed to counter opposing viewpoints. Sri Sri 
Ravi Shankar says that politics should make you realize entire life is a game and by 
being centred in self and with single-minded pursuit of the larger objectives, one 
can skillfully negotiate the obstacles and reach the goal. 
v) Structured Project Management of BPR Projects is necessary organizational means 
to ensure regular reviews, feedback and to enforce commitments and accountability 
of fhosc executing BPR Projects in respective areas. 
vi) BPR and other tran^onnatuMaal initiatives take a long time spread over a couple of 
years to get internalized by the organization. Executives should be prepared for 
longer conunitments than anticipated. Embeddedness of past successful practices 
and experiences take a long time to get loosened and should be appropriately 
addressed through training, communication, commitments and so on. 
vii) Cell Leader (front line manager) and PU Leader (Shop Manager) have important 
roles in determining the effectiveness of implementation. Cell Leader with high 
levels of Initiatives takes proactive actions to ensure smooth implementation. He 
also generates requisite variety to cot^ with newer problems and situations. 
Therefore, there is need to iq^int leaders with h ^ 'motivation' levels for Cell 
Level implementation. He also needs to be backed for ensuring the motivation 
levels are maintained. 
viii) Shop or Product Unit Manager plays pivotal role in guiding his area to successful 
implementation. Buy-in by the Manager and his conmiitment to the Project through 
initiatives is a must for implementation success. Results emphasise the Importance 
of inducting Managers with good understanding of ensuring operating discipline 
and problem solving at the "coal-face". 
ix) Support functions contribute by Focus on control of factors causing variability and 
preventing uncertainties increasing on shop floor. 
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x) Complexities on the shop floor can frustrate the efforts of implementing actors and 
needs to be considered critically during design phases. Discussions with the 
implementing actors would be of great help in generating buy-in for the Project. 
Structure, in terms of Cell, Module and Product Unit formation determines 
structural complexity by defining the number of products, families and variety to be 
handled. Structure and discipline greatly reduce the decision dimensions on the shop 
floor, thus enhancing ability to handle complexity. Thus structure is a useful device 
for reducing local complexity and also for enhancing organisation's capability for 
handling complexity. 
The insights gathered in the show that complexity could be mitigated by several 
measures. Reducing the control period offers an easier way of reducing complexit\. 
Layout simplification, process control, rationalization of products to form 
muuigeable varieties and reorganization of shop modules offer other means. 
Reducing the control period offers an easier way of reducing complexity. Layout 
simjrfification, process control, rationalization of products to form manageable 
varieties and reorganization of shop modules offer other means. 
The Production Cell with clear end-to-end responsibility and simple material flow is 
a very effective way of managing complexity in manufacturing units. 
On the production shop, more the dimensions of information required to manage the 
production task, more complex becomes the task. Operating discipline greatly 
reduces the decision dimensions on the shop floor, thus reducing the complexit\. 
Toyota Production System emphasizes operating disciplines on the shop floor in the 
form of Standard operations, 5-S House keeping, "takt-time", schedule adherence, 
TPM, 5 QC Tools, etc. 
All the above disciplines help the shop to handle higher product variety by a series 
of decentralised (semi-autonomous) suitable operating modifications or actions. 
xi) Adequate efforts to prepare the organization for BPR is essential for generating 
awareness and also for creating a positive climate conducive for unplementation. 
xii) BPR has to be revised once every 5-6 years to make appropriate structures (layout. 
groupings, etc) for changed operating conditions. 
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The entire organisation goes through an experience of significant organizational learning 
while undertaking a BPR Project The organization emerges stronger with new 
confidence in its own capabilities. The learning experience places such an 
organization into a new level of manufacturing competence in not only in 
operational management but also in strategic management of operations. Such an 
organization can confidently take up the much more challenging tasks of adopting 
the best-in-the-worid practices namely, the Toyota Production System. 
5.4. Suggestions for Future Research 
This empirical study has indeed given insists into the phenomenon of BPR 
bnfdementation in two engineering manufacturing industries in endeavours to tran^orm 
from traditional mimufacturing {vactices by adopting modem manufacturing practices 
based on the 'Lean Manu&cttoir^* philosof^y. Equally it has raised many issues to be 
inve^^ated further. Based the study, the following suggestions are made for fiiture 
reseaidi on implementation of BPR and in j^neral, other diange progranmies in discrete 
manufactarii^ Industries: 
i) BPR principles have become an inseparable part of current operational management 
thought and practice. Continuing BPR research is therefore necessary to successful 
integration of BPR Princ^les into other q)erational management pnu^ioes such as 
Lean Manufacturing, Supply Chain Management, JTT, TQM, New Product 
Development, and so on. Studies have sl^wn that BPR can co-exist with continuous 
improvenwnt practices. It is therefore relevant to determine how these how 
seemingly inconopitible diange strategies can coexist without conflicts. 
Many organisations implementing BPR have found that tiie market environment 
have changed significantly, overturning the basic conditions assumed while 
redesigning the business processes. After S years of implementing BPR, there is a 
need felt to once again redesign the business processes. It would be beneficial to 
handle BPR, more particularly manufacturing systems design, as a part of 
manufacturing discipline, like industrial engineering or plant engineering, and 
develop robust methodologies to continuously undertake such projects. Comparative 
studies of BPR, JTT and other continuous improvement projects should be 
undertaken to fill this knowledge gap. 
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ii) The roles of first line supervisor and the shop manager are very important in BPR 
implementation. Research can show the way to equip these key persons with new 
skills, knowledge and to motivate them to strategise implementation. 
iii) This study has shown that the middle manager did not find an active role in BPR 
implementation and feel emotionally involved in the BPR Project. However, his 
degree of support as indicated by his Initiative Score and inclusion in Regressing 
equations show that the Module Leader, not withstanding his personal feelings, did 
not distance himself fi"om the implementation efforts. It is necessary to determine in 
what way the BPR/Change Project could find a way by which develops his 
involvement and satisfaction by contributing to the project. 
iv) Study is needed to understand how Culture influences or affects the capability to 
implement change programmes. A working concept of Culture needs to be 
developed to carry out studies across multiple organisations. 
v) The MACH V Attitude Inventory is a good model to measure the degree of support 
or opposition to a change programme and in general the impact of politics in an 
organization. 
The creation and validation of Support-Opposition an instrument would be a very 
useful contribution to organisational analysis. 
However, preliminary experience with the Initiative Inventory hints that resistance 
or support does not conform to linear dimension, but is likely to be multi-
dimensional and a much more con4)lex phenomenon (li^ c^ all attitudes and 
behaviours). This area promises to be very fertile one for new research. 
vi) Holistic Measures of complexity are needed to capture adequately the prevailing 
operating conditions in order to give new insights into handling complexity on the 
shop floor and in manufacturing function, in general. 
vii) Research is needed to find out whether Different Process Structures have different 
capabilities or requisite variety to handle complexity. 
xiii) During the course of study, it was observed that Manufacturing Cells working as 
self-managed units have higher requisite variety to cope with variations in varietj, 
schedules and complexity. 
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In one case, an assembly shop was producing numerous varieties of product 
configurations out of modular sub-units. While the entropy-based complexity values 
for such a unit was high, iwither the operators nor the shop managers perceived any 
difficulties. This shows that autonomous working units or groups offer a simpler 
way of managing complexities, while for centralized structures the complexity 
values are high. A well known example fi-om Toyota Production System is that of 
multi-product assembly line where numerous types of products and customer-
specific configurations are efficiently handled on one assembly conveyor-based 
production line. 
Structure is therefore, a useful device to enhance capability for handling complexity. 
Further study is required on the influence of structure on capability to handle 
complexity on the shop floor. 
5^. ContiSbuticMis of the Study 
i) Tliis study is one of the very few studies on BPR implementation in Ei^ineering 
Manufacturing Industry in India. Several studies in the past have examined the BPR 
experiences at a broad organizational level, whereas this study has studied of details 
of implementation e}q)eriences within individual organizations and explored the 
reasons for differing degrees of implementation in different areas. This is also one 
of the few studies of BPR Proje^ rts implonented using the Manufacturing Systems 
Design Methodology. 
ii) A fi-amework was evolved using principles and theories of manufacturing strategy 
for studying change programme implementation in manufacturing firms. 
iii) This was probably the first attempt in India to study Complexity in manufacturing 
organizations in terms of capturing impact of complexity on shop floor operations in 
manufacturing and has yielded valuable insights into handling complexities in 
manufacturing shops. 
iv) Few studies have attempted empirical study of influence of Power and Politics on 
change programme implementation in organizations. This study was able to include 
the effects of power and politics on BPR implementation by employing a concept of 
power that manifests in an individual's disposition to a change programme in a 
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manufacturing area. Was able to develop, test and use an Instrument for measuring 
Degrees of Support or Resistance to BPR implementation. 
v) The study has clearly established that softer or human issues as important as 
technical issues of manufacturing systems design in BPR implementation. 
While other research studies have largely dealt with intra-organisation comparisons, 
we believe the significant contribution of this empirical study is the inter-
organisational investigations of the implementation experiences and also the reasons 
for variations in implementation success in different areas of an organization. 
Analysis of inter-organisational and inter-organisational experiences along three 
dimensions of Plants, Hierarchy Levels and Functions of respondents have led to 
significant insights and understandings of Organisational change processes. 
vi) The findings have yielded a host of suggestions by highlighting implications of the 
study for practicing executives. 
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Questionnaire fbr study BPR Implenientation Experiences 
Reenglneering QUESnONNAIRE SURVEY: 
APPENDIX • lA 
TWs Is a Stwiy on iwHIfe experiences of BPR Implementation. Please ansv^ 
based on your experiences, feelings and Intpresslons during eariy period (upto 2000) of BPR Implementation. 
Your ansi>m5wm wot b« revealed to othiiefs without your consent This is a promise. 
AiK>utYou: 
Name: 
Present Position: 
Your position during BPR Implementation : 
Company; Date: 
PU I i^ odule I Cell I SS I Si^  I Otiier (PI specify) 
Please answer the following giving your experiences as accurately as possible: 
How did these items in your view lidp or iiinder BPR implementation in your Ceil / Module / PU? 
I . FAaunES 1 
A) Physical Facilities 
(1) Equipment 
(2) Handling Facilities 
(3) Inspecdon Fadlides 
(4) Uyout 
(5) Space 
(6) Storage FadHdes 
(7) Maivower 
(8) Computers (PCs) 
n . COMPLEXTTY 
A) No. of/complexity of Processes 
B) No. of/complexit/of Products 
Q Frequency of Sdiedule variations 
D) Complexity of Procedures to follow 
E) Coping wittidianges to MSD 
F) Design Con4)lexity of Product 
G) Complexity of Cdis, MSD Systems 
H) Control of Process Variations 
I ) Quality Problems 
J) No of Inter<ell movements 
K) Complex Scheduling 
L) Changing Mix of Runner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Items. 
I I I . MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
A) MSD / Cell / etc. Concept 
B) Size of cell/Module/etc. 
C) Roles & Responsibilities 
D) No of Shared Facilities 
Hindering Factor 1 
Max Min 
-ve impact 
Max Min 
•ve Impact 
o z 
rl 
Facilitating Factor 1 
Min Max 
•fve impact 
Min Max 
+ve Impact 
^ 
' 
Max Min 
-ve Impact « l 
H K O J 
Min Max 
+ve Impact 
Remarl(S 
Remari<s 
Page 1 of 8 
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MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN (cnntd.) 1 
E) compatible to our Cutture 
F) Systems & Procedures 
(1) Adherence to designed Cell / 
Module Systems 
(2) Dismantling of earlier Woridng Systems 
(3) Utilising Technical Expertise 
(4) Definition of Roles & Responsibilities 
(5) PracticabilHy of mettKxls 
prescribed (eg. Kanban) 
(6) Suitability of Cell Systems 
(7) Links between Cells & Support Modules 
(8) Compromises made in Design 
I V . ORGANISATIONAL CUMATE 
M) My own orientation 
N) Stands taken by fdlow Cell/Module 
/ P U Leaders 
0 ) Stand taken by Group Head 
P) Stand taken by Unit Head 
Q) Stand taken by Workmen / Unkm 
R) Stands taken by MSD Project Team 
S) Personal Benefits 
T ) FatthinMSD 
U) Morale during implementation 
V) Oemands/e)qiectatk>ns of Ceils/Modules 
W ) General support for MSD 
X) Deinand8/expectatk)ns of Leaders/Superiors 
V . INFRASTRUCTURE 
Y) Operating Systems 
(1) Training 
(2) Superviston 
(3) Direction / Guklance 
(4) Problem Solving 
(5) Implementation Plan / Targets 
(6) Accountability 
(7) Reviews / Feedback 
(8) Discipline 
(1) MRP Explosk)n, Schedules 
(2) Systems for ceil Schedules 
(3) MoPs generation 
(4) System for Gateway Booking 
(5) System for Manpower Booking 
^^^^•P 
Max Min ( 
-ve Imoact ^ 
I 
Max Min 
-ve Impact 
i. 
, 
1 
Max Min 
-ve Impact 
i 
d 
il 
J^^fl 
Min Max 
+ve Impact 
Min Max 
+ve Impact 
1^ 
t; 
M m^ 
Min Max 
+ve Impact 
REMARKS 
1 
' 
1 
1 REMARKS 
1 
i 
1 
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V I . ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
1 1 1 1 
Max Min 
•ve impact 
I^^^^^^H^^: 
A) SuDDortfinomCell Leader 
B) SuDDort firom Module Leader 
G SuDDort from PU Leader 
D) Support from Steering committee 
E) Support fix)m Unit Head 
F) Support from Support Services 
Module 1 (Process, etc) 
G) Support from Support Services 
Module 2 (Maintenance) 
H) Support from Materials Module 
I ) Support from Central Materials Module 
J) Support from MSD Team 
K) Co-operation from Worlcmen 
L) Transparency / Suspicion, 
M) Trust/lade of faith 
V n . IMPL04ENTATION EFFORTS 
A) GommunioMon about BPR 
B) Training in new mettxxls & procedures 
C) Tiridng people along 
D) Sustained Efforts 
E) Free hand given to make changes / 
mid course corrections 
F) Horizontal support - from other Cells 
/Modules, etc 
G) Management support 
H) HoMf long the Pressure was kept'on' 
I ) Pace / Progress in own areas 
J) Pace / Progress in other areas 
K) Sticking/falling back to oM methods 
L) Free haiKl / Interference 
M) Guklanoe 
N) Overioad / Underioad 
Max Min 
•ve Impact 
li 
1 
Min Max 
•i-ve impact 
pi 
Min Max 
•fve Impact 
' 
APPENDIX - l A 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
Contd. 
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V I I I . RESULTS 
Areas 
10 points for Com/fMe Success 
and 0 points for My Skieoscr 
A r M l | A r M 2 A T M S Araa4 ArsaS 
i 
OVERALL RATING 
PI. Rat* how w*ll BPR was bnplOTMntad In eacdi area you worked sine* BPR Implomentation was takanup? 
PiMSt mmiOon On Ana 
PI. Rate how well (%)on fig. Parametiers: 
1. Self-suffident Cells / Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) 
3. Short Thai 'put /Lead Times 
4. Less WIP, RM & FG Inventories 
5. Visible & Effective Communicatton 
6. dearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Performance compiled 
8. MPS - even toads, weekly t a r g ^ 
9. Support Systents Effiective 
10. IT System Support 
11. Other (Pi. specify) 
' 
; 
D C PtoueRatetheOagrMofSuooeK 
of BPR ImplemenMion ihr A M A i lma 
( G B U S / M O P M f i Q you know weH. 
How wel BPR was Implemented in your area? 
HWCYLPU - RodPistonCen 
HWCYLPU - BarrdCeli 
HWCYLPU - Components Cell 
HWCYLPU - Asseml)lyCell 
Support Module 
Siqiply Module 
HW Motor PU--Cel l 
HW Motor PU--Cel l 
HW Motor PU--Cel l 
HW Motor PU--Cel l 
Supply Module 
Support Module 
HWPumpPU- -Cell 
HWPumpPU- -Cell 
HW Pump PU - - Cell 
HWPumpPU--Cel l 
HW Motor/Pump PU- HeatTrttntCell 
HW Motor/Pump PU - Assembly Cell 
Supply Module 
Support Module 
No 
Success 
X . To what extent was your Area affected by BPR? 
a I was in a New Area created by BPR 
D My Work Area was easting: 
D BPR changed it completely 
D -do- modified substantially 
D -do- modified partly 
D -do- modified partly 
D My Work area was untouched by BPR. 
'. 
Complete 
Success 
I S 8 < 10 
< z 
1 
i 
i 
1 
I 
To what extent was y o u r woric affected by BPR? 
D I was put in a newly created Positton 
D I was in same Area but my Role / Work changed: 
D completely 
D substantially 
D partly 
D marginally 
a No change at all in my Work or Role. 
Page 4 of 8 
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V I I I . RESULTS 10 points for Ciomplete Stfocesv 
and 0 points for M» Sueoesr ^ 
OVERALL i U T I N G : 
PI. iUrt* how w«H BPR WM knplwnMitMl In «acft arM you worind sine* BPR linplw^ 
PI«aM mention the Areas 
PI. Rate how well (%)on flg. Parameters: 
1. Self-sufficient Cells/Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) 
3. ShoitThru'put / Lead Times 
4. Less WIP, RM & FG Inventories 
5. Visible & Effective Communication 
6. dearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Performance compiled 
8. MPS - even loads, weekly targets 
9. Support Systems Effective 
10. rr System Support 
11. Other (PI. specify) 
ArMi ArM2 ArM3 ArM4 ATMS 
DCPIease RMe the Oegne of Success of 
BPR ImplementBUon in each Area 
(CBLS / MODULES) you know weU. 
How wel BPR was ItnplemeniBd in your area? 
PUl - MPCdKMPl) 
PUl - 9G/72 CeN (MP2) 
PUl - 30Q/170Cdl(MP3) 
Support-f Supply Module 
PU2-Module- 300/170-Cell-TC&UC 
PU2-Moduie- 300/170-CeU-Att&TFinal 
PU2-Module- 9(y72-CeH-TC 
PU2 - Module-90/72-Gell-Att&TFind 
PU2 - Module-9Q/72-Cefl-TFinal 
PU2 - Module - 9tf72 - Cell - Bucket & SEP 
Supply Module 
Support Module 
PU3-Module- 90/72-Cell-UC-^ktaniase 
PU3 - Module - 9 0 ^ • Cen - Turret 
PU3 - Module- 90/72-Cell -Attachments 
PU3 - Module - 90^2 - Cell -Engine+Hyd-i^ Cat) 
PU3 - Module - 300/170 - Cell - UC+Marriage 
PU3 - Module-300/170-Cell-Alt+Cat>+ Hyd 
Supply Module 
Support Module 
No 
1 
* 
^ 
Complete 
Success 
li;^:«i c 10 
< z 
X . To What extent was your Area affected by BPR? 
a I was in a New Area created by BPR 
D My Work Area was edsting: 
D BPR changed it completely 
D -do- modified substantially 
D -do- modified partly 
O -do- modified partly 
D My Work area was untouched by BPR. 
To what extent was your woric affected by BPR? 
D I was put in a newly created Position 
D I was in same Area but my Role / Work changed: 
D completely 
D substantially 
Dpartiy 
D marginally 
D No change at all in my Work or Role. 
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Questionnaire for study BPR Impiementation Experiences 
Twenty Questions! 
APPENDIX. lA 
DiKctknis 
You wiU find twenty groups of statements Usted below. B K * poop is coiqwsed of three statements. Each statement refers 
to a way of thinking about people or things in general. The statements reflect opinions and not matters of fact—there are no 
"right" or "wrong" answers, and different people have been found to agree with different statements. 
Read each of the three statements in each group. First decide which of the statements is most true or the closest to your own 
beUefe. Put a plus sign (+) in the ^ ace provided before that statement. Then decide wliich of the remaining two sutements 
is most false or the farthest from your own beliefs. Put a minus sign (-) in the space provided before that statement. Leave 
the last of the three statements unmarked. 
Most True (or Least False) = + Most False (or least True) = -
Here is an example: A. TQM, TPM, BPR are aU corporate fads. 
+ B. We implemented BPR by buhduig on small successes, focusing on problems. 
- C. When product mix changed, BPR became invalid. 
In this example, statement B would be the one you believe in most strongly and statements A and C would be ones that are 
not as characteristic of your opinions. Of these two, statement C would be the one you believe in least strongly and the one 
that is least characteristic of your beliefs. 
You will find some of the dioices easy to make; others will be quite difficult Do not fail to make a choice no matter how 
hard it may be. Do not mark Ae remaining statement Do not omit any group of sutements. 
SNo 
1 
' 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Yours 
vieim 
STATEMENTS 
PiMaemafkoniytMOStBlBmenIs: UostTiw* kbstFabe'- ItarkallGnup$l 
A. When Ihe boss asks you to wofkflw BPR way, what choice del have? 
B. So many people were eager to impress; we left it to them to sort out by trial and error. 
C. 1 took MrespotMlblltty for implementidon and for that 1 had to guard my autonomy-even if meant confr^ontation. 
A. Given the constraints, 1 have done sn honest job Implementing BPR. 
B. IwaHad for irst few months ttlttiings became clearer, then 1 started toting more interest. 
C. Everyone wante autonomy; but it cant be at cross-purposes. 1 controlled the locai politics. 
A \Aftwn we faced probtom8,l<Sscussed with BPR Team, took up vvHh Boss, aH other ttiings-till 1 got the answers. 
B. Due to work pressures,! did not go out of the way, bull have done my bit to in^)tement BPR. 
C. 1 concentrated on Prothidton and refened all problems to BPR; if fltey gave solutkins.limptemented. 
A Someftnesldoni get help to solve my probtems; then 1 had to suitably modify and get ahead. 
B. We were a new setup; 1 had to take the toad, pool 9II resources to find sokitions and estsMish. 
C. The main kleatrf BPR is u ^ IT for big improvements; but in our case, IT had no rote at all. 
A Eariterl had much flexUify In working; BPR restricted i t Ididnl know if it was good for me to fbltow BPR. 
B. MSD gave us the broad scheme; it was my job to try & find woricabte methods. We came up with many 
innovations. 
C. We couM not imptoment Gateway controls, Kanban, MoPs without IT systems; even if we did, 1 doubt if they 
couM have really helped us. 
A It was BPR Team's job to come up with the right solutions; we could only imptement what they said. 
B. We continued having eerier dhrisions because time was not ripe for changing them; more over we could not 
handte too many changes at the same time. 
C. What do 1 get by imptementing BPR? Whatever was possibte in my normal work 1 have done. 
A. Ensuring Supplies was very cnjdal for imptementing BPR; when inputs could be ensured, we could taclde 
producton issues. 
B. 1 went through the motions of imptementing BPR; it was not a serious effort. 
C. In BPR type of organizations, focus is on muW-skilling & gener^ists. Specialization gets Idlted. 
A. Many of our eariter Systems were superior to MSO. 
B. White imptementing BPR, 1 had to be proactive, anticipate probtems and take actions. 
C. 1 could have succeeded even more, but 1 did not get the support from others. 
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SNo Yours 
views 
10 
11 
STATEMENTS 
Please mark only two statements. Most Tiii>fljeas<fttee)=^ Most RitetfLeast T r u e ) ' - Muk^Qmup$l 
A. Except for Flow line, what is greirtaboirt BPR? 
B. Every thing ( M not work ! » planned: BPR Team should traw^ven us more I t a n d ^ K ) ^ 
C BPR Team did no detailed p i m t w t dumped It on us. Why shouM I take the IxJiden? I was not trained In UK. 
A. When you iaoe production prot>lems, you have no chok»; you have to find sokitions. 
B. When we are mplementing a concept like BPR, we may relax on some issues t>ut that shoukl be a (X)nscious 
dedskm, ne to l>e attended later. 
C. I had to play dout>le role; work in old way with workmen and talk BPR with the Management. 
A. I am glad I took interest in bnplementing BPR, it has clarified many things; now I am managing not chasing. 
B. I was oommitlBd to in^>lementing BPR. I was able to handle prot)i(3ms of resistance, otKtades and ov 
them. 
C. Originators of BPR say 90% of BPR projects were failures; that shouki have ning warning bells for us. 
12 A. We have implemented BPR without adequate preparatton & investments; and ended up with too many 
compromises. 
B. I ooiridn't slacken during implementetnn-till aH procedures became roufine. 
C . Wittwut the required facilifies and resources, BPR couM not be imptomented properly. 
13 A. We Mpported each (Ater to l»ep motivation and tempo of impiementalton. 
B. Somet>odyshouM do a cost benefit analysis to see ff BPR realy gave returns. 
C. WehavenowaKKhkf pcodudkMisystMn-neWtersingtepieoeltownorbatohproductton. 
14 A. tf Supply fflodute issues materials when we want why bother about TBS, Kanban.KH cards? 
B. lamn^ttwrfornoragainatBPRassuch. 
C . Ihadtoworkfortwos^oftaq^i^RlmptementstftonaswBlasproductton. 
15 A. If we don't ^ daayschedutes then AM ceBswonllmow what to produce; we can be sure we woni get required 
produdton. 
B. in simpte ways BPR eliminated many NVAs; work became easier. But I had to adhere to new disciplines. 
C. My boss was not very keen; so I coukf take it easy. 
16 A Ou-prtorify was pro(kiclk)n& Invoking not schetye adherence; so we worked on what was asked. 
B. You ahoukl have tot of paBenoe and pers^Manoe when imptoinenllngH>R; you can wear out a l opposition 
sooner or later. 
C. Layoute as designed by BPR were not at aH practical; I had to keep trying modiftoattons. 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A I faced SO many probtems early on-quality, cyde time, mb( changes, you name It but persistence paki off. 
B. There was no point (tenanflaig working systems; vradkipreval&makitain some criltoai ones though BPR 
suggested oAienNlse. 
C. There was no point trying to do tf things together my s ^ was to focus on a few, stabilize aid then move on to 
thenexL 
A If you demand, you grthdp-remember, "Crying baby g^mik* . 
B. Singte-pteceftow is a theorettoalcor)cept; you cannot do without batch productton systems. 
C. Under pretext of Customer Satisfaction, my Customer Depalments made unreasonabte demands on me; 
deHvered what ever was within my meais. 
A. We were thrown mto the pool and asked to swim; I am not satisfied with what we dkl. 
B. In my area, we dkl many improvements over what MSD (BPR) had designed. 
C. I had fun faith in BPR prindptes; putting prindptes into practice was ticky; required skill, many trials till we 
succeeded. 
A My area was untouched by BPR; so I dkj not have to do anytiting. 
B. Imptementing BPR was a rewarding experience; it brought out ttie best in me. 
C. Either production or BPR; obvtously production is more Important 
THANK YOU! 
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Scoring 
To find you score on the Attitude Inventory, locate the combination of letters and plus or minus signs that you 
chose for each Item (group of statements) In the Inventory. For example, if for the first group of statements you 
martced statement B with a plus (+) and statement C with a minus (-), your score for that item would be 3. 
Marie you score for each Item In the appropriate place in the score column. Do this for each of the twenty items. 
Then sum the scores. 
Points per Item by Response Patterns 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
1 
A+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
C+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
C+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
A+ 
B-
3 
B+ 
C-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
B+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
B-
3 
A+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
C+ 
B-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
B+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
5 
B+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
B+ 
c-
A+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
A-
5 
C+ 
B-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
C-
c+ 
B-
A+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
B-
A+ 
B-
C+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
7 
C+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
A-
B+ 
C-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
B-
B+ 
C-
B+ 
C-
C+ 
A-
A+ 
C-
C+ 
B-
B+ 
A-
Total 
Score 
Score 
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Interview with Mr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
BPR Research Questionnaire 
1. Narrate your experience of BPR Project and its implementation. 
How did it start? How did it progress? 
How were the feedback and infomiation flows? Exposure & Training? 
How was the Architecture decided? 
How did the new Organization Structure emerge? 
How was it implemented and accepted? 
How were the divisions of areas/responsibilities, people, assets, etc. made? 
How were the 'politicar aspects handled and resolved? 
^^ ®^- Interviewed by: Page 1 of 1 
Interview with Mr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
What were the reactions of the workmen? Union? Supervisory Staff? 
Were there any elements of resistance or opposition? How was it handled? 
What were the implementation problems experienced? How was it handled? 
Was it related to Strategy (of the Company)? 
5. How do you rate the success of BPR in your area? Why (considerations)? 
Date: Interviewed by: Page 2 of 2 
Interview with Mr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
6. How did the Project help you? And your people? 
What did you lil(e and disliice alxHit the Project? What were your contributions? 
How do you feel about the change Programme? 
7. Did it change attitudes, practices, co-operation, relations within and between PUs? 
8. What support did you receive within the PU, with otiier PUs, from the project team, 
Change Manager and Unit Head? 
Date: Interviewed by: Page 3 of 3 
Interview with IVIr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
What were the roles arvj support provided by the functions outside the purview of the 
change programme? Eg. Accounts. P&A Engineering, QA, IT Dept, Marketing? 
10. Operational Factors: What are your views on :-
size of PL), Module, Cell in terms of no. of people, 
scope of activities, manageable size, no. of supervisors, 
clear definition of responsibilities? 
Complexity in terms of number and variety of operations / products 
LaycHJt, facilities, resources (people, training, Organization 
structure, levels of reporting) 
11. Infrastructural factors: What are your views on :-
Support Services Supply Module 
Activities of IT Department? 
Training Reviews 
Date: Inten/iewed by: Page 4 of 4 
Interview with Mr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
12. Human Factors: 
Distinct culture o1 workmen / supervisors / managers in your area? 
What was the culture in Cell, Module, PU, Works? Trades? 
IR Climate and attitude of the Union. 
Culture of supervisors and supervisory staff? Mgmt staff? 
Was there any cultural change? Was it desirable? 
13. Was BPR Project aligned to the Co. strategies and objectives? 
Was BPR appropriate programme for BW? 
Was the choice of consulteuit proper? 
If done earlier would BPR have yielded better fruits? 
14. Was there any slide back to older habits? What reinforcing actions were taken? 
Date: Inten i^ewed by: Page 5 of 5 
Interview with hAr. APPENDIX - 1 B 
Date: 
15. Views on how BPR should be implemented, 'musts', reasons for success / failures? 
16. Any other observations or comments: 
^^^^- Interviewed by: Page 6 of 6 
APPENDIX - 1 C 
Statementg 'i|llKitiiry "^y^ees of Support and Opposition 
SI. 
No 
Degrees of Support 
or Opposition 
1. Negotiate operating 
space for own 
initiatives 
Statemenlt iadiattive of correqwnding stances. 
2. Sustained Support 
for Programme 
. Associate with 
those taldag active 
Fcdes 
4. Mobilise siq^Kirt 
1) I took full responsibility for imfdementation and for that I 
had to guard my autonomy - even if meant confrontation. 
2) Everyone wants autonomy; but it can't be at cross-purposes. 
I controlled the local politics^ ^^_^_ 
3) We were a new setup; I had to take the lead, pool all 
resources to find solutions and establish. 
4) Ensuring Siq){dies was very crucial for implementing BPR; 
when inputs could be ensured, we could tackle produaion 
issues. 
5) While imidementing BPR, I had to be proactive, anticipate 
problems and take actions. 
Rand-
omNo 
6) When we are implementing a concept like BPR, we may 
relax on some issues but that should be a conscious 
decision, one to be attended later. 
7) I was committed to iaqdementing BPR. I was able to handle 
praUems of resistance, obstades and overcome them. 
8) Yoashouldhavelotofpatieiioe and perseverance when 
implementing BPR; you can wnr out all opposition sooner 
or later. 
9) Thoe was no point trying to do all things together; my style 
was to focus on a few, stabilize and then move on to the 
next 
10) I had fiill faith in BPR principles; putting principles into 
practice was tiidcy; required skill, many trials till we 
succeeded. 
Cate-
12 
98 
33 
66 
87 
43 
76 
108 
22 
55 
S. H i ^ ^ t 
problems / issues, 
discuss & seek 
solutions 
6. Refer the 
problem and wait 
for solution 
7. 'Do the best you 
can do' 
8. (Blame) lack of 
support from 
support groups 
1) When we faced problems, I discussed with BPR Team, took 
up with Boss, all other things - till I got the answers. 
2) Sometimes I don't get help to solve my problems; tiien I had 
to suitaUy modify and get ahead. 
3) MSD gave us tiie broad sdieme; it was my job to try & find 
workatde methods, ^ e came up with many innovations. 
4) I couldn't slacken during implementation - till all 
procedures became routine. 
5) We supported each other to keq> motivation and tempo of 
inqrfementation. 
6) Layouts as designed by BPR were not at all practical; I had 
to keep trying modifications. 
7) I faced so many problems early on - quality, cycle time, mix 
changes, you name it; but persistence paid off. 
8) If you demand, you get help - remember, "Crying babv acts 
milk". 
9) In my area, we did many improvements over what MSD 
(BPR) had designed. 
10) Implementing BPR was a rewarding experience; it brought 
out the best in me. 
97 
10 
20 
76 
42 
65 
31 
86 
107 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
53 B 
B 
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SI. 
No 
Statements I"i*frit1*7 "««™M of Support and OpDOsition fcontd.) 
Degrees of Si^port or 
Opposition 
9. Not volunteer for 
problem solving or 
other initiatives 
10. Wait for pressure 
(others) to change 
11. Participate when 
'roped-in' 
12. 'Let others do' 
Statments indicative of correqx>nding stances. 
1) Given the constraints, I have done an honest job 
implementing BPR. 
2) I concentrated on Production and referred all problems to 
BPR; if they gave solutions. I implemented. 
3) Every thing did not work like planned; BPR Team should 
have given us more hand-holding support. 
4) When you face production problems, you have no choice; 
you have to find solutions. 
. 
5) I am glad I took interest in implementing BPR, it has 
clarified many things; now I am managing not chasing. 
6) Without the required facilities and resources, BPR could 
not be implemented properly. 
7) I had to work for two sets of targets; BPR implementation 
as well as production. 
8) In amfic ways BPR eliminated many NVAs; work 
became easier. But I had to adhne to new disdplines. 
9) Under pretext oi Customer Satis&ction, my Customer 
Departments made unreasonable demands on me; I 
deUveied vtbMi ever was within my means. 
10) We were thrown into the pool and asked to swim; I am 
not satisfied with what we did. 
Ran-
dom 
No 
98 
87 
45 
109 
Cate-
gory 
13. Pass the 
responsibility to 
others 
14. Play safe 
IS. Keep distance 
from those opposed 
16. Neither support 
n(K (^ >pose; Follow 
the majority 
1) When the boss asks you to work the BPR way, what choice 
do I have? 
2) Due to work pressures, I did not go out of the way, but I 
have done my bit to implement BPR. 
3) Eariier I had mudi flexibility in working; BPR restricted it. 
I didn't know if it was good for me to follow BPR. 
4) I waited for first few months till things became clearer; 
then I started taking more interest 
S) What do I get by implementing BPR? Whatever was 
possible in my normal work I have done. 
6) I went through the motions of implementing BPR; it was 
not a serious effort. 
7) I am neither for nor against BPR as such. 
8) My boss was not very keen; so I could take it easy. 
9) Our priOTity was production & invoicing not schedule 
adherence; so we worked on what was asked. 
10) My area was untouched by BPR; so I did not have to do 
anything. 
89 
57 
21 
10 
99 
31 
67 
1010 
41 
77 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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Statements I^ fjify«tf"f neorMg of Snnnort and Opposition (contd.) 
SI 
No 
Degrees of Support or 
Opposition 
17. Abstain from 
experimentation 
18. Abstain from living 
new role 
19. Not satisfied with 
new scheme 
20. Carry on as before 
Statements indicative of corresponding stances. 
1) So many people were eager to impress; we left it to 
them to sort out by trial and error. 
Ran-
dom 
No. 
2) The main idea of BPR is using IT for big 
improvements; but in our case, IT had no role at all. 
3) It was BPR Team's job to come up with the right 
solutions; we could only implement what they said. 
4) I could have succeeded even more, but I did not get 
the support from others. 
5) BPR Team did no detailed plans but dumped it on us. 
Why should I take the burcten? I was not trained in 
UK 
6) I had to {day double role; wOTk in old way with 
workmen and talk BPR with the Management. 
106 
7) We have iiiq)lemented BPR without adequate 
prqMration & investments; and ended up with too 
many compromises. 
8) We have now a 'Kichidi' production system - neither 
sing^ piece flow nor batch production. 
9) If S(q>(dy module issues materials when we want, 
why bother about TBS. Ka^Mn, Kit cards? 
10) Either production or BPR; obvioudy production is 
more inqxxtant. 
32 
42 
74 
95 
21 
52 
84 
63 
Cate-
gory 
E 
E 
21. Oppose new norms, 
organization 
22. Oppose Disd{dining 
Institutions eg. 
Gateway, MoPs 
23. Question the new 
scheme; point out 
faults / problems 
24. Mobilise opinion / 
support against the 
new scheme 
1) We could not implement Gateway controls, Kanban, 
MoPs without IT systems; even if we did, I doubt if 
they could have really helped us. 
2) We coittinued having earlier divisions because time 
was not ripe for changing them; more over we could 
not handle too many dumges at the same time. 
3) In BPR type of organizations, focus is on multi-
skilling & generalists. Specialization gets killed. 
4) Many <rf our earlier Systems were superior to MSD. 
5) Except for Flow line, what is great about BPR? 
6) Originators of BPR say 90% of BPR projects were 
failures; that should have rung warning bells for us. 
7) Somebody should do a cost benefit analysis to see if 
BPR really gave returns. 
8) If we don't give daily schedules then the cells won't 
know what to produce; we can be sure we won't get 
required production. 
9) There was no point dismantling working systems; we 
did prevail & maintain some critical ones though BPR 
suggested otherwise. 
67 
56 
21 
77 
45 
99 
10) Single-piece flow is a theoretical concept; you 
caimot do without batch production systems. 
109 
34 
88 
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ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Rotated FACTOR Loadings 
'to of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
Correlations 
1.1 Equipment 
1.2 Handling Facilities 
1.3 Inspection Facilities 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Space 
1.6 Storage FadSties 
1.7 Manpower 
1.8 Computers (PCs) 
1.1 
92 
1.391 
2.685 
1.2 
8S 
1.876 
2.388 
1.3 
9C 
1.322 
2.485 
1.4 
91 
1.548 
3.212 
1.5 
92 
1.196 
3.114 
1.6 
88 
1.398 
2.814 
1 
0.615 
0.695 
0.574 
0.478 
0.559 
0.407 
0.196 
1 
0.628 
0.686 
0.555 
0.617 
0.208 
0.191 
1 
0.674 
0.61 
0.606 
0.237 
0.267 
1 
0.737 
0.655 
0.304 
0.171 
1 
0.735 
0.301 
0.228 
1 
0.263 
0.395 
1.7 
98 
1.214 
2.77 
1.8 
96 
1.302 
2.946 
1 
0.216 1 
^IIEQUPM 
V12HANDUN 
y/13INSPEC 
yi4LAYCXJT 
V15SPACE 
^6ST0RAGE 
V17MANP0W 
V18C0MPUT 
"Variance'Explained by Rotated Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
1 
0.744 
0.834 
0.825 
0.876 
0J01 
0.768 
0.22 
0.086 
3.983 
49.785 
2 
0.257 
0.062 
0.176 
0.104 
0.203 
0.349 
0.659 
0.845 
1.423 
17.782 
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A P P E N D K - n A 
ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: COMPLEXnY 
1 
hio of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
t1 
92 
0.587 
2.547 
2.2 
90 
2.3 
88 
0.9-0.261 
2.366 2.731 
2.4 
93 
2.5 
87 
0.452 1.276 
2.644 2.067 
2.6 
91 
0.67 
2.145 
2.7 
88 
0.83 
2.8 2.9 
m 
0.92 
94 
0.457 
2.10 
92 
0.685 
2.11 
90 
2.f2 
93 
0.122-0.333 
2.446 2.296 2.667 2.828 2.702 2.783 
Comlattons 
2.1 No. of/complexity of Processes 
2.2 No. of/complexity of Products 0.563 
2.3 Frequency of Schedule variations 0.400 0.329 
14 Complexity of Procedures to foHow 0.458 0.415 0.59 
2.5 Coping wHh changes to MSP 0.484 0.582 0.383 0.668 
2.6 Design Comptexily of Product 0.288 0.314 0.243 0.34 0.509 
2.7 ComptexWy of Cells. MSP Syrtema 0.421 0.393 0.394 0.59 0.589 0.587 1 
2.8 Control of Process Variaions 0.442 0.558 0.358 0.594 0.503 0.358 0.364 
2.9 QuaWyProbtems 0.334 0.383 0.506 0.639 0.389 0.340 0.362 0.615 
2.10 No of Nar-cel movements 0.472 0.389 0.461 0.677 0.443 0.318 0.522 0.515 0.498 1 
2.11 Compl«(Sched^ing 0.461 0.419 0.622 0.555 0.356 0.262 0.473 0.497 0.450 0.682 
2.12 ChangingMxof 
^unnariRapeatBr/SfrangerWems. 0.255 0.293 0.566 0.445 0.226 0.223 0.33 0.335 0.384 0.558 0.775 
Rotated FACTOR Loadlnga 
V21N00F 
V22NOOF 
t/23FREQUE 
\/24COMPLE 
V25COPtNG 
y/26DESIGN 
V27COMPLE 
V28CONTRO 
V29QUALIT 
\/210NOOF 
V211C0MPL 
V212CHANG 
1 
0,606 
0.684 
0.255 
0.606 
0.844 
0.702 
0.699 
0J13 
0.458 
0.421 
D.25 
0.049 
2 
0.315 
0.24 
0.738 
0.577 
0.164 
0.053 
0.294 
0.413 
0.534 
0.694 
0.868 
0.871 
'Variance' Explained by Rotated 
Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
3.789 
31.571 
3.597 
29.979 
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APPENDIX-nA 
ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
4o of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
XI 
8S 
2.202 
2.16S 
3.2 
88 
2.307 
1.783 
i^ 
9{ 
14 
92 
3.5 
96 
2.18S 0.774 0.84^ 
3.9.1 
92 
3L6.2 
93 
1.152 0.796 
2.38S 2.463 2.597 2.436 2.56 
3.9.3 
92 
0.967 
3.U 
94 
1.894 
3.6.5 
96 
3.<.6 
90 
1.052 2.011 
2.496 2.182 2.3951.796 
3.6.7 
98 
3.6.8 
91 
1.8980.615 
2.1422.154 
Comlatlons 
3.1 MSP/Cell/etc. Concept 
3.2 Size of Cell/Module/etc. 0.755 
3.3 Rotes & Responsitrilities 0.542 0.578 
3.4 No of Shared FaclHies 0.359 0.264 0.481 
3.5 Compatibte to our Culture 0.37 0.326 0.29 0.57 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed Cell/ 
ytodute Systems 0.479 0.443 0.464 0.376 0.519 
3.6.2 Dismanino earlier Woddng Systems 0.477 0.364 0.432 0.557 0.559 0.5 1 
3.6.3 uawng Technical Expertise 0.492 0.497 0.3160.342 0.472 0.39 0.465 1 
a.D.4 uWniWn Of K0W8 g KBSPOnSOBDw 0.481 0.458 0.408 0.237 0.334 0.321 0.359 0.678 
3.6.5 PracScabity of methods 
waori)ed{eq.Kanban) 0.21S 0.318 0.277 0.3350.3740.516 0.5130.456 0.334 
t.6.6 SuiteMKy of Gel Systems 0.478 0.5 0.357 0.465 0.S4S 0J13 0.507 0.453 0.451 0.688 1 
3.6.7 Unto bain Cab t Support Modutes 0.597 0476 0.4720.389 0.481 0.4S 0.473 0.332 0.241 0.41 0.62 1 
3.6J Cctnpromtees made in Design 0.125 0.003 0.164 0.374 0.413 0.464 0.411 0.304 0.22 0.386 0 ^ 1 0 . 2 6 3 1 
Rotal&d FACTOR Loadings 
V31iyiSD 
V32SIZEO 
y/33ROLES 
V34NOOFS 
V35COMPATI 
V361ADHE 
V362DISM 
V363UTIL 
V3640EFI 
V365Pf^C 
\/366SUIT 
V367LiNK 
V368COMP 
"Variance' Expteined by Rotated 
Components 
Percent of Total Variance Expteined 
/ 
0.144 
0.04 
0.234 
0.699 
0.702 
0.614 
0.668 
0.322 
0.146 
0.648 
0.601 
0.474 
0.768 
2 
0J13 
0.794 
0.745 
0.369 
0.266 
0.4 
0.354 
0.218 
0251 
0.085 
0.384 
0.65 
-0.158 
3 
0.332 
0.417 
0.109 
-0.043 
0.177 
0.184 
0.203 
0J01 
0.843 
0.392 
0.353 
0.015 
0.134 
3.548 
27.296 
3.05 
23.465 
2.053 
15.792 
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ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISnCS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: ORGANISATIONAL CUMATE 
No of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
4.1 
96 
2.478 
1.806 
4.2 
Oft 
1.823 
2.285 
4.3 
97 
2.608 
2.064 
4.4 
95 
3.200 
1.686 
4.5 
94 
0.511 
4.6 
91 
2.000 
2.606 2.261 
4.7 
93 
1.280 
1.964 
4.8 
93 
2.065 
1.938 
4.9 
99 
1.838 
2.175 
4.1 
93 
4.11 
95 
2.022 2.211 
2.182 1.833 
4.f2 
94 
2.383 
2.105 
Comlatlons 
4.1 My own orientation 
4.2 Stands taken by fellow Cell/Module 
fPU Leaders 0.407 
t.3 Stand taken by Group Head 0.324 0.598 
•.4 Stand taken by Unit Head 0.426 0.483 0.787 
4.5 Stand taken by Workmen/Union 0.293 0.457 0.24 0.22 
••6 Stands taken by MSP Project Team 0.182 0.206 0.332 0.411 0.226 
t.7 Personal Benefits 0.267 0.25 0.29 0.376 0.157 0.454 
4.8 FaHhhMSD 0.22 0.432 0.268 0^241 0.48 0.411 0.347 
4.9 Morale during impleiTwntation 0.225 0.353 0.388 0.355 0.478 0.405 0.251 0.609 
4.10 Demands/expectationsof 
Ms/Modules 0.042 0.056 0.204 0.223 0.325 0.131 -0.043 0.245 0.55 1 
11 Genani support tor MSP 4. f 
W.12 Demands^ 
0.284 0.371 0.39 0.327 0.423 0.477 0.409 0.548 0.639 0.312 
s^Bxpedalkxis of 
0.1931 0.44i 0.4141 0.3541 0.4031 0.271 M 0.47 0.556 0.607 0.404 
Rciat0d FACTOR Loadings 
V41MY0WN 
y/42ST/^ ND taken by Cen,Mod,PU 
V43SrAND taken by Group Head 
V44STAN taken by Unit Head 
y/45STANO taken by Woriarten/Unkxi 
V46STAN ti*en by Project Tean 
V47PERSONAL BENEFITS 
y/48FAITHiNMSD 
V49MOf^/M£ DURING IMPi.EMENTN 
V4100EMANDS/Exptns of Gels/Modules 
V411GENERAL SUPP FOR MSD 
V4120EMAN0S/Exptns of Sups/Leaders 
1 
0.036 
0.269 
0.218 
0.14 
0.586 
0.143 
-0.095 
0.526 
0.747 
0.844 
0.475 
0.759 
2 
0.61 
0.718 
0.843 
0.836 
0.21fi 
0.185 
0.274 
0.113 
0.171 
0.019 
0.197 
0.311 
3 
0.196 
0.162 
0.126 
0.197 
0.238 
0.742 
0.763 
0J93 
0.404 
-0.122 
0.634 
0.091 
"Variance* Explained by Rotated 
Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
2.864 
23.867 
2.632 
21.937 
2.248 
18.732 
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ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: INFRASTRUCTRE 
5.1.1 
140 of cases 
Mean 
Standarel Dev 
SLfJ 
1.941 
5.U 5.U 
98 
1.7651.908 
1.916 1.751 
5.1^ 
98 98 98 
S.1.9 5.1.7 5.1.8 5.2.1 5.2.2 
2.1941.6942.1942.2471.847 
2.1841.837 
97 98 99 94 
2.01 1.17 
1.92 2.0221.987 2.178 2.25 2.228 
5.2.3 5.2.4 
93 94 
1.3761.702 
5.2.5^.2.6 
89 91 
1.0451.374 
2.332.2882.504! 
88 
0.58< 
Con^ations 
5.1.1 Training 
5.1.2 Supervision 
5.1.3 Direction / Guidance 
5.1.4 Probtem Solving 
5.1.5 Implementation Ran/Targets 
5.1.6 Accountabflity 
5.1.7 Reviews/Fee(fi>ack 
5.1.8 Discipline 
5.2.1 HffV* Explosion, Sdwdules 
5.2.2 Systems for Cell Schedules 
5.2.3 MoPs generation 
5.2.4 System for Gateway Booking 
5.2.5 System for Manpower Booking 
5.2.6 Stand-done Systems; not 
integrMed 
1 
0.802 
0.542 
0.338 
0.374 
0.304 
0.43 
0.21 
0.188 
0.292 
0.34 
0.344 
0.281 
0.219 
1 
0.649 
0.53 
0.467 
0.362 
0.42S 
0.291 
0.206 
0.263 
0.33S 
0.301 
0.276 
0.224 
1 
0.564 
0.47fl 
0.446 
0.347 
0.416 
0.164 
0.184 
0.271 
0.196 
0.203 
0.14 
1 
0.585 
0.432 
0.347 
0.337 
0203 
0.289 
07R3 
0.316 
0.343 
0.303 
1 
0.676 
0.638 
0.588 
0.065 
0.171 
0.232 
0.269 
0.318 
0.24 
1 
0.698 
0.669 
0.223 
0.31^ 
03R1 
0.363 
0.429 
0.379 
1 
0.67 
0.314 
0.434 
1 
0.321 
0.282 
1 
0.845 1 
0.360.2060.6340.752 
0.448 
0.469 
0.454 
0.271 
0.273 
0.278 
0.667 
0.618 
0.669 
0.799 
0.797 
0.745 
1 
0.725 
0.822 
0.627 
1 
0.813 1 
0.8140.715 
! 
1 
' 
' 
1 
Rota^d FACTOR Loadings 
5.1.1 Training 0.195 0.08 0.84S 
5.1.2 Supervisfan 0.151 0.174 0.900 
5.1.3 Direcifon/GukJanoe 0.040.335 0.756 
5.1.4 Problem Solving 0.1730.396 0.568 
5.1.5 Implementatton Plan/Targets 0.042 0.780 0.387 
5.1.6 AccountabBty 0.226 0J31 0.205 
5.1.7 Reviews/Feedback 0.3250.761 0.224 
5.1.8 Discipline 0.1460.846 0.094 
5.2.1 MRP Exptoslon. Schedules 0.838 0.08 0.046 
5.2.2 Systems for Cell Schedules 0.9200.125 0.12 
5.2.3 MoPsgeneratfan 01240.101 0.243 
5.2.4 System for Gateway Booking 0.8780.174 0.166 
5.2.5 System for Manpower Booking 0.8580.231 0.141 
5.2.6 Stand-afone Systems; not 
integrated 0.836 0.229 0.048 
"Variance* Explained by Rotated 
Components 4.7083.067 2.794 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 33.62921.91 19.955 
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ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
No of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
6.4 
98 
2.828 2.531 
1.732 1.9491.411 
6.5 
97 
6.6 
94 
6.7 
96 
3.2682.2772.1982.0741.344 
1.7861.906 
6.6 
95 
6.9 
96 
1.7882.289 
6.f0 
94 
1.947 
€.11 
96 
6.f2 
97 
1.2191.2781.113 
1.72.313 2.132.126 
6.13 
97 
ComlaUons 
6.1 Support from Cell Leader 
5.2 Support from Module Leader 0.95 1 
5.3 Support from PU Leader 0.632 0.617 
5.4 Support from Steering Committee 0.395 0.349 0.471 
5.5 Support from Unit Head 0.534 0.492 0.538 0.747 
5.6 Support from Support Services 
>todule 1 (Process, etc) 0.544 0.486 0.605 0.3840.496 
>.7 Support from Support Services 
>todule 2 (Maintenance) 0.307 0.288 0.521 0.5330.422 0.72 
16 Support frwn Materia Module 0.351 0.328 0.335 0.4180.4310.5220.572 
i.9 Sifport from Central Materials 
tfedule 0.267 0.25 0.386 0.4010.345 0.318 0.498 0.598 
).10 Support from MSP Team 0.347 0.338 0.124 0.5040.471 0.220.2950.3970.511 
5.11 Cooperation from Worianen 0.255 0.212 0.287 0.263 0.289 0.257 0.297 0.084 0.254 0.39 
5.12 Transparency/Suspicion, 0.383 0.356 0.476 0.3590.2780.399 0.360.3890.3960.3320.331 
5.13 Trust/lad( of faith 0.321 0.336 0.443 0.38 0.3310.35210.2851 0.27l0.417|0.352|0.304|0.862 
Rotttml FACTOR Loadings 
V61SUPP0RT FROM CEa LEADER 
\/62SUPPORT FROM MODULE LDR 
V63SUPPORT FROM PU LEADER 
V64SUPPORT FROM Sleerinp Comm 
V65SUPPORT FROM UNIT HEAD 
V66SUPP fifom Supp Serv-Process.e(c 
WrSUPP from SuppServ-Mantenanoe 
V68SUPP from Materiab Module 
V69SUPP from Central Matls Module 
V610SUPP FROM MSD TEAM 
V811C00PERN FROM WORKMEN 
V612TRANSPARENCY/SUSPCN 
V613TRUST/LACK OF FAITH 
1 
0.121 
0.086 
0.408 
0.435 
0.362 
0.674 
0.839 
0.781 
0.593 
0.168 
-0.017 
0.244 
0.162 
2 
0.904 
0.897 
0.684 
0.297 
0.511 
0.518 
0.202 
0.118 
-0.032 
0.07 
0.152 
0.202 
0.174 
3 
0.142 
0.146 
0.323 
0.069 
-0.023 
0.18 
0.135 
0.1 
0.309 
0.167 
0.371 
0.884 
0.884 
4 
0.224 
0.2 
0.015 
0.615 
0.576 
-0.026 
0.132 
0.236 
0.429 
0.858 
0.503 
0.136 
0.204 
"Variance' Explained by Rotated 
Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
2.742 
21.095 
2.862 
22.015 
2.036 
15.662 
2.108 
16.212 
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APPENDK-nA 
ORGANISATION A: BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
Mo of cases 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
7.1 1 7J 1 74 1 7^ 
97^  96^  9a 94 
2 ^ 2.062^ 1.80a 1.681 
I.6O7I 1.73411.9981 2.151 
7.5 
97 
1.876 
7.6 
96 
1.604 
7.7 
95 
2.926 
7.< 
95 
7.9 
98 
1.763 2.194 
2.032 2.125 1.639 2.096 1.768 
7.10 
95 
1.979 
1.707 
7.11 
94 
0.383 
7.12 
95 
1.979 
2.315 1.902 
7.13 
96 
7.14 
97 
2.333 1.309 
1.799 2.425 
Comlatlona 
7.1 Communication about BPR 
r.2 Training In new methods & procedures 0.523 
7.Z Taldng people along 0.538 0.609 
7.4 Sustained Efforts 0.478 0.574 0.766 
7.5 Free hand ^ven to make changes / mid 
nurse corrections 0.133 0.186 0.35 0.359 
^6 Horizontal support - from other CeHs / 
Modules, etc. 0.278 0293 0.512 0.504 0.51 
r.7 Management support 0.2S6 0.448 0.646 0.618 0.541 0.543 
y.8Hoi>flong>iePi888u»wa8l(ept'on' OX OMi 0J59 0.S83 0.384 0.361 0575 1 
r.9 Pace/Progress In own awas 0.486 0523 0573 0532 0J283 0.3S2 0.405 0.556 1 
7.10 Pace/PiogwssiB other areas 0J9S 0J9e 0J69 0.482 0.408 0.3SS 0.441 0537 0.634 
M l Stdilwg/ftBwg back to old methods 0.071 0.14 0.211 0.404 0283 0266 046 0.31 0 . ^ 0.339 
M 2 Fne hand / Marferonco 0200 0.106 0.483 0.4S 0502 0544 0567 0429 0.466 0.451 0.367 
M3Giiidanoe 043S 0442 051t 0.452 0572 058 0566 0.422 0595 0.491 0.158 0.652 
M 4 OvarkMd/Underioad 044 02S7 0.464 0.447 0463 0.343 0.339 0.492 0.436 0475 0413 0.482 0.382 
RMMM/ FACTOR Loadlnaa 
V71C0MMUNiCATIONS 
V7ZrRAII«NG 
V73TAKM6 PEOPLE ALONG 
V74SUSTAINB> EFFORTS 
V75Ff«EEHANO for miridna changes 
V76HORIZONTAL SUPPORT 
V77MANAGEMEI4T SUPPORT 
V7BH0WL0N6 PRESSURE KEPT'ON* 
V79PACE OF PROGRESS IN OWN AREA 
\/710PACE OF PROGS IN OTHER AREA 
V71ISTICWNG/FALLBACK TO OLD 
METHODS 
V712FREEHAND / INTERFERENCE 
V713GUIDANCE 
V7140VERLOAD / UNDERLOAD 
1 
0.016 
0.045 
0.404 
0.452 
«.7t1 
0J93 
0.681 
0.417 
045S 
0.472 
0517 
0J24 
0.705 
2 
0.777 
0J34 
0.74 
0.711 
0.074 
0299 
0.411 
0512 
•.71S 
•51 
0.096 
0.157 
0.353 
O.472I 0.412 
'Variance' Explained by Rotated 
Connponents 
Peroei^ of Total Variance Explained 
4.116 
29.4 
4.069 
29.064 
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APPENDIX-U A 
ORGANISATION A: BASIC S T A H S U C S , CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter. RESULTS - OVERALL RATING 
Mo of cases 
ytean 
Standard Dev 
RMH-1 Ralt-2 
134 
6.933 
2.02 
123 
5.736 
2.591 
Rsft-3 
126 
6.357 
2.16 
R»H-4 
126 
6.52 
2.144 
Rsft-5 Rsft-6 Rsft-7 
134 
6.381 
2.059 
136 
6.82 
1.913 
135 
6.581 
1.961 
R9H-8 Rsft-9 
130 
5.858 
2.214 
132 
6.193 
1.888 
RtA-fO 
132 
5.008. 
2.297 
Comlations 
1. Self-sufficient CeHs / Modules 
2. Single Piece Flow (Small Batch Size) 
3. Short Thru' put / Lead Times 
4. Less vyiP, RM & FG Inventories 
5. VisMe & Effective Communication 
S. Clearly Defined Roles 
7. Measures of Performance compiled 
). MPS - even loads, weekhr t a rg^ 
). Support Systems Eiiscthw 
10. IT System Support 
1 
0.589 
0.639 
0.629 
0.574 
0.554 
0.49^ 
0.439 
0.456 
0.411 
1 
0.699 
0.604 
0.534 
0.399 
0.403 
0.523 
0.374 
0.391 
1 
0.679 
0.685 
0.498 
0.552 
0.572 
0.448 
0.491 
1 
0.618 
0.51 
0.47 
0.504 
0.51 
0.552 
1 
0.649 
0.691 
0.614 
0.544 
0.511 
1 
0.8 
0.577 
0.519 
0.377 
1 
0.718 
0.584 
0.456 
1 
0.5^ 
0.523 
1 
0.673 
i 
, 
1 
Rotated FACTOR Loading* 
V1SELFSUFFCN 
V2SINGLPCFL0 
V3SH0RTCYCLE 
\/4LESSWiPINV 
V5VISBLEC0MM 
V6CLEAR0LES 
V7MEASRM0PS 
V8MPSWKLSCH 
V9SUPSERV0K 
V10ITSYSTSUP 
/ 
0.344 
0.19 
0.37 
0.38 
0.65 
0.783 
0.873 
0.73 
0.757 
0.602 
2 
0.737 
0.852 
0.807 
0.755 
0.534 
0.281 
. 0.239 
0.362 
0.253 
0.365 
"Variance* Explained by Rotated Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
3.702 
37.02 
3.242 
32.416 
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rsubatiM A: t-Tett for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDIX-II B 
r-|SB78ldALt!AtiiMi 
A) Ptiyik^ FwJttiu 
1.1 &)ulpRwnt 
UHwdtogFadWes 
1.3 bttpadionFaciliM 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Span 
1.6 Storage FacMw 
1.7 Manpower 
1.8 Computers (PCs) 
H. COMPLEXITY 
2.1 Naof/oonptedty of Processes 
22 No.oT/oompMlyofProducts 
2.3 Fraqueitcy of Schedule variatians 
2.4 Complsid^ of Procedures to Mhw 
2.5 Coping wMt changes to MSO 
2.6 DesignCompMlyorProduct ; ' 
tr ConipM^ofCals.MSOSyslams 
2.8 ConM of Process Variations 
2.9 QiM%ProUems 
2.10 No 01 n l B m l nowBRMflli 
2.11 Complex Scheduing 
2.12 Changing Mx of Runnei/Repealsry 
Stranger Hsms. 
H. MANUFACTURMQSYSTat DESIGN 
3.1 MSD/Cel/efc. Concept 
3.2 SinofCel/Moduie/elB. 
3.3 Roias&RasponsliMss 
3.4 NoofSharedFacHss 
3.5 ConpittilB lo our OjAure 
3.6 ^f i lMn & Proooduras 
3.6.1 Adherence to designed Col/Module 
Systsns 
3.6.^ OiinianHng of earitar WuiMiig Systems 
1 6 i MHng Technical Expetlse 
3.6.4 DaMkn of Roles &RaaponsfeMes 
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Kanban) 
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3.6.7 LinlabetfMenC<ls& Support Modules 
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4.11 Ganeral support tor MSO ,'. 
4.12 Demandstaipecladonsof 
LMdera/Superion 
V. INFRASTRUCTURE 
Y) OpwiUno Sycttm 
5.1.1 Training 
5.1.2 Supervision 
5.1.3 Direction/Guidance 
5.1.4 Problem ScMng 
5.1.5 Iniplementalion Plan/Targets 
5.1.6 /^ ccountabity 
5.1.7 RevieM/Feedback 
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5.2.1 MRP Expiation. Schedules 
5.2.2 Syttams tor Cel Schedules 
5 ^ MoPtgenarakn 
5.2.4 Syetam for GalBany Booking 
SuLS Systam for Manpoimr Booking 
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VL ORGMOATIONAL SUPPORT 
6.1 Support tan Cel Leader , : 
6.2 Support tan Module Leader 
6J Support tan PU Leader 
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&7 Support tan Support ServtoetModute 2 (Ms 
6.8 Support tan MiMakModuto 
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A P P E N D I X - H E 
ORGANISATION B : BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
Nof cases 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
V1 
Equipment 
27 
•4.000 
5.000 
1.481 
2.310 
V2Handlg 
Facility 
27 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.444 
2.207 
V3lnspn 
FaciGty 
26 
0.000 
5.000 
2.385 
1.418 
V4 
Layout 
27 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.259 
2.823 
V5 
Space 
27 
-5.000 
5.000 
1.000 
2.746 
V6 
Storage 
Facility 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.296 
2.524 
Manpower 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.778 
2.276 
V8 
Computers 
26 
-4.000 
5.000 
2.462 
2.102 
FACILITIES 
1.1 Equipment 
1.2 Handta fBCiitys 
1.3ln8pnteitys 
1.4 Layout 
1.5 Space 
1.6Slo(aonfBcitvs 
I.TManpoanr 
I.SOompulBn 
1.1 
1.000 
0.406 
0.350 
0.245 
0.070 
0.441 
0.251 
0.460 
1.2 
1.000 
0.478 
0.427 
0.599 
0.490 
0.345 
0.523 
1.3 
1.000 
0.528 
0.408 
0.536 
0.641 
0.669 
1.4 
1.000 
0.801 
0.651 
0.114 
0.615 
1.5 
1.000 
0.521 
-0.053 
0.444 
1.6 
1.000 
0.430 
0.449 
1.7 
1.000 
0.461 
1.8 
1.000 
Rotated Loadkig Matrix 
(VARnylAX.Gmma»1.00) 
5. Space 
4. Layout 
6.Storgeteitys 
IHandtogfacitys 
8.Coinputara 
7.Manpow«r 
3. Inapntaciitys 
I.Eqidpment 
'Variance'Explained 
% of Total Variance 
Explained 
1 
• 
• • • 
0.506 
•0.090 
0.409 
0.151 
2.892 
36.146 
2 
•0.024 
0.194 
0.514 
0.459 
• 
• • • 
2.674 
33.428 
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ORGANISATION B: BASIC STATISUCS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Puameter: COMPLEXITY 
Nof cases 
Mvyniuin 
Maximum 
Mesi 
Standard Dev 
VINO 
0 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
0.692 
2.589 
V2N0 
0 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
1.038 
2.490 
V3FR 
EQU 
27 
•6.000 
5.000 
•0.963 
2.609 
V4C0 
MPLE 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
0.692 
2.558 
V5C0 
PIN 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
1.231 
2.160 
V6DE 
SIG 
26 
-4.000 
4.000 
0.923 
2.261 
V7C0 
MPLE 
25 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.720 
1.696 
V8C0 
NTRO 
24 
•4.000 
4.000 
0.500 
2.859 
V9QU 
AL 
27 
-5.000 
4.000 
0.259 
3.058 
V10N 
0 
26 
-3.000 
4.000 
1.000 
2.020 
VI1C 
OMP 
26 
-3.000 
4.000 
0.808 
2.263 
V12C 
HA 
23 
-2.000 
4.000 
1.087 
1.703 
COMPLBOTY 
VINo&ootnpUyof 
V2No&ooin|iWyo( 
PRXkidi 
V3FHiqiiincyetSchdl 
wMkins 
MCompk^of 
Hocidum 
toMh 
VBOMtgncawMrof 
V7Can*%ofCtli. 
VB ConM cf Pnow 
V9QM%PiaUMM 
V10NoorMw4al 
VllConptn 
V12Clwgii«inlKor 
VINO 
0 
1.000 
0.799 
0J48 
•OJ42 
•OJ030 
0232 
0.108 
0.397 
0.669 
0.262 
0.136 
0.167 
V2N0 
0 
1.000 
0.428 
0.045 
•0.0ffi 
0.371 
0.1S6 
0.606 
0.589 
0.370 
0.401 
0.050 
V3FRE 
QU 
MXO 
0.445 
•0240 
-0.162 
0.124 
0.529 
0.475 
0.335 
0.436 
0.306 
V4C0 
MPLE 
\oao 
0.139 
-0235 
0.309 
0219 
0.104 
0.189 
0.504 
0.416 
V5C0 
RN 
1.000 
•0.095 
0.707 
0.133 
•0.344 
-0.110 
0.138 
0.388 
V60ES 
16 
IXXX) 
0Si\9 
OJOK 
0285 
0.388 
0.170 
•0.341 
V7C0 
MPLE 
1.000 
0J67 
OMO 
0261 
0.488 
0.635 
V8C0 
NTRO 
1.000 
0.408 
0.629 
0.616 
0266 
V9QU 
AL 
1.000 
0.368 
0248 
0216 
V10NO 
1.000 
0.733 
0214 
V11C0 
MP 
1.000 
0.382 
V12CH 
A 
1.000 
Rotated Loadng Matrix 
(VAf^lMAX. Gammas 1.00) 
VI NoAoonptc^ofiireoniM 
V2Noioomfitc^o(Pnduc(i 
VSQw^Pntilam 
V5 CopinQ wNt> diingM to Mt) 
WConvl^orCab. 
MbSystMns 
V12CtMf«inginii(o( 
Rncfftpli/Stan 
VS tMgn anpdy of piQducti 
V4 Conv^ cty of pioosdures 
VJFraquHKirofSchdivarlsaans 
VllComptexSctaduIng 
V10 No of MarKial mwemenb 
V8 ConM of Prooeis VaiMions 
'Variance'Explained 
% of Total Variance 
Explained 
1 
• • • 
-0.151 
0.079 
0.181 
0.209 
-0.177 
0.479 
0.133 
0.241 
0.492 
2.914 
24.280 
2 
0.103 
0.041 
-0.191 
^ H 
• 
•1 
•0.092 
0.111 
-0.179 
0.235 
0.003 
0.203 
2.168 
18.064 
3 
-0.113 
•0.122 
0.116 
-0.052 
0.118 
0.574 
H • • 
0.164 
-0.111 
0.131 
1.850 
15.416 
4 
-0.034 
0.307 
0.232 
•0.046 
0.321 
0.148 
0.394 
0.499 
0.384 
• 
• • 
2.701 
22.508 
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ORGANISATION B : BASIC STATISnCS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
Nof cases 
Minhnum 
MaxHTHim 
Mean 
Standard 
Dev 
V1CEL 
L 
25 
-1.000 
5.000 
2.680 
1.676 
V2SIZ 
E 
25 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.800 
2.160 
V3Ra 
ES 
26 
-4.000 
4.000 
1.423 
2.212 
V4N0 
OF 
26 
•2.000 
5.000 
1.615 
1.472 
V5C0 
MPA 
25 
-5.000 
4.000 
1.440 
2.043 
V61AD 
HER 
24 
•3.000 
5.000 
1.292 
2.5» 
V62DI 
SMA 
23 
-4.000 
5.000 
0.913 
2.466 
V63UT 
lU 
24 
4.000 
4.000 
1.917 
1.792 
V64DE 
FIN 
24 
-4.000 
4.000 
1.375 
1.837 
V65PR 
ACT 
25 
-2.000 
5.000 
2.400 
1.848 
V66SU 
ITA 
25 
-3.000 
4.000 
2.120 
1.666 
V67LI 
NKS 
24 
-3.000 
4.000 
1.500 
1.769 
V68CO 
MPR 
23 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.067 
1.730 
MFC SYSTEM DESIGN 
V1CeH.SBUConoeot 
V2SiZ80fCel.elc. 
V3Role8& 
Rttponslbitfes 
V4 No of shared fadWes 
VSCoRipattitetoour 
cutture 
V81Adherir«toCel 
Design 
VffiOisrnanttgold 
systems 
V63 IMbn of expertise 
VMDefh of Roles & 
Resp. 
voo rfaCBcaDMny 
veeSuMaUityorCell 
Systems 
V67lJnlcsbetnCels& 
SUDPGPS. 
V68 Compianises made 
in Design 
VICEI 
1.000 
0.256 
-0.011 
0229 
0203 
0.495 
0.458 
0.078 
0.055 
0.871 
0357 
0.102 
-0.147 
V2StZ 
E 
1.000 
0.393 
0J01 
oaa 
0.720 
0.463 
0.671 
0.548 
0.273 
0J55 
0.165 
0.032 
V3R0| 
UES 
1.000 
0.432 
0.513 
0.547 
0.532 
0.450 
0.666 
•O.065 
0272 
0.334 
OJ209 
V4N0 
OF 
1X)00 
0.571 
0.424 
0.099 
0207 
0231 
0.492 
0.097 
0.739 
•ojoez 
V5C0 
MPA 
1.000 
0.464 
0292 
•0.159 
0.122 
0283 
•0.195 
0.319 
0247 
V 6 1 A | 
DHER 
1.000 
0.666 
0.465 
0.448 
0.502 
0.616 
0237 
0295 
V62Dl| 
SMA 
1.000 
0.385 
0.650 
0.259 
0.484 
0.006 
0.438 
V63U| 
TIU 
1.000 
0.775 
0.062 
0.749 
0233 
0.139 
V64D| 
EFIN 
1.000 
-0.060 
0.599 
0.303 
0.372 
V65P| 
RACT 
1.000 
0.243 
0.363 
-0.095 
V66S 1 
UITA 
1.000 
0.107 
0.122 
V67U 
NKS 
1.000 
0.113 
V68C 
OMP 
R 
1.000 
Rotated Ijoadbig Mabix 
(VARIMAX. Gamma''1.00) 
VfiSUHzn of expertise 
V66SuMi% of Cel Systems 
V2SlzB0fCel.elc 
VMOsfhofftotosCResp. 
VI Cat. S8U Concept 
vesPredlcabily 
V61Adharii« to Col Design 
V4NoofsiMradfKilies 
V67 Unks betn Ceb & Supp Gps. 
V5 CompetUe to our culure 
V68 Compromises made In Design 
V62Dismantlg old systems 
V3 Roles AResponsMHes 
'Variance' Explained 
% of Total Variance Explained 
1 
• 
• • • 
0.126 
0.047 
0.499 
0.110 
0.150 
•0281 
0.054 
0.431 
0.392 
3.630 
27.921 
2 
-0.073 
0274 
0.274 
•0.152 
• 
• • 
0248 
0.042 
0256 
-0.138 
0.370 
-0.137 
2.483 
19.097 
3 
0.136 
-0.083 
0.137 
0.203 
0.012 
0296 
0248 
• 
• • 
-0.071 
-0.087 
0.487 
2.388 
18.367 
4 
0.066 
0.042 
0.096 
0.467 
0.026 
-0.088 
0.488 
0.024 
-0.039 
• • 1 • 
2.280 
17.541 
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ORGANISATION B : BASIC S T A H S U C S , CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: ORGANISATIONAL CLIMATE 
Nof cases 
MMmum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard 
Dev 
V1MY0 
WN 
24 
0.000 
5.000 
2.167 
1.404 
V2STA 
NDS 
26 
•1.000 
4.000 
1.962 
1.280 
V3STA 
ND 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.593 
1.738 
V4STA 
ND 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.704 
2.016 
\«STA 
NO 
25 
-3.000 
5.000* 
0.680 
1.865 
V6STA 
ND 
25 
-1.000 
4.000 
1.680 
1.314 
V7PER 
SO 
26 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.654 
1.917 
V8FAIT 
H 
26 
-3.000 
5.000 
Z615 
1.602 
V9M0R 
ALE 
26 
^.000 
5.000 
2.500 
1.631 
V10DE 
MA 
23 
4.000 
5.000 
1.696 
2.344 
V11GE 
NERAL 
26 
-2.000 
..000 
2.192 
1.497 
V12DE 
MA 
25 
-1.000 
5.000 
2.200 
1.528 
ORONCUMATE 
VIMyOMiOritmn 
V2SbndBtyCal,PU 
•tcLMdeis 
V3 Stand Wian by S8U 
rmo 
V4Slnd Mean ty Unit 
Haad 
V5 Stand Man by 
n i l J •h i l i i i i 
vOaWKBDy 
aii|N.i'iuiaii ivm 
V7 Pmonai BanaHi 
Vv FiMi in Impvovaniant 
Conoapta 
VB Monia during 
V10DMnanda«ipb«o( 
V11G«ianiSu|ip.fDr 
•mpfvPni 
V12Damandsexptiof 
Supnsn/Mnot 
V1MY0 
WN 
1.000 
0.601 
0.458 
0.163 
0.339 
0558 
0.422 
0.284 
0J74 
0.624 
0.717 
0.628 
V2STA 
NOS 
1.000 
0560 
0.209 
0.442 
0.664 
0.706 
0.%3 
0333 
0.451 
0.715 
0.690 
V3STA 
ND 
^J0Oo 
osn 
0246 
022S 
0.401 
0.192 
0482 
0213 
0574 
0504 
V4STA 
ND 
1500 
0.160 
0.117 
0242 
0207 
0523 
0.167 
0203 
0.403 
V5STA 
ND 
1500 
0.511 
0574 
-0268 
0.116 
0.028 
0585 
0527 
V6STA 
ND 
1.000 
0570 
0.421 
0.411 
0562 
0.608 
0.561 
VTPSR 
SO 
1500 
0.%0 
0.454 
0.407 
0.662 
0.625 
V8FAIT 
H 
1.000 
0.553 
0.816 
0.342 
0.304 
V9M0R 
ALE 
1.000 
0.565 
0553 
0.563 
V10OE 
MA 
1.000 
0551 
0.577 
V11GE 
NERAL 
1500 
0.784 
V120E 
MA 
1.000 
Rotated Loading Matrix 
(VARUyiAX. Gamma = 1.00) 
V2Standst>yCell.PU elcLeaders 
V6 Stands Iw Imd. Preiect Team 
V11 General SUDD, for Imprv Prei 
V5 Stand taken i>v Worianen/Union 
V12 Demands expln of Supvsi/Mgr 
VI My Om Orientation 
V7 Personal Benefits 
V8 Faith in Improvmt. Conoeols 
V10 Demands explns of Cells/ShoD 
V9 Morale during Implementalion 
V4 Stand taken t)y Unit Head 
V3 Stand taken t>ySBU Head 
'Variance' Explained by Rotated 
Components 
Percent of Total Variance Explained 
1 
• 
• • • • • • 
0.116 
0 ^ 
0293 
0.023 
0.396 
4.427 
36590 
2 
0.183 
0516 
0289 
-0.446 
0203 
0.300 
0226 
• 
• • 
0.072 
0.055 
2.494 
20.782 
3 
0225 
•0.078 
0.307 
0.106 
0.482 
0.142 
0255 
0.115 
0.053 
0.496 
1.946 
16213 
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ORGANISATION B : BASIC STATTSIICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: INFRASTRUCTURE 
Nof cases 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
V51 
25 
-3.000 
5.000 
0.680 
1.865 
V52 
25 
-1.000 
4.000 
1.680 
1.314 
V53 
26 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.654 
1.917 
V54 
26 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.615 
1.602 
V55 
26 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.500 
1.631 
V56 
23 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.696 
2.344 
V57 
26 
-2.000 
5.000 
2.192 
1.497 
V58 
25 
-1.000 
5.000 
2.200 
1.528 
V5A 
27 
•4.000 
4.000 
1.296 
1.958 
V5BS 
YS 
27 
-1.000 
4.000 
1.889 
1.251 
V5CM 
OP 
27 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.815 
1.981 
V5DS 
YS 
27 
-2.000 
4.000 
1.889 
1.396 
V5ES 
YS 
27 
-4.000 
5.000 
1.556 
1.928 
V5FS 
TA 
27 
-3.000 
4.000 
1.296 
1.750 
MFRASTRUCTURE 
V5.1Tmlnina 
V5.2 Supanision 
VS.3Dim/Guidanoe 
V5.4PR)iitanSoMng 
V5.S hnpLPlMiiTMQti 
V5j6AaxwnM)% 
U C 7 •» • PiMi iii 
V9.r nWflVHSi rOuCK 
VSADMplnB 
VSAMRP.ScMuhs 
VMSyHmforCel 
SdwddM 
V5C* MOP QiMm. 
V»8yilMntor 
GalMMy booUno 
VS€8yMmf(ir 
VSfStaml^ lma 
VS^kwConM, 
PuRhase Systems 
V51 
1.000 
0.541 
0.229 
•OJ10 
-0.160 
•onaa 
0.102 
0.49S 
-0.374 
0.060 
0.043 
0.142 
•0J03B 
•0.178 
0.200 
V52 
1.0C0 
0J16 
0.368 
•0.101 
a453 
0.143 
0.481 
•0.486 
•aiao 
•a4is 
0.105 
•0247 
-0.196 
•0.337 
V53 
1.000 
0.186 
0.446 
0.294 
0.649 
0538 
0X163 
0.146 
OJiBS 
0.176 
0.128 
0.161 
0.030 
V54 
1.000 
0.244 
0.784 
0.134 
0.220 
•0.060 
•amr 
•0.444 
-0.083 
•0.28S 
0.011 
•O.60O 
V55 
1.000 
0.347 
0.716 
0J17 
0J07 
0.238 
0:401 
•0.011 
0.186 
0.137 
-0.017 
V56 
lixn 
0J98 
0528 
•0.042 
om 
•0.221 
-0.051 
•0J43 
•0.037 
-0.387 
V57 
IJOOO 
0.582 
0.201 
0J81 
0J34 
•0.165 
•0.052 
•0.216 
•0.028 
VS8 
1.000 
•0J2S 
0.136 
•0.130 
•OiXIB 
-0.060 
•0.246 
-0.078 
V5A 
iSXO 
0J84 
a6e2 
-0.097 
0775 
0.348 
0565 
V5BS 
YS 
ixm 
0.473 
•Oi»3 
0M6 
•0.048 
0.333 
V5CM 
OP 
1.000 
0.343 
0.590 
0.424 
0.710 
V5DS 
YS 
1.000 
0574 
0.637 
0.220 
V5ES 
YS 
1.000 
0.609 
0.646 
V5FS 
TA 
1.000 
0.469 
V5GI 
NV 
1.000 
Rotated LoacHng Matrix 
VARIMAX.Gmvna= 1.0000) 
V5-F Stand-alone IT systems, not 
Integrated 
\ ^ - 0 System for gateway txxjking 
VS£ System for manpower txnking 
V5.7 Reviews, Feedtnck 
V5.5 bnpl. Plan, Targets 
V5.3Dlreclion^Guidance 
V 5 « System for CeM Schedules 
V5C-M0Piieneralton 
V5VV MRP, Schedules 
V5.1 Training 
V5.2 Supervision 
V5.6 Discipline 
V5.4Prot)lem Solving 
V5.6 Accountability 
V5^G Inv Control, Purchase Systems 
'Variance' Explained 
% of Total Varianoe Explained 
1 
• i 
-0.155 
0.133 
0.256 
-0.122 
0.476 
0.200 
•0.009 
•0.031 
-0.082 
•0.038 
•0.034 
0.473 
2.772 
18.480 
2 
-0.003 
•0.120 
0.117 
0.050 
•0.051 
0.482 
0.101 
0.378 
0.247 
3.223 
21.486 
3 
0.244 
•0.217 
0.098 
•0.197 
0.131 
•0.398 
0.111 
0.264 
0.025 
-0.204 
0.128 
2.735 
18.232 
4 
0.034 
•0.010 
•0.293 
0.123 
0.270 
0.187 
•0.306 
•0.522 
•0.221 
•0.381 
0.374 
0 . ^ 
2.918 
19.456 
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A P P E N D I X - H E 
ORGANISATION B: BASIC STATIS11CS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: ORGANISTIONAL SUPPORT 
Nof cases 
MMmum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
V1SU 
PPOR 
T 
26 
0.000 
4.000 
2.077 
1.354 
V2SU 
PPOR 
T 
25 
-3.000 
S.OCO 
1.880 
1.943 
V3SU 
PPOR 
T 
26 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.692 
1.850 
V4SU 
PPOR 
T 
26 
0.000 
5.000 
2.692 
1.379 
V5SU 
PPO 
27 
•3.000 
5.000 
2.333 
1.881 
V6SU 
PPOR 
25 
^ 0 0 0 
4.000 
1.720 
1.S68 
V7SU 
PPOR 
24 
-ZOOO 
5.000 
1.750 
1.775 
VSSU 
PPOR 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.333 
1.840 
V9SU 
P 
27 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.815 
1.415 
V10SU 
P 
27 
-2.000 
6.000 
2.370 
1.548 
VI1C 
OOPE 
R 
27 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.741 
1.723 
V12TR 
ANS 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
0.806 
2.496 
V13TR 
UST 
25 
-5.000 
5.000 
0.440 
2.274 
0R6N SUPPORT 
V1SUPP0RT 
V2 Support fipom Module 
Ldr 
V3 Support torn PU 
iMdtr 
V4 Supportfnm 
OtMringConn 
V5 Support from Unit 
Head 
V6 Support tarn Supp 
Sanioss (Piooess, ( ic) 
V7Sivportfnm 
VBSvporttamMMi 
Modul 
V9 Support ffom Cental 
M i l l Mnrti<i 
V10 Support from MSO 
Team 
V I I Coopenlon fitim 
nuiMi 
V12Tianiparency/ 
SMpUon 
VISTnat /LackofWh 
V1SUP 
PORT 
ijooa 
0.7S3 
0.614 
0.760 
0.513 
0.461 
OM) 
0.421 
0.470 
0.728 
0^93 
0.178 
•0.149 
VZStJP 
PORT 
1.000 
0M7 
0.563 
0M7 
0.226 
0325 
0.680 
0i34 
0.4S0 
0.113 
0271 
0.010 
V3SUP 
PORT 
liXIO 
0571 
0.915 
OW 
0J53 
0.641 
0.168 
0.261 
0.1S3 
0.156 
•OJ013 
V4SUP 
PORT 
1.000 
0.489 
0.506 
0.522 
0.252 
0.427 
0.638 
0J83 
0.320 
O J O S S 
\«ajp 
PO 
1.000 
0.135 
0.133 
0.587 
-0.010 
0315 
•OJOX 
0312 
0.136 
V6SUP 
POR 
1.000 
0.903 
0301 
0.471 
0.186 
0316 
•osm 
•0:038 
V7SUP 
POR 
1.000 
0369 
0363 
0232 
0363 
-OXXM 
0X03 
V8SUP 
POR 
1.000 
0395 
0264 
0.152 
0218 
0.176 
V9SUP 
1.000 
0.406 
0349 
•OJOST 
0.000 
V10SU 
p 
1.000 
0.162 
0.478 
0241 
V11C0 
OPER 
1.000 
-0.129 
-0.158 
V12TR 
ANS 
1X100 
0.060 
V13TR 
UST 
1.000 
Rotated Loading Matrix 
VSSuDDort from Untt Head 
V3Supc)0rtfomPU Leader 
V2SuDD0rt from Module Ldr 
VSSuDDOrt from Mads Modul 
V7 SuDDOrt from Malnlence 
V6 Support from Supp Services 
(Process, e tc) 
V9 Support from Central Mads 
Module 
V13 Trust/Lack of faitti 
V12 Transparency / Suspicion 
V10 Support from MSD Team 
V4SupportfroinSteeringComm 
V I Support from Cell Leader 
V11 Cooperation from Wkmen 
'VariarKe' Explained 
% Variance Explained 
1 
• 
• • • 
0.176 
0.136 
0.078 
-0.001 
0.168 
0.134 
0.344 
0.473 
-0.046 
3.469 
26.682 
2 
-0.090 
0.154 
0.119 
0.447 
^•~ 
wm 
wm 
0.012 
-0.106 
0.160 
0.375 
0.374 
"HF 
2.923 
22.488 
3 
0.138 
-0.058 
0.018 
0.244 
•0.008 
-0.037 
0.073 
H B 
0.306 
0.054 
-0.126 
-0.274 
1.846 
14.202 
4 
0.223 
0.196 
0.363 
-0.107 
0.143 
0.120 
0.184 
-0.033 
0.346 
0816 
9m 
mi 
0.253 
2.282 
17.552 
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A P P E N D I X - H E 
ORGANISATION B : BASIC STATESUCS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
Nof cases 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
V1 
26 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.885 
1.840 
V2 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
1.444 
2.172 
V3TA 
KING 
PE 
26 
-2.000 
5.000 
2.115 
1.796 
V4 
25 
-1.000 
5.000 
2.200 
1.803 
V5FR 
EEHA 
N 
27 
-2.000 
5.000 
1.926 
2.093 
V6IH0 
RIZO 
NTA 
27 
-3.000 
4.000 
1.778 
1.649 
V7MA 
UPJGE 
M 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.481 
2.155 
V8H0 
WLO 
N 
27 
•4.000 
5.000 
1.630 
1.944 
V9PA 
CEP 
26 
-1.000 
4.000 
1.846 
1.317 
V9PA 
C 
25 
0.000 
4.000 
2.120 
1.092 
V10S 
TICKI 
N 
27 
•5.000 
4.000 
0.222 
2.172 
V11F 
REEH 
A 
24 
-1.000 
4.000 
1.667 
1.465 
VI2G 
UIDA 
NCE 
27 
-3.000 
5.000 
2.000 
1.732 
V I 3 0 
VERL 
OA 
26 
-5.000 
5.000 
0.846 
2.444 
MPL EFFORTS 
VlCommn about 
NewSystom 
V2 Training in new 
• II i i i l l i i i i la 
VSTaidng people 
along 
V4 Sustained 
Efforts 
VSFraehandglven 
V6Horizonlal 
SuDPOr 
WMnagament 
SwBort 
V8 How on long 
piastunkapton 
V9Paoa/|pngress 
in own ana 
V9 Paoa^xograss 
in other areas 
Vie Sicking/M 
VIIFmelMnd/ 
V12Guidanoe 
V130wiloed/ 
Und6i1o&d 
VI 
Conun 
n 
1.000 
0.80S 
0.559 
0.588 
0.515 
0.289 
0.328 
-0.178 
0.418 
0.469 
0.067 
0557 
0.745 
-0.078 
V2 
Trainif) 
9 
1.000 
0.729 
0.720 
0.510 
0.497 
0.473 
-0.021 
0.285 
0.295 
•0.080 
0.504 
0.684 
0.029 
V3T 
AKING 
People 
1.000 
0.886 
0.682 
0.697 
0.700 
0.137 
0.464 
0.608 
-0.198 
0.580 
0.568 
0.180 
V4 
Efforts 
1.000 
0.822 
0.755 
0.806 
0.149 
0.53* 
0.640 
-0.165 
0.640 
0.630 
-0.012 
V5FRE 
EHAN 
1.000 
0.800 
0.700 
0.044 
0.630 
0.646 
•0.235 
0.667 
0.455 
0.001 
V6H0 
RIZON 
TA 
1.000 
0.771 
0740 
0.420 
0J83 
•0.360 
0.365 
0261 
0.004 
V7MA 
NA6E 
M 
1.000 
0.244 
0J62 
0.444 
-0.319 
0.444 
0.319 
•0.114 
V8H0 
WLON 
1.000 
0.091 
0.0M 
0.267 
•0.114 
•0.131 
0.551 
V9PA 
CE-
OWN 
1.000 
0.876 
-0.232 
0.357 
0.253 
0.126 
V9PA 
CE-
Olher 
1.000 
•0.176 
0.561 
0.346 
0.071 
V10ST 
ICKIN 
1.000 
-0.117 
0.273 
0.434 
V11FR 
EEHA 
ND 
1.000 
0.507 
-0.123 
V12G 
UiOAN 
CE 
1.000 
0.156 
V130V 
ERLO 
A 
1.000 
Rotated Loading Matrix 
(VARIMAX. Gamma = 1.0000) 
V6 Horizontal Support 
V7 Management Support 
V4 Sustained Efforts 
V3Taldng people along 
V5 Freehand for course corrections 
V130verioad/Underioad 
V8 Hew long pressure was Icept on 
VIOStlckin to old methods 
V12 Guidance 
VI Communications 
V2 Training in new methods 
V11 Freehand / Interference 
V9 Pace / progress in own area 
V9 Pace / progress In other areas 
'Variance'Explained 
Percent Explained 
1 
• 
• • 
• • 
-0.062 
0.356 
-0.466 
0.108 
0.125 
0.441 
0.307 
0.228 
0.243 
3.744 
26.744 
2 
0.021 
-0.029 
0.035 
0.116 
-0.050 
• 
• • 
0.125 
-0.102 
-0.014 
-0.186 
0.053 
0.018 
1.907 
13.620 
3 
0.138 
0.199 
0.539 
0.519 
0.365 
0.027 
•0.252 
0.318 
• 
• • • 
0.121 
0.243 
3.487 
24.906 
4 
0.184 
0.162 
0.340 
0.305 
0.506 
0.116 
-0.011 
-0.194 
0.112 
0.265 
0.018 
0.391 
m 
eSI 
2.467 
17.619 
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APPENDIX-HE 
ORGANISATION B : BASIC STATISTICS, CORRELATIONS & FACTOR SCORES 
Parameter: RESULTS - OVERALL RATING 
v i s a . V2SIN V3SH0 V4LES V5V1S V6CLE V7MEA V8MPS V9SUP V10ITSY 
Nof cases 
Mviimum 
Maximum 
Mean 
Standard Dev 
42 
1.000 
10.000 
7.119 
1.877 
OVERALL RESULTS 
36 
2.000 
10.000 
6.778 
2.016 
V1SEL 
39 
2.000 
10.000 
6.538 
1.730 
V2SIN 
40 
3.000 
9.000 
6.850 
1.388 
V3SH0 
44 
0.000 
10.000 
6.614 
1.919 
44 
0.000 
10.000 
6.227 
2.123 
V4LES V5VIS \/6CLE 
44 
3.000 
10.000 
6.727 
1.717 
V7MEA 
43 
2.000 
10.000 
7.023 
1.845 
V8MPS 
41 
0.000 
10.000 
6.756 
1.908 
V9SUP 
45 
0.000 
10.000 
6.956 
2.688 
V10ITS 
YS 
VI SeKsuffident Cells 
V2 Single Piece Flow 
V3 Short thnj'put, lead 
Times 
V4 Less Inventory 
V5 Visible Effective 
Communications 
V6 Clearly defined Roles 
V7 Measures Of 
Performance compiled 
V8 MPS-Even Load 
V9 Support Systems 
Effective 
V10 IT System Support 
1.000 
0.551 
0.256 
0.208 
0.359 
0.027 
0.329 
0.461 
0.548 
0.265 
1.000 
0.202 
0.224 
0.449 
0276 
0.085 
0.505 
0.400 
0.403 
1.000 
0.343 
0.616 
0.428 
0.623 
0.457 
0.464 
0285 
1.000 
0.597 
0.365 
0.418 
0.542 
0.119 
0.721 
1.000 
0.569 
0.411 
0.445 
0.152 
0.458 
1.000 
0.525 
0.225 
0.195 
0.207 
1.000 
0.525 
0.462 
0.185 
1.000 
0.475 
0.468 
1.000 
0.402 1.000 
Rotated Loading Mabix 
(VARIMAX.Gamma=1.00) 
Visa 
V2SIN 
V3SH0 
V4LES 
V5V1S 
V6CLE 
V7MEA 
V8MPS 
V9SUP 
viorrsYS 
'Variance' Explained 
Percent Explained 
1 
OJ077 
-0.036 
^H 
0.301 
• • • 
0.332 
0.332 
0.038 
2.464 
24.638 
2 
• • 
0270 
0.034 
0.143 
-0.083 
0269 
• • 
0.303 
2.380 
23.795 
3 
0.127 
0.431 
0.159 
]^H 
0.644 
0.306 
0.055 
0.443 
-0.041 
H I 
2.328 
23282 
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Organisation B: t-Test for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDIX - U F 
1 
YE 1 YU 
SM 
Mean Devn 
PktkA^t 
(2) Handling Facilities 
(3) Inspection Facities 
1 
' 
4) Layout 
5) Space 
6) Storage Facilities 
7) Manpower 
8) Computers (PCs) 
1. COMPLEXITY 
1) No. of/complexity of Processes 
2) No. of/complexity of Products 
3) Frequency of Schedule variations 
4) Complexity of Procedures to Mow 
Sj Coping with changes to Mig Systems 
6) Design Complexity of Product 
7) Complexity of Cels,M^. Systems 
8) Control of Process Variafions 
9) QuaHy Problems 
10) No of Inter-cel movements 
11) Complex Scheduing 
12) Changing Mbc of Runner/Repeater/ Strangei 
Items. 
W. MAMIFACTURIN68YSTBI DESIGN 
i) Cei/Shop/SgUeonoept 
2) Size of Cel/Shop/eto. 
3) Roles &ResponAities 
4) No of Shared Pacides 
5) CompatUe to our Culture 
6) Systems & Procedures 
6.1) Adherence to designed Cell / Shop Systems 
6.2) Dismantling of eariier Working Systems 
6.3) Utilising Technical Expertise 
6.4) Definition of Roles & Responsibilities 
6.5) Practicability of methods prescribed (eg. 
Kanban) 
6.6) Suitability of Cell/Shop Systems 
6.7) Links between Cells & Support Modules ~ 
6.8) Compromises made in Design 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL bUMAtE 
1) My own orientation 
2) Stands token by felkw Cell/Shop/SBU 
Leaders 
1.167 
1.333 
2.400 
1.167 
1.333 
0.500 
0.833 
2.000 
1.200 
0.200 
-0.833 
•0.600 
1.000 
-0.167 
1.200 
0.800 
-0.167 
1.333 
0.500 
0.667 
1.833 
1.000 
0.167 
1.000 
0.000 
0.500 
-0.667 
-0.667 
1.667 
1.000 
1.167 
1.667 
1.000 
0.600 
0.750 
0.600 
2.639 
1.966 
1.517 
2.317 
1.966 
2.345 
2.137 
1.581 
1.095 
0.837 
2.229 
2.702 
1.414 
1.169 
1.789 
1.483 
2.927 
1.366 
1.517 
1.862 
1.835 
1.414 
2.137 
0.632 
2.530 
0.707 
1.751 
2.160 
1.366 
1.000 
1.329 
1.366 
1.414 
0.894 
0.500 
1.140 
1 Std 
No. Mean Devn 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
6 
5 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
5 
1.533 
1.600 
2.067 
0.867 
0.400 
1.200 
1.933 
2.333 
0.400 
0.733 
-1.400 
0.467 
0.929 
1.714 
1.500 
-0.357 
0.400 
0.857 
0.357 
1.091 
2.538 
1.154 
1.714 
1.500 
1.571 
1.667 
0.917 
1.417 
1.462 
1.308 
2.385 
1.846 
1.250 
1.083 
2.429 
2.333 
2.066 
1.382 
1.163 
3.114 
2.694 
2.455 
2.154 
2.350 
2.971 
2.712 
2.558 
2.386 
2.645 
1.899 
1.653 
3.028 
2.995 
2.349 
2.499 
1.758 
1.664 
2.267 
2.431 
1.454 
1.828 
3.386 
2.275 
1.881 
1.984 
2.136 
2.022 
1.951 
1.960 
1.782 
1.158 
0.976 
No. ' 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
14 
14 
11 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
6 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
12 
14 
15 
•t'Test 
f value 
-0.333 
-0.290 
0.516 
0.212 
0.766 
-0.597 
-1.060 
-0.293 
0.580 
-0.426 
0.474 
-0.840 
0.062 
-2.232 
-0.342 
0.809 
-0.394 
0.460 
0.129 
•0.466 
-0.833 
•0.152 
-1.348 
-0.800 
-1.573 
-0.460 
-1.490 
-2.112 
0.228 
-0.305 
-1.337 
-0.202 
-0.277 
-0.570 
-2.778 
-3.30« 
df 1 
19 
19 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
18 
18 
19 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
19 
18 
18 
15 
17 
17 
18 
18 
18 
6 
16 
16 
17 
16 
17 
17 
16 
15 
16 
18 
>rob(t) 
73.7% 
77.5% 
61.2% 
83.4% 
45.3% 
55.7% 
30.3% 
77.3% 
56.9% 
67.5% 
64.1% 
41.2% 
95.1% 
3.9% 
73.7% 
42.9% 
69.8% 
65.1% 
89.9% 
64.8% 
41.7% 
88.1% 
19.4% 
43.4% 
13.3% 
66.2% 
15.6% 
5.1% 
82.2% 
76.4% 
19.9% 
84.2% 
78.6% 
57.7% 
1.3% 
0.4% 
B 
B 
A 
A : Significant at 1%; B : Significant at 5% 
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Organisatioii B: t-Test for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDIX - U F 
YE 
Std 
Mean Oevn 
3) Stand M e n by SBU Head 
4) Stand taken by Unft Head 
5) Stand taken by Woitanen/Union 
6) Stands Uken by hnpknntn Project Team 
1 
f) Personal BeneMs 
)) Faith in bnpiDvement Concepts 
9) Morale during fanplementatnn 
10) Demands/expectations of CeOs/Shops 
11) General support for improvement Projects 
Supervisors/Managers 
V. MPiiAmuetui^ 
A) Operating Systems 
5.1) Traning 
53) SiqMvnion 
5.3) Direction/Guklance 
5.4) Problem Solving 
5.5) ImplenwntaBon Plan / Targets 
5.6) Aooountabity 
^.fi iWews/Feedback 
5.8) Discipine 
B) IT System FadHies 
U) lyRP Explosion, Schedules 
Sb) Systems tor CelSchedutes 
5c) MoPsgenersBon 
Sd) System tor GatoMiBy Booking 
5e) System tor Manpower Booking 
5e) Stand-atene Systems; not integrated 
50 Inventory Control & Purchase Systems 
VL ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
1) Support from Celt Leader 
2) Support from Module Leacter 
3) Supjxxt from PU Leader 
4) Support from Steering Committee 
5) Support from Unit Head 
6) Support from Support Servnes Module 1 
(Process, eto) 
7) Support from Support Sennces Module 2 
(Maintenance) 
8) Support from M^erials Module 
9) Support from Central Materials Module 
10) Support from MSD Team 
11) Co-operation from Workmen 
12) Transparency / Suspkaon, 
13) Trust/lack of faith 
1.167 
0.000 
-0.667 
0.400 
0.333 
2.333 
2.167 
0.800 
1.333 
0.500 
0.833 
1.167 
1.833 
1.000 
1.167 
0.500 
1.333 
1.333 
1.000 
0.333 
0.400 
0.800 
0.167 
-OJSOO 
0.167 
1.167 
0.600 
1.333 
1.833 
0.500 
0.833 
0.833 
0.167 
1.167 
1.500 
0.667 
-0.167 
•0.500 
2.483 
2.366 
1.033 
1.140 
2.066 
1.211 
1.169 
2.168 
1.033 
1.225 
1.472 
0.983 
1.329 
0.632 
1.329 
1.225 
1.033 
0.516 
1.414 
1.033 
1.673 
1.304 
0.753 
1.378 
2.041 
0.753 
1.673 
2.582 
1.329 
2.510 
0.753 
0.753 
1.835 
1.329 
1.225 
1.751 
1.169 
1.049 
YU 
Std 
No. Mean Devn 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
2.733 
2.200 
1.133 
1.933 
1.857 
2.643 
2.143 
1.615 
2.286 
2.643 
1.200 
2.067 
1.400 
1.800 
1.267 
1.267 
2.067 
2.333 
1.385 
1.929 
2.000 
2.800 
0.429 
0.308 
2.357 
2.286 
2.429 
2.786 
2.714 
3.067 
1.643 
1.308 
1.733 
1.800 
2.667 
2.000 
1.357 
0.846 
1.100 
1.612 
1.885 
1.033 
1.512 
1.906 
1.875 
2.434 
1.590 
1.277 
2.336 
1.223 
2.384 
1.521 
225^ 
1.831 
1.486 
1.447 
1.557 
1.492 
1.254 
1.265 
1.453 
1.750 
1.336 
1.326 
1.555 
1.251 
1.204 
1.335 
1.692 
1.437 
1.486 
1.474 
0.976 
1.852 
2.560 
2.410 
•t 'Test 
No. rvalue 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
13 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
13 
14 
15 
15 
14 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
14 
13 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
13 
-2.046 
-2.474 
-2.189 
-2.808 
-1.854 
-0.364 
0.029 
-0.654 
-1.340 
-3.477 
-0.354 
-1.600 
0.416 
-1.231 
-0.101 
•0.938 
-1.099 
-1.630 
-0.514 
-2.370 
-2.281 
-3.041 
-0.414 
-0.992 
-2.870 
-1.920 
-2.216 
-1.723 
-1.456 
-3.083 
-1.112 
-0.754 
-2.046 
-0.912 
-2.307 
-1.512 
-1.381 
-1.297 
df 1 
19 
19 
19 
18 
18 
18 
18 
16 
18 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
19 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
18 
18 
17 
18 
18 
19 
18 
17 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
' 17 
>rob(t) 
5.5% 
2.3% 
4.1% 
1.2% 
8.0% 
72.0% 
97.8% 
52.3% 
19.7% 
0.3% 
72.7% 
12.6% 
68.2% 
23.3% 
92.1% 
36.0% 
28.6% 
12.0% 
61.4% 
2.9% 
3.5% 
0.7% 
68.4% 
33.5% 
1.0% 
7.1% 
4.1% 
10.2% 
16.3% 
0.6% 
28.1% 
46.1% 
5.5% 
37.3% 
3.3% 
14.7% 
18.4% 
21.2% 
B 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
-" 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A: Significant at 1%; B : Significant at 5% 
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Oi^anisation B: t-Test for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDK. n F 
1 
VtUyhlMEMTATIdN »P6ftK 
1) Communication about New Systems 
2) Training in new methods & procedures 
3) Taking people along 
4) Sustained Etiorts 
5) Free hand given to make changes/mid course 
corrections 
6) Horizontal support - from other Cells / Modules, 
etc. 
7) Management support 
8) How long the Pressure was kept'on' 
9) Pace / Pregress in own areas 
9) Pace/Progress In other areas 
ib) S y d d n g / U n g b a c k t o o U m M n d s 
11) Free hand/Interference 
12) Guidance 
ii) Overload/Underload 
VM. OVBMLLRATMG 
1. Self«iffidentCels/Modutes 
2. SingtePteoa Flow ( S m a l B a M Size) 
3. ShortThiu'put/LeadTimes 
4. LessWIP.RM&FGInventoiles 
5. VisUe & EReclive ComnunksAon 
6. OaariyDaflned Rotes 
7. M D M U W I of reribniiMKe compiod 
8. M P S - w a n toads, weekly taigete 
9. Support Systems Eftedive 
10. IT Syrism Support 
DC HIPACTOFBPR 
To what extent was your ATM liectod by BPR? 
To what extent was your work affected by BPR? 
Your experience working In Gambe Kalztn ? 
Yew experience imptomentlng Systams Raanginaering 
? 
X. INITIATiVKSbdi^ 
YE 
Std 
lean Oevn 
-0.200 
-0.333 
0.333 
0.400 
0.833 
1.333 
2.000 
1.167 
1.167 
1.333 
-0.333 
0.600 
-0.167 
•0.667 
6.333 
6.286 
5.167 
6.000 
5.800 
5.800 
6.100 
6.700 
5.286 
5.000 
5.571 
5.857 
7.142 
6.42< 
99.200 
1.924 
1.862 
1.862 
1.140 
1.835 
1.366 
1.789 
2.041 
1.602 
1.033 
1.633 
0.894 
1.835 
1.633 
2.958 
2.138 
2.229 
2.309 
2.974 
3.190 
1.912 
2.111 
3.039 
3.000 
2.440 
2.410 
0.690 
) 2.69£ 
12.296 
No. 1 
5 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 
6 
9 
7 
6 
7 
10 
10 
10 
10 
7 
9 
7 
7 
7 
7 
5 
YU 
1 
Mean 1 
2.333 
1.667 
2.429 
2.357 
1.867 
1.533 
2.200 
1.800 
2.071 
2.231 
0.667 
1.500 
2.333 
1.714 
6.842 
6.278 
6.818 
6.750 
6.400 
6.429 
7.150 
6.800 
7.000 
6.409 
6.786 
5.867 
7.133 
7.667 
88.857 
Std 
Devn 
1.234 
2.127 
1.342 
1.646 
2.232 
1.767 
2.426 
2.145 
1.141 
0.927 
2.059 
1.454 
1.175 
2.268 
1.302 
2.081 
1.651 
0.967 
1.429 
1.469 
1.387 
1.642 
1.835 
2.462 
1,188 
2.2O0 
2.475 
1.113 
11.468 
No. ' 
15 
15 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
13 
15 
14 
15 
14 
19 
18 
22 
20 
20 
21 
20 
20 
20 
22 
14 
15 
15 
15 
14 
' t 'Teet 
rvalue 
-3.463 
-2.009 
-2.853 
-2.436 
-1.002 
-0.248 
-0.182 
-0.619 
-1.442 
-1.896 
-1.059 
-1.285 
-3.751 
-2.312 
-0.649 
0.009 
-2.016 
-1.198 
-0.770 
-0.741 
-1.502 
-0.140 
-1.916 
-1.336 
-1.534 
-O.OOS 
0.01C 
-1.521 
df 
18 
19 
18 
17 
19 
19 
19 
19 
18 
17 
19 
17 
19 
18 
26 
23 
26 
25 
28 
29 
28 
28 
25 
29 
19 
20 
20 
20 
1.701| 17 
Prob(t) 
0.3% 
5.9% 
1.1% 
2.6% 
32.9% 
80.7% 
85.8% 
54.3% 
16.6% 
7.5% 
30.3% 
21.6% 
0 .1% 
3.3% 
52.2% 
99.3% 
5.4% 
24.2% 
44.8% 
46.5% 
14.4% 
88.9% 
6.7% 
19.2% 
13.6% 
99.3% 
99.2% 
13.7% 
10.7% 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A : Significant at 1%; B : Significant at 5% 
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Organisaations A and B : t-Test for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDIX - U J 
L FACIUTES 
(1) Equ^ xnent 
(2) Handing Facilities 
(3) Inspection Facilities 
(4) Layout 
(5) Space 
(6) Storage Facilities 
7) Manpower 
8) Conipulers(PCs) 
H. COMPLEXfTY 
1) No. of/complexity of Processes 
2) No. of/complexity of Products > 
3) Frequency of Schedule variations 
4) Complexity of Procedifles to fellow 
5) Coping with clianges to Mfg Systems 
6) Design Complexly of Product 
7) Complexity of Cels,M{g. Systems 
6) Conlrel of Process Variations 
9) QuaityProt)iems 
10) Nooftnter-ceBmowments 
11) Complex Scheduling 
12) Changing Mix of Ftunner/Repeater/ 
Stranger Hams. 
• . HANUFACTURMG SYSTEM DESIGN 
1) Cel/Shop/SBU Concept 
Zi SbBofCeB/Shop/elc. 
3) Roles ARasponsUHies 
4) NoofShared Facities 
5) Compattile to our Culture 
6) Systems & Procedures , ; 
6.1) Adherence to designed Cell/Shop' 
Systems 
6.2) Dismantling of earlier Worldng Systems 
6.3) Ufilsing Technics Expertise 
6.4) Definition of Roles &Responsit)llities 
6.5) Practicability of methods prescriljed (eg. 
Kant>an) 
6.6) Suitat)ility of CeR/Slop Systems 
6.7) Links l)etween Ceils & Support Modules 
6.8) Compromises made in Design 
IV. ORGANISATIONAL CLIMATE 
1) My own orientation 
2) Stands tatcen by fellow Cell/Shop/SBU 
Leaders 
Org. A 
Mean 
1.391 
1.876 
1.322 
1.549 
1.196 
1.398 
1.214 
1.302 
0.587 
0.900 
-0.261 
0.452 
1.276 
0.670 
0.830 
0.920 
0.457 
0.685 
0.122 
-0.333 
2.202 
2.307 
2.189 
0.774 
0.844 
1.882 
1.152 
0.796 
0.967 
1.894 
1.052 
2.011 
1.898 
0.615 
2.479 
1.823 
Std 
Devn 
2.685 
2.388 
2.485 
3.212 
,3.114 
2.814 
2.770 
2.946 
2.547 
2.366 
2.731 
2.644 
2.067 
2.145 
2.446 
2.296 
2.667 
2.828 
2.702 
2.783 
/ 
2.165 
1.783 
2.385 
2.463 
2.597 
2.295 
2.436 
2.560 
2.496 
2.182 
2.395 
1.796 
2.142 
2.154 
?^ 
1.806 
2.285 
No. 
92 
89 
90 
91 
92 
88 
98 
96 
92 
90 
88 
93 
87 
91 
88 
88 
94 
92 
90 
93 
89 
88 
95 
93 
96 
51 
92 
93 
92 
94 
96 
90 
98 
91 
96 
96 
Org.B 
Mean 
1.481 
1.444 
2.385 
1.259 
1.000 
1.296 
1.778 
2.462 
0.692 
1.038 
-0.963 
0.692 
1.231 
0.923 
1.720 
0.500 
0.259 
1.000 
0.808 
1.087 
2.680 
1.800 
1.423 
1.615 
1.440 
1.600 
1.292 
0.913 
1.917 
1.375 
2.400 
2.120 
1.500 
1.087 
2.167 
1.962 
Std 
Devn 
2.310 
2.207 
1.416 
2.823 
2.746 
2.524 
2.276 
2.102 
2.589 
2.490 
2.609 
2.558 
2.160 
2.261 
1.696 
2.859 
3.058 
2.020 
2.263 
1.703 
1.676 
2.160 
2.212 
1.472 
2.043 
2.633 
2.528 
2.466 
1.792 
1.837 
1.848 
1.666 
1.769 
1.730 
1.404 
1.280 
No. 
27 
27 
26 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
26 
26 
27 
26 
26 
26 
25 
24 
27 
26 
26 
23 
25 
25 
26 
26 
25 
10 
24 
23 
24 
24 
25 
25 
24 
23 
24 
26 
•f Test 
Y 
Value 
-0.172 
0.874 
-2.782 
0.454 
0.315 
0.178 
-1.084 
-2.272 
-0.184 
-0.253 
1.209 
-0.421 
0.094 
-0.508 
-2.081 
0.664 
0.305 
-0.638 
-1.300 
-3.104 
-1.176 
1.074 
1.539 
-2.182 
-1.224 
0.316 
-0.243 
-0.203 
-2.115 
1.186 
-3.042 
-0.284 
0.945 
-1.108 
0.917 
-0.405 
df 
49 
46 
73 
48 
47 
48 
49 
55 
40 
39 
45 
41 
40 
39 
55 
32 
38 
56 
48 
55 
49 
34 
42 
68 
46 
12 
35 
35 
49 
41 
47 
41 
41 
41 
44 
73 
ProtHt) 
86.4% 
38.7% 
0.7% 
65.2% 
75.4% 
86.0% 
28.4% 
2.7% 
85.5% 
80.2% 
23.3% 
67.6% 
92.5% 
61.4% 
4.2% 
51.1% 
76.2% 
52.6% 
20.0% 
0.3% 
24.5% 
29.1% 
13.1% 
3.3% 
22.7% 
75.7% 
81.0% 
84.1% 
4.0% 
24.3% 
0.4% 
77.8% 
35.0% 
27.4% 
36.4% 
68.7% 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
—-
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Organisaations A and B: t-Test for MEAN DIFFERENCES APPENDIX-IIJ 
• -
3) Stand taken by SBU Head 
4] Stand tal(enl>yUnH Head 
5) Stand taken t>yWo(1(men/Union 
6) Stands taken t>ylmplmntn Project Team 
7) Personal Benefits 
8) Faith in Improvement Concepts 
9) Morale during implementatkxi 
10) Demands/expectatkxisofCells/Stiops 
11) General support for Improvement 
Projects 
12) [)en)an(te/expectations of 
Supervisors/Managers 
V. MFRASTRUCTURE 
A) Operating Systems 
5.1) Training 
52) Supervision 
5.3) DIrecfion/Guklance 
5.4) Problem Solving 
5.5) knplementafion Plan/Targets 
5.6) Aooountabiity 
5.7) Reviews/Feedback 
5.8) Disdpiine 
INFRASTRlX:TURE(contd.) 
B) IT System Fadlies 
5a) MRP Exptoston, Schedules 
514 Systems for Cd Schedules 
Sc) MoPsgsneraUon 
5(Q System for Gatemoy Booking 
5e) System for Manpower Booking 
Stj Stand-afone Systems; not integrated 
Sg) Inventory Control & Purchase Systems 
VL ORGANISATIONAL SUPPORT 
1) S(4)port from Cell leader 
2) Support from Module Leader , : 
3) Support from PU Leader 
4) Support from Steering Committee 
5) S^ iport from Unit Head 
6) Support frum Support Senrices Module 1 
(Process, etc) 
7) Support from Support Servk»s Module 2 
(Maintenance) 
8) Support from Materials Module 
9) Support from Central Materials Module 
10) Support from MSD Team 
11) Co-operatkm from Workmen 
12) Transparency/SuspKkm, 
Org. A 
Mean 
2.608 
3.200 
0.511 
2.000 
1.280 
2.065 
1.838 
2.022 
2.211 
2.383 
1.765 
1.908 
2.194 
1.694 
2.194 
2.247 
1.847 
2.010 
1.170 
1.376 
1.702 
1.045 
1.374 
0.580 
2.531 
2.633 
2.828 
2.531 
3.268 
2.277 
2.198 
2.074 
1.344 
1.947 
1.219 
1.278 
Std 
Oeva 
2.064 
1.686 
2.606 
2.261 
1.964 
1.938 
2.175 
2.182 
1.833 
.'2.105 
1.941 
1.916 
1.751 
2.184 
1.837 
1.920 
2.022 
1.987 
2.178 
2.250 
2.228 
2.330 
2.288 
2.504 
.'. 
1.632 
1.595 
1.732 
1.949 
1.411 
1.786 
1.906 
1.788 
2.289 
1.700 
2.313 
2.130 
No. 
97 
95 
94 
91 
93 
93 
99 
93 
95 
94 
98 
98 
98 
98 
98 
97 
98 
99 
94 
93 
94 
89 
91 
88 
98 
98 
99 
98 
97 
94 
96 
95 
96 
94 
96 
97 
Org. B 
Mean 
2.593 
1.704 
0.680 
1.680 
1.654 
2.615 
2.500 
1.696 
2.192 
2.200 
1.407 
1.889 
1.667 
1.852 
1.556 
1.444 
2.074 
2.222 
1.280 
1.692 
1.808 
2.615 
0.731 
0.120 
1.923 
2.077 
1.880 
2.692 
2.692 
2.333 
1.720 
1.750 
1.333 
1.815 
2.370 
1.741 
0.808 
Std 
Devn 
1.738 
2.016 
1.865 
1.314 
1.917 
1.602 
1.631 
2.344 
1.497 
1.528 
1.966 
1.251 
2.038 
1.350 
1.928 
1.888 
1.357 
1.368 
1.671 
1.594 
1.550 
1.551 
1.663 
1.986 
1.853 
1.354 
1.943 
1.850 
1.379 
1.881 
1.568 
1.775 
1.840 
1.415 
1.548 
1.723 
2.498 
No. 
27 
27 
25 
25 
26 
26 
26 
23 
26 
25 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
27 
25 
26 
26 
26 
26 
25 
26 
26 
25 
26 
26 
27 
25 
24 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
•f Test 
•r 
Value 
0.040 
3.523 
-0.368 
0.904 
-0.875 
-1.477 
-1.708 
0.605 
0.052 
0.488 
0.840 
0.062 
1.225 
-0.463 
1.539 
1.947 
-0.685 
-0.642 
-0.273 
-0.810 
-0.277 
-4.008 
1.588 
0.960 
1.451 
1.789 
0.338 
-0.483 
2.401 
1.530 
1.089 
1.857 
-1.313 
-1.225 
-1.282 
0.879 
df 
48 
37 
52 
67 
41 
47 
51 
32 
48 
51 
41 
63 
37 
68 
40 
42 
61 
59 
48 
56 
57 
61 
55 
48 
46 
33 
37 
55 
35 
42 
37 
41 
68 
46 
55 
35 
ProtKt) 
96.9% 
0 .1% 
71.4% 
36.9% 
38.7% 
14.6% 
9.4% 
54.9% 
95.9% 
62.8% 
40.6% 
95.0% 
22.8% 
64.5% 
13.2% 
5.8% 
49.6% 
52.3% 
78.6% 
42.1% 
78.3% 
0.0% 
11.8% 
34.2% 
15.3% 
8.3% 
73.7% 
63.1% 
2.2% 
13.4% 
28.3% 
7.1% 
19.4% 
22.7% 
20.5% 
38.5% 
A 
— 
- — 
A 
- — 
B 
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13) Trust/lack of (aHh 
Vn. IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS 
f 
1) Communicaton about New Systems' 
2) Training in new methods & procedures 
3) Taldng people along 
4) Sustained Efforts 
5) Free fiand given to make changes/mid 
coufse corrections 
6) Horizontal support - from other Cells / 
Modules, etc. 
7) Management support 
8) How tong the Pressure was kept'en' 
9) Pace/Progress in own areas 
10) Pace/Progress in oO«r areas 
11) SficUng/Mbig back to dd methods 
12) Free hand/bilBrference 
13) GuManoe 
14) Orartoad/Undertoad 
OVERALL RATING 
1. Self-siffident Cells/Modules 
2. Sin(^ Piece Flow (Smdl Bald) Size)* -
3. Short Thru" put/Lead Times 
4. UssWtP.f^A&FGkwantories 
5. VIsUe & BfecflvB Communkslfcxi 
6. CleartyDefirwd Roles 
7. Maasurea of Perfcrtnanoe oompied 
B. l iM^-even toads, weekly targets 
9. Support Systems Effective 
10. IT System Sivport 
11. Olher(Pl.spectfy) 
I X ImpactofBPR 
To what extent was your Area affected by 
BPR} 
To what extent was your Work affected by 
BPR? 
Your experience working in Gemba Kaizen 7 
Your experience impfementing Systems 
Reengineering ? ; ' 
INITIATIVE SCORE 
O r g . A 
i 
Mean 
1.113 
2.206 
2.063 
1.806 
1.681 
1.876 
1.604 
2.926 
1.763 
2.194 
1.979 
0.383 
1.979 
2.333 
1.309 
6.933 
5.736 
6.357 
6.520 
6.381 
6.820 
6.581 
5.858 
6.193 
5.008 
3.000 
2.222 
2.151 
92.000 
p Std 
Devn 
2.126 
1.607 
1.734 
1.998 
2.151 
2.032 
2.125 
1.639 
2.096 
1.768 
1.707 
2.315 
1.902 
'•1.799 
2.425 
2.020 
2.591 
2.160 
2.144 
2.059 
.1.913 
1.961 
2.214 
1.888 
2.297 
2.828 
'l.525 
1.685 
9.633 
No. 
97 
97 
96 
98 
94 
97 
96 
95 
95 
98 
95 
94 
95 
96 
97 
134 
123 
126 
126 
134 
136 
135 
130 
132 
132 
2 
81 
73 
101 
Org. B 
Mean 
0.440 
1.885 
1.444 
2.115 
2.200 
1.926 
1.778 
2.481 
1.630 
1.846 
2.120 
0.222 
1.667 
2.000 
0.846 
7.027 
6.581 
6.441 
6.714 
6.538 
6.385 
6.821 
6.842 
6.722 
6.650 
6.000 
2.667 
2.679 
90.800 
Std 
Devn 
2.274 
1.840 
2.172 
1.796 
1.803 
2.093 
1.649 
2.155 
1.944 
1.317 
1.092 
2.172 
1.465 
1.732 
2.444 
1.936 
2.046 
1.779 
1.426 
2.011 
2.208 
1.805 
1.838 
2.037 
Z666 
4.000 
0.462 
0.671 
12.275 
No. 
25 
26 
27 
26 
25 
27 
27 
27 
27 
26 
25 
27 
24 
27 
26 
37 
31 
34 
35 
39 
39 
39 
38 
36 
40 
3 
27 
28 
25 
'f Test 
'f 
Value 
1.337 
0.812 
1.362 
-0.762 
-1.226 
-0.110 
•0.452 
0.994 
0.309 
1.107 
-0.504 
0.334 
0.875 
0.876 
0.859 
-0.259 
-1.940 
-0.233 
-0.632 
-0.429 
1.117 
-0.714 
-2.766 
-1.403 
-3.521 
-0.982 
-2.345 
-2.434 
-
0.455 
df 
36 
36 
36 
43 
44 
41 
53 
35 
45 
52 
59 
44 
45 
43 
39 
59 
57 
62 
81 
63 
55 
66 
71 
53 
58 
3 
82 
77 
32 
Prob(t) 
19.0% 
42.2% 
18.2% 
45.0% 
22.7% 
91.3% 
65.3% 
32.7% 
75.8% 
27.3% 
61.6% 
74.0% 
38.6% 
38.6% 
39.5% 
79.6% 
5.7% 
81.7% 
52.9% 
66.9% 
26.9% 
47.8% 
0.7% 
16.7% 
0.1% 
40.1% 
2.1% 
1.7% 
65.2% 
A 
A 
B 
B 
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APPENDIX - IV 
BACKGROUND NOTE ON MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
Manufacturing System Design at Organisation A 
INTRODUCTION 
Organisation A (Org. A) manufactures 4 models of Hydraulic Excavators and various 
Hydraulic Components both for captive requirement and external sales. Manufacturing 
facilities include heavy Fabrication Shop, excavator Assembly Shop and Hydraulics Plant. 
In a pioneering effort, Org.A introduced Hydraulic Excavators to India, developed the 
market and took up manufacture. In the last few years, competition has increased with the 
entry of overseas competitors and customer expectations have significantly increased. 
Org. A has been constantly striving to improve operations by adopting best practices and 
has taken steps to obtain ISO certification, adopt fOM. A few years ago, the management 
felt a "stqxhange" was required to successfully meet the stiff international competition and 
market expectations of Quality, Cost and Delivery. 
A well-known consultancy firm, CSC Manufacturing, U.K. (formerly Lucas Engineering) 
were retained to cany out a oonq>rehensive reorganisation based on Business Process 
Reengjneering principles. 
Reei^iiMering emphasizes viewing the activities of an organisation as a number of 
Processes, eadi process converting raw inputs into finished products required by the 
external or internal customers. The two main processes in a manufacturing organisation are 
the Operations or Order Fulfillment Process engaged in the operations of meeting market 
needs aikl the Develcqnnent Process engaged in developing new production services. The 
Operations Process starts with the material supplies and ends with delivery of i»oducts to 
the cu^omer. The two processes are supported by other processes like Finance, Human 
Resources, Services, etc. 
Once the market and product have been determined, con^)etitiveness in manufacturing lies 
in the ability to convert raw materials speedily into finished goods. Faster the materials flow, 
throu^ die manufacturing system, the mote competitive the organisation becomes in terms 
of Cost, Quality and Delivery. 
The Consultants napped the Business Processes against Key Success Factors identified by 
the Senior Executives of the Works and proposed the following initiatives: 
Manufacturing System Design in Machinery Works 
Manufacturing System Design in Hydraulics Works 
Strategic Sourcing 
The Change Programme was carried out by 3 full time Tj^ k-Force Teams headed by a 
Change Manager. The Change Programme was guided by a Steering Committee through 
weekly reviews of Team presentations. 
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MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN 
Objectives of Manufacturing System Design are to bring down through-put time, reduce 
work-in- progress, improve schedule adherence and increase real capacity of the 
Manufacturing Processes. 
Manufacturing Systems are supported by appropriate Material Deposition System to ensure 
timely material availability, reduced total acquisition costs (TAC) and improved supplier 
base performance. 
Manufacturing System Design is expected to bring about significant changes in the 3 Key 
Elements of an organisation which determine its ability to provide customer ser\'ice -
Structure, Systems & Culture. The expected changes are: 
• Structural Changes - formation of Cells with product focus 
flat organisation structure 
layout changes for easy material flow 
job rules for flexible functioning 
Product Units self-sufficient in resources 
• System Changes - pull system of material flow 
cellular manufacturing 
anall batch sizes / single piece flow 
Measures of Performance for schedule 
adherence and lead time 
Visual Controls 
• Culture Changes - team work and empowerment 
Customer orientation 
problem solving & continuous improvement 
Manufacturing System Design adopts the following principles: 
• Functional layout to process / cellular layout 
• Factories within Factory 
• Reduction of non-value added activities (storage, delay, transport, etc.) 
• Reduction in complexity and variations by focused production units 
• Appropriate Measures of Performance 
• Three level plaiming & control systems 
The aim of MSD is to create an environment where Processes are reliable, lead times are 
short and improvement is a way of life. 
Manufacturing System Design was undertaken in two stages: 
1. Concept Design -using a top-down approach 
2. Detailed Design -using a bottom-up approach 
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CONCEPT DESIGN 
Concept Design is a structured approach and consists of the following: 
Data collection and analysis 
Concept Manufacturing Architecture 
Design of Supplies Module and Support System 
Design of Control System 
Block Layout of production facility 
Organisation Structure and Job Roles 
Measures of Performance 
Cost Benefit Analysis 
Process Mailing and Flow Charting of existing operations were done to understand the 
Manufacturing Processes and to identify non-value added activities. 
Product Unit, Module and Cell C^ >tions were developed during Concept Manufacturing 
Aidiitec^ure. A Product Unit is a Fa^ory within the Factory where major family of 
{MPoducts is manufactured. A ProdiKt Unit consists of Cells, each of which manufacture 
con^^eted components that go into the final product and possibly a Cell to assemble the 
OHniwnrats together. The Produt^on Cells are suiqwrted by the Support Services and the 
S e r i e s Module. Most Suf^rt Services were spUt and (tedicated to the Product Units. 
Thus, the Product Unit is practically fully autonomous. A module is an intermediate unit 
consisting of a group of cells that manufacture a product aggregate; it can also be a group of 
cells requiring common facilities. 
Various Product Unit options and evaluation criteria were developed so that the selected 
option offers the best in terms of: 
minimum owership dianges and product focus 
arable of produdng in small batch sizes 
simple material flow 
fewer input sources 
low investment and space 
flexibility to meet changes in volimie 
facilitate simple planning and controls 
manageable size 
By applying criteria and sequence of processes, appropriate Product Units were selected. 
In Machinery Works, manufacturing operations were divided into 3 Product Units 
• PUl, Fabrication Shop I (plate cutting & component preparation) 
• PU2, Fabrication Shop n (fabrication & machining of structures) 
• PU3, Assembly Shop 
Each Module of Fabrication Shop produces structures required by a corresponding module of 
Assembly Shop. 
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In Hydraulics Works, manufacturii^ operations were divided into 5 Product Units 
• PUl, Hydraulic Cylinders (from components manufacture to assembly) 
• PU2, Hydraulic Motors -do-) 
• PU3, Hydraulic Pumps 
• PU4, Customized Hydraulic Equipment 
• PUS, Hoses & Pins 
Block Layouts of Cells and Modules were prepared at this stage. 
ORGANISA TION STRUCTURE CHANGES 
After forming Cells & Modules, organisation structure was made for each Product Unit and 
Business Unit. Each Product Unit consisted of: 
a) Support Services Module (responsible for giving support to Production Module) 
permanent cross-functional team of people from various functions such as 
Process, Tooling, Quality Control, Maintenance, etc. 
b) Siqifdies Module (ret^nsible f(x timely supply of material) permanent cross-
fun^onal team of people from various functions from Stores, Purchase & 
Planning. 
Moving away frxnn hierardiial functional organisation to Cellular organisation reduced level 
of reporting from 8 to 5. 
PLANNING & CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Planning & Control System was changed to manage flow of material throughout the 
production process. 
Three level Planning & Control System is being introduced: 
Level 1 -Business Planning 
Level 2 -Master Production Schedule (MPS) & Material Requirement Planning (MRP) 
Level 3 -Cell Control -Cell Planning & Schedule 
• Business Planning -Strategic company wide plan 
• MRP / MPS with Central control 
• Supplies Module, Support Services and Production Module are part of planning 
process Matching load v/s capacity is carried out. 
• Planning is not a functional activity; a team approach to Planning process across 
organisation 
Production Planning & Material Control is applied based on frequency of demand and its 
value. For this purpose Runner, Repeator, Stranger and A, B,C analysis was carried out. 
Based on this analysis, appropriate control systems such as Kanban / Pull control, MRP / 
Push control, Two-Bin replenishment, strategic stock systems were selected for different 
products and components. 
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DETAILED DESIGN AT MACHINERY WORKS 
Detailed design of Cells was done with bottom-up approach by calculating requirements of 
the Cell System. 170 & 300 CK models. Turret & Undercarriage fabrication system was 
selected as a demonstration Cell. Thereafter, detailed design of Cells were taken up for all 
Product Units, details were worked out: 
Products to be manufactured in the Cell 
Process sequence and Cell boundries were fixed 
Details such as capacity, lead time and manpower requirement were calculated 
Facility requirements 
Bottleneck situations and capacity matching 
Process stability and Quality problems 
Skill levels 
Qualification of NVAs. Scope for real capacity improvements 
Material flow was studied and functional layout was dianged to process layout with the 
unidirecticm of oiaterial flow. C ^ e tin» at eadh work stations was balanced to facilitate 
single piece {c^kming flow. O^ndty dxck was done for demand and product mix 
variirtimis and suttidjie adjustments in layout carried out. 
ClassificatiMi of i i ^ t comp<Mient8 and products manufactured in the Cell was carried out 
based upon weeldy frequency of demand and value. B & C class items were stored ON-
LINE near work ^tions. R l^enisfament is done on two-bin basis directly from the 
suppliers. A class items are suj^lkd on MILKROUND basis. Tlie material flows in a single 
piece mode instead of batdi mode basis. High value gascut profiles are issued in kit forms 
just before start of the jobs leading to control of WIP. 
Suitable visual controls are to be provided to highlight schedules, procedures and problems. 
Gateway controls introduced to capture data on Measure of Performances. 
DETAILED DESIGN AT HYDRAUUCS WORKS 
Cylinder Product Unit was taken up for detailed design. Four cells were identified based on 
process flow and activity carried out Ctee of die Cells, viz. Rod Piston Cell was identified as 
the demonstrator cell. Following details were collected: 
• Components to be made in the cell 
• Process sequence and machines through which each component passes 
• Cycle time for each component in each machine 
• Set up time for each component in each machine 
• Process stability and Quality problems 
• Manpower details and skill levels 
• Existing layout and material handling 
Traditionally, production of Rod Pistons was carried out in a batch mode. A flow line 
concept was mooted and the cell layout was designed to facilitate this. Cycle times at each 
work station had to be reasonably matched to facilitate single piece flow. Modifying process 
sequence and combining operations (one man operating two machines) wherever necessary 
was adopted to match cycle times. Suitable material handling to move components fi-om one 
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station to the next was put in place. Madiines were laid out in a U-shape for better team 
working. 
Classification of components manu£BCtured in the cell was done based on A, B, C and 
Runner/Repeater/Stranger analysis. Based on this classification, batching rules and 
production control methods (Kanban, MRP, Two-Bin, Strategic stock) for each part number 
was arrived at. Visual control boards for Production control, Measures of Performance, 
continuous improvements were provided to involve employees in the day-to-day working of 
the Cell and to form a self managed team. A seating arrangement for the cell members was 
provided the "Idea Comer" for meetings. 
TANGIBLE BENEHTS ACHIEVED IN DEMONSTRATION CELLS 
Schedule adherence improved by 30% -35% 
Through-put time reduced by 40% -70% 
WIP reduced by 30% -50% 
Effective Capacity increased by 15% -40% 
Space saving by 10% -40% 
Distance travelled reduced by 50% -60% 
INTANGIBLE BENEFITS ACHIEVED 
• Product and Customer focus improved 
• Planning became simple 
• Production output is more uniform 
• Housekeeping improved 
• Team work improved 
• Work progress is visible; progress chasing no longer required 
• Scope for multiskilling and one man operating multiple machines 
• Reduction in non-value added activites like waiting, transportation & inspection 
IT SUPPORT FOR REENGINEERING 
r r support was utilised at all phases of Manufacturing System Design and implementation for 
the following purposes: 
• Data classification and analysis 
• ABC and Ruimer / Repeater / Stranger analysis of products, sub-assemblies and 
components 
• Cluster Analysis of components, manufacturing processes to determine product 
families and Cells 
• Block layout 9f production facilities 
• Detailed layout of Cells in Autocad 
Line balancing of work stations 
• Simulation of Cell operations in steady state and dynamic variations 
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• Assigning appropriate control system rules for various manufactured and bought-out 
components 
• Design of warehouse and storage locations as per the control system of "Kit" and 
Two-Bin" items 
The entire Manufacturing System is based on the principle that given a feasible production 
plan, the Cells are empowered to take appropriate actions including day-to-day planning of 
activities to meet the stipulated outputs and schedules. 
The 3-Level Planning and Control System envisages the preparation of the feasible 
production plan by the Master Production Scheduling Process followed by rough-cut 
capacity planning. 
Material Requirement Planning (MRP) then generates the requirement schedule of input 
materials as well as the weekly Start and Completion Targets for each Cell. 
The Cell performance is measured by the stipulated Measures of Performance (MoPs). The 
Cell leaders are encouraged to conq>ile / compute their MoPs to have first-hand knowledge 
how well the Cell is performii^ A sy^m of Gateway Control has .been adopted to capture 
data of when i i ^ t materials entued die Cell and when the completed "product was delivered 
by the CeU. This sin^e system eaables quick compilation of Measures of Performance on 
Sdiedule A(ttieience, Lead Time, WIP, Productivity. 
The Suf^rt System in one Product Unit successfully developed an "Electronic Kanban" 
using existing network of PCs located in every Module. In this system, the Support System 
transmits the weekly Start and Completion Date targets for products of the Cells. The Cell 
leaders record the progress and completion of products in their Cells. They also trigger 
requisitions for inputs for next week's production to their Supplier Cells. 
It takes some time for an organisation to understand and evolve an {q^roach to ad(^ting a 
comidetely different (grating philosq)hy based on Reengineering principles. Well planned 
presentations by the Task Force Teams to the Steering Conunittee using crisp Powerpoint 
Slides were valuable in hig^ghting the key issues and generating focused discussions. In 
the process, the Ta^ Force Teams own understanding of the principles and issues involved 
benefited. 
CONCLUSION 
Reengineering involves comprehensive changes to an organisation's Structure, Systems and 
Culture, rr plays a major role in handling the various detailed exercises involved. In fact, 
without rr support an organisation may get discouraged at the prospect of handling such an 
enormous task. The Reengineered organisation gets fully integrated by IT system based on 
MRP and MPS, In a survey of operating executives on the various aspects of Manufacturing 
System Design, the executives identified IT support as the most important factor 
contributing to the success of Reengineering after Management Support and Guidance. 
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